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ABSTRACT

AN EXPLORATION OF THE EMOTIONS AND
MOTIVATION OF TERTIARY ENGLISH LANGAUGE
LEARNERS IN AUSTRALIA

Andrew Ross
The network of emotions available to the human experience and their role in academic and
linguistic achievement have, to date, been largely neglected as an area for investigation in the
fields of applied linguistics and second language acquisition (Dörnyei, 2009) as well as within
the realm of broader educational psychology (Schutz and Pekrun, 2007). Most research has
centred on issues relating to anxiety and confidence, whereas consideration of a much broader
spectrum of emotions offers a greater insight into the cognitive processes and identities of
learners, and hence warrants fuller investigation. In particular, specific emotions such as
pride, shame, guilt, hope, hopelessness, boredom, happiness, sadness, excitement,
disappointment and enjoyment can be suggested to occupy vital position within one’s
psychological make-up and act as fundamentally important motivators (MacIntyre,
Mackinnon and Clemént, 2009). This study represents an investigation into the emotional
experiences of university-level English language learners in Australia, and the relationship
those emotional experiences have with the participants’ motivation to learn English, with a
particular emphasis on the Ideal L2 Self. The study adopts a mixed methods research
approach, with semi-structured qualitative interviews utilized to delve into the emotions of the
learners, and then a Structural Equation Modelling quantitative approach to investigate causal
relationships between emotions and aspects of motivation. The quantitative aspect was driven
by two separate survey instruments – one focusing on emotion, and one on motivation. The
findings of the study suggest that the emotional experiences of learners are significant and
diverse, and are a major part of their language learning experience. Further, there are
significant causal relationships that exist between emotions and motivation, and the Ideal L2
Self concept of the learners. As such, there is a need for greater consideration and
investigation of language learner emotions in future research, as well as in the situated
classroom environment.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
________________________________________________________
1.1.

Origins of the study
To date, I have worked as a language teacher for eight years and in three different

countries (Australia, Thailand and Japan). Throughout these years of experience I have
needed to adapt my teaching to the environment in which I was situated. This meant utilising
my growing level of experience to manage, among other variables, varying class sizes and
levels of student ability, differing degrees of resource availability, my own limitations in the
students’ L1 (in Thailand and Japan especially) and course materials ranging from engaging
and appealing to downright dull.
These variables were always different from place to place and job to job and required
me to adapt. However, one thing never changed regardless of where I was working or the
conditions under which I was working – that it was always more enjoyable and rewarding
from a teacher’s perspective to teach students if they really appeared to want to learn. Indeed,
of even more importance, learners who are invested in their learning on a level beyond the
task itself have always appeared to gain substantially more than those who do not. This has
been reflected in, for example, an increase in the overall velocity of proficiency gains,
noticeable improvements in communicative and intercultural competence, or in goal
achievement.
This is something I have remained conscious of in my classes. It has always been a far
greater challenge preparing lessons for students who appear to have no desire to learn or be in
the classroom whatsoever. However, the fact that I was aware of this did not mean that I had
any insight into, or understanding of, the actual reasons why some students were excited
about learning and extremely motivated, while others showed nothing but uninterest. For a
1

long time I put it down to things such as the overall group dynamics in the class, or
proficiency levels, my own teaching prowess or inadequacy, or the teaching materials and
resources available to the students. It was not until during my Master’s degree that I started to
really look more deeply into the area of language learning motivation, and in particular in
relation to my own students.
My reading from that point exposed me to the canon of literature on language learning
motivation and the various phases of research through which it has progressed over the last
few decades. At present, the dominant theory of motivation is Dörnyei’s (2005; 2009a) L2
Motivational Self System, which considers motivation from a ‘self’ perspective. This theory
in particular piqued my interest as I am in agreement with the idea that language forms one of
the critical parts of any individual’s identity. As my own exposure to the theories of
motivation in existence and how they had been researched grew, I began to try and place my
own learners within them. This exercise has proven helpful at times but I still always felt as
though there was something absent from the theories. This was especially the case when I saw
the different impacts upon my students’ motivation caused by the incredibly broad range of
emotions, or feelings, available to them in their learning experience.
It is human nature to seek out experiences in life that result in positive emotional
experiences, and to avoid those that provide negative experiences – this is true in language
learning as in any other area of life. However, what I began to notice were the differing
effects a single emotion could have upon learners’ motivation due to their own individual
approaches to learning and their own self-concept; for example, a feeling of pride can
motivate one learner to work harder to experience that feeling again, but yield complacency in
another. A feeling of shame can be incredibly demotivating to some students, but others find
it a motivating factor to avoid that feeling again or to prove something to themselves.

2

What, to me, seemed to be missing from Dörnyei’s theory and those that had come
before it was a link between the emotional experiences learners can have and their motivation
to learn a language. The absence of this link, particularly considering the relationship our
emotional experiences can have with our future behaviour and future self-projections, is what
has proved the inspiration for and the foundation of the study.

1.2.

Guiding principles
The research conducted in the area of language learning motivation to date has

covered a great deal of ground and made significant advances whilst research into language
learner emotions is decidedly lacking. As a result, if the current project were left to define its
own parameters or boundaries, it would undoubtedly become an animal difficult to reel back
in to the realm of the worthwhile and the manageable due to the wealth of research on
motivation already out there combined with the freedom to explore any area of emotion
desired. It is due to this that I see it as prudent to outline several guiding principles to which I
intended to adhere as I conducted this research and produced this thesis. By doing so, I expect
the end result of the research to be ethically sound, to uphold the traditions of tried research
methods, to remain within the parameters defined by my own research aims, to prove of value
to the field of applied linguistics and foreign language education, and to demonstrate that I, as
the researcher, have upheld my responsibilities as a researcher.
Firstly, throughout the entire course of the research, I endeavoured to maintain a
specific focus. Of course, identity is a critical part of this focus in relation to both emotion and
motivation, and in an attempt to continue along the research path, at least in the area of
motivation, that has been laid by Dörnyei. However, as a researcher in the humanities, it is
also important to demonstrate and maintain a connection between the individual and the
social environment within which they live, work or study. In response to this role, the current
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research did not attempt to establish any new theory of emotions or of motivation, nor to reinvent or re-interpret those already in existence. Rather, it focused specifically on the
participants and their personal learning experiences and how these are influenced by notions
of identity and the self and by the social context within which they live, as well as on the
manner in which these interact together. By maintaining a focus on identity, a connection
with current theories of motivation was established and strengthened. Further, this connection
served an invaluable role as emotions were explored more deeply due to the fact that
emotions themselves are very personal, and are so tightly intertwined with who we are and the
social context within which we live (Bown & White, 2010). Constant referral back to my
original research aims as the research ran its course helped me to achieve this.
The context of the project is useful to turn to here in order to provide the setting for
what follows in these pages. The study is geographically located in Australia, with the
participants being English language learners undertaking language courses, at the Academic
English level, at a range of metropolitan university-based language institutes.
Here it would also be fitting to briefly outline the aims of the project, along with the
key research questions the thesis strove to answer. Learner emotions and motivation are the
key concepts around which both the aims of the project, and the research questions, were
constructed.
The key aims of the project were to:


Explore language learner emotion through a mixed method research approach, and
within this exploration to:



Observe the motivational and emotional profiles of learners through a combination of
qualitative and quantitative research approach



Identify specific emotions experienced by language learners as described in interviews
and observed through the administration of research questionnaires

4



Identify features of the relationship between emotion and motivation and foreign
language learning
In order for these aims to be achieved, it was essential that the research project be

guided by focused research questions. The role of these was to both direct the research and
ensure that the researcher adhered to the relevant theoretical, methodological, and analytical
focus areas and did not diverge into discussion into other areas of research not of direct
relevance to the current project.
The research questions the project attempted to answer are the following:
1. What emotional experiences do ESL learners have?
2. How do English language learners describe their emotional experiences?
3. What are the motivational profiles of the learners in the study based on the Language
Learner Motivation Questionnaire (LLMQ)? How are their Ideal L2 Selves
represented?
4. What are the emotional profiles of learners based on the Language Learner Emotion
Questionnaire (LLEQ)?
5. What is the relationship between learner emotions and motivation to study English,
with a particular focus on the Ideal L2 Self concept?
The methodologies selected as most appropriate for the project follow the mixedmethods tradition. The most important aspect of the research was conducted within a
qualitative framework, in relation to learner emotions. In this stage of the research, the
learners’ stories were of ultimate importance and served to shape the entire project. In order to
explore emotions and their relationship with motivation further with data garnered from the
qualitative research, statistical analysis needed to be conducted within a qualitative
framework. Both phases were planned and conducted in a manner guided by the literature
resulting from previous studies. Of most importance to the project, however, was a ‘happy
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marriage’ of the two paradigms that allows the growth of awareness and understanding, rather
than a project that appears as if two separate projects are contained within the one.
Finally, the primary purpose of the research should be mentioned. As with any
research in the academic domain, the key goal should be to contribute to the understanding
and knowledge of the research topic in the field, and nothing is different in the current project.
Firstly, with consideration given to dominant theories of L2 motivation at present, the project
adds to the understanding of language learner emotions and how they relate to L2 motivation.
Secondly, whilst there is certainly scope for the findings of the current study to be of great
relevance in language learning contexts globally, special attention was given to the Australian
tertiary context within which the study was conducted with a view to producing accessible,
valuable, and relevant findings.

1.3.

Organisation of the thesis
The thesis is organised in a logical fashion and begins with the literature review. In the

initial part of the thesis, the literature review, I review and discuss the path that research into
L2 motivation theory has taken over the last few decades, and in particular, where possible,
look at issues associated with motivation in an ESL context like that in which the current
project takes place. Here, equal emphasis will be placed on motivation theory (Chapters 2 and
3) where it stands today on the cusp of a new frontier promised by current research into
Dynamic Systems Theory (DST), but still well-anchored to Dörnyei’s L2 Motivational Self
System which connects other identity and self-based theories to be merged with motivation
theory.
The final part of the literature review (Chapter 4) looks specifically at the research,
and also lack thereof, that has been conducted into emotions in language learning and also
within the broader domain of mainstream psychology. Emotions themselves will be defined
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and discussed both as a whole and in terms of individual emotions. Relevant and important
theories of emotions in relation to education will also be reviewed, especially those that
suggest or establish a link between emotions and motivation. Finally, the gap that exists in the
literature where the study of emotions in applied linguistics is concerned will be formally
addressed, and this will provide the launching pad for the remainder of the thesis, and the
greater part of the project.
At the completion of the literature review I move on to the chapter concerning the
research methodology (Chapter 5). The main purpose of this chapter is to explain the rationale
behind the choices made in the research design and to outline the actual research methods and
instruments used. A mixed methods approach has been selected for the project, with perhaps a
leaning towards the qualitative side in terms of relevance and importance to the study, but
with the quantitative aspect also playing a crucial role. As a result of the choice of a mixed
methods approach, however, it is indeed necessary to have a clear rationale for why this
choice was made, and to justify it as an appropriate choice for the project.
Following the methodology section, the results of the project are presented. Firstly, the
results of the qualitative interviews are presented (Chapter 6), followed by the results of the
quantitative phase of the project (Chapter 7). The presentation of the qualitative results is
guided by the first two of the research questions concerning the emotions that language
learners experience and the actual manner in which they describe these experience as
occurring to them. Selections of the comments made by the participants are presented with
interpretive analysis undertaken by the researcher. In the subsequent chapter dealing with the
results of the quantitative data analysis, the results of each stage of the process are presented,
and the statistical models are finalised. One of the greatest contributions of the study emerges
here in the form of a ‘new’ and original, validated questionnaire (as presented in section 7.11)
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for further adaption and use within the field of applied linguistics research. It is also in this
chapter that the remainder of the research questions are addressed.
The final substantial chapter is for the discussion of the overall results and findings
(Chapter 8). In this chapter, further interpretive analysis of the quantitative phase can be
found, along with final interpretations of the qualitative data. From this point, the research
questions are addressed specifically, with reference to the literature on language learner
emotions and motivation. One of the most important aspects of this chapter relates to the
implications for language teaching and learning and for the wider field of applied linguistics,
and these are discussed in the chapter.
Lastly, the final chapter (Chapter 9), concludes the thesis by revisiting the overall aims
of the research and considering exactly what it achieved.
Of course, the overall hope for the thesis is that it can fit into an area of research in the
field of applied linguistics that is beginning to grow at a gradually increasing rate, and can
help both teachers and researchers to gain a better, and a more holistic, understanding of our
learners.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MOTIVATION THEORY
________________________________________________________
2.1. Introduction
The concept of motivation is one that would be foreign to very few people, yet if one
were to be given the task of placing a clear definition upon it, most would find it a rather
challenging task indeed. Some idea could be gleamed from the fact that the actual root of the
word ‘motivation’ is ‘to move’, which immediately directs us to consider moving towards or
away from what? Higgins and Kruglanski (2000) posit that “if one were to choose a single
term for what most people mean by motivation … it would probably be the verb ‘to want’”
(p. 2). They go on to explain that among the central interests of motivation science and
motivation researchers are the actions of knowing, feeling, and doing and how these are
related to the nature and functions of wanting. This makes sense when considering the
generally universal truth that humans are driven to acquire things they want and to achieve
things they desire to achieve.
Despite the growing quantity of motivation research within both the broader
psychological sphere and the realm of applied linguistics, it cannot be denied that there still
exists a lack of agreement as to precisely what motivation is (Oxford and Shearin, 1994). This
is echoed by Dörnyei (1998) when he mentioned the high frequency with which the term is
used in educational contexts and the resulting surprise that the literature does not offer a clear
and concise agreement on its exact meaning. However, if we consider that motivation is
essentially “intended to explain nothing less than the reasons for human behavior” (Dörnyei,
Csizér & Nemeth, 2006, p. 9) we can come closer to a basic understanding of the complicated
nature of this wide-reaching concept.
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With respect to the field of applied linguistics it is of immense importance for
motivation to be considered in relation to foreign language learning as unless teachers, policymakers, management, and the learners themselves are aware of the varying kinds of actions or
behavior that language learners exhibit, it becomes extremely difficult to maximise learner
achievement and progress in their L2 development. In order for this awareness to be
established and developed several differing factors need to be taken into consideration. These
include individual differences between learners, the intensity of individual students’ desire to
learn, learners’ evaluations as to what kind of effort is necessary on their part to be successful,
and, of course, why they actually want to learn in the first place. These variables lead us closer
to ensuring that it is even harder to put a finger on a definition as they will inevitably result in
differing degrees of motivation as well as different kinds of motivation among learners. These
need to be explored extensively in order for learner motivation to be stimulated and for it to
lead learners in the direction of success and achievement, and linguistic competence.
Educators would do well to bear in mind the notion that “motivation is often seen as the key
learner variable because without it nothing happens” (Cohen & Dörnyei, 2002, p. 172).
Motivation is affected by a range of variables such as those mentioned above and as a
result it becomes important to be selective as to which of these variables are taken into
consideration in a given study. Due to the fact that previous empirical studies on motivation
are not able to assert that they provide a complete representation of the concept of motivation,
it is critical that particular aspects be focused on, and these will most certainly differ between
disciplines. The growing body of such empirical studies focusing on different aspects and
types of motivation in all fields will continue to bring the concept closer to a holistic
definition.
This chapter, too, will adhere to such a philosophy and direct its focus to the major
developments in motivation research within the field of applied linguistics and foreign
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language education. Firstly, the theoretical aspect will be discussed (2.2), followed by the
implications of the developments for foreign language education (2.3-2.7).

2.2. The shaping of motivational theories and constructs
The key cognitive theories of motivation have stemmed from a belief that motivation
exists within all individuals. However, it cannot be denied that the social and environmental
factors surrounding the individual may also impact upon one’s cognitive processes and
perceptions (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011). It is these two standpoints that have played an
important role in shaping and developing the theories of motivation that have followed. With
both standpoints taken into consideration, the notion that motivation should be seen as an
integrated component of one’s self demands that self-based theories of motivation be drawn
in for contemplation.
The concept of the self is intertwined with motivation and motivated behavior due to
one’s desire to attain a certain self-concept. This concept within the self-domain was first put
forth by Markus and Nurius (1986) in their theory of possible selves. Within the construct,
possible selves are defined as deriving “from representations of the self in the past and they
include representations of the self in the future” (p. 954). The link with the future is the most
salient feature of possible selves, and incorporates an individual’s perception of what they
might become in the future, what they actually desire becoming, and equally importantly,
what they are afraid of becoming. One’s vision of oneself in the future is a powerful
motivating force in terms of the drive to achieve. Indeed, Markus and Nurius emphasized the
importance of possible selves with respect to the fact that they “function as incentives for
future behavior” (p. 955). Equally, individuals have the power to eliminate from that vision
any features that are undesirable to them, or that they fear, and these too are factors
motivating behaviour.
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The concept of possible selves incorporated, as mentioned above, several types of
selves ranging from desired selves, to likely selves, and to feared and undesired selves. The
importance of the self that one desired, or the ‘ideal self’, was first given attention by Rogers
(1951), who also posited that there was a link between self-concept and emotion or selfesteem, and this link depended on the discrepancy that existed between an individual’s current
self-concept (actual self) and their ideal self. This concept was taken up further, and in more
detail by Higgins (1987) and his Self-Discrepancy Theory, which outlined different types of
self-discrepancies and the motivational and emotional impact they can cause. Most
importantly, though, is Higgins’s assertion that individuals are essentially motivated to
minimize the discrepancy between their actual selves and ideal selves, so that there is balance
between self-concept and future self-guides.
It is also important to consider ideas of motivation that are not as pre-determined as
those encompassed within the self, and seen as part of one’s make-up. These are generally
associated with individual beliefs and attitudes, and have resulted in a string of theoretical
constructs focusing on the ultimate goal of ‘achievement’. Perhaps the first of these to take
root was that of Atkinson’s Theory of Achievement Motivation (1957), which was of great
importance as it recognized the emphasis that needed to be placed upon achievement itself,
but also incorporated the concepts of expectancy and value. This gave rise to several others
which all had a specific focus on the expectancy/value aspect of motivational research and
theory. At its core, expectancy-value theories posit that “individuals’ motivated decisions to
engage in particular tasks and their performance and persistence can be explained by their
expectations of how well they will do on the task and how much they value its achievement”
(Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, pp. 13-14). In particular, Dörnyei and Ushioda (2011) draw
attention to the determination of expectancy of success, and state that this comes from an
individual’s processing of their past experiences (attribution theory – see 2.2.1), personally
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judging one’s own abilities and competence (self-efficacy theory – see 2.2.2), and striving to
maintain one’s self-esteem (another theory known as self-worth theory which is not
expounded upon here). As expectancy of success is such a powerful instigator of motivated
behaviour, expectancy-value constructs have arisen more and more frequently and are very
common, and important, within motivation research. Of course, the realm of mainstream
psychology has also seen the establishment of several other self-based theories such as goal
theory (2.2.3), self-determination theory (2.2.4), and self-discrepancy theory (2.2.5). All bear
some significance to the current project due to their primary focus on aspects of the self, and
also the connection they can provide to emotions in their study of motivation. These will be
discussed in the following sections in order to provide a broad theoretical background from
within mainstream psychology, within which the current study found its foundations.

2.2.1. Attribution theory
The pioneer of research into ‘attribution theory’ was Bernard Weiner (1985, 1986,
1992), who put forward a succinct definition of the theory and was able to develop the theory
primarily within the realm of motivation, but also with a view to linking the attribution
process to specific emotions. At its core, attribution theory is firmly embedded within the
expectancy and achievement area of research, and revolves around the idea that individuals
try to make sense of and understand their past successes and failures in life by attributing
them to specific causes. The theory also posits that the causal explanations, or attributions,
made by an individual in relation to their successes and failures will impact upon any
expectancy they may have for future success, their emotions, and, very importantly, future
behavior (Martinko & Thomson 1998).
One of the key aspects Weiner’s attribution theory puts forward is that of the three
causal dimensions which assist in the act of causal attribution analysis and appraisal (Weiner,
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1985). These are identified as locus, stability, and controllability. When Heider (1958) put
forth the notion that “the result of an action is felt to depend on two sets of conditions,
namely, factors within the person and factors within the environment” (p. 82), he established
the first dimension of locus of control – concerned with the internal or external nature of
causality. The second causal dimension is that of stability. This dimension built on the first in
that it identified that fact that areas within the internal and external domains were not always
constant. For instance, a common example of a stable internal cause is aptitude, which was
considered to generally remain stable and constant within individuals. On the other hand,
there exist numerous causal factors, such as effort, which are also internal in nature but are
more subject to change over time, whether it be in the short or long-term. This also applies to
external causes. The final of the three causal dimensions is that of controllability, which acted
as an addition to the dimension of stability in much the same manner as stability had to locus.
It was deemed that certain causes, for example, could lay claim to being internal and unstable
causes such as fatigue and effort. However, a key difference between them rests in the fact
that the degree of effort expended by an individual is something that lies under the
individual’s control while fatigue, on the other hand, cannot be prevented in many cases and
lies beyond the control of the individual (Rosenbaum, 1972). Internal-stable causes could be
subjected to analysis in accordance with the controllability dimension as well.
It should be observed that within the controllability dimension there is no attention
paid to external causes and whether these actually possess any element of controllability. This
has proven to be a point of contention about the strength of the theory (Pintrich & Schunk,
2002).
Weiner’s conceptualization of attribution theory bears some significance and
relevance to the current project as he saw it as being necessary to “offer an attributional view
of the emotion process and to propose and document laws linking attributional thinking and
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specific feelings” (Weiner, 1985, p. 560). He outlined the ‘cognitive-emotion process’, which
outlines two separate sets of emotions that are experiences at the conclusion of an event.
Immediately following the completion or conclusion of an event there is deemed to be a
general emotional reaction which will be either positive or negative in nature depending on
whether the task or event is considered to have been completed with success or resulted in
failure. This would trigger emotions such as happiness for success, or anger or frustration for
failure. Immediately following the appraisal of the outcome of the event, it will be allocated a
causal attribution which will then provoke a set of affective reactions that is altogether
different to those of the outcome appraisal. A common example is the emotion of surprise,
which is triggered by a successful outcome that has been attributed to good fortune.

2.2.2. Self-efficacy
With somewhat of a different perspective to attribution theory, Albert Bandura
developed his ‘social cognitive theory’ (1977), which was concerned with factors that are
social, cognitive, and environmental in nature. It was as a result of his consideration of
cognitive factors, particularly in relation to motivation, that led to the formation of his
concept of self-efficacy.
Self-efficacy beliefs are those that concern an individual’s perception, or assessment
of their own ability to perform a task to a level that is desired (Schunk, 1991). Bandura (2001)
made the link to motivation very clear when he asserted that “efficacy beliefs are the
foundation of human agency. Unless people believe that they can produce desired results and
forestall detrimental ones by their actions, they have little incentive to act or persevere in the
face of difficulties” (p. 10). As such, these beliefs of self-efficacy can be said to represent “an
important set of proximal determinants of human motivation, affect, and action” (Bandura,
1989, p. 1175).
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As in attribution theory where causal stability is seen as the major antecedent to
expectancy, there are certain antecedents in self-efficacy theory that have also been outlined,
and these are considerably more expansive. Bandura (1986, 1997) posits that an individual’s
past experiences with the tasks, vicarious experience gained through the lived experiences of
a similar other, verbal persuasion, and heightened physiological arousal are factors which
heavily influence feelings of self-efficacy. In the case of the last antecedent of physiological
arousal, for example, profuse sweating or an increased heart rate could potentially be signals
to the individual about their inability to successfully complete a task with which they are
faced, or soon to face. Further to this, it should also be mentioned that attribution is only
concerned with past experiences, whilst self-efficacy theory is concerned with impending
events or tasks.
One of the most notable criticisms of self-efficacy theory is that whilst the theory is
primarily concerned with perceived ability to complete tasks, there is actually no incentive for
an individual to dedicate any effort to completing the task if there is no value attached to it.
As a result, it might be wise for the theory to be expanded to encompass perceptions of both
expectancy and value, or to be viewed together with an expectancy-value model such as
attribution theory.

2.2.3. Goal theories
Bearing some similarities to self-efficacy theory and attribution theory due to its
expectancy-value orientation, but also of importance to motivational inquiry in its own right,
is goal-setting theory. The compatibility between goal-setting theory and self-efficacy and
attribution theory rests in the increased dedication to a goal that is shown when it is believed
that achieving the goal is indeed possible (expectancy), and that it is of importance (value).
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Goal-setting theory was established by Locke and Latham (1990) in an attempt to
understand and interpret the performances of different people in relation to variations in the
attributes of the goals they pursued. It was initially applied to work and organizational
settings, but has also been applied to educational setting with a particular emphasis on the
importance of proximal goal-setting as a means to promote self-efficacy, intrinsic motivation
and self-regulation of learning (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011). The theory was established as a
result of the belief that “conscious goals affect action” (Locke & Latham, 2002, p. 705).
Further to this, conscious goals were organized into three areas within which it was believed
they could display variation. These areas are specificity, difficulty and goal commitment.
Goals possess differing degrees of each of these characteristics, which interact and produce
differing levels of achievement and performance. For example, a very specific and clearlydefined goal which is deemed to be important will result in a high level of goal commitment.
This, in turn, will generally produce the greatest level of achievement.
A key difference between goal-setting and goal-orientation theories of motivation is
the context within which they were intended to be applied. Goal-setting theory was always
intended to be applied to educational settings, as opposed to goal-setting theory’s interest in
the workplace (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011). Goal-orientation theory is chiefly concerned with
two main goal constructs (orientations) that can be adopted by students and applied towards
their scholastic endeavours. These constructs are knows as mastery orientation and
performance orientation. Mastery orientation involves pursuing mastery, or cognition, goals
with the specific focus of learning and understanding the content. This is in opposition to
performance orientation whereby students pursue performance goals with a focus on varying
outcomes such as receiving good test scores, performing better than other students in the
class, or merely demonstrating ability (Ames, 1992). It can be said that mastery goals are in
line with intrinsic motivation due to the emphasis on the individual’s personal improvement
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and growth, whereas performance goals are more similar to extrinsic motivation as the focus
is on undertaking learning as a means to achieve a goal which will provide some kind of
external and public recognition. These types of motivation have been widely researched in
psychology, and never more so than within the realm of self-determination theory. This will
be discussed in more detail in the following section.

2.2.4. Self-determination theory
Self-determination theory (SDT) revolves around the dichotomy that exists between
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). Intrinsic motivation is described as
the situation that exists when an individual performs a task or an activity for its own sake.
That is, the sense of pleasure or satisfaction derived from the activity is what drives the
individual to perform it. An example of this might be a student completing their maths
homework as soon as they get home from school due to a particular love and enjoyment of
algebra. Conversely, extrinsic motivation concerns the performance of a task in order to
receive some kind of reward, or to avoid punishment for not completing it. In this instance, an
example might come in the form of a student working hard at a science project due to the
desire to receive an ‘A’ grade, or perhaps the parents have threatened that any grade lower
than a ‘B’ will result in a decrease in allowance.
Prior to the establishment of SDT, these two types of motivation were deemed to be
categorically different. However, according to the theory, they are not seen as different at all,
but rather “lie along a continuum of self-determination” (Noels, Pelletier, Clément &
Vallerand, 2000, p. 38). Deci and Ryan (1985) developed this recognition of the linked
nature of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation into their SDT. Within the theory, “extrinsic forms
of motivation can be placed on a continuum representing different degrees of external control
and internal regulation (self-determination), depending on how internalized these extrinsic
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goals are” (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 24). As a result, the more that extrinsic goals can be
internalized by an individual, the more likely it will be that those goals can co-exist with
intrinsic motivation.
Finally, an important point to note along with the acknowledgement that externally
defined goals can be internalized is that it has also been recognized that the psychological
needs of autonomy, competence and relatedness are crucial to individuals becoming more
self-determined. This highlights the influence that social-contextual factors can play in
shaping motivation, an aspect that has been receiving increased attention in theories of
motivation in recent times.

2.2.5. Self-discrepancy theory
An important development in motivation research and also in the area of the selfconcept came with Higgins’s (1987) self-discrepancy theory, which developed the notion of
possible selves (Markus & Nurius, 1986) into a theory based around the concept of ‘selfguides’ (the notion of self will be dealt with specifically in chapter 3). The theory is grounded
in the belief that there are two types of self. Firstly, the actual self, which has two
perspectives, is “the kind of person an individual believes he or she actually is and the kind of
person an individual believes that others think he or she actually is” (Higgins, 1987, p. 320).
The other self-type is an image of the self projected into the future, from a personal
perspective or from the perspective of others. These are the ideal and ought selves, and are
representations of the type of person an individual would like to be (ideal self), and the type
of person that others believe an individual should be (ought self). Higgins’s theory posits that
individuals are motivated to attain their ideal or ought selves, in effect reducing the
discrepancy between the two self-types.
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Self-discrepancy theory is of particular relevance and importance to the current project
for two reasons. The first reason is its link to the present dominant theory of motivation –
Dörnyei’s (2005, 2009) L2 motivational self-system, which adapts the ideal- and ought-self
concepts for use in the applied linguistics domain. Secondly, self-discrepancy theory
emphasises the different types of emotions individuals can feel as a result of the different selfdiscrepancies (Higgins, 1997). An example of this might be, from the individual’s own
standpoint, the existence of a discrepancy between their own perception of their actual self
and of their ideal self. In this instance “the person is predicted to be vulnerable to dejectionrelated emotions” (p. 322) such as disappointment, dissatisfaction, or sadness. The fact that
different self-discrepancies can evoke a vast array of different emotions is something that
cannot be ignored in the present research as it has the potential to provide valuable insight
into learner emotional experiences, which is what the project seeks.

2.3. Foreign language learning motivation
The roots of foreign language learning motivation research can be found within the
theories and concepts of mainstream psychology; however, it must also be acknowledged that
it is now a burgeoning research field in its own right. The growth within applied linguistics
and foreign language learning can be traced back to the seminal work of Gardner and Lambert
(1959). They assert that “an individual acquiring a second language adopts certain behavior
patterns which are characteristic of another cultural group and that his attitudes toward that
group will at least partly determine his success at learning a new language” (Gardner &
Lambert, 1959, p. 267). It was this radical change in the assumptions underlying language
learning that led to a major focus being placed on foreign language learning motivation in its
own right.
The three main phases of research into foreign language learning motivation were
outlined by Dörnyei (2005) as beginning with the social psychological phase (1959-1990),
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progressing to the cognitive-situated phase (1990s), and entering the process-oriented phase at
the beginning of the 2000s. It is important to also note that, presently, language learning
motivation research is well and truly into a fourth and exciting phase – the socio-dynamic
phase (2005-present). The key element of the socio-dynamic phase is the growing focus on
notions of self and identity, and this phase continues to grow and develop around these
notions. Within the following sections, these distinct phases of foreign language learning
motivation research will be discussed at length.

2.4. Social psychological phase
Having outlined in section 2.3 the stages through which language learning motivation
research has progressed, it is now prudent to explain and describe these in detail. Prior to the
transition to the cognitive-situated period, the terrain of language learning motivation research
was largely dominated by the work of Robert Gardner and his colleagues. Motivation to learn
a second language was seen by Gardner and Lambert (1972) to be the dominant force in either
promoting or preventing intercultural communication and understanding. Their research was
driven by the unique situation that exists in Canada with the French and English-speaking
communities cohabiting the nation, and as such they sought to understand how intercultural
communication could be fostered through language learning.
Essentially, the social psychological phase is characterized by the merging of
“traditional motivation research – which used to focus entirely on the individual – with social
psychological insights and methods concerning the relationship between the L1 and L2
communities” (Dörnyei, 2005, p. 67). It was an important progression in the understanding of
second language acquisition and development as it was in the work of Gardner and associates
that attention was first paid to affective variables in language learning. This was in stark
contrast to previous assumptions that stated that to successfully acquire a foreign language a
certain level of intelligence or aptitude was required (Gardner, 2001). The affective variables
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in which Gardner and Lambert showed most interest were of an attitudinal nature; in
particular, they viewed language learners’ attitudes towards the target language itself, along
with members of the target language community as being major determinants of a range of
behaviours in their language learning. This is particularly evident in their firm belief that it is
essential for language learners to “identify with members of another ethnolinguistic group and
to take on very subtle aspects of their behaviour, including their distinctive style of speech
and their language” (p. 135).
Robert Gardner’s work will always be of great significance in the realm of language
learning motivation research, particularly due to the two key concepts he established of
integrative motivation and instrumental motivation. An integrative orientation refers to an
individual’s positive attitude towards the L2 community, and a yearning to interact with and
even take on characteristics similar to those of valued members of that community (Dörnyei
& Ushioda, 2011). It was, in fact, actually defined as such by Gardner and Lambert (1959) as
a “willingness to be like valued members of the language community” (p. 271). On the other
hand, an instrumental orientation refers to the gains of a more practical nature that can be
garnered from learning a foreign language such as gaining a better employment position or
receiving a higher salary. On some level, an instrumental orientation draws some parallels
with extrinsic motivation in the sense that its focus rests on gains that are more tangible in
nature. The work of Gardner and his colleagues remains of extreme importance in the canon
of language learning motivation literature, and in particular the notion of integrativeness.

Gardner’s socio-educational model
The socio-educational model was Gardner’s crowning achievement, and the dominant
model of language learning acquisition in the social psychological period. The model was
developed by Gardner and Smythe (1975), and underwent several revisions in the following
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years and decades, most notably by Gardner (2000; 2001). A diagrammatic representation of
the socio-educational model as it stands today can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Socio-educational model of second language acquisition (Gardner, 2001)
In terms of language learning motivation, it is important to focus on the three variables
of integrativeness, attitudes toward the learning situation and motivation, and to notice how
they interact together to produce integrative motivation. Within the model, integrativeness
and attitudes toward the learning situation are seen as correlates, and together produce
motivation (Gardner, 2000) with some consideration also given to other factors. As
mentioned in the previous section, ‘integrativeness’ refers to the genuine interest of a
language learner in “learning the second language in order to come closer to the other
language community” (Gardner, 2001, p. 5). The other variable of ‘attitudes toward the
learning situation’ acts as an umbrella and covers any and all aspects of the situation and
context within which the language is learned – these aspects could include teachers or course
materials in the school context, for example.
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The variable of ‘motivation’ is made up of three key elements according to the model
(Gardner, 2001). The model posits that a motivated individual:
1. Will expend effort to learn the language (be an active learner)
2. Wants to achieve a goal in language learning
3. Will enjoy the task of learning the language
These three elements of the model are also described by Gardner (2001) as “effort, desire and
positive affect” (p. 6) respectively and assist in determining the level of motivation of an
individual.
Over the decades the socio-educational model, and in particular the notion of
integrativeness, has played an important role in language learning motivation research and
inquiry. Indeed, following a large-scale project involving a large sample in Hungary, Dörnyei
and Clément (2001) were able to confirm “the uncontested superiority of integrativeness as a
predictor of language choice” (p. 423) and that the same could be said for the degree of effort
learners intended to put into their language learning.
One of the major criticisms of integrative motivation within the socio-educational
model stems from the context in which it was born. The situation in Canada is unique, with
the Francophone and Anglophone populations living together in the same country and having
innumerable chances to interact. As such, the integrative motive came to be seen as a concept
that was not anywhere near as applicable in a context where language learners do not have the
opportunity to experience the same kind of intercultural contact with speakers of the target
language.
This defect in the concept of the integrative motive led to the development of several
new approaches, or reinterpretations, of Gardner’s concept, so that the diverse contexts within
which English and other language learning takes place could be given the attention they
warranted. Among these reinterpretations is that of Yashima’s (2002) concept of
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‘international posture’. Yashima (2002) emphasises the fallacy of integrativeness in that “in a
context where there is little daily contact with native speakers of English, learners are not
likely to have a clear affective reaction to the specific L2 language group” (p. 57). This,
however, does not prevent learners of English from developing certain attitudes towards
English-speaking cultures through the media and other means. The concept of international
posture expands the scope of integrativeness to include enthusiasm towards opportunities for
intercultural contact, an interest in international affairs, preparedness to venture abroad for
work or to live, and an openness to cultural and ethnic diversity.
While the socio-educational model has drawn some criticism, its place in the canon of
motivational literature is assured, and it has formed the launching pad from which many of
the theories and concepts in the decades and years that followed were launched. With respect
to the current project, there is some similarity in the fact that the chief criticisms the model
faced were based on the context within which it was developed and hence its inapplicability
outside of that context. Part of the rationale for the current project lies in the fact that the
theoretical framework within which it is being conducted has not been tested in the current
context of an ESL setting. The project aims to reinterpret this framework to apply to a new
context much the same way as others reinterpreted Gardner’s model.

2.5. Cognitive situated phase
The early 1990s saw the emergence of a new direction in language learning
motivational inquiry, and this was largely triggered by Crookes and Schmidt’s (1991) seminal
article calling for the motivation research agenda to be ‘re-opened’. The need for such a shift
in research focus was echoed by Dörnyei and Ushioda (2011) when they recalled “a sense that
the social psychological line of inquiry had perhaps run its course and that new and
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alternative research perspectives were needed to revitalize and refocus the L2 motivation
field” (p. 46).
The direction motivation research took from this point in the early 1990s was towards
the ‘cognitive-situated period’, which was characterized by two main trends. Firstly, it was
deemed as important for language learning motivation research to draw level with parallel
advances within mainstream psychology and to take on some of the influential concepts from
that arena. The second trend characterizing this period was the narrowing of the focus in L2
motivational inquiry from the macroperspective (incorporating whole communities) that was
a feature of the social psychological approach, to a microperspective encompassing a more
situated analysis of motivation as it operates in actual learning situations and environments
(Dörnyei, 2005).
It is important to note that this new approach to motivation revolving around
cognitive-situated perspectives was not in any way an attempt to totally disregard the
perspectives offered from within the social psychological phase. On the contrary, the aim was
to expand and enhance the motivation theoretical framework to include these cognitive
perspectives. Additional variables needed to be drawn from the realm of cognitive psychology
and added to those from the social psychological phase such as attitudes and behaviour
(Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011). In fact, perhaps the best example of this expansion of the
framework can be seen in Tremblay and Gardner’s (1995) model of L2 motivation, which
was essentially a reworking of Gardner’s original conceptualization of the integrative motive,
which they developed in response to calls within the arena of motivational inquiry for the
“adoption of a wider vision of motivation” (p. 505).
Within the model, the variables of goal salience, valence, and self-efficacy were added
from expectancy-value and goal theories, and placed between attitudes and motivational
behaviour on the ‘language attitudes motivational behaviour  achievement’ continuum.
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According to the authors, the goal salience variable represents the actual specificity of the
goals of learners, and the frequency of goal-setting strategies adopted. Valence was intended
to merge the traditional scales of ‘desire to learn an L2’ and ‘attitudes towards learning the
L2’, which created a more inclusive L2-related learning component. Self-efficacy, as
described earlier in the current chapter, comprised performance expectancy along with
anxiety in the dual facets of L2 use anxiety and class anxiety. These variables are of particular
relevance to the current project due to their propensity to trigger emotions in learners. This is
especially the case with self-efficacy beliefs and goal pursuit and achievement. Figure 2.2
below provides a visual representation of Tremblay and Gardner’s (1995) model of L2
motivation.

Figure 2.2: Tremblay and Gardner’s (1995) model of L2 motivation

2.6. Process-oriented phase
Succeeding the cognitive-situated phase of L2 motivation research was the processoriented phase. It was inspired by the recognition that motivation possesses a dynamic, not
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static, character and was open to temporal variation (Dörnyei, 2005). This prompted
researchers to approach motivation from a perspective which held a specific focus on time.
This could be seen in the work of Williams and Burden (1997), who observed the stages of
motivation in relation to a time continuum: ‘reasons for doing something  deciding to do
something  persisting, or sustaining effort at something’. This helped in distinguishing
between the motivation an individual feels for engaging in a task or activity, and the
motivation one feels during a task or activity – an important conceptual distinction.
Another researcher of note to place an emphasis on the importance of temporal
considerations in learner motivation was Ushioda (2001), who emphasised through her study
of 20 Irish students of French that learning within the institutional context the norm seems to
be motivational fluctuation rather than stability. This in turn highlights the idea of “a temporal
frame of reference shaping motivational thinking” (Ushioda, 1998, p. 82). What is of interest
in Ushioda’s 2001 study was that 16 of the 20 participants described their motivation to learn
a foreign language in terms of their past enjoyment of learning the language, and not in terms
of future goals as had traditionally been the case.
The process model
The desire to show the manner in which motivation can change over time saw the
development of an elaborate model, the process model, by Dörnyei and Ottó (1998). Within
their model, the motivational process is broken down into several discrete temporal segments,
or events. There are two main dimensions that make up the process model: motivational
influences and action sequences. Motivational influences included energy sources and
motivational sources that provide the foundations of the behavioural process. On top of this
foundation rest the three phases of the process model, the preactional, actional, and
postactional phases. These phases drew on Heckhausen and Kuhl’s (1985) Action Control
Theory, and demonstrate the behavioural process in which “initial wishes, hopes and desires
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are first transformed into goals, then into intentions, leading eventually to action and,
hopefully, to the accomplishment of the goals, after which the process is submitted to final
evaluation” (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 65).
The process model received a degree of criticism due to the fact that it appeared to
present motivation as a process that was almost entirely linear. While the model was
developed out of a desire to represent the dynamic temporal nature of motivation, in the end it
made the mistake of assuming that there was a start and end point in the motivational process
and that processes occurred in isolation with no overlap. Indeed, it could be said that the
model did not give enough credit to the degree of dynamism that does in fact exist within the
motivational process.

2.7. The socio-dynamic phase
Language learning motivation research currently finds itself in the socio-dynamic
phase, which has gradually evolved in a form of reaction to the criticisms that have been
leveled at motivation being viewed in a linear fashion, with a focus on cause-effect
relationships between variables. This is echoed by Sealey and Carter (2004), who state that
the fundamental difference between a relational view of motivation (the current view being
adopted) and a linear one is that a relational view is not at all interested in identifying
different variables and any cause-effect relationships between them. Instead, a relational view
focuses on the evolving network or dynamic system of relationships that exist among relevant
features.
Three of the most important conceptualisations of L2 motivation that have emerged
from the socio-dynamic phase include person-in-context relational view, the L2 motivational
self system (to be discussed in detail in the following chapter), and motivation from a
complex dynamic systems perspective.
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2.7.1. Person-in-context relational view
One of the leading proponents of a relational view of language learning motivation is
Ushioda (2009), who put forward her person-in-context relational view of motivation. Within
this conceptualization, Ushioda states her belief that “we need to understand second language
learners as people, and as people who are necessarily located in particular social and historical
contexts” (p. 216). The importance of learners being located in different context runs even
deeper as their motivation and their identities both shape, and are shaped, by these contexts.
Within this conceptualization, Ushioda’s key argument is for the learner to be
considered in context, rather than context being considered an independent variable. To date,
most research into language learning motivation, context or culture has considered these
variables as external to the individual. Ushioda believes it is of extreme importance, and
value, to view ‘learners-in-context’ in order to “capture the mutually constitutive relationship
between persons and the contexts in which they act – a relationship that is dynamic, complex
and non-linear” (p. 218).

2.7.2. Dynamic systems theory in Second Language Acquisition (SLA)
The place that research into language learning motivation, and more broadly speaking
into the psychology of the language learner in general, has arrived at revolves around a new
approach known as Dynamic Systems Theory. This is not a new theory, but certainly one that
is garnering much more attention and momentum within the field at present. The theory is
closely related to three other theories of complexity theory, chaos theory, and emergentism. Of
these four theories, it was complexity theory that was first picked up by applied linguists (see
Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008), but since that time it has been primarily the theory of
DST that has received the most attention and focus. To provide a simplistic definition, DST
moves beyond static and linear models and approaches complex dynamical systems. For
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example, past research approaches and focus has centred around such scenarios where one
dependent variable exists and an outcome for that variable is created, or determined by two or
more independent variables. A specific example is provided by Dörnyei (2009b), who asks us
to consider a situation where Willingness to Communicate (WTC) in an L2 is dependent upon
the learners’ self-confidence and upon L2 proficiency. Now, using traditional methods, this
would be a relatively simple model to test. However, DST moves beyond this to consider the
reality that self-confidence and L2 proficiency will also change over time, and are not static
concepts. The ‘complex’ nature of DST emerges when the time consideration is taken into
account. A useful definition of a dynamic system is provided by Howe and Lewis (2005,
p. 248), when they explain that a system is indeed dynamic “if the value of x generated at time
t depends on its history (or values at earlier times). That is, the term dynamic is synonymous
with phrases such as ‘time evolution’.” One interesting and useful graphic illustration of the
behaviour of a complex dynamic system is captured in the movement of a double pendulum,
seen below in Figure 2.3. The upper pendulum moves predictably and with a smooth motion:
however, the movement of the upper pendulum creates an incredibly erratic and unpredictable
movement in the second pendulum, which in turn has an effect on the original predictable and
smooth movement of the first.

Figure 2.3: The double pendulum
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Whilst it would be possible to delve into a more detailed explanation and definition of
precisely what DST is in the more general sense, it is more useful to look at the relevance it
holds for SLA researchers. This relevance was summed up effectively by Dörnyei (2009b) in
that it can aid in the introduction of a perspective that has not been adopted before and that
presents a more realistic situation and does not avoid variables or phenomena that have
previously been ignored. It is here that the approach and the focus of the current project bears
some significance, as the study of emotions is one of those phenomena that has not received
the attention that is deserves. Dörnyei’s view is further supported by De Bot, Lowie and
Verspoor (2007), who explain:
What DST provides is a set of ideas and a wide range of tools to study complex
systems. We can no longer work with simple cause-and-effect models in which the
outcome can be predicted, but we must use case studies to discover relevant subsystems and simulate the processes. (p. 19)
If the language learning experience, or process, and all associated and interrelated variables, is
considered to be a complex dynamic system, then DST can provide a framework for
observing and analyzing these interactions at all levels of the system. As such, it has the
potential to be used as an overall theory of language development.
Finally, to further clarify what DST means for SLA research, it is helpful to briefly
outline some of the guiding principles for applied linguistics. Not surprisingly, two of these
focus on the notion of time, and they are the principles of a focus on change rather than
variables and also a focus on longitudinal research. Others include a move away from the
traditional approach of quantitative research methods by not accepting any cause-effect
relationship as being fully predictable, a focus on context and environment, and finally a
focus on both mixed methods research with a heavier leaning toward qualitative rather than a
quantitative approach.
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2.8. Summary
This chapter has provided a detailed overview of the rapid and significant
development in language learning motivation research from concepts within the field of
mainstream psychology such as attribution theory, self-efficacy, goal theory, selfdetermination theory and self-discrepancy theory that have now trickled down to play an
important role in our understanding of the language learner. It has also explained the different
phases that motivation theory and research has progressed through, and where it now finds
itself – which is in the socio-dynamic phase, and with momentum building behind a DST
approach to applied linguistics research.
The aspects of the current chapter that are of most relevance to the current study are
those pertaining to the ‘self’, as the primary emphasis in the study is on emotions, and these
are inseparable from the self and from personal experience, which inevitably involves
educational experience. The emerging focus on a DST approach also holds parallels with the
current study in terms of the mixed methods approach leaning more heavily to the qualitative
side.
The following chapter will focus more specifically on the notion of ‘Ideal L2 Selves’,
the current dominant theory of language learning motivation within the socio-dynamic phase.
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CHAPTER THREE
IDEAL L2 SELVES
________________________________________________________
3.1. Introduction
The previous chapter provided a general overview of the theoretical development of
L2 motivation up to the present state in which it finds itself, the socio-dynamic phase. The
primary concern of this phase is with the complex ‘situated’ nature of the process of L2
motivation development. Further, and importantly, it expresses a concern with the dynamic
manner in which L2 motivation interacts with a range of internal, social and contextual
factors (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011). What is of most interest in the current chapter is the
manner in which these factors interact, or negotiate, and work to develop in individuals the
notion of identity (3.2).
The current chapter will present a comprehensive overview of some of the salient
aspects of the notion of identity in language learning (3.2-3.4), with a particular focus on the
dominant theory of motivation within the socio-dynamic phase, Dörnyei’s L2 Motivational
Self System (2005, 2009) – (see 3.5). In addition, the relevance of the focus on Dörnyei’s
model to the current project will be discussed to provide a foundation for the motivational
domain of the research (3.6).

3.2. Identity and language learning
Defining exactly what identity is has proven a difficult task in psychology. Identity
can take on many forms and be discussed in numerous ways. As a result, it becomes
important to nominate a specific focus for the current project, which will be the sense of
affiliation individuals feel with social groups, and the role that language plays in building that
affiliation.
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Several definitions of identity have been put forward over the decades that fall within
this focal area. The conceptualization developed and described by the sociologist Bourdieu
(1977, 1984, 1991) revolves around what have become known as the capital metaphors.
These include:


Economic capital – essentially, the net financial worth of an individual



Cultural capital – possessing the right cultural resources and assets (accent, attitude,
links to institutions and professional associations)



Social capital – connections to and relationships with less, equally or more powerful
others



Symbolic capital – prestige, reputation, fame

In keeping with the current project’s focus, it is the cultural and social aspects of Bourdieu’s
that bear most significance. One’s social or cultural capital is certainly affected by language,
in particular in a foreign setting, and play a critical role in the sense of belonging, of
affiliation, of integration, an individual is able to feel.
Identity has also been explained as being about the positioning of individuals in
interactions with others, which is constant and ongoing (Davies & Harré, 1999). In the
literature, it has been noted that the terms identity and others such as positioning have been
used as virtual synonyms. This is explained further as “the discursive process whereby people
are located in conversations as observably and subjectively coherent participants in jointly
produced storylines” (p. 32) which serves to highlight the central role of language in identity
formation, along with giving value to the actual physical context. This type of social identity
can be understood, too, as being “that part of an individual’s self-concept which derives from
his knowledge of his membership of a social group or groups together with the value and
emotional significance attached to that membership” (Tajfel, 1981, p. 251), which is a more
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rounded definition due to its inclusion of the role of the emotional domain of the self, and its
focus on social group membership.
These interpretations of identity are of particular relevance to language learners, and
especially those learners who will act as research participants for the current project. In an
ESL setting such as Australia, it is almost automatic that learners find themselves in a social
environment in which their language skills will be key to their identity formation, along with
their ability to adapt in order to build relationships with both the local groups, and also
foreign groups of students. The role that language plays in such situations is further outlined
by Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985), who posit that individuals reveal their personal
identity along with their sense of social and ethnic solidarity and difference through engaging
in ‘acts of identity’. They go on to explain further the conditions that affect one’s desire to
engage in acts of identity:
We can only behave according to the behavioural patterns of groups we find it
desirable to identify with to the extent that: (i) we can identify the groups; (ii) we have
both adequate access to the groups and ability to analyse their behavioural patterns;
(iii) the motivation to join the groups is sufficiently powerful, and is either reinforced
or reversed by feedback from the groups; (iv) we have the ability to modify our
behavior. (p. 182)
This is in keeping with the focus of the current project, mentioned above, concerning the
motivation to establish affiliation with, or distinctiveness from, identifiable social groups
(Nero, 2005).
It is undeniable that the socialization to particular groups undertaken by individuals is
largely defined by language. This is true in any case, but especially so in the case of English
language learners immersed in the culture of that dominant language. However, it can also be
asserted that the motivation to develop and maintain affiliation with an ascribed language
group is largely contingent upon the benefits derived from that group; in other words, one’s
desire for solidarity within the group can be weighed against the perception of the target
language. Furthermore, Norton Peirce (1995) has argued that in cases wherein the ascribed
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groups are linguistic minorities such as English language learners in Australia, the degree of
investment in their own learning exhibited by learners correlates with the investment in their
own social identities, which are constantly evolving entities.
When considering notions of identity within the realm of language education, it is
pertinent to place some emphasis on the role of globalization. The situation English finds
itself in has been likened to a new global linguistic order (Maurais & Morris, 2003), and the
role it plays has been described by Phillipson (2001, p. 187) as “integral to the globalization
process.” In past discussion of social identity, the concept has been almost inextricably linked
to geographical locality; however, the rise of globalization has almost erased this association,
which has a significant effect on our understanding of language and identity, a development
supported by Csizér and Dörnyei (2005a) who proclaim that English is rapidly becoming “an
increasingly international language, rapidly losing its national cultural base and becoming
associated with a global culture” (p. 30).
Globalisation has led to not only the spread of English in a geographic sense, but has
created conditions within which a ‘bicultural identity’ has been developed by many young
people (Kramsch, 1999). This bicultural identity can be described as a both a local identity
and a global identity. The local identity is how they relate to their home culture and nation
whereas the global identity is that which is constructed to give them a sense of belonging to a
worldwide culture.
Another development in the understanding of identity in the context of language
learning and the language learner is that of situated linguistic identity. This concept was
developed from a series of important studies carried out in Canada by Clément and associates
(see Clément & Noels, 1992; Clément et al., 2001; Noels & Clément, 1996), and is described
as not being a result of the perception of identity formed in the mind of an individual, but the
result of an individual’s interaction with the social context in which they are situated. This has
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proven a useful and timely conceptualization of identity as motivation research and theory has
progressed from the social psychological approach to a more situated approach. This concept
is guided by the assumption that “individuals seek to maintain a positive self-image given
contextual and social determinants” (Clément et al., 2001, p. 562). It is worth noting that
although the concept of situated identity was developed within a Canadian context of
interethnicity that is unique, it also bears relevance in other settings.

3.3. Identity and the language learner
Whilst it is obviously of great relevance and importance to consider language learning
motivation and identity at the language level, it is also prudent to consider other dimensions,
which Dörnyei (1994) identified as being the learner and the learner situation. These three
levels effectively draw attention to the numerous dimensions associated with language
learning motivation and the fact that it is best to take a multi-faceted approach to its study.
The learners themselves are individuals whose own personal identities are constantly
evolving and developing, and this undoubtedly has an effect on their language learning
motivation and, indeed, achievement. Individuals of all ages are undergoing a perpetual
process of identity formation, developing new ideas about themselves, others, and their
surrounding environment. It could be said that this process is intensified for the foreign
language learner who is forced to face a range of both linguistic and cultural challenges on
their path to constructing a language learner identity.
Ryan (2008) proposes an adapted version of Zimmerman’s (1998) three-tier model of
identity which is more suited to the experience of language learning and that of the language
learner. Zimmerman’s original framework described the tiers of discourse, situated, and
transportable identities within conversational interaction. Ryan’s adapted version includes the
categories of task identity, classroom identity, and transportable identity. Task identity refers
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specifically to the immediate demands of the learning task. Perceptions learners hold in regard
to their own L2 proficiency are important here as they impact directly upon motivation. That
is to say, if a learner’s perception of their proficiency is quite low, it will have a noticeable
effect on both their ability to complete the task as well as on the amount of effort they are
willing to invest in the task. By classroom identity, Ryan is mostly concerned with the roles
assigned to individual learners within the classroom – both the obvious ones such as ‘teacher’
and ‘student’ and those that are representations of different identities that can exist within a
classroom environment such as ‘quiet student’. The third category of Ryan’s version of
Zimmerman’s model is that of transportable identity, which uses the same term as
Zimmerman, but refers to facets of learner identity that are not established or maintained
within the confines of the classroom, but rather come from alternative domains such as
notions of nationality or gender. These are obviously of importance to the dynamics of the
classroom, but originate outside, and not in, the classroom.
Identity involves, in all individuals, the feeling of belonging to a particular group or
set of social groups. This can be described as a fundamental psychological need of human
beings. The negotiation of this sense of belonging takes many different forms depending
mostly upon the target communities. For language learners, the classroom is obviously one
such community, whereas the community of the target language is obviously another major
one. This notion of membership to a group of community has been explored extensively in
the work of Bonny Norton and associates (Kanno & Norton, 2003; Norton Peirce, 1995;
Norton, 2001; Norton & Toohey, 2011). They built upon the concept of an imagined
community, first described by Anderson (1991) as being aligned with the idea of nationalism
due to the fact that “the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their
fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of
their communion” (p. 6). Norton developed this idea through her observations of the
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difficulties faced by immigrants to Canada, and defines an imagined community as “groups of
people not immediately tangible and accessible, with whom we connect through the power of
the imagination” (Kanno & Norton, 2003, p. 241). In an English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
setting, wherein opportunities to access the L2 community are not forthcoming, such an idea
is important as without the power of the imagination it becomes almost impossible for L2
identity negotiation to take place. In an English as a Second Language (ESL) setting, within
which the current project is situated, it also holds relevance as learners attempt to reconcile
their previously held notions, or imaginings, of their new context, with the reality in which
they find themselves. This can often be a difficult task, as is highlighted by Norton’s studies
(1995, 2001), when newcomers to a country cannot find that place for themselves within the
target language community that they envisaged for themselves originally.

3.4. The self in SLA
When discussing identity in language learning, it is essential to consider the notion of
the self. Whilst an incredibly broad term within the field of psychology, it can be narrowed to
the point that it is of most relevance to language learning. The ‘self’ has been defined as
systems of meaning that are employed to assist individuals to organize the world they inhabit
and to give meaning to their experiences (Dweck, 2000, p. xi). Further to this definition,
Norman and Aron (2003) have emphasized the important influence an individual’s selfconcept can have on regulation of behaviour and aiding in one’s understanding and
interpretation of the world around them. To reiterate, ‘self-concept’ refers to the beliefs an
individual has about themselves, from all aspects of life ranging from education, gender-based
or racial, to name some examples.
The increased emphasis placed on the notion of the self and identity in language
learning, and in particular in relation to language learning motivation, has occurred in
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concurrence with the rise of the socio-dynamic phase in language learning motivation
research. In particular, the concept of possible selves, which will be discussed in more detail
in the following section, has played a major role in the development of Dörnyei’s L2
Motivational Self System.
The concept of possible selves is one that developed out of a desire within mainstream
psychology to see a conceptualization that was able to link the self with action. Previously,
self-representations had been considerably static and lacked the dynamism required to
regulate future action or behaviour. As mentioned in section 2.2.5, the concept was introduced
by Markus and Nurius (1986) who define possible selves as specific representations of one’s
own self in future states. These representations can involve thoughts, images, and senses and
could be described as manifestations of one’s own aspirations or fears. To clarify and add
examples to their definition, Markus and Nurius (1986) explained:
The possible selves that are hoped for might include the successful self, the creative
self, the rich self, the thin self, or the loved and admired self, whereas the dreaded
possible selves could be the alone self, the depressed self, the incompetent self, the
alcoholic self, the unemployed self, or the bag-lady self. (p. 954)
Possible selves reveal their relevance to motivational inquiry, and especially in language
learning, when the power they have to inspire motivated behaviour is considered. They are
indeed powerful, and give “form, meaning, structure, and direction to one’s hopes and threats,
thereby inciting and directing purposeful behaviour” (Dörnyei, 2005, p. 100). If a possible
self is particularly vivid, it is likely that the motivation to achieve that self will be higher. In
addition, if the positive possible self one aspires to is counterbalanced by a feared self, the
motivational effectiveness will be increased again. For example, if a language learner’s image
of themselves in the future is working as a doctor in an English language hospital, the
motivation to attain this self is likely to be higher if coupled with a feared self of not
qualifying to be a doctor at all.
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The concept of possible selves has been applied in a wide range of self and identityrelated studies in both mainstream psychology and in second language acquisition research.
Of most relevance is the influence it, and its elaborations, had on Dörnyei as he developed the
L2 Motivational Self System framework which stands as the dominant theory of motivation in
applied linguistics at the present time, and which will be described in the following sections.

3.5. Dörnyei’s L2 Motivational Self System
As a preface to a detailed description of the L2 Motivational Self System developed
by Dörnyei (2005; 2009a), it would be prudent to provide an overview of the expansion of the
idea of possible selves provided by Higgins (1987 – previously mentioned in 2.2.5), who laid
the foundations for Dörnyei’s conceptualization of future self-guides within the context of
foreign language education. Higgins took the notion of possible selves and placed them in the
differing domains of actual, ideal, and ought selves. By actual self, Higgins refers to your
own representation of the specific attributes that you believe you actually possess. In essence,
the actual self aligns itself with common understanding of what the ‘self-concept’ represents.
One’s ideal self is one’s representation of the attributes that one would ideally like to possess.
These attributes take the form of one’s hopes and aspirations. It is most similar to what
Markus and Nurius (1986) termed a ‘hoped-for’ self. Finally, the third domain of the self that
Higgins outlined was that of the ought self, which is the representation of the attributes that
you believe you should or ought to possess, signified by responsibilities or obligations, for
example. The motivational aspects of these self-guides is explained by self-discrepancy
theory (see chapter 2), which states that individuals are motivated to reduce the discrepancy
that exists between one’s actual self, or self-concept, and their personally relevant self-guides
– or ideal and ought selves (Dörnyei, 2005).
In order to meet the need for a broader theoretical construct with which to understand
language learning motivation, Dörnyei developed the L2 Motivational Self System. He states
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that the self system is a construct that “represents a major reformation of previous
motivational thinking by its explicit utilization of psychological theories of the self, yet its
roots are firmly set in research in the L2 field” (Dörnyei, 2009a, p. 9). Essentially, here he
refers to the ‘borrowing’ of the concept of possible selves, and of ideal selves, presented by
Markus and Nurius and by Higgins respectively, whilst keeping the framework compatible
with other important developments in L2 motivation research such as Gardner’s (2001)
concept of ‘integrativeness’, Noels’s (2003) work on self-determination in language learning
motivation, and Ushioda’s (2001; 2009) qualitative approach.
The L2 Motivational Self System is comprised of three key components, and it is in
the first two of these that the influence of theoretical developments within mainstream
psychology can be seen:
1. Ideal L2 Self
This component refers to the learner’s ideal self, but in particular to the L2-related
aspect of that self. Essentially, it is concerned with the learner’s goals and
aspirations as a language learner. The Ideal L2 Self acts as a replacement for
integrativeness, and as such any integrative and internal instrumental motives
would fall under this component of the framework.
2. Ought-to L2 Self
The Ought-to L2 Self reflects Higgins’s ought self almost identically in that it is
concerned with attributes that an individual believes they ought to possess in order
to meet expectations and to avoid any related negative outcomes. As such, it is
linked most closely with externalised, or extrinsic, forms of instrumental
motivation.
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3. L2 Learning Experience
This component is different from the other self-guides due to its concern with the
situated learning environment. Motives associated with the immediate learning
environment and past learning experiences of the learners are the main focus
within this dimension.
Of all three components, it is perhaps that of the Ideal L2 Self that is the most closely
associated with notions of identity and self-concept. The Ideal L2 Self ostensibly replaces
integrativeness as the concept most fundamental to gaining an understanding of an
individual’s identification with a language and a language community. Without disregarding
the key tenets of integrativeness, Dörnyei aims to build on the concept by adding more
emphasis on aspects such as individual personality, the social environment of the learner, and
the invariably different sociocultural values that exist in the language learning context.
Further to this, the Ideal L2 Self followed on from Markus and Nurius’s (1986) previously
mentioned possible selves concept within mainstream psychology which provided the scope
to harness the motivational function of imagination (Taylor, Pham, Rivkin, & Armor, 1998).
The power of this motivational function was also stressed by Markus (2006):
We were impressed by the fact that people spend an enormous amount of time
envisioning their futures. We now know that this imaginative work has powerful
consequences. Possible selves can work to energize actions and to buffer the current
self from everyday dragons and many less overt indignities as well … People across a
wide array of contexts are capable and willing to generate possible selves. (p. xii)
This belief in the power of mental imagery and personal visions has carried across to the L2
Motivational Self System, and now rests as the central ideal in the Ideal L2 Self. However, it
remains extremely important to acknowledge that the personal visions that create a future self,
or an Ideal L2 Self, only stand any chance of being effective if they are perceived as possible,
firstly, and then pursued through a set of concrete action plans (Dörnyei, 2009a). If no action
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is taken by a learner to actually attain their Ideal L2 Self, then it is essentially rendered
useless.
The ‘L2 Learning Experience’ component of Dörnyei’s framework is of substantial
import to the current project, as the project takes place in the localized context of Australia.
This places it within the category of ‘ESL’, and thus is automatically different from ‘EFL’,
the context within which most motivation research has taken place to date. In addition, with
the participants being in Australia at present, they become able to draw on past experiences of
English learning that incorporate their home context and the new one they are situated in.

3.6. Relevance of the framework to the current project
The primary focus of the current project is to gain an understanding of the emotional
experiences and emotional profiles of English language learners in Australia. The secondary
focus, however, is attempting to gain an understanding of how these emotional experiences
impact upon or relate to motivation to learn English. Consequently, it becomes important to
also gain an insight into the motivational profiles of the participants. Dörnyei’s L2
Motivational Self System will be adopted as the theoretical framework with which the
researcher aims to gain an understanding of the language learning motivation of participants.
This is partly due to the fact that it presently stands as the dominant L2 motivation theory in a
phase of research that has a strong focus on notions of identity and self-beliefs. This makes
the framework extremely well suited to the current project due to the fact that emotions are
those feelings that are intensely personal, and as closely intertwined with the self as is
possible. Furthermore, the lack of research studies in an ESL context and with the L2
Motivational Self System as its guiding framework has provided a unique opportunity for the
current project to add further understanding of the applicability of the construct in language
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learning motivation as well as to develop it further by linking it directly with the emotional
experiences of language learners.

3.7. Summary
This chapter has narrowed the focus from an over-arching review of the literature
concerning language learner motivation and the major developments to a more specific focus
on Zoltán Dörnyei’s current dominant theory of the L2 Motivational Self System. A
description of the origins of the theory was provided as well as an overview of the key
components of the framework, namely the Ideal L2 Self, the Ought-to Self, and the L2
Learning Experience. With regard to language learner motivation in the current project, all
research will gravitate around the role that the Ideal L2 Self plays in the emotions of language
learners, and vice-versa.
The following chapter will shift the focus from language learner motivation to the
realm of emotions, both within mainstream psychology and within applied linguistics. This
will prove an essential chapter in understanding the issue at the core of this research project.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EMOTION AND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
________________________________________________________
4.1. Introduction
Emotions are quintessentially psychological phenomena. They provide life with its
joys and sorrows, its energy, and in this sense, emotions are fundamental to what it
means to be human. Their place within psychology, then, seems obvious and central,
almost unquestionable. Yet, oddly enough, the scientific study of emotion has not
been consistently present throughout the history of modern psychology. (Rosenberg &
Fredrickson, 1998, p. 243)
The above quotation demonstrates a dilemma that has existed for some time within the realm
of mainstream psychology, and one that has spread to other sub-branches of psychology. This
neglect of the study of emotion in psychology is rather puzzling, as numerous other areas
have been covered extensively such as cognition, learning, motivation, physiology,
personality, psychopathology and social processes. Emotion, however, has remained
relatively untouched in comparison. Lazarus (1991) draws attention to the central place
emotion has always been given by the great literary dramatists and writers of fiction, and that
it is possibly only social scientists that have not always acknowledged that emotions lie at the
center of human experience. One of the dominant explanations of why emotions have not
received the attention in the literature they deserve is that they are not an objectively
observable phenomenon, rather they are by nature highly subjective and as a result extremely
difficult to measure in an reliable manner (Rosenberg & Fredrickson, 1998).
Emotions are present in all aspects of our lives. We feel happy if we succeed at
something, we feel sad if something unfortunate happens to one of our friends, we feel
embarrassed when we make a mistake in class, and we feel angry when someone wrongs us.
What is important to recognize, and this will be discussed in the current chapter, is that
emotions do not appear from or disappear into nothing - they have antecedents, and of course
there are effects when individuals experience different emotions.
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The current chapter will attempt to outline developments in research into emotions not
only within mainstream psychology, but also across other more specified branches of
psychological inquiry. Firstly, just how emotions have been dealt with in mainstream
psychology will be discussed (4.2, 4.3) before progressing to a focus on educational
psychology (4.4), and then on to emotions in SLA research within the field of applied
linguistics (4.5). Dörnyei (2009b) emphasized the fact that the neglect of emotions in
psychological research has filtered down to these other areas:
Everybody knows that classrooms are venues for a great deal of emotional turmoil, yet
affect has been an almost completely neglected topic in educational psychology.
Everybody knows that the study of a second language can be an emotionally rather
taxing experience, yet affect has been an almost completely neglected topic in applied
linguistics. (p. 219)
As will be seen in the current chapter, development of theories of emotion in
mainstream psychology have had a run-on effect into education and applied linguistics (as
well as other fields), as the theories and theoretical frameworks have been adopted and
adapted to suit. The chapter concludes with an overview of the need for further research in the
area of emotions in SLA (4.6).

4.2. Defining emotion
Before launching into an overview and assessment of the literature on emotions in
psychology, it is of course essential to conduct a brief discussion of exactly what is meant by
‘emotions’. Upon hearing the word, most would arrive at an automatic association with
adjectives such as happy, sad, angry, embarrassed (or their accompanying nouns), among
others. However, merely naming a selection of different universally known emotions is far
too simplistic an exercise, and a more detailed description of different types of emotions with
specific examples is warranted.
In general, emotions are defined as individual responses to events or experiences
involving experiential, physiological, and behavioural activity (Keltner & Ekman, 2000). In
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essence, emotions are conscious feelings that evoke reactions in individuals. However, it has
also been argued that there are emotions that are not necessarily felt (Prinz, 2005), and this
creates further difficulty in producing a satisfactory definition. Parrott (2004) outlines the
difficulty in deciding to include other states in a definition of emotions such as moods
(depression, irritabililty), long-term emotions (love that is not momentary, but that continues
for a prolonged period), dispositions (benevolence), motivational feelings (hunger, sexual
arousal), cognitive feelings (confusion, déjà vu).
Four popular criteria for understanding and defining exactly what basic
emotions are have been outlined by Kalat and Shiota (2007) who also, it should be noted,
point out that these criteria are not accepted by all in the psychological community, which just
serves to further highlight the difficulty in pinning down an exact definition of emotions. The
first of these criteria centres on the notion that a basic emotion should be universal. It is
undeniable that all cultures and languages have words that have an approximate translation of
happiness, sadness, fear, among others. It might be argued that in some languages there is not
a lexical equivalent for certain emotions; however, even if it can be proven that, for example,
a particular emotions word has no equivalent in another culture, it doesn’t necessarily mean
that that emotion is never felt. The experience of that emotion might just be described
differently or be brought about under different conditions. The second criterion states that a
basic emotion is brought about by specific life events. Most people would agree that the death
of a family member would evoke sadness, or that graduating from university would evoke
happiness. Similarly, most people would have little difficulty in describing the events that
might lead to other emotions such as anger, fear, and surprise, among others. Another
criterion puts forward the idea that a basic emotion should be evident early in life. Facial
expressions are important here as some emotions cannot be expressed by infants’ expressions
while others can (Messinger, 2002). Basic emotions such as happiness and sadness can be, but
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more complex emotions such as disgust cannot be until later in life. Negative emotions in an
infant will often be cycled through in a single bout of crying, with the facial expression of a
‘cry face’ expressing all of them. A final criteria posits that a basic emotion should have a
method of expressing it that is an inbuilt part of our anatomy and neurobiology, such as
through facial expressions and voice. A smile can be identified across all cultures as a positive
emotion, and most likely happiness, for example. It should be remembered in this discussion
that these criteria are for basic emotions and are in no way an attempt to classify all emotions.
It is helpful, however, to understand on a foundation level what basic emotions are as all other
more complex emotions grow from this. A more general and simplistic definition is provided
by Izard (2011), who outlined ‘basic emotions’ as being those that are seen to be critical to
human nature such as fear and happiness.
It is also necessary to acknowledge the temporal nature of emotions. Scherer (2000)
emphasises the crucial point that emotions are incredibly dynamic, and by their very nature
are prone to great and continuous fluctuation, in particular among different individuals. As a
result, it is important to recognize that “emotional processes are best thought of as processes
that unfold in time” (Dörnyei, 2009, p. 221).
Emotions have also been subject to differentiation on the grounds of belonging to the
categories of trait or state emotions (Lazarus, 1991). Specifically, an emotion trait is not
actually an emotion at all, rather the tendency of an individual to react with an emotion. An
example of this might be to describe someone as an angry person – in such a situation it is not
an actual emotional experience that is being described, nor is the person assumed to be angry
all the time, just that they tend to react in an angry manner to situations more often than
others. In opposition to this, an emotion state can be described as an individual’s reaction to
particular encounters or situations within their environment, and that comes and goes
depending on different conditions. Lazarus (1991) explains that “for the trait we say that
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someone is an angry person; for the state we say someone is feeling or reacting with anger at
a particular time and place” (p. 47).
To give an idea of the range of emotions that exists, and to also understand the
interplay that potentially exists between them, it is useful to look upon the work of Robert
Plutchik (2001), one of the leading researchers within mainstream psychology in the area of
emotions. Plutchik created a three-dimensional circumplex model (see Figure 4.1 below).
Whilst this model does not include all emotions that might come to mind, it attempts to show
intensity in its vertical aspect (the model folds up along the circle lines) whilst the curve
represents similarity among emotions.

Figure 4.1: Plutchik’s (2001) wheel of emotions
It can be seen that placing a specific definition on what an emotion actually can be is a
challenging task. As a result, it is best to narrow the focus to the types of emotions of specific
interest. Thus, in the current project it will be conscious, state emotions that are focused on
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rather than those that are not actually felt or are seen to be ingrained into an individual’s
personality, as trait emotions are.

4.3. Mainstream psychology – why not emotions?
As mentioned previously, whilst emotion is an area that is gradually beginning to
receive more attention in mainstream psychology and its derivatives, it is one that was largely
ignored for a long time. One of the primary reasons for this was the dominance of behaviorist
psychology for much of the twentieth century up to the 1960s. It was John Watson (1913)
who first gave rise to behaviorism when he decried that psychology should not be concerned
with mental life, but should focus on behavior as its key subject matter. Proponents believed
that the behaviors of individuals could be attributed to their reactions to different stimuli in
their immediate environment. Further, it was argued that all human behavior could be
understood and clarified without the need to incorporate the mental states of individuals. To
further bolster support for behaviorism, the fact that it took an objective approach and focused
on observability rather than introspection – a highly subjective exercise – was emphasized
(Moore, 2011).
Several criticisms were leveled at behaviorism that still apply today. Among these, it
is indeed the sole focus on that which can be observed that remains the strongest case against
it. Harzem (2004) draws specific attention to the fact that it is impossible to ignore variables
that are not distinctly observable or easy to measure when he says “the failure to deal
effectively with concepts that seemed to have no singular, identifiable, and observable
counterparts was the basic conceptual error of original behaviorism, and it is what is wrong
with behaviorism now” (p. 11). Without question, emotions fall into that category of concepts
that are both extremely subjective in nature, and are not easily observable and measurable –
the opposite of the behaviorist perspective.
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The current dominant psychological direction is that of cognitive psychology, and
whilst emotions have received more attention here than with behaviorism it still cannot be
said that the study of emotions has been embraced (Dörnyei, 2009). This can be put down to
the long period of time that cognition and affect have been perceived as totally different
paradigms. However, it should be mentioned that although these paradigms have always been
deemed separate, the same cannot be said for emotions and the manner in which they are
closely intertwined with cognitive processes – in particular cognitive appraisal. Carver (2005)
explains this interlocking nature of emotions and cognitive processes:
I am among those inclined to ignore the assumption that appraisal and emotion are
distinct functions. How can appraising an event as having adverse implications for the
self not imply negative affect? How can negative affect exist apart from registering (at
some level, not necessarily conscious) that an event has adverse implications for the
self? These seem two sides of the same coin. (p. 199)
So, it can be said that whilst cognitive processes are almost inextricably linked with
emotions, it is essential to acknowledge that emotions should not be considered another class
of cognition. Emotion is a distinctly different class of experience, and this can be seen, to give
one example, in the link between emotional experience and physiological changes in the
body.
At present, emotions are beginning to receive more attention, and it is becoming
possible to see emotion standing alongside cognition and motivation as three vital elements of
human experience. To continue developing understanding of emotions and their relation to
motivation and cognition, it seems a dynamic systems approach could be the most suitable
which will allow observation of the interaction of each of the concepts within different
contexts.
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4.3.1. Emotions and goals
When emotions have been discussed within the field of psychology before, it has often
been together with the notion of goals. In fact, the majority of current theories on emotions
place goals in a position of centrality in both the triggering of an emotional state as well as in
accounting for its behavioral consequences (Nelissen, Dijker & de Vries, 2007). This is
important as it helps establish the link between emotions and motivated behaviour, which of
course is often directed by goals. Essentially, once an emotional state is triggered, it will then
signal either an opportunity or an obstacle to the achievement of a goal, usually one that is
emotion-specific and relevant to that emotional state. Further, the relationship between goals
and the consequences of specific emotions in guiding the actions and decisions of individuals
needs to be considered.
The ideas of goal congruence and goal incongruence are of relevance here. Both of
these concepts refer to the degree to which an experience is consistent or inconsistent with
what an individual actually wants. If the experience acts as a hindrance to the individual
attaining their goal, it is an example of goal incongruence; on the other hand, if it assists in
goal attainment, it can be said to be goal congruent. Lazarus (1991) outlines the connection
between goals and emotions as “goal congruence leads to positive emotions; goal
incongruence leads to negative ones” (p. 150). This link has been referred to in the previous
chapters with regard to Higgins’s work on self-discrepancy theory, which in turn filters down
to Dörnyei’s L2 Motivational Self System within the more specific field of applied
linguistics. Goals in and of themselves can act as emotional triggers, as achieving or failing to
achieve what one aspires to will inevitably result in an emotional state of some kind. By
analyzing emotions in relation to goals, the relationship with motivation begins to crystallise
as goals are a critical force driving motivation as well. It is this link between emotion and
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motivation, of course, that the current project aims to develop further within the specific
context of foreign language education.

4.3.2. Emotion and culture
Emotions are often considered on the purely experiential level, but there are several
other influences beyond personal experience and interpretation that warrant contemplation
and analysis. Chief among these is the influence of culture on emotions. Levy (1984) posits
that core emotional states such as feelings of sadness or happiness are not greatly influenced
by culture due to the fact that these and other states can be considered to be biological
universals, triggered by some antecedent event. However, Lazarus (1991) points out that there
exists a space between the antecedent event and the private emotional experience within
which culturally specific meanings come together to potentially alter the ‘universal
experience’. He outlines precisely how such an experience as that mentioned might be altered
when he explains that if “the death is believed culturally to be the result of witchcraft, the
private reaction might be anger rather than sadness; but if the child is considered to be taken
directly to heaven, the culturally based meaning may lead to happiness rather than to sadness
or anger” (p. 359).
It can be said that a culture is a system of meaning within which different things are
assigned different degrees of significance or different meanings as a result of the culture they
exist in. A car will always be a car, but other things such as a religious holiday will have
differing degrees of importance in different cultures (Kalat & Shiota, 2007). Emotions are not
exempt from these systems of meaning. Basic emotions are essentially universal in that they
exist in all cultures, but the manner in which they are brought on and then experienced can be
extremely different among cultures.
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The above example of a death of a family member is a clear example of how culture
can influence the personal emotional experiences of individuals. It is also of great importance
to recognize the different manner in which emotion words are understood semantically
between cultures. Wierzbicka (1992) provides an excellent example of this in the use of the
English word ‘disgust’ and the French word ‘dégôut’ (distaste). The two words in translation
are identical, but the English version is used to describe a different emotion to that of the
French version. Wierzbicka points out that “the feeling designated by the word dégôut is
associated much more closely and much more directly with eating than is that designated by
the word disgust” (p. 129). This is but one example of potentially thousands, but it does help
to point out that emotions are closely linked with local rule systems, and any attempt to
understand emotional experiences in subjects from different cultures must demonstrate
awareness of this.
This awareness of the variations in semantic meanings of emotion words, as well as in
the gap between universal emotional experience and personal emotional experience
influenced by culture, is of critical importance to the current research due to the varying
cultural backgrounds of the participants.

4.4. Emotions in education
To date, research into emotions in an educational context is relatively minimal. This
reflects the similar neglect into emotional inquiry that has existed for such an extended period
within the realm of mainstream psychology. This neglect is somewhat bemusing as “because
of their subjective importance, educational settings are infused with intense emotional
experiences that direct interactions, affect learning and performance, and influence personal
growth in both students and teachers” (Pekrun, Frenzel, Goetz & Perry, 2007, p. 13). Of the
vast range of emotions that most would agree are common, and also some that are less
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common but present, within a classroom setting, it is only the emotion of learner anxiety,
particularly in relation to tests, that has received significant attention (Horwitz, Horwitz &
Cope 1986; Zeidner, 1998). What studies such as those carried out on anxiety provide is an
insight into the antecedents and effects of an emotion which in turn aids in developing and
implementing measures to reduce or eliminate the negative aspects of such an emotion and to
treat it if it occurs. It should also be noted that the work of Weiner (1985 – see chapter 2.2.1
of this thesis) placed a large degree of emphasis on emotions as he deemed emotions to play a
vital driving role in the attribution process as described in his attribution theory of motivation.
In the current environment where psychological theories of motivation are centred on
the notion of the self and identity, emotion plays a pivotal role due to the intensely personal
nature of emotions and feelings. Maehr (2001) outlined this when he posited that “the focus
on self and self-worth reinforces the need to rediscover the role of the emotions in
motivation” (p. 184). It seems inadequate to be in possession of a clear and well-defined
theory of anxiety in educational settings, developed from a range of relevant and valid
empirical research (over 1,000 studies conducted over a period of approximately fifty years
[Schutz & Pekrun, 2007]), but to have such minimal insight into other emotions of the
classroom. These emotions might include positive emotions such as enjoyment, happiness,
hope, surprise, or pride, or may include negative emotions which, of course, also arise in
classrooms and beyond, such as anger, fear, sadness, hopelessness, disgust, shame, guilt, or
boredom. Such emotions are no less common than anxiety; in fact, they may be even more
prevalent in the day-to-day routine of student learning than anxiety, which has traditionally
been studied in relation to tests and exams.
One major theory that has developed out of the need for increased emphasis and
attention on emotions in the educational sphere is that of Pekrun’s (2000; 2006) ControlValue Theory of Achievement Emotions, which arose out of a perceived need to remedy the
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fragmented state in which emotion research had found itself through the pursuit of a more
integrated approach. The integrated nature of the theory is derived from the drawing together
of assumptions from within a range of theories such as expectancy-value theories of emotions
(Pekrun, 1984, 1992; Turner & Schallert, 2001), transactional theories of stress appraisals and
related emotions (Folkman & Lazarus, 1985), control theories (Patrick, Skinner & Connell,
1993; Perry, 1991, 2003), and attributional theories of achievement emotions (Weiner, 1985),
to name perhaps the most relevant and important areas.
The focus of the theory, as the name implies, is on achievement emotions.
Achievement emotions are defined as “emotions tied directly to achievement activities or
achievement outcomes” (Pekrun et al., p. 14). Achievement activities can refer to actual tasks
conducted in class, for example, whilst achievement outcomes refer to end-states. To clarify
this, examples of activity-related achievement emotions could include student excitement they
experience form learning, boredom experienced in classroom settings, or anger about task
demands. Outcome-related achievement emotions include feelings of joy or pride when
academic goals are met, or the frustration, disappointment and shame felt if they are not.
The critical element of the control-value theory of achievement emotions revolves
around the idea of control-appraisals and value-appraisals, and the fact that these appraisal
types are the proximal determinants of achievement emotions. That is to say that specific
achievement emotions will be felt by individuals, in this case students, when they feel in
control of, or out of control of, achievement activities and outcomes that are subjectively
important to them.
The primary determinants of the level of subjective control individuals feel over
achievement activities and their outcomes are causal expectancies and causal attributions.
Pekrun (2006) outlines three types of causal expectancies that are deemed relevant:
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1. action-control expectancies: that an activity can be successfully initiated and
performed such as a student’s expectancy that they will be able to invest adequate
effort into learning some course material. These types of expectancy are in line with
Bandura’s (1977) concept of self-efficacy beliefs.
2. action-outcome expectancies: that these activities lead to outcomes that the
individual wishes to attain such as a student’s expectation that, as a result of the effort
they have invested, they will achieve a good grade.
3. situation-outcome expectancies: that these outcomes occur in a given situation
without one’s own action such as a student’s expectancy to achieve a good grade on
an examination without expending any effort at all.
With regard to subjective value of activities and outcomes, the theory clearly makes a
distinction between those of intrinsic and extrinsic value, definitions of which are very closely
aligned with intrinsic and extrinsic motivation as proposed by Deci and Ryan (1985) in their
work on self-determination theory, which has since been continued within the field of
language learning motivation research by Kimberly Noels and associates (see section 2.2.4 of
this thesis for an account of this).
The final aspect of the theory, which is pertinent to provide an overview of, and is
certainly of relevance to the current project, is that of the specific types of emotions that can
be experienced in classroom settings in terms of subjective feelings of control and value. The
first group of emotions to be looked at are outcome emotions. When success valued in a
positive manner or failure valued in a negative manner are expected, then students will
experience prospective, anticipatory outcome emotions. Examples of these are outlined
below:
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Prospective Outcome Emotions
1. Anticipatory joy will be experienced if perceived control is high and there is a
success focus; for example, if a student expects to be able to do well on an
approaching test, they may well just look forward to receiving the good result at the
end of it.
2. Anticipatory relief will be experienced if control is high (implying the potential
failure could be avoided) and the focus is on failure; for example, if a student realizes
that their exam preparation should prove to be sufficient and that they had been
worrying needlessly.
3. Hope will be experienced if there is only partial control and success or failure are
uncertain, but the focus is on success.
4. Anxiety will be experienced if there is only partial control and success or failure are
uncertain, but the focus is on failure.
5. Hopelessness will be experienced if there is no control, and success is not possible
and failure is certain.
Retrospective Outcome Emotions
These are the emotions experiences following the success or failure of an individual at
tasks of subjective importance to them. For some of these emotions, the degree of control is
actually irrelevant, or they are control-independent. Examples of these emotions include joy
and contentment, which are natural resulting emotions of success. On the other hand, if
success was expected but not achieved, disappointment is experienced. Failure triggers
sadness and frustration, while the avoidance of expected failure evokes relief.
Control-dependent emotions can be said to include pride, shame, gratitude, and anger.
They are brought about by causal attributions made by individuals that imply the success or
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failure was produced by the self, by others, or by situational factors. For example, pride and
shame are emotions that are evoked by attributions of success and failure to the self.
Activity Emotions
The final group of emotions that need description within the theory are activity emotions.
These are dependent upon both the perceived controllability of the activity and on its value.
Thus, if an activity is controllable and positively valued, enjoyment is triggered. Anger can be
evoked if there is a degree of controllability but it is valued in a negative manner. If the
activity is valued by the individual, but little control is possessed, frustration will be the
result. Finally, if neither a positive nor negative value is placed on an activity, boredom will
be experienced.
An integrative approach to emotions in education such as the control-value theory
holds great promise for emotion research and due to its applicability to a range of educational
settings is of great relevance and use to the current project.

4.5. Emotions in second language acquisition
In much the same fashion as within mainstream psychology and educational
psychology, the field of applied linguistics and second language acquisition research has also
suffered from a lack of understanding of the role of emotions in learning. This is supported by
Scovel (2001), who states that “affective variables are the area that SLA researchers
understand the least” (p. 140) and Swain (2013) who contends that “emotions are the
elephants in the room – poorly studied, poorly understood, seen as inferior to rational
thought” (p. 205). This ongoing lack of understanding becomes even more problematic when
we consider, as Oxford (1990) posits that “the affective side of the learner is probably one of
the very biggest influences on language learning success or failure” (p. 140). This view is
supported further by López and Aguilar (2013) who emphasise that due to the fact that
emotions and feelings are involved at every level of the learning process, and particularly in
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the learning of a language, the significance of the role that emotional experiences can play
should never be underestimated. The reasons behind the neglect are also similar as the
difficulties associated with researching emotions are put down to the lack of a clear definition
of the emotions and precisely what constitutes affect (Bown & White, 2010a).
Traditional cognitive theories of motivation have not shown a great deal of interest in
the role of emotion in language learning and consider language learning a mental activity that
occurs independent of social context. However, several researchers (Block, 2003; Gass &
Mackey, 2006) have emphasised exactly the opposite, stressing that due to the fact that
language acts as a social tool, the social context is indeed of extreme importance.
In conjunction with this increased emphasis on the social context, there has been an
increase in research into emotions with this in mind, and this is particularly evident in the
push for a sociocognitive approach to language acquisition. This push did not begin recently
as is the case with the focus on emotions, and was first suggested by Atkinson (2002) in
drawing attention to the fact that research into language acquisition needed to move beyond
the purely cognitive and consider the idea that language acquisition is a process
“simultaneously occurring and interactively constructed both ‘in the head’ and ‘in the world’”
(p. 525). Once this idea had taken shape in relation to a general approach to second language
acquisition research, it also caught on in an approach to research into affect. This is evident in
Bown and White’s (2010a) social cognitive model of emotion in language learning.
This model is of relevance and has great potential as it does not brush aside the
importance of the cognitive element in order to focus on emotions, rather it draws in social
context and combines it with cognition in order to observe and study affect. This particular
model was developed from a qualitative research approach, and stresses the social antecedents
of emotions, the importance of cognitive appraisals of situations, and the regulation of
emotion (Bown and White, 2010b). The model is a good indication of the direction in which
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SLA research is heading – towards a greater emphasis on the emotions, which are quite
possibly “the most influential force in language acquisition” (Scovel, 2001, p. 40).
The emphasis on the social context attached to language learning is also visible in the
work of Pavlenko (2005), who has explored the expression of emotions by bilinguals and
their reasoning behind selecting one language over another. In fact, her largely qualitative
approach has formed part of the inspiration for the methodological choices made in the
current study. Further, the work of Dörnyei (2005; 2009b) can be said to have arisen out of
the same focus on social context, but with a greater focus on how emotions intersect with
motivation and identities.
Alongside the gradual build-up of momentum that has been occurring regarding
research into emotions in SLA there has been an emphasis on a qualitative research approach,
as discussed in the work of those above. A qualitative approach is generally considered to be
the most suitable approach for investigating emotions and this is also in line with a DST
approach to research, which is the current direction for SLA research. Spielmann and
Radnofsky (2001) call for more qualitative enquiry into the holistic nature of the language
learning experience, whilst Garrett and Young (2009) point to the critical importance of the
interview process as a means of discovery – something that was certainly not lost on the
current study, as interviews formed the primary means of data collection.
The final aspect that will be looked at among the limited literature on emotions in
SLA that currently exists is that concerning the specific contexts within which learners
encounter their emotional experiences. In a distinction that is of great use in the current study,
Batstone (2002) pointed out the dual contexts that learners confront. He describes the contexts
as the communicative and learning contexts. Learning contexts mean attending to form and
also taking risks in order to improve linguistic competence – as such these contexts can be
likened to class and formal education contexts. On the other hand, communicative contexts
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require using the L2 to participate in social interactions. This distinction is important as it is
extremely difficult to argue that learners in the classroom environment regularly confront the
affective variables that are inherent in L2 social and interpersonal functions. Thus, a balance
between the communicative and learning contexts needs to be struck as learners need to use
their L2 in class and in the interpersonal and social functions associated with their L2 use.
Subsequent chapters (Chapter 5; Chapter 7) will further bring to light the relevance of these
contexts to the present study.
To sum up the above discussion of emotions in SLA, it is fair to say, as Long (1997)
posits, that SLA research would benefit significantly from a context-sensitive, participantsensitive, generally sociolinguistic approach, and this is something the present study attempts
to help deliver.

4.6. Summary - The need for future research
The field of applied linguistics and language education is a sub-field of education and
many of the major theories in the field are borrowed and developed from those in educational
psychology. The general trend appears to be that theoretical advances made within
mainstream psychology eventually filter through to general educational psychology, and then
on to the many sub-fields such as applied linguistics.
Presently, research into the self and motivation in language learning is in the process
of progressing from the socio-dynamic phase into a phase centred on a dynamic systems
approach. Within such an approach it will become necessary to add the study of learner
emotions to the vast canon of research that already exists on motivation and cognition.
Emotion research, as has been mentioned, is minimal at the present time and due to the
intricate and inseparable relationship the emotions have with the self, further research in the
area will provide an important insight into the emotional profiles of language learners. It will
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also add greatly to what we know about motivation as emotions are perhaps the strongest
motivators we know.
The current project aims to, primarily, begin filling in the void in relation to the little
we know about the different emotions that learners experience, and the impact these
emotional experiences have on their motivation to learn English. The theoretical background
in both motivation and emotion theory outlined in this literature review has laid the
foundation upon which this thesis will be constructed, and upon which it will strive to build.
This and the preceding chapters have provided an extensive overview of the
development of language learning motivation from the time it was first placed on the SLA
research agenda (Chapter 2), directed some focus onto the concept of the Ideal L2 Self
(Chapter 3) to both clarify part of the focus of the current project, but also brought to the
foreground the concept that is the centerpiece of Dörnyei’s dominant framework of the L2
Motivational Self System. The current chapter outlined the research that has occurred into
emotions in mainstream psychology and educational psychology, before focusing specifically
on the field of applied linguistics and language education and the deficiency of such emotion
research. In doing so, the rationale for the current project has been strengthened and
solidified.
The following chapter will outline the methodological approach taken in the
qualitative and quantitative phases of the project.
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CHAPTER FIVE
METHODOLOGY
________________________________________________________
5.1. Introduction
The current chapter draws upon the research literature presented in the previous
chapters and uses it as a foundation to achieve two key purposes. Firstly, I will provide an
overview of the research methodologies that play a part in the current project, in particular
from a theoretical standpoint (sections 5.2-5.5). To that end, the chapter will discuss the
quantitative and qualitative approaches in relation to the study and the extent to which they
are able to complement each other in a mixed methods approach – the chosen methodology
for this project (5.4-5.5). Throughout this description, the research design process (sections
5.7-5.8), the procedures involved in preparing for and conducting the data collection (sections
5.9-5.11) will be covered, along with descriptions of the methods of data management
employed (section 5.12) and the analytical techniques applied to the data (5.13).

5.2. Approaches to research
It is in quantitative and qualitative approaches to research that we find the most
common and well-known distinction between research methodologies. The manner in which
they are distinguished from each other is also quite common, with the general tendency being
to lump any research methodology using figures into the ‘quantitative’ category, and any
methodology that does not into the qualitative category. Whilst at the core of the issue this is
indeed true, the distinction extends much further, which is highlighted by Davies (1995) who
pointed out that the overarching ideological orientation forming the foundation of the study,
the method of data collection, the actual nature of the resulting data, and the method in which
the data is analysed also all serve to differentiate between the two approaches.
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While differences clearly exist between the two research paradigms, Sandelowski
(2003) argues that qualitative research can never really be clearly distinguished from
quantitative research as it is not possible to find a consistent manner in which to make a
comparison. At times, our experiences are translated into and interpreted through numbers in
a quantitative fashion, whilst other times they are converted using words in adherence to the
qualitative tradition (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This has led methodological theory and
approaches to where it is today in the arena of mixed methods approaches, a progression that
will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

5.2.1. The ‘paradigm wars’
Before launching into descriptions of the different methodological approaches and
discussion of each in relation to each other, it would be pertinent to outline the divide that has
existed between the quantitative and qualitative research traditions for some time. This divide
rose out of the inherent differences between the approaches whereby quantitative researchers
were interested in the average descriptions that could be gained from focusing on large
sample sizes. This concerned qualitative researchers who saw most value in the individual
stories of the subjects, and felt that these would be lost in such large sample sizes (Dörnyei,
2007).
During the 1970s and 1980s these differences led to what has become known as the
‘paradigm wars’. The quantitative approach was seen to offer a unique macro-perspective of
the trends occurring in the world. On the other hand, the qualitative approach offered a microperspective, which was seen to have the ability to portray the everyday realities of the world
and of individuals. This distinction was supported by Cassell and Symon (1994), who
outlined the importance of subjectivity, context, flexibility in the process, and interpretation
ion qualitative research in comparison to quantitative. Purists of each research tradition
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became known as warriors of their respective causes as they fought to demonstrate which
approach was best able to deliver a representation of the social world and of the humans that
live within it.

5.2.2. A quantitative approach
The quantitative research paradigm was a direct result of the positivist school of
thought, and is also known as the ‘normative’ paradigm, or model. The positivist school of
thought was fiercely aligned with statistical and mathematical analysis. Regarding the
normative paradigm, Douglas (1973) put forward two key tenets that act as guides for the
quantitative approach. The first of these is that human behaviour as we know it is governed by
rules. The second principle is that human behaviour should be investigated by natural
scientific methods.
In general, the positivist, or quantitative approach is concerned with investigating
cause-effect relationships among variables. In order to do this, hypotheses regarding
relationships between variables are put forward in advance of the research being carried out as
something to be proved or disproved. These hypotheses or models are decided upon by the
researcher as far in advance as possible (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011). Following this, the
numerical or statistical data that is collected will be used to determine and analyse the
relationships between previously set out categories as well as to test the hypotheses proposed
by the researcher (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011). As quantitative researchers continue to test
their hypotheses and theories with increasingly complex research methodologies which,
Cohen et al. (2011) warn, “push them further and further from the experience and
understanding of the everyday world and into a world of abstraction” (p. 18).
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Criticism of the normative paradigm stems from these techniques used by quantitative
researchers that lean towards the abstract and, as a result, are often said to lose sight of the
valuable data and insight that can be gained from a micro-focus on the individual.

5.2.3. A qualitative approach
According to Dörnyei (2007), one of the most noticeable and agreed upon differences
between the two research paradigms is the fact that quantitative researchers have been able to
agree upon a set of principles that help to describe the approach. The same can certainly not
be said for a qualitative research approach, which is notably difficult to define and describe.
Denzin and Lincoln (2005, pp. 6-7) explained that the reason for this difficulty lay in the fact
that “it has no theory or paradigm that is distinctly its own … nor does qualitative research
have a distinct set of methods of practices that are entirely its own”. As such, qualitative
researchers have continuously pursued any avenue that is not grounded in statistical analysis
to find out what it is they want to know (Holliday, 2004).
There are numerous features of the qualitative research approach that have helped
researchers distinguish between it and quantitative research over the years, but perhaps the
most important among these is the emergent nature of the research design. Whereas in
quantitative research the researcher aims to outline the models and hypotheses as far in
advance as possible, the opposite is true for qualitative research. Essentially, no aspect of
qualitative research design is prefigured in this same rigid manner as the research aims to
maintain some fluidity and flexibility that will enable it to respond effectively and quickly to
changes or new details that may emerge during the research process. Another of the key
differences is the source of qualitative data, which generally comes from a wide range of
sources such as interviews, journals and diaries, photos or videos.
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As mentioned in the previous section, the normative research paradigm was born from
the positivist school of thought. The concern for the individual that forms the central focus of
the qualitative approach adheres it to an interpretivist paradigm. As such, it is often described
as an anti-positivist approach. As the aim is to understand the world of human experience
from a subjective perspective, “efforts are made to get inside the person and to understand
from within” (Cohen et al., 2011, p. 17).
The main criticisms the interpretive approach has received are centred around the
belief that qualitative research is focused solely on the individual to such an extent that there
is little opportunity to observe behavioural generalisations. In support of this belief, Cohen et
al. (2011) suggest that it is indeed possible that “anti-positivists/post-positivists have gone too
far in abandoning scientific procedures of verification and in giving up hope of discovering
useful generalisations about behaviour” (p. 21).

5.3. Quantitative or qualitative?
The debate about which research paradigm is best suited to research in the social and
behavioural sciences has raged for decades, largely down to the reasons outlined in the
previous two sections. One of the more negative outcomes of the paradigm wars is that it has
“led to a great divide between quantitative and qualitative researchers in general”
(Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005, p. 267). This is certainly not to the overall benefit of the
academic research community as there are crucial benefits to be gained from each. Newman
and Benz (1998) contend that the quantitative and qualitative research approaches should not
be seen as opposites, but rather should be considered on an interactive continuum as there
exist more similarities than differences between the two paradigms.
It remains essential that researchers consider these similarities rather than fiercely
advocating the adoption of one approach over the other. The result has the potential to enrich
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the quality and import of research by allowing researchers to both make generalisations about
groups of subjects and to venture deep into the individual.

5.4. Combining research paradigms – a mixed methods approach
An increase in belief in the value of a research approach that sees the quantitative and
qualitative research paradigms as complementary has brought the academic research
community into the arena of mixed methods research. In discussing the features of a mixed
methods approach, and indeed how one arrives at certain research decisions with the
approach, it is useful to adopt the typology developed by Morse (1991; 2003). In the
typology, the abbreviations of ‘QUAN’ (quantitative) and ‘QUAL’ (qualitative) are used to
indicate the different approaches. Depending on the emphasis or priority given to each
approach in the research process, these abbreviations can appear in either upper or lower case.
In addition, Morse uses the symbols ‘+’ and ‘’ to indicate either simultaneous or sequential
collection of data respectively.
There are three primary reasons that researchers must choose from in relation to their
decision to mix research methods. These purposes are those of triangulation, explanation, and
exploration (Creswell, 2002; Creswell, Plano Clark, Gutmann & Hanson, 2003). The
triangulation design approach requires that both quantitative and qualitative data be collected
simultaneously, merged and interpreted together as a means to contend with a research
problem. An explanatory research design sees quantitative data collected, which is then
followed by collection of qualitative data to be used for further explanation or elaboration
upon the quantitative results. The final purpose for adopting a mixed method approach is to
pursue an exploratory study. An exploratory research design is essentially the opposite of the
explanatory type whereby qualitative data is collected to explore a problem and then
quantitative data is collected and used to validate the findings of the qualitative data.
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5.5. Mixed methods in the current study
For the current study, a mixed methods approach following a QUAL  QUAN
exploratory design was employed. The reason for the selection of this approach was that such
a design is most appropriate in a project focusing on an area where a relatively small amount
of research has been conducted previously (Ivankova & Creswell, 2009), and in which the
researchers desire to add to, or expand upon, an existing theory. It is the area of emotions that
has been little studied in the field of applied linguistics (see section 4.5), which fits the project
to this design. Although motivation has been researched extensively to date, it has not been
considered in relation to the effect learners’ emotional experiences have upon it; furthermore,
the ESL context of the project is also one in which limited research has been conducted on
motivation using the L2 motivational self system as a framework, with one notable exception
being found in the work of Stracke, Jones and Bramley (2014).
The primary reason for the selection of a QUAL  QUAN research design is that the
qualitative data is of utmost importance to the realisation of the project’s aims. Firstly, to gain
any deep understanding and insight into the emotional experiences that learners have
encountered, interview data seemed the logical choice. Interviews, or ‘conversations with a
purpose’ (Burgess, 1984, p. 102), allow researchers to explore the experiences and views of
individuals in a manner that is not possible in a purely quantitative approach. Secondly, the
qualitative data was crucial to the development of one of the two primary research
instruments for the project, the Language Learner Emotions Questionnaire (LLEQ). The
second quantitative research instrument, the Language Learner Motivation Questionnaire
(LLMQ) was adapted from that used by Ryan (2008) in his doctoral research.
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5.6. Specific aims of this research and rationale for the research design
The primary goals of the project were threefold. Firstly, through a qualitative research
approach of in-depth interviews, it was hoped that some light might be shed on the emotional
experiences of language learners. This then fed into the development of a quantitative
research instrument specific to the field of emotions in applied linguistics. A second goal was
to adapt, and then empirically test an existing model of L2 motivation (Csizér & Dörnyei,
2005a; Csizér & Dörnyei, 2005b; Dörnyei & Clément, 2001; Ryan, 2008) in the EFL context
of Australia. The motivation questionnaire used in the study was adapted from Ryan’s (2008)
Motivational Factors Questionnaire (MFQ) for specific use in the present study. This
questionnaire was administered concurrently with the LLEQ, which underwent its own
empirical tests. The final goal is to gain a greater understanding of motivation of language
learners by considering the impact of their emotional experiences upon it.
Bearing these goals in mind, the selection of either a solely qualitative or a solely
quantitative approach would not have been effective. Using only a qualitative approach would
have provided interesting insight into the emotional experiences of only a very small number
of students, from which it would not have been possible to make valid generalisations across
all students. Further, it would have proven difficult to conduct any investigation into
meaningful correlations between emotions and motivation with such a small sample size.
Similarly, employing only a quantitative approach would have made possible the statistical
inquiry into correlations and other relationships between emotions and motivation, but would
not be able to provide the depth of insight and understanding of learner. To achieve the
overall aims of gaining a greater insight into learners’ emotional experiences, applying this
insight to a larger sample through the development of a research instrument, and
administering the LLEQ and LLMQ to observe relationships between emotions and
motivation, a mixed methods approach was most appropriate.
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As for the choice of the exploratory design, this too was chosen in line with the overall
aims of the study. Emotions have been largely ignored in the research literature within the
field of applied linguistics and second language acquisition. As a result, not much exists in the
way of guides to the most effective manner in which to conceptualise the topic (Ivankova &
Creswell, 2009). The qualitative data gathered helped in identifying key themes relating to
emotions, and in particular helped in identifying key emotions to focus on in the scales and
items of the questionnaire.
The qualitative data in the project provided the foundation for the subsequent
quantitative exploration or learner emotions and motivation, as well as providing the deep
insight into learner emotions that the project desired, and as such it must be said that the
qualitative aspect was given the greatest weighting. The mixing of methods occurred in the
questionnaire development stage – where the qualitative data is used to develop the
quantitative questionnaire items and scales. This was done by coding the interview data into
themes, and then the actual comments made by participants were ‘converted’ into
questionnaire items. For example, one comment from a participant named Rita1 was:
Frustration maybe is when I think about, when I know how to express that but I can’t
now because it’s very hard to try and speak in English when your brain is always in
Spanish, no? But you keep trying all the time and sometimes it’s good and sometimes
it’s bad … so every day I’m trying but I can’t so I feel very upset … because I’m
thinking “It’s worth it? All this effort?”

This comment was coded as referring to the emotion of ‘frustration’ and contributed to the
questionnaire item of:

It’s frustrating when I can’t express what I am thinking. (Item 41)

1 All names are pseudonyms.
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It is important to note the use of the term ‘contributed’ when discussing how student
comments helped in the development of questionnaire items. By no means did a questionnaire
item automatically emerge from a single comment from a single participant. It was when
similar comments and emotional experiences had been described that the essence of those
comments became the focus of an item.

5.7. Research design
Outlined in the following two sections are the steps involved in the research process
with an emphasis on the design of the study, and issues pertaining to reliability and validity
and how these were addressed.

5.7.1. Research steps
In adopting a mixed methods research approach, regardless of the specific design
employed, there are eight steps that have been put forward by Ivankova and Creswell (2009),
which can simplify the research process. These are outlined below, with extra description
given, where relevant, in relation to the current study.
The first and very important step is to determine appropriately whether a mixed
methods approach is, in fact, the most suitable approach for the relevant research problem.
For the current project a mixed methods approach is indeed the most appropriate method, and
the reasoning behind this is outlined in the previous section. However, to reiterate briefly, the
very subjective and personal nature of emotional experience alongside the fact that it has been
little studied within the field of applied linguistics calls for a major qualitative element to the
research. As the research then aims to generalize some of these findings and feelings across a
broader range of students and to observe correlations with their motivation, a quantitative
element is necessary. Hence, a mixed methods approach was selected.
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The second step requires the researcher to select a specific research design:
explanatory, exploratory, triangulation, or embedded. In order to make the correct decision as
to which design to be used, consideration should be given to primary aims of the study along
with the sequence of collection of both qualitative and quantitative data sets and the relevant
weighting. Again, the previous section outlines the rationale behind the selection of an
exploratory design for the current project, with attention given to sequence and weight in the
data collection process.
Step three suggests that researchers write a detailed and specific mixed methods
purpose statement. This purpose statement should include a clear description of the overall
purpose of the project, and of both the qualitative and quantitative stages of the research
process. Within this step, reference should also be made to the site and participants in each
component. For the current project, the purpose was to gain an insight into the emotional
experiences of Australian English language learners through an interview process, and then to
use quantitative data analytical procedures to investigate relationships between factors of
motivation and different emotions.
Following this in the fourth step is the development of the specific research questions
(see section 1.2) the researcher seeks to investigate. It is these questions that will guide the
entire research process, so it is critical that ample thought is given to their construction. There
should be different research questions that are specific to both the qualitative and quantitative
components of the study. For the qualitative aspect, it is important that the research questions
clearly identify the central phenomenon to be explored. Conversely, for the quantitative
research questions, the independent and dependent variables need to be clearly identified and
the relationship between them focused on. It is also wise for researchers to develop a question
focusing on the mixed methods nature of the project and reflecting the rationale for choosing
that approach.
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As a logical progression from the development of the research questions, the selection
of the qualitative and quantitative data to collect makes up the next step. For qualitative data
this requires selection from data collection techniques including open-response
questionnaires, individual interviews, focus-group interviews, observations and artifact
analysis. As has been previously mentioned, the current study opted for a series of three
individual interviews per participant as this method seemed the most suitable choice to
facilitate the extraction of information from participants regarding emotive experiences.
Quantitative data can come in the form of test scores, checklists, records, or closed-ended
questionnaire items. The current study adopted the latter of these options due to the fact that
closed-ended questionnaires are perhaps the most commonly used within the social sciences
for quantitative data collection, and also because two prior instruments were being used as
models for the questionnaires in the study, and these questionnaires assumed this form. With
regard to the respective weighting of the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the study, it
was deemed that the weighting would be more heavily in favour of the qualitative phase for
reasons outlined in the previous section. The rationale for this rests in the fact that the data to
be garnered during the qualitative phase was critical to gaining an in-depth understanding of
students’ emotional experiences and in the development of the LLEQ. Any investigation into
emotions without a qualitative focus would certainly not reap the same kind of rich data.
The seventh step in Ivankova and Creswell’s (2009) suggested research procedure is
to place the procedures of the study into a visual diagram in order to be able to clearly see the
‘big picture’. Figure 5.1 on the following page displays the visual representation of the
procedures involved in the current study.
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Qualitative data
Procedure:
 Interview 1 (N=12)
 Interview 2 (N=12)
 Interview 3 (N=8)

Product:
 MP3 interview data
 Transcribed interview data

Qualitative data analysis
Procedure:
 Express Scribe transcription software
 Thematic analysis (NVivo)
 Meaning condensation approach

Product:
 Themes
 Highlighted participant responses in relation to
categories

Linking qualitative and quantitative phases
Procedure:
 Analysis of interview data
 Extraction of common themes
 Item / questionnaire construction for LLEQ
 Questionnaire adaption from MFQ (Ryan, 2008)

Product:
 LLMQ
 LLEQ

Quantitative data
Procedure:
 LLMQ (N=235)
 LLEQ (N=235)

Product:
 Numeric data

Quantitative data analysis
Procedure:
 SPSS software
 AMOS (Analysis of Moment Structures) software
 Descriptive statistics
 Inferential statistics

Product:
 Motivational profile
 Emotional profile
 CFA and SEM models
 Integrated analysis of the QUAL and QUAN
data

Figure 5.1: Procedures in the research process of the current study
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The final of the steps in the research process is to collect the data using the methods
mentioned above, and to analyse it accordingly. The selected method of analysis for the
qualitative data in the current study was to extract themes from the interview data which were
then analysed to consolidate meaning. As for the quantitative data, descriptive statistics were
used to gain a general overview of the data provided by the sample, and the data was then
subjected to inferential statistical analyses in the form of Structural Equation Modelling
(SEM) in order to observe and evaluate associations across the two research instruments.
These procedures are essential in satisfying the research questions of the project as they allow
for the description of the students’ emotional experiences and then, through the quantitative
analysis, for any relationships between those emotions and the motivation – in particular the
Ideal L2 Selves – of learners to be observed.

5.7.2. Issues of reliability and validity
The notions of validity and reliability are critical in all research projects, and need to
be carefully considered in relation to the research approach adopted – quantitative, qualitative,
or mixed-methods. With respect to validity, the key terms that need to be mentioned are those
of face validity, content validity, and construct validity, each of which are of fundamental
importance to the integrity of the collected data. First of all, face validity is essentially
concerned with the issue of whether what is actually being measured is an accurate
representation of the label attached to a construct, or what it is supposed to measure. Content
validity deals with the issue of whether the test items and response items reach an adequate
degree of appropriateness and representativeness. A good example of content validity is
provided by Neuman (2006, p. 193) who outlines a survey which seeks to define the word
‘feminism’ through asking two questions: 1) Should men and women get equal pay for equal
work? And 2) Should men and women share household tasks? Such content is limited in
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scope to pay and household tasks and doesn’t include other important aspects of feminism
such as intellectual pursuits, politics and authority relations. This is a good example that
outlines a measure of low content validity. In the current project, face and content validity
was established through, firstly, numerous consultations with the supervisory panel to seek
agreement that items matched the construct they were attached to.
The final type of validity is that of construct validity, which is concerned with
multiple indicators of a particular construct. This type of validity is of great relevance to SEM
and is thought to be one of the most difficult types of validity to achieve (Campbell & Fiske,
1959). For the current project it was established through Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)
and the subsequent calculation of the Composite Construct Reliability, and Average Variance
Extracted values. The calculation of these values allowed convergent and discriminant
validity to be confirmed. Convergent validity refers to the degree to which constructs that are
supposed to be closely related are in fact closely related; on the other hand, discriminant
validity refers to the degree to which constructs that are not supposed to be closely related are,
in fact, not related. The statistics related to the validity of all final constructs will be presented
in section 7.10.
The notion of reliability differs from validity in that it is often seen as a synonym for
the term ‘consistency’. This means that the operations of a particular research study should be
able to be repeated with the same results if it has a high degree of reliability (Yin, 2009). To
be more precise, Joppe (2000) defines reliability as the extent to which results produced are
“consistent over time and an accurate representation of the total population under study …
and if the results of a study can be reproduced under a similar methodology” (p. 1).
For the current study, as far as was possible each phase of the project was conducted
so as to ensure maximum validity and reliability. For the qualitative data collection, the key
method of collection was semi-structured interviews. This type of interview allowed the
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participant a large degree of freedom, which enhanced the richness of the data, at the same
time as avoiding the limitations associated with both rigidly structured interviews and totally
unstructured interviews (Richards, 2009), which in turn boosted the overall reliability and
validity of the data collected in the qualitative phase.
With regard to the quantitative phase of the project, measures were taken to ensure the
validity and reliability of the data was as high as possible. Firstly, the fact that the LLMQ was
adapted from Ryan’s (2008) MFQ was immediate testament to its reliability and validity due
to the fact that it was an instrument that had been used before and its use had been well
documented. The changes that were made to the instrument were based merely on the context,
which was no longer in Japan, but instead in Australia. As for the LLEQ, a pilot study was
carried out, but due to time constraints and logistical issues with the timing of visits to the
participating institutions the main outcome of the study was feedback on the ambiguity of
questions and in relation to the general administration of the questionnaire. Had these time
constraints not been present, a statistical analysis of the questionnaire would have been
conducted to further prove its internal reliability and overall content and construct validity. As
further support, however, it should be noted that in the development of the questionnaire close
attention was paid to the Achievement Emotions Questionnaire (AEQ) and its item
construction and overall layout.
Once the complete process of SEM was completed, validity of the constructs was
determined through the calculation of both the Composite Construct Reliability and Average
Variance Extracted values (see sections 7.9 and 7.10 for these values).
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5.8. Context and participants
The following three sections establish the context within which the study took place
by providing information on the participating institutions and, importantly, the participating
language learners.

5.8.1. Context
Before discussing in more detail the specifics of the institutions and students
participating in the study, it is necessary to briefly outline the general context. The project is
situated in Australia and focuses specifically on English language students at university level
and undertaking academic English programs. Sections 5.8.2 and 5.8.3 will outline in more
detail the rationale behind the selection of the context. It should also be noted here that before
launching into the actual research involved with the project, approval was granted by the
University of Canberra Human Ethics Committee.

5.8.2. Participating institutions
The process of selecting institutions to approach to participate in the study hinged
primarily on two factors. Firstly, as the study’s focus was intended to be on those studying
English at an academic level and with designs on entering a university award program, the
only institutes that were approached were universities. No private language institutes were
considered. Further to this, it was desired that the universities have their own ‘in-house’
English language institute. Generally, the types of language programs these students
undertake in such institutes are known as ‘pathway’ programs. The second major
consideration concerned geographic location. Fifteen universities in Queensland (Brisbane
and Gold Coast), New South Wales (Sydney) and Victoria (Melbourne) were approached
regarding their potential involvement in the project. These locations were chosen as they held
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obvious logistical benefits in relation to travel not offered by those in other states coupled
with the fact that it was predicted that these locations would be able to provide a suitable
sample for both phases of the research.
The final list of participating institutions is listed in Table 5.1:
TABLE 5.1: Total participants in QUAL and QUAN phases of research
Location

University

Language Institute

QUAL
Participants

QUAN
Participants

University 1

Institute 1

6

169

University 2

Institute 2

6

32

University 3

Institute 3

Nil

34

12

235

Sydney

Melbourne

Total

In order to enlist the participation of the institutions, first approval from the Human
Ethics Committee was sought, and once granted a letter and an e-mail describing the research
project and outlining the goals was sent out to the Directors of Studies at the respective
language institutes or centres asking for ‘in-principal’ support for the project and permission
to approach the students regarding their participation. Those institutions that agreed to
participate were then contacted again closer to the time of the first visit by the researcher in
order to organise making contact with students to begin the data collection phase of the
research. In the actual data collection process, only three of the fifteen institutions that were
originally contacted participated, and a number of reasons accounted for this. Firstly, not all
of the institutions replied to the original letters and e-mails. Secondly, some replies to the
letters were negative even though there was interest shown in the project – it was the policy of
some institutions not to allow research to be conducted during class time or in some cases the
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explanation was that a large number of research requests is received and preference is given
to research students from within the same university. Finally, when it came time to conduct
the interviews, time and money came into the equation and it was much more feasible to
travel only to Sydney rather than also going to Melbourne. Then, when the quantitative phase
arrived, clashes with timetables at interested institutions and other logistical issues resulted in
three institutions being visited. All of these reasons combined to produce the end result of
three participating institutions.
Once students had been selected for the qualitative interviews, no physical contact was
made with the Directors until the quantitative phase. However, it should be noted that at all
times they were kept updated on how the project was progressing and how the student
participation had been faring. This communication was always conducted via e-mail.

5.8.3. Participating students
The following two sub-sections outline the manner in which the sample was
determined in both the qualitative and quantitative phases of the study.

5.8.3.1. Qualitative phase - sampling
In qualitative research the overarching aim is to “describe the aspects of an
idiosyncratic experience rather than determining the most likely, or mean experience, within
in a group” (Dörnyei, 2007, p. 126), and as such it is important that the sample selected for
the study must be able to deliver relevant, rich and varied insights into the phenomenon in
question. The most suitable sampling approach to achieve the aims of a qualitative research
project, or the qualitative phase of one, is that of purposive sampling. The origins of this
approach can be found in grounded theory, in which the emphasis is on the important
decisions that need to be made when selecting participants including how to select them,
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when participants should be added to the project, and when the data collection process should
cease.
In terms of the specific sampling strategies adopted in the process of participant
recruitment, purposive sampling was adopted as the main technique, with a ‘typical’ sampling
strategy was adopted (Dörnyei, 2007). Purposive sampling required the research to make
careful decisions about how participants were approached and selected, and who those
participants would be. In this case, participants needed to be Academic English learners in a
program at an Australian university. This allowed the researcher to assume that the data
gathered provided a profile of learners at this particular level in the areas of both motivation
and emotion. Within typical sampling, participants are selected based on the experience of the
learners being typical in relation to the research focus. It is true that from a typical sample it is
not immediately possible to generalize experiences across the sample, but it is possible to list
the typical features which in the current study could include differences between home
country and Australia, teaching and learning methods and styles, or classroom environment to
name but a few.
Now it becomes necessary to outline the specific processes involved in the recruitment
of participants for the current study from a purposive sampling perspective. Prior to the actual
recruitment of students for participation in the project and the planning of the interviews, it
was important to determine the sample that would make up the qualitative participants.
Firstly, the location of the participants was narrowed down to either Sydney or Melbourne, or
both, due to the universities who agreed to participate being located in those cities. After
considering such factors as the breadth of emotional experiences and insights into motivation
that could be provided by students, logistical factors, and the danger of over-saturation, eight
to ten students was deemed suitable. Once this number was settled upon, precisely which
students would be targeted became the focus. The desired recruits were to be of academic
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level English ability – primarily to ensure that in the interview phase they might be capable of
both interpreting the interview questions and expressing their thoughts and feelings with a bit
more competence than lower-level students would.
Each English language centre was then visited, where a meeting with the Director was
conducted before visiting all classes matching the above requirements. Classes were briefly
told about the project and provided with contact details in the form of a research recruitment
flyer to use if they wished to express interest (see Appendix 1). After doing the first round of
visits, this approach was slightly adapted due to the fact that the research flyer only gave the
option of a direct e-mail to the researcher to express interest. After careful consideration, it
was felt that this may be slightly too intimidating for some students, so a revision was made
to also provide the students with a slip of paper on which they express their interest, leave
their personal details, and return the slip to their teacher (see Appendix 2). After all visits had
been made and reasonable time had been given to interested students to make contact, a total
of 54 students expressed interest in participating in the interviews. This was very pleasing, but
then of course posed the problem of selecting from them.
The subsequent process of narrowing-down and selecting interviewees was based on
some specific criteria. As far as was possible, both a gender and nationality mix was desired.
A slight quandary presented itself in the fact that the researcher had never spoken to any of
them directly, so had no real idea how they might fare in interview. The only real gauge of
ability, eagerness to participate and eagerness to express their feelings and opinions was from
those who used the direct e-mail option to show their interest. Some wrote sentences saying
they were interested and then signed off, whilst others gave some information about
themselves and explained why they were interested in the project, and even showed some
excitement, rather than merely interest.
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It was also during this part of the selection process that the number of interviewees, of
which eight to ten was originally deemed sufficient, rose to 12. The reasoning behind this was
again purposive in nature - firstly that the interest was there from potential participants, and
secondly that it allowed for a slightly greater spread of nationalities. From the total number of
students who expressed interest, the vast majority hailed from China. Whilst this is a direct
and proportionate reflection of student numbers at each institution, it was not entirely suitable
for the project. As a result, more students were accepted as interviewees, which allowed for
both a greater spread of nationalities and a greater amount of qualitative input in general.
Basic information on each of the interview participants is provided below in Table 5.2:
TABLE 5.2: Basic information of interview participants

Name

Age

Gender

Nationality

Purpose

Antonio
Alice
Claudia
Cathryn
Ellen
Kanako
Mitchell
Michelle
Penelope
Rita
Sepan
Yumiko

21
30
27
21
21
32
21
22
21
23
23
23

Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female

Brazilian
Chinese
Chilean
Chinese
Chinese
Japanese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Spanish
Kurdish
Japanese

Postgraduate study
General English improvement
Postgraduate study
Postgraduate study
Postgraduate study
Postgraduate study
Postgraduate study
Postgraduate study
Postgraduate study
General English improvement
Postgraduate study
Postgraduate study

5.8.3.2. Quantitative phase - sampling
Sampling in quantitative research is, of course, quite different from that of qualitative
research due to the differing aims of each research type. In undertaking the sampling process,
the three key concepts outlined by Dörnyei (2007) of sample, population, and
representativeness were dutifully considered. The sample of a study is the actual group of
participants who participate in a study, whilst the population refers to the greater population
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of people about whom the study is being conducted. To clarify, for the current study the
population is tertiary learners of English in Australia, with a view towards insights gained
being applicable to a degree to English language learners across all contexts. The notion of
representativeness in concerned with whether or not the sample is actually representative of
the whole population. As the participants were drawn from different cities and different
institutions from a broad range of classes, the representative nature of the sample can be
endorsed. The specific sampling procedure used in the study was from the ‘non-probability’
group of procedures, which is the form that most research in applied linguistics takes
(Dörnyei, 2007). To be specific, the sampling procedure used is best described as being a
combination of representative sampling and convenience sampling. In building a sampling
frame of adequate size, the participants were selected based primarily on their willingness to
volunteer along with their geographical proximity to the researcher (convenience) as well as
fitting the criteria of being international students from a range of countries studying Academic
English at an Australian university. It would have been desirable if several hundred more
students had been able to be accessed for the study as this would have allowed for the
sampling to be a little more purposive in the sense that procedures such as quota sampling
could possibly have been adopted which would have allowed more focused targeting of
respondents.
The specific processes in the current study began at the same point as the qualitative
phase whereby the selected institutions were visited and classes whose students fell within the
criteria for potential participants were briefed on the project – this was all conducted in the
one visit to each institution. Classes were told that although only a small number of
participants were necessary for the interview phase, their interest in the project was very
welcome as they would be needed, should their interest remain, for the quantitative phase.
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As a significant period of time had passed since the initial visits, it was found that
either not all the institutions had maintained their interest, or the timeline for the quantitative
phase to be carried out could not be synchronized. From some of the institutions, alternative
timelines were suggested but these did not fit with the overall research timetable.
The initial sample was 266 participants; that is to say, 266 questionnaires were
distributed, but not all of these were completed. Only 235 were fully completed with the other
31 being started, but not close to being completed. It was beyond a situation of missing data –
in these questionnaires generally less than one quarter of the questionnaire was completed,
and thus they were deemed of no use to the project. Therefore, at the conclusion of the
quantitative phase a total of 235 participants were included in the study across three
institutions (see Table 5.2), and this equates to a questionnaire completion rate of 88%, which
is very satisfactory.

5.9. Data collection
In this section the development and features of the instruments adopted for the data
collection are described in detail.

5.9.1. The qualitative phase – interviews (including pilot study)
The initial, qualitative phase of the research took the form of a series of three in-depth
and semi-structured to open interviews with English language learners in two Australian
universities. In order to collect the qualitative data that could reveal the emotional and general
language learning experience of the participants, a series of three interviews was conducted
with twelve participants over the first six months of 2013. The interviews, as mentioned
above, were semi-structured to open in nature depending on which stage of the interview
process the project was situated; for example, Interview 1 was semi-structured as a means of
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aiding in the development of rapport between the researcher and the participants. As the
project progressed, it became possible to conduct interviews of a more open nature and to
probe deeper into the participants’ emotional identity and experiences. All three interview
guides can be seen in Appendix 3.
It should be reiterated that the target proficiency level of the participants was upperintermediate and higher – essentially, the participants were all undertaking academic English
courses on a direct-entry pathway program into award courses at their respective institutions.
Again, the rationale behind this decision was to ensure the participants were able to express
themselves adequately in English in the interviews and thus offer data of more value to the
study, and also to reduce the degree of anxiety participants might have experienced as a result
of feeling they could not express themselves effectively in English.
Prior to the commencement of the formal interview process of the project, a pilot
study was conducted with three English learners of the same level at the University of
Canberra to aid the researcher in the refinement of interview technique, and of the interview
questions/guide. Primarily, the wording of questions was the aspect that underwent some
change from the pilot study, as well as gaining a sense of time management – it would have
been quite easy to talk for a very long time, so being able to curtail discussion on certain
points to allow time for others was something that required practice.
During the actual interview process, the interviews attempted to:

1. Gain a general overview of the participants’ experience of learning English
(where/how long/teachers and teaching style/learning style/beliefs etc.) – Interview 1
2. Elicit different times in participants’ language learning that triggered different
emotions – Interview 2
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3. Elicit descriptions of the feelings the participants experienced at that time and the
reaction they had to them and how they processed them – Interview 2
4. Elicit information regarding the nature of the relationship their emotional experiences
had with their motivation in English language learning – Interview 1/2/3

All the interviews were conducted in a comfortable environment for the participant that was
suitable for carrying out an interview, and were recorded in an audio file. For each of the
interviews, a rough plan was developed (see Appendix 3 - interview guides), with room to
stray from it if it was deemed useful or necessary. For the most important second interview,
which had a heavy focus on emotions, flashcards were used as prompts for students when
different emotions were broached (see Appendix 4). A general overview of the sequence of
interviews is provided in Table 5.3 below:
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TABLE 5.3: The qualitative interviews

Participant

Nationality

Antonio

Brazilian

Alice

Chinese

Claudia

Chilean

Cathryn

Chinese

Ellen

Chinese

Kanako

Japanese

Mitchell

Chinese

Michelle

Chinese

Penelope

Chinese

Rita

Spanish

Sepan

Kurdish

Yumiko

Japanese

Interview

Length of interview

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

24:39
37:24
Not completed
27:38
47:28
Not completed
26:21
41:05
24:43
26:07
44:31
Not completed
26:42
39:42
22:05
20:17
27:40
Not completed
18:53
55:39
23:31
19:43
43:29
28:36
27:17
47:21
28:50
31:18
47:46
Completed in e-mail
19:57
51:30
Not completed
22:50
49:24
26:34

It is also necessary to add here some additional details about the vital second interview. As it
was the second interview that I targeted as the one in which I would focus most heavily on the
emotions the students have felt and how they described these, in order to help in getting the
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conversation going as well as broaching the topic of the positive and negative feelings in their
learning, the first question I asked was regarding the best and worst language learning
experiences they had ever encountered in their English study. There were a range of responses
to this, and the responses also planted the seed that it might be worthwhile to consider the
participant responses from the two different perspectives of emotional experiences resulting
from within the classroom and related to their study, and those drawn from beyond the
classroom if the daily lives of students in Australia, where the need to use English is forced
upon them. This question was actually e-mailed to the participants a few days prior to the
interview in order to provide them with a short space of time to consider what these best and
worst experiences actually were. Such an approach is of great benefit and usefulness in
researching emotions as it allows the participants time and opportunity to reflect on the
information they wish to disclose and elaborate on in the interview.
Prior to transcription and analysis of the interview data, initial impressions and
observations from the researcher were noted. The interviews were then transcribed in order to
convert aspects of the learners’ stories into narrative form and to assist in further interpretive
analysis. It should be noted that the transcription process was conducted verbatim, but not all
pauses or audible discourse markers were included as the focus was not one of conversation
or discourse analysis.

5.9.2. The quantitative phase - questionnaires
The quantitative phase of the research consisted of two survey instruments to be
administered concurrently in order to ensure the exact same sample is used to complete them.
The focus of the first questionnaire was on language learner emotions, and will be referred to
as the Language Learner Emotion Questionnaire (LLEQ). Its construction was heavily
informed by the data collected from participants in the qualitative interviews, as well as
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through reference to a previously used and tested instrument from the broader realm of
educational psychology, the AEQ, developed by Pekrun, Goetz and Perry (2005).
The second questionnaire was adapted from an instrument adopted in previous studies
within the contexts of Hungary (Dörnyei & Clemént, 2001; Dörnyei & Csizér, 2002; Dörnyei,
Csizér & Németh, 2006) and Japan (Ryan, 2008; 2009) to fit the current Australian ESL
context. This questionnaire focused on language learner motivation, in particular in relation to
the concept of an ideal L2 self, which is the central component of Dörnyei’s (2005; 2009) L2
motivational self-system. The insight into learners’ motivational profiles that this
questionnaire provided was analysed against the LLEQ to determine how the different
emotions experienced by English language learners in Australia interact with their motivation
to learn English.

5.9.2.1. The Language Learner Emotion Questionnaire (LLEQ)
The primary quantitative research instrument constructed and administered for the
study was the Language Learner Emotion Questionnaire (LLEQ), and the current section will
outline the measurement development procedure. Emotion questionnaires are scarce within
applied linguistics, but that is not to say that they do not exist. Notably, Horwitz, Horwitz and
Cope’s (1986) anxiety work was questionnaire-based, as was Dewaele and Pavlenko’s (20012003) Bilingualism and Emotions Questionnaire. Both focused on emotions from a particular
perspective. However, the LLEQ is certainly the first emotion questionnaire of this kind in the
field of applied linguistics. Due to the absence of a previous questionnaire with a similar
focus in applied linguistics, the LLEQ was based on the AEQ (Pekrun, Goetz & Perry, 2005),
which was developed for use within the broader field of educational psychology. This
questionnaire provided important guidance in item construction and format. The original
AEQ incorporated emotion-specific scales across three domains of class-related, learning-
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related and test-related. In a similar fashion, the LLEQ was divided into emotion-specific
scales across the two domains of Study-Related Emotions (SRE) and Life-Related Emotions
(LRE).
The LLEQ was divided into two distinct parts and 17 latent constructs. The first part
was designed to garner information from the participants pertaining to the emotional
experiences they have encountered in their English language learning and in English language
use in everyday life. The questionnaire (see Appendix 5 – LLEQ) consisted of 85 items that
were divided into 45 study-related items and 40 life-related. These items were either solely
developed by the researcher (life-related items) based on the literature and the qualitative
data, or were adapted from items in the AEQ. The study-related items were largely drawn
from the AEQ but slightly adapted to suit the context of English language learning. The
emotions focused on in the questionnaire were enjoyment, hope, pride, happiness, excitement,
frustration, boredom, embarrassment and fear, and these formed the constructs for the
quantitative phase. Each emotion was assigned 10 items – five were study-related and five
were life-related. The one exception to this was the emotion of boredom, which only appears
in the study-related domain as no participants ever spoke of boredom in relation to their daily
experiences beyond the classroom. The full distribution of items and the scaling can be seen
below in Table 5.4.
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TABLE 5.4: Distribution of questionnaire items - LLEQ

Study-related emotions
Emotion
Enjoyment
Hope
Pride
Happiness
Excitement
Frustration
Boredom
Embarrassment
Fear

No. of items
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Life-related emotions
Emotion
Enjoyment
Hope
Pride
Happiness
Excitement
Frustration
Boredom
Embarrassment
Fear

No. of items
5
5
5
5
5
5
Nil
5
5

Below, in Table 5.5, are some sample items from the emotion of enjoyment showcasing both
the domains of study-related and life-related.
Table 5.5: Sample LLEQ items

Item Study-related Enjoyment
1
10
32
47
67

I get excited about going to English class.
I enjoy the challenge of learning new English skills.
My enjoyment of English class makes me want to participate.
I enjoy participating in English activities.
Learning English is more enjoyable here because there are fewer people from my
country.
Life-related Enjoyment

11
24
31
50
60

It’s very enjoyable to watch TV in English and understand the main ideas.
When I have an enjoyable experience using English it makes me want to study harder.
Talking in English with other international students is enjoyable.
I really enjoy talking in English with people in daily life.
Using English outside of class is more enjoyable than in class.

Although some items were borrowed completely or slightly adapted from the AEQ,
the construction of the questionnaire was guided most heavily by the information offered by
the interview participants in the qualitative phase. For example, the emotions of enjoyment,
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hope, pride, boredom and embarrassment were also targeted in the AEQ. However, based on
the comments of the participants in relation to their learning experiences, it was obvious that
the emotions of happiness, excitement, frustration and fear were also important to include.
Further to this, it must be noted that the reason that no life-related items were included for the
emotion of boredom was due to the fact that in this context the interview participants never
mentioned boredom.
It was also through the conversations held with the interview participants that the two
domains of study-related emotions and life-related emotions were settled upon. It was decided
early in the planning of the project that the test-related emotions that formed a part of the
AEQ would not be a focus of the current project which would aid the desired move away
from a focus on anxiety-related emotions being described. This was desired due to the fact
that they have already received a significant amount of attention in the applied linguistics
literature to date (see sections 4.4 and 4.5). Study-related emotions encompass those both in
relation to the specific class environment as well as those with a more cognitive leaning in
learning-related emotions, which is where the similarities with the AEQ ultimately end.
The domain of life-related emotions was borne entirely out of the comments made by
participants and is where the LLEQ takes a path different to that of the AEQ. During the
interviews, the participants’ experiences of English were discussed at length both in and
outside the classroom. As it turned out, it was English use outside of the class and study
environment that the students tended to talk about at greatest length. As a result it was
deemed very necessary to include this context, within which many of their emotional
experiences occurred, in the LLEQ.
When designing the scales, the principles outlined by Dörnyei (2010) were followed
in relation to the use of multi-item scales. These types of scales refer to “a cluster of
differently worded items that focus on the same target” (p. 24). By adopting multi-item scales
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it becomes possible to reduce the impact of misinterpretation of a single item as its score will
be incorporated into the total score of the scale. This can be particularly effective in limiting
the influence of the wording of items, and can also focus better on the actual target of the
scale. The number of items in each scale is five, which is above Dörnyei’s (2010) suggested
minimum. He suggested not using less than three or four items as if one or more of the items
do not work effectively with the sample, the scales will not be comprehensive enough to
gather data appropriate for the research; however, in certain tests it is more acceptable, with
SEM being one of these cases (Kline, 2005).
The final aspect of the questionnaire design in need of mention is the actual form of
the items themselves. Although the original AEQ adopted 5-point Likert-scale items, the
current study adopted 6-point scales. The primary reason for this was to maintain the same
format across both questionnaires, and as Ryan’s (2008) Motivational Factors Questionnaire
was tested as an applied linguistics questionnaire and was found to be most effective with 6point items, this was adopted for the present research rather than 5-point items.

5.9.2.2. The Language Learner Motivation Questionnaire (LLMQ)
The Language Learner Motivation Questionnaire (see Appendix 6 – LLMQ) was
adapted from Ryan’s (2008) comprehensive survey (Motivational Factors Questionnaire) used
with Japanese learners of English within the context of Japan. The scales and items in the
Japanese survey were in turn adapted from those used in the well-known Hungarian studies
by Dörnyei and associates (Dörnyei & Csizér, 2002; Dörnyei, Csizér & Németh, 2006). As
both versions of this questionnaire that have been used previously were administered within
the EFL contexts of Hungary and Japan, some alterations were necessary for the questionnaire
to fit the Australian ESL context. These changes came in the form of omission of some of the
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scales from Ryan’s (2008) version of the questionnaire and in slight changes in the wording
of some items.
To begin with, it is prudent to explain the scales that were omitted from the original
questionnaire as well as the rationale behind these omissions. In the development of the
questionnaire, one of the goals was to use Ryan’s (2008) questionnaire as a foundation and
adapt it to suit the purposes of the current study. The scales in the original questionnaire and
those adopted for the current study can be seen in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Scales used in the current study - LLMQ

Scales used in Ryan
(2008) questionnaire
Cultural Interest
Attitudes towards L2
community
Instrumentality
International contact
Interest in foreign
languages
International empathy
Fear of assimilation
Ethnocentrism
Travel orientation
English anxiety
Attitudes to learning
English
Milieu
Parental encouragement
Ideal L2 self
L2 self-confidence
Willingness to
communicate
Intended learning effort
TOTAL

Number of
items

Scale adopted in the
current study

Number of items

6
8

Yes
Yes

4
4

10
4
5

Yes
Yes
No

5
4
Nil

3
4
5
4
6
6

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

3
Nil
Nil
Nil
4
5

6
4
6
5
16

No
No
Yes
Yes
No

Nil
Nil
5
3
Nil

8

Yes

3

100

40

The questions that need to be addressed in relation to the scales and items selected for
use in the LLMQ in the current study are precisely why were some scales chosen and not
others, and why were some items chosen and not others? Firstly, the 100 items in the original
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LLMQ (Ryan, 2008) were deemed to be just too many for the current project. As the primary
focus of the research is on emotions and how they are experienced by learners, it was felt that
of the two questionnaires, the LLEQ needed to be given highest billing. With the LLEQ
standing at 85 items, 100 items for the motivation questionnaire was too many, and would
have been asking too much of the participants as well as appearing to be the main focus of the
research, which it was not.
The next obvious step after this decision was made was to reduce the number of items
to fit with the number of constructs. In order to begin this process, it was felt that omitting
some of the original scales would be an appropriate way to start. This was done by identifying
those that were not totally suited to the context in which the current project is located. This
was especially the case with the scales of ‘interest in foreign languages’, ‘fear of
assimilation’, ‘ethnocentrism’ and ‘travel orientation’. Within these scales many of the items
were written in the conditional form supposing a visit to a foreign country, which rendered
them redundant due to the fact that the participants are already here studying English. Other
items had a focus that honed in on the Japanese context, so these too were deemed
unnecessary and not relevant to the current study. In particular, ‘milieu’, and ‘willingness to
communicate’ took on a different feel to the researcher in the ESL setting, and did not seem to
fit the setting of the current study. As for ‘parental encouragement’, whilst it is of course
important, it was dismissed as it was not as essential to the study as those that were kept and
that allowed for the 40-item questionnaire aim to be met.
At the same time as deciding which items to omit, it was equally important to
determine whether the ones selected were in fact suitable for the project. As the primary focus
of the motivational aspect of the research is on elements central to Dörnyei’s (2005; 2009) L2
Motivational Self System, the scales of ‘instrumentality’ and ‘Ideal L2 Self’ were retained.
Other scales were kept on the basis of the context the learners were situated in. ‘Cultural
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interest’, ‘attitudes towards L2 community’, ‘international contact’ and ‘international
empathy’ were the scales considered to which the context could bear some importance and
influence. The scales of ‘English anxiety’, and ‘L2 self-confidence’ reflect some of the
emotions of the learners, so these were also retained. Finally, the ‘intended learning effort’
and ‘attitudes to learning English’ scales are extremely close to the core of the concept of
motivation, and it, too, was kept as a result.
Once the scales had been decided upon, the items had to be selected, and in some
cases reworded to suit the current context. In this final stage of the process of preparing the
LLMQ for the study items were chosen on the proviso that they had the ability to gain enough
relevant and valuable information within their respective scales from the participants. Those
that were too similar to other items or simply not considered the best choice were omitted or
adapted.
The full list of items and scales adopted from Ryan (2008) and adapted for the current
project can be seen below in Table 5.7.

Table 5.7: Items and scales used in the LLMQ (adapted from Ryan, 2008)

Item #

Latent Construct
Cultural Interest

6
23
30
31

I think it is important to learn English to learn more about the culture and art of its speakers.
I like to read English books.
I like the music of English-speaking countries.
I like English language TV shows and films.

Attitudes Toward L2 Community
2
18
24
39

I would like to become similar to the people of English-speaking countries.
I like the people of Australia.
I like meeting people from English-speaking countries.
I think that English-speaking countries (not USA) have an important role in the world.

L2 Self-Confidence
3
17
36

I worry that the other students will laugh at me when I speak English.
I always feel that my classmates speak better English than I do.
Learning English is a difficult task for me.
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International Empathy
4
28
32

Studying English is important to me because I would like to become close to other English speakers.
Studying English will help me understand people from all over the world, not just English-speaking
countries.
Studying English will help me to know English-speaking people.

English Anxiety
5
14
27
35

I am worried that speakers of English will find my English strange.
I feel uncomfortable speaking English with a native-speaker.
I’m not very good at volunteering answers in English class.
If I met an English speaker I would feel nervous.

International Contact
7
8
10
37

I think that English helps me meet more people.
If I could speak English well, I could get to know more people from other countries.
Even though I am in Australia, meeting local people is not easy.
I would like to be able to use English to communicate better with people from other countries.

Intended Learning Effort
9
34
40

I can honestly say that I am really doing my best to learn English.
I am working hard at learning English.
I am the kind of person who makes great effort to learn English.

Ideal L2 Self
1
11
19
25
33

When I think about my future, it is important that I use English.
Whenever I think of my future career, I imagine myself using English.
The things I will do in the future require me to speak English.
If my dreams come true, I will use English effectively in the future.
I often imagine myself as someone who is able to speak English fluently.

Instrumentality
12
16
20
26
29

I think English will help my future career.
English has helped me a lot in my life.
English is important in the world these days.
Studying English will help me to get a good job.
Learning English is necessary because it is an international language.

Attitudes to Learning English
13
15
21
22
38

Learning English is one of the most important things in my life.
I like English.
It is extremely important for me to learn English.
I really enjoy learning English.
I always look forward to my English classes.

As mentioned in the previous section, the LLMQ items were six-point Likert-scale
items, mirroring the form of those adopted by Ryan (2008) in the model questionnaire. Ryan
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suggested that the use of a six-point Likert scale was optimum as a five-point scale can have a
detrimental effect on the skewness of the produced data due to its non-committal nature.

5.10. The pilot study
Before the questionnaires were administered in their respective locations, a pilot study
was carried out with 30 students at the University of Canberra English Language Institute. To
reiterate, the target group for the pilot study were English language students undertaking
academic English language study at the institute on a pathway program into their award
courses at the university in an identical fashion to the participants of the primary study.
Dörnyei and Csizér (2012) outline the primary reasons for conducting a pilot study as being to
put the final touches to the questionnaire by eliminating items found to be ambiguous, too
easy/difficult, or irrelevant; finalise the format and layout; practice the administration
procedures such as timing and instructions; dry run the analysis; and generally make sure
there are no final mistakes left in the document.
The pilot study adhered to these guidelines up to the point of conducting an initial
analysis. The reason for this was the restrictions of time that were experienced due to the
questionnaires needing to be fully completed and ready for administering before the target
participants completed their English courses and progressed on into their respective
mainstream universities. In fact, the quantitative phase needed to be conduced two to three
weeks before the end of their courses (early June) as the directors of the institutes were
unwilling to allow any imposition on their students in those final weeks as that is when they
undertake their final English language tests, so the students are under a great deal of pressure.
As a result of the time constraints associated with conducting the quantitative phase, it
was possible to satisfy Dörnyei and Csizér’s (2012) rationale for conducting the pilot study in
terms of improving or eliminating ambiguous items, finalizing the layout and practicing the
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administration procedures; however, it was not possible to conduct a full test-run of the
analysis. Although this opened the project up to potential difficulties in the quantitative data
analysis phase, it was not something that could be avoided. So, apart from the internal
reliability of the questionnaire not being able to be tested, the pilot study served to finalise the
instruments that would be administered in terms of appearance and administrative procedure.
Furthermore, some confidence was placed in the reliability of items across both
questionnaires due to the fact that the items making up the LLMQ were drawn from Ryan’s
(2008) MFQ and only very slightly adapted to suit the current context, and approximately half
of those in the LLEQ were drawn from Pekrun, Goetz and Perry’s (2005) AEQ whilst the
other half were written in a very similar form to the comments made by the participants in the
qualitative interviews.

5.11. Steps in the data collection process
Having outlined the sampling approaches adopted along with the preparation involved
for both the interviews and the survey instruments, the following subsections will give a brief
but explicit overview of how the data collection was carried out.
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5.11.1. Qualitative data collection
To keep the explanation succinct, the specific procedures adopted in the collection of
the qualitative data, commencing at the first contact with institutions, are outlined in Table 5.8
below:
TABLE 5.8: Qualitative data collection procedures

Procedure Task
1
2
3

Make initial contact with
institutions
First visits to institutions – project
explained
Select students

4
5

Develop first interview plan
Practice interview in pilot
interview

6
7
8

Conduct Interview 1
Transcribe Interview 1
Practice interview in pilot
interview

8
9
10
11
12

Conduct Interview 2
Transcribe Interview 2
Conduct interview 3
Transcribe Interview 3
Analyse interview data using
NVivo
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Outcome

Completed

In-principle support
granted
Interest expressed
by students
Participants
confirmed
Interview Plan
Interview technique
improved/questions
made clearer
Data
Transcriptions
Interview technique
improved/questions
made clearer
Data
Transcriptions
Data
Transcriptions
Themes / results of
the qualitative phase

December 2012
January 2013
January 2013
January 2013
January 2013

January 2013
February 2013
February 2013

March 2013
March/April 2013
May 2013
June/July 2013
June-Sep 2013

5.11.2. Quantitative data collection
As with the steps involved with the collection and analysis of the qualitative data, the
most succinct manner in which to present the same steps but in relation to the quantitative
data is in the form of a table. Table 5.9 outlines these steps below:
TABLE 5.9: Quantitative data collection procedures

Procedure Task
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

8

Made initial contact with
institutions
First visits to institutions – project
explained
Adapted LLMQ from MFQ for
current context
Developed LLEQ from interview
responses
Piloted LLMQ and LLEQ (UC)

Administered LLMQ and LLEQ at
participating institutions
Entered data into SPSS
Began analyzing data using SPSS
and AMOS (for Structural
Equation Modelling)
Interpretations
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Outcome

Completed

In-principle support
granted
Interest expressed
by students
LLMQ

December 2012

LLEQ

May 2013

Clarified item
wording and
rehearsed
administration
Data

May 2013

Organised data

August 2013

Final models

April 2014

Discussion Chapter
/ results of the
quantitative phase

August 2014

January 2013
May 2013

June/July 2013

5.12. Data management
This section will outline the management procedures applied to both the qualitative
and quantitative data sets.

5.12.1. Qualitative data management
All data collected through the use of interviews were in the form of semi-structured
interviews between the researcher and individual participants. All interviews were audiorecorded. Following the interviews, each interview was prepared for analysis by being
transcribed by the researcher verbatim with the exception of audible utterances not forming
words unless indicating laughter or extended pauses.
Each interview was assigned a code that would allow for easy organization and also
for future quotation within the thesis. For instance, at the beginning of each interview a code
such as ‘Iv/Antonio/English language student/20-3-2013’ in which ‘Iv’ indicated it was in
fact an interview, ‘Antonio’ represents the student name (pseudonym) and ’20-3-2013’
indicates the date the interview was conducted. Following this, the total length of the
interview was recorded along with the specific location in which the interview was conducted.
In the actual transcription itself, the letter ‘I’ was used to indicate it was the interviewer’s
turn, and the first letter of the interviewee’s name was assigned to show the interviewee’s turn
in the conversation. Other symbols can be seen throughout the transcriptions including ‘…’ to
indicate unfinished utterances and pauses, ‘()’ parentheses to indicate additional explanation
by the researcher or that a certain word at that point of the interview was unclear, or laughter.
A two-page sample of the transcribed interviews is provided in Appendix 7.
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5.12.2. Quantitative data management
Considering that the study used two questionnaires of 40 (10 constructs) and 85 (17
constructs) items respectively across 235 participants, data management was an important
issue. Dörnyei (2010) outlined a series of steps that it is important to follow in order to
effectively process and manage the data from questionnaires employing closed-ended
questions. The first of these is a data check, and this was carried out by manually checking
that students had completed the demographic information at the end of the questionnaire. It
was not possible to check each questionnaire on the spot for whether or not all items had been
answered, so this was carried out at a later time. The second step is that of data cleaning, and
this was done by checking which questionnaires contained unanswered items. In general,
those participants who completed the entire questionnaire did not miss any questions. The
questionnaires that had unanswered items were those from students who had obviously lost
interest and decided not to complete the questionnaire. This was made obvious by the fact the
answers just stopped at a point and no more were completed. There were 34 such
questionnaires and these were removed, leaving the ‘completed’ pile of 235. It was not an
option to contact students who had not completed the questionnaires to see if they would do
so due to the fact that, firstly, participation in the study was entirely voluntary and as such
pressuring students to complete them would have been a violation of the voluntary nature of
participation. In addition, the anonymous nature of participation meant that there was no
means to contact participants again once they had submitted their questionnaire, completed or
not.
Following the data cleaning phase came the steps of data manipulation, reduction of
the number of variables, data reliability and validity measurement, and statistical analyses.
These steps will be discussed in relation to the quantitative data in detail in section 5.13.2.
The final aspect of data management that needs to be outlined here concerns the actual
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transferring of the participant responses to a data sheet in SPSS software. Each response was
coded with a number where:
1 = strongly disagree
2 = disagree
3 = slightly disagree
4 = slightly agree
5 = agree
6 = strongly agree
The data sheet was set up in SPSS to include the demographic information for each
participant. Once this information was entered, a column was set up for each questionnaire
item and the participant responses, which were entered accordingly.

5.13. Approaches to analysis of the data
In the subsections that follow, the approaches taken to the analysis of both the
qualitative and quantitative phases of the research will be outlined in detail, including both
descriptive and inferential statistical analyses.

5.13.1. Analysis of the qualitative data
With the significant amount of interview data that was collected in the qualitative
phase it was important to develop a systematic and workable approach to data analysis. The
primary approach adopted in the conversion of the student responses to more meaningful
units is that of Kvale’s (1996) ‘meaning condensation’ approach. However, it should be noted
that similarities were found with other approaches to analysis and two other approaches
proved a strong influence in the shaping of my own approach to my analysis using Kvale’s
method. These are the approaches of content analysis and grounded theory. I will provide
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some brief background on each of these before describing in more detail how the ‘meaning
condensation’ was employed.
Firstly, content analysis is essentially “a research technique for making replicable and
valid inferences from texts” (Krippendorp, 2004, p. 18) and acts as a strict set of procedures
to follow in the process of analyzing, examining and verifying written data (Flick, 1998;
Mayring, 2004). It is the fact that the emphasis in a content analysis approach lies on written
data that made it attractive as an analysis technique and one worth considering. There are
several steps associated with content analysis beginning with the development of research
questions and deciding on the sample, but as these (especially sampling) have been discussed
earlier, this description will begin at the coding stage.
Coding of the data is an extremely important and necessary research step. At its core,
the coding process is the act of the researcher assigning a label to a particular segment of text
that contains or presents an idea or a piece of information (Cohen et al., 2011). Once a code
has been decided upon, throughout the rest of the text the same code will be given to any
segment of text that says, or is about, the same thing. The actual size of the piece of text being
coded is unlimited, but must of course be manageable. However, due to the fact that upon revisiting the codes it is quite possible that they may be read in isolation, it is important to
include enough context in the coded text as is necessary to retain its meaning, and for the
researcher not to forget its significance. A coded text can also be lightly or densely coded
whereby the same segment of text can be assigned either a single, or multiple codes
respectively. In the current project, some aspects of the transcripts required dense coding due
to the fact that what was actually said by the participants held some weight in different
categories. An example of this is that, for example, a student may have talked about the
feeling of frustration felt when studying English in China – in such an instance the text could
be coded to highlight the student’s emphasis on the emotion of ‘frustration’ as well as to show
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‘dissatisfaction with English education system’. This is an example of two codes being
applied to a text segment, but of course it is possible that more than two codes may be
necessary.
It is also important to mention that it is during the coding process that parallels can be
drawn with the process of content analysis and some of the principles of grounded theory.
Grounded theory has been defined by Strauss and Corbin (1994) as “a general methodology
for developing theory that is grounded in data systematically gathered and analysed” (p. 273).
Although the current project stops short of developing a theory, the data forming its core does
still hold true to the grounded theory features in that the key themes of the research, and the
codes and categories, are emergent from the data rather than being pre-ordained. This is the
approach that was taken in the current project. However, it is important to point out here the
role that the list of emotions suggested by Dörnyei (2009b) played in the study. Whilst the
themes and subthemes certainly did emerge from the data, the list provided by Dörnyei served
as, firstly, the inspiration for not only the project itself, but also the foundations on which the
interview guides and questions were developed. Although the suggested emotions played a
vital role in the project, it can still be said that the project, in both the qualitative and
quantitative phase, is data-driven because it is in no way based on any prior theory.
Even though it was known that many of the categories would be related to specific
emotions, it was not until the transcript was pored over and specific examples of text
discussing emotions were located that the codes were created. In addition, it can be said that
patterns, themes and categories are implicit in the data – they are in there waiting to be
discovered (Cohen et al., 2011). A final key area in which the process of analysis of the data
from the project bears resemblance to grounded theory is in the act of coding. Grounded
theory sets out three types of coding – open, axial and selective. Open coding refers to
breaking down the text into different chunks, each of which carries some importance or
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relevance in relation to the research focus. These chunks can vary in length from a phrase to a
short paragraph or in the case of interviews, several conversational turns. Once text segments
are selected they are assigned a category, the title of which is short enough to identify quickly
in future coding, but not so short that its meaning is lost. Following the open coding stage is
axial coding. This form of coding takes the concepts identified in the open coding stage and
develops them further through the researcher establishing connections between the categories
and integrating them together into broader concepts that subsume several categories (Dörnyei,
2007). Selective coding eventually forms the core of a new theory by developing a single
storyline that is applicable across all participants. As mentioned earlier, theory development
was not part of the goal of the current study; as a result, this stage of coding was not
undertaken and the project diverged from grounded theory to rejoin the path of content
analysis.
So, it can be seen that both a grounded theory approach and the process of content
analysis bear a great deal of relevance to the current project, and were consulted regularly,
and eventually proved influential in the overall approach adopted. It was, however, Kvale’s
(1996) ‘meaning condensation’ approach which formed the primary tool in the analysis of the
qualitative data. As with content analysis, the meaning condensation approach requires data to
be coded before beginning the analysis and interpretation in earnest.
Of course, from such a large amount of interview data, the codes drawn from it were
large in number and it was still necessary to submit them to some form of analysis that would
consolidate meaning. As a result it was the meaning condensation approach that was most
useful. This approach “entails an abridgement of the meanings expressed by the interviewees
into shorter formulations” (Kvale, 1996, p. 192). At its essence, the approach rephrases what
is said by participants into just a few words of a more succinct nature, but in which the
meaning is not lost. Meaning condensation itself is one of a series of data analytical steps to
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be applied to the data. Following this is meaning categorization, in which the text is coded
with the aid of several symbols to emphasise the importance of certain segments or to show
repetition, for example. Narrative structuring is the next step in the meaning condensation
approach and encourages the text to be organized in such a manner to show the temporal or
social organization aspects that would, in turn, bring out the meaning. Meaning interpretation
is another analytical technique that was adopted, and its purpose is to allow the researcher to
go “beyond what is directly said to work out structures and relations of meaning not
immediately apparent in a text” (Kvale, 1996, p. 201) – in short it allows the researcher to add
a subjective interpretation based on what the meaning is perceived to be from the experience
undergone during the interview and with the knowledge of the participant.
At first, it was felt that analyzing and discussing the qualitative interview data on a
case-by-case basis would be the approach taken, but it became apparent very quickly that this
would become quite repetitive and could also potentially miss many important insights gained
into different emotions, motivation, or other aspects of language learning that could be gained
from a cross-examination of the data. That is to say that instead of a case-by-case approach,
the interview data was analysed according to themes and sub-themes. The themes were the
primary emotions that emerged from the interviews, and the development of themes began
with the suggested list of emotions presented by Dörnyei (2009b) as has been mentioned. For
example, the emotion of ‘enjoyment’ is a key theme in the project as it belongs to the primary
list of learner emotions to focus on. This then formed one main area of focus of the
interviews, and it was from this point that the sub-themes began to emerge of their own
accord during the conversations held with the participants. Within this section of analysis
were other sub-themes derived from the initial identified themes such as motivation,
communication, need for English in daily life, to name just three. This approach ruled out the
possibility of great repetition as well as giving the opportunity for comments and statements
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from several of the participants, depending on whether they had said anything of relevance or
that was deemed important or to provide insight into the emotion being targeted. The flow
chart in Figure 5.2 is intended to clarify the process through which the qualitative analysis
progressed:
Target emotion
• Dörnyei's
(2009b)
suggested
emotions
used as a
guide

Participant
comment

Themes

• Actual units
of speech
from
interviews

• The primary
emotions
drawn from
the data (eg.
'enjoyment')

Sub-themes
• Other
themes
discussed in
relation to
emotions
(eg.
'communicat
ion)

Figure 5.2: Steps in the qualitative data analysis
In order to illuminate the coding process further, it is helpful to actually see an
example of coding in action, and to do this a segment of speech from the participants needs to
be observed. A comment offered by Claudia is useful here (see 6.3.4.1), when she remarked:

When I travel and use it of course so I travel and I learn English too, so this for me, I
feel really happy because I have to communicate. I need to communicate with other
people on my trip so this is, I feel very happy when I travel. (Claudia/Interview 2/Turn
194)
This is the actual segment of speech Claudia offered, and as such represents the first step in
the coding process as outlined in Figure 5.2. This segment was then analysed for theme, and
the theme that emerges from this particular segment is that of ‘happiness’, so it was coded for
this theme. On further analysis of the segment, a sub-theme also emerges, and in this case it
was the sub-theme of ‘communication’. This three-step process was enacted throughout the
entire coding process.
Overall, the approach adopted for the current project can be said to be based most
heavily on the approach described and outlined by Kvale (1996) as the ‘meaning
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condensation’ approach, but with significant influence from grounded theory and content
analysis.

5.13.2. Analysis of the quantitative data
Of course, the quantitative data in the project all comes from the two survey
instruments outlined in sections 5.9.2.1 and 5.9.2.2, the LLEQ and the LLMQ respectively.
The data analysis processes the data went through are quite complex, and as a result require
careful explanation, which will be provided in the following sections. All data were refined
and processed using SPSS 21.0 (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) with all SEM
analyses done with Amos 9.0. This software package is one of just a few that are essential for
any work involving SEM analysis.

5.13.2.1. Selection of data analytical approach – Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM)
As outlined in the research questions, the primary purpose of the quantitative phase of
the project is to identify the impact, if any, the emotional experiences of learners have on
aspects of their motivation to study English, in particular any relationships with the Ideal L2
Selves of learners. The fact that two instruments were used and associations between
variables in each of them were the target of the study, it quickly became obvious that a SEM
approach was the most suitable. Byrne (2010, p. 3) describes SEM as “a statistical
methodology that takes a confirmatory (i.e. hypothesis-testing) approach to the analysis of a
structural theory bearing on some phenomenon.” The key difference between an SEM
approach and other perhaps more common approaches is that its primary concern is with
causality. That is to say, it is interested in causal relationships between variables rather than a
focus on just correlations, which gives SEM a significant power that other methods of
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analysis do not possess. Further to this, whereas other more traditional approaches focus on
the individual indicators (i.e., the questionnaire items) from the survey instrument for
analysis, an SEM approach focuses on latent constructs, or factors. These are also known as
unobserved variables as they cannot generally be measured directly. To gain a measurement
of these latent constructs, the questionnaire items are used to create a measurement model, but
from that point they are not the focus – it is only the latent variables that are the focus.
So, to reiterate, for the research project an SEM approach was adopted to assist in
answering the research question pertaining to what impact the emotions that students felt had
upon different aspects of their motivation to study English, with a special focus on Ideal L2
Selves.

5.13.2.2. Preliminary steps – descriptive statistics
Once the data had been collected from the questionnaires, it underwent the data
cleaning process in which the data were entered into an SPSS. Upon being entered into the
SPSS software, the data underwent descriptive analysis in order to gain an overall picture of
the data pattern before progressing to further stages in the analysis. Due to the exploratory and
evolving nature of the quantitative data analysis that resulted in the elimination of a number
of items from the analysis, the descriptive statistics produced by the original LLEQ and
LLMQ were rendered redundant. They are only discussed in minimal detail and in the end
bore no great significance to the overall project – preliminary analysis of this data is presented
in section 7.1. On the other hand, the final models produced by the analysis were the ultimate
result of the quantitative phase, and as such the descriptive statistics needed to be analysed
and presented in particular in relation to the motivational and emotional profile of the learners
(7.12 and chapter 8).
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5.13.2.3. Cronbach’s Alpha for the LLEQ and LLMQ
Immediately following the data-cleaning and organization process, the factors from
both the LLEQ and the LLMQ underwent a reliability analysis using the Cronbach’s Alpha
statistic. The purpose of this type of analysis is to gauge the extent to which the items within a
construct actually measure what they are supposed to measure. The generally acceptable level
for this statistic is .70, with values below this being considered questionable or poor.
As will be discussed in further detail in section 7.4, these values were not acceptable
for the most part in both models, and the result of this was the decision that the data from
each model (LLEQ and LLMQ) needed to undergo an EFA to assess the proposed factor
structure structures (questionnaire scales) against what the data actually suggested
statistically.

5.13.2.4. EFA on LLEQ and LLMQ
EFA is a process of data-reduction, and is used to determine which items are most
strongly correlated with each other and groups them together, or to specify the domain
(Urdan, 2010). Each of these groups is termed a ‘factor’. Essentially, an EFA attempts to
“create factors that are able to explain the most variance possible in all of the items that you
put into the analysis” (Urdan, 2010, p. 171). The stronger each of the items are correlated with
each other, the greater the variance that is explained between them. Traditionally EFA is used
when no a priori model has been specified, but can also be used when the data does not fit the
postulated model to find where the model may have been mis-specified. The procedures
involved with EFA are all conducted using the SPSS software.
This process was necessary to check, once the participant responses had been
collected and entered, whether the scales adopted in the two separate research instruments
actually measured the concepts they were intended to; that is to say that, for example, the five
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items assigned to the LRE construct of ‘happiness’ did actually represent that concept in the
statistical data produced.
This step in the research process turned out to be a critical one for the project as it
suggested the need for a change to the direction the analysis was originally intended to take.
This is due to the fact (as will be outlined in the results in section 7.5) that when the EFA was
conducted, it was shown that the responses of the students from the LLEQ were not able to
differentiate between different individual emotions as was hoped for in the scales of the
questionnaire such as ‘happiness’, ‘hope’, ‘pride’ for example. Instead, a more general
differentiation between the emotions occurred between positive and negative emotions rather
than distinct, discrete emotions. As for the LLMQ, a similar situation occurred, where the
factors set out in the adapted version of Ryan’s (2008) questionnaire were not identified in
exactly the same manner as expected. Whilst the responses did distinguish the factors as
hoped, it did not identify the same number as was set out, so in the later stages of the analysis,
there were fewer factors from the LLMQ; however, the Ideal L2 Self factor remained
prominent.
The other important decision that was made here was to separate the analysis from this
point on into two models (see sections 7.4-7.10) – one model concerned the LRE side of the
data, whilst the other concerned the SRE side. The reason for this decision was that the
qualitative interviews clearly indicated that the emotional experiences of the learners were
different depending on the context they were in, which is supported by the work of Batstone
(2002). It became clear that continuing the analysis with the two contexts combined would
result in LRE and SRE not being distinguished from one another. Thus from this point, using
the data gathered with the LLEQ, the two models used in the analysis were the LRE and SRE.
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5.13.2.5. Cronbach’s Alpha for the EFA modified models
As has been mentioned, EFA is one kind of data refinement procedure to be carried
out before conducting CFA, in order to look at the data pattern. After modifying the models
based on the results of the EFA, the factor structures were different, and thus a new reliability
analysis was conducted. The Cronbach’s Alpha statistic for internal reliability was again used
for this in order to gauge if and how the reliability had improved.

5.13.2.6. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) for LRE/SRE/LLMQ
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) is generally used by researchers to test how well
a hypothesized model fits a set of data. It is quite a complex procedure and falls under the
umbrella of procedures involved with SEM. The researcher develops a questionnaire and uses
scales consisting of survey items that are believed to belong together, and then the resultant
data is tested statistically. If the model is deemed to have reasonable fit, it can be considered
an acceptable model; on the other hand, if it is not, it must be rejected. The issue of model fit
in relation to CFA and more complex SEM procedures will be addressed in section 5.13.2.10.
It is also important to note that CFA is, unlike EFA, theory driven and its theory-driven nature
also extends deeper into the realm of SEM.
The CFA (and subsequent SEM testing) was done using the AMOS software.
Constructing a model using the AMOS software is at times a painstaking and complex
process, but the final model will typically consist of a number of ellipses (signalling
latent/unobserved constructs), and a number of lines or paths drawn between the ellipses. The
lines will be in the form of either a single-headed arrow (signalling directional causality) that
represents regression coefficients, or a double-headed arrow (signaling covariance or
correlation). The latent constructs can include independent and dependent variables, and
generally independent variables are correlated with each other unless there is a firm
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theoretical reason not to. If two independent variables, or exogenous variables, are connected
by a double-headed covariance arrow, they cannot also host a single-headed regression arrow.
Finally, each individual indicator will be visibly attached to each latent construct, and these
variables represent the items of the questionnaire and which each display individual factor
loadings demonstrating the strength with which they load onto the respective factor. It is
important to note that when SEM analysis is being undertaken, it is only the relationships
between the latent constructs that are of interest. However, in CFA (also termed measurement
modeling), the indicators are of most interest.
Now, in this stage of the current analysis, the CFA proceeded in two stages. First, the
factors of each modified model were tested individually, known as Single Factor Models
(SFM) to assess their level of fit. If any modifications were necessary, they were made.
Following the testing of the individual factors of the LRE, SRE and LLMQ models they were
combined into their respective models and tested for their level of model fit. Thus, the factors
of the LRE were combined and tested, the factors of the SRE were combined and tested, and
factors of the LLMQ were combined and tested. This sequence is endorsed by most
researchers using SEM including Kline (2005) and Hooper, Coughlan and Mullen (2008).
Once an appropriate level of fit was achieved, the analysis moved to the combined CFA for
the models.

5.13.2.7. CFA of proposed structural models
As the purpose of the quantitative phase of the study was to observe interactions and
causal relationships between emotion variables and motivation variables (in particular the
Ideal L2 Self), the final modified LLMQ model needed to be combined with the LRE model
and then the SRE model respectively. From this point on, the combined models that would be
used in the SEM testing were referred to as the LRE-LLMQ and the SRE-LLMQ. The CFA
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procedure was conducted on both these models and the level of model fit determined. At the
completion of the process, the two models were ready to move forward to the final stage of
the quantitative analysis – the Structural Equation Model testing for path analysis. Results of
the CFA analyses are outlined in detail in section 7.10.

5.13.2.8. SEM research – fundamental considerations
It is important here to backtrack just slightly to remember that the processes described
above, and the results of which will be presented in the subsequent chapter, are a means of
progressing to the ultimate goal of submitting the data to SEM analysis whereby the
relationships between latent constructs are able to be viewed and discussed in both a statistical
and a theory-based sense.
SEM can be described as a “multivariate analytic procedure for representing and
testing (a) inter-relationships between observed variables and constructs, and (b) interrelationships among constructs” (Purpura, 1997, p. 300), but can more accurately described as
a family of related procedures (Kline, 2005) rather than being seen as a single procedure. The
SEM approach itself builds upon the foundation of factor analysis, multiple regression and
path analysis procedures with the ultimate goal of resolving the problem of individually
observed variables and their associated measurement errors. Thus, SEM can be a suitable
methodology for the analysis of latent variables, which can prove to be problematic when
using other forms of analysis such as ANOVA and multiple regression as these approaches
are not well suited to the testing of hypotheses at a higher level of abstraction. Further to this,
the current project presents a unique case in that it is concerned with analyzing the interrelationships between latent variables across two different questionnaires. Such an analysis is
suited to SEM as it is causal relationships that are being sought out for observation.
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One of the most important differences between SEM and other quantitative research
methodologies is that it requires the researcher to identify a measurement (model concerned
with individual items or indicators and how they load onto latent variables) and structural
(concerned with relationships between latent variables) model a priori. This essentially means
that any causal model specified “must have some basis, whether it be theory, results of
previous studies, or an educated guess that reflects the researcher’s domain knowledge and
experience” (Kline, 2004, p. 9).
Generally speaking, the theoretical model is identified first before the construction of
the data-gathering instrument is constructed and the data collected. However, this was not the
case in the current project for a number of factors. Whilst the questionnaires were grounded in
empirical research and literature to a large degree, the structural model was not specified in
advance due to the fact that the approach to the quantitative analysis did not crystallise at the
beginning of the project, but rather came into focus as the data analysis phase went on.
Further, the original models underwent some significant modifications during the quantitative
analysis that meant forming of the hypothesised SEM model occurred at a later point;
however, it is still important to note that the focus remained on the relationships between the
emotion factors and the motivation factors – and particularly the Ideal L2 Self factor – in the
LRE-LLMQ and the SRE-LLMQ. Further explanation of these changes is provided, with
statistical data to support them, in Chapter 7.
After the data has been collected, the next step is to create the measurement model,
which is concerned with the latent variables (factors) and their indicators (questionnaire
items). The purpose of this stage is to determine whether or not the indicators used in the
questionnaire are reliable measure of their assigned latent variable. The CFA process is used
to carry this out, and is usually supported by scale reliability measures such as Cronbach’s
Alpha.
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Just like all SEM models, the measurement model is evaluated through a selection of
the goodness-of-fit statistics available. If the fit is deemed to be acceptable, the next step is to
test the full structural model.

5.13.2.9. Structural models and modification indices
When looking at a final and full structural model, one will see the original latent
constructs from the theoretical model, the respective indicator variables, the error paths of
each latent variable and the regression weights between each of the latent constructs. Once the
range of goodness-of-fit indices available have been consulted, the researcher has several
choices open to them with regard to the final presentation of the model. Firstly, if it happens
that model fit is not as high as expected or necessary (as is often the case) or does not meet
the minimum threshold levels for a suitable model, it is certainly not the be-all and end-all.
Rejecting the whole model immediately in such a circumstance is far too drastic a move.
What the researcher can do in a situation such as this is to consider the modification indices
option that is provided by programs such as AMOS. This is often the first stage in a process
known as model trimming and building in which a careful combination of restraint and the
successful merging of theoretical integrity and statistical power. Consulting modification
indices is common practice in SEM analysis, even if the model already boasts a satisfactory
level of fit as there may be ways it can be improved further, and was conducted at certain
points in the quantitative analysis of the current study. However, it is important to remain
conscious of not relying on modification indices too much as this can lead to accusations of
‘adhockery’.
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5.13.2.10. Determining and evaluating model fit
In any form of SEM analysis, the modeling itself is guided by the notion of goodnessof-fit. As a means of determining the fit of a given model, the researcher has a variety of
indicators available to them, and generally it is advised to use and report more than one in any
analysis (Bentler & Wu, 2002; Bollen, 1989; Sasaki, 1993). When working with models, it is
often the process of making judgments regarding model fit that poses one of the greatest
challenges to researchers and can be incredibly frustrating and time-consuming at the same
time! This is primarily because it is not always clear where the ‘fitting’ process should be
halted. Whilst, as mentioned above, it is advisable to report more than one fit index, there is
also broad debate over exactly how many should be reported and what that combination
should be. Kline (2005) made an important identification of the limitations that exist in all fit
indices used in SEM. First among these is the fact that the values of fit indices are only an
indication of the average, or overall, fit of a model. As a result, it should not be a surprise if at
times some parts of the model poorly fit the data and even if one index gives a favourable
reading. Another limitation is that fit indices do not necessarily indicate theoretically
meaningful results, even if they are well above the threshold levels.
As with most SEM processes, researchers need to come to a decision in advance about
fit criteria, and these need to be reported in results. These then need to be reported, and it
should be reiterated that reporting more than one fit index is encouraged (Jackson, Gillaspy &
Purc-Stephenson, 2009), however, there are a large number of fit indices available to specify
a model. The indices described below are the fit indices that will be used in the current study,
as suggested by Fan et al. (1999). These indices are also regularly reported in the literature. It
should also be mentioned that basic statistics such as the CMIN (minimum discrepancy), DF
(degrees of freedom), P (probability value) and the CMIN/DF (relative chi-square/normal chisquare) are also reported throughout the analysis. There are varying opinions as to the
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appropriate cut-off point for the CMIN/DF generally ranging between 2 and 5, so for the
purpose of the current study, CMIN/DF values <5.0 will be deemed acceptable and values
<3.0 will be considered ideal.

Incremental Fit Index (IFI): This index is relatively insensitive to sample size. To calculate
the IFI, the difference between the chi-square of the independence model and the chi-square
of the target model is calculated. Then, the difference between the chi-square of the target
model and the df (degrees of freedom) for the target model is calculated. The IFI is
represented by the ratio of these values. For the IFI, values of >0.90 will be regarded as
acceptable and >0.95 will be regarded as ideal.

Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI): The TLI is another index that is relatively independent of
sample size. It is also usually lower than other indices, and hence the model is regarded as
less acceptable, if the model is complex. As such, and as with the IFI, for the TLI values of
>0.90 will be deemed acceptable, and values of >0.95 will be deemed ideal (Hu and Bentler,
1999).

Comparative Fit Index (CFI): For the current project the CFI might well be one of the most
important indices to report which is due to the fact that it performs quite well even when the
sample size is small (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). In a similar fashion to the IFI and TLI, CFI
values of >0.90 will be deemed acceptable, and values of >0.95 will be deemed ideal.

Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA): The RMSEA is a popular measure
of model fit, partly because it does not require any comparison with a null model. If the
RMSEA is less than or equal to 0.05, the model fit is considered ideal. If the RMESEA is less
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than or equal to 0.08, model fit is considered acceptable. These cut-offs will be adopted in the
current study.

5.13.3. Creating the theoretical SEM models
The process of creating the theoretical SEM models in the current project did not
follow the traditional steps. The full structural model was not developed a priori due to time
constraints in the data collection process as well as the fact that the full picture of how the
quantitative analysis was to be carried out had not been fully realised. So, once the data was
collected, it was entered into SPSS and an EFA was carried out as mentioned above. After
conducting the single factor model tests and CFA, the final models and factors that were used
in the SEM analysis were produced, and it was at this point that the theoretical models were
created. It is here the data-driven nature of the quantitative phase of the project reaffirms
itself. It should reiterated here that there are two separate models in the project. One is
concerned with the interactions of the constructs associated with study-related emotions and
the key motivational factors of interest to the study, whilst the other is concerned with the
interactions of life-related emotions and the motivational factors of interest. Each of the
proposed structural models are based on the literature that exists related to emotions in
language learning (which, as mentioned earlier, is not plentiful), the qualitative data gathered
from the interviews, and my own theoretical beliefs.

5.13.4. Integrated analysis of the qualitative and quantitative data
Being a mixed methods study, it is not enough to merely conduct the analysis of the
qualitative and quantitative phases independently of each other. They also need to be analysed
together, to see how they validate one another. This analysis was done by connecting
comments of the participants in the qualitative interviews with aspects of the SEM analysis,
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and vice versa – by supporting paths in the hypothesised models with examples from the
comments made by participants in the interviews, as well as with further support from the
literature. That is to say, for example, that the path loadings observable in the SEM models
are compared to participant comments in the interviews. So, if a path in an SEM model
demonstrates a strong causal relationship between constructs, the participants’ interview
comments were referred to in order to confirm that such a relationship was represented in the
more in-depth comments of participants during conversations and interviews. This integrated
analysis becomes clearer in Chapter 8 when the discussion of the findings is conducted along
with implications of the study.

5.14. Summary
This chapter has served a number of functions that are both necessary and important in
gaining an understanding of the methodological choices and processes of the project, before
heading into the presentation of the results of the analyses.
Firstly, an overview of the arguments for both a qualitative and a quantitative
approach was provided, followed by a discussion of the benefits associated with a mixed
methods approach. Secondly, the rationale for the research design was outlined, and the
research steps described. Then an overview of the context and participants of the study was
presented followed by an explanation of the data collection process for both the qualitative
and quantitative stages.
The final purpose of the chapter was to outline the analytical processes involved with
both the qualitative and quantitative data and to describe how these were carried out as well as
clarifying any decisions that were made during the entire data collection and analysis process.
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The next chapter marks the beginning of an important stage of the thesis, as it is the
beginning of the presentation of the results. In particular, Chapter 6 will present the results
and a degree of interpretive analysis for the data from the qualitative interviews.
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CHAPTER SIX
RESULTS OF THE QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS
________________________________________________________
6.1. Introduction
The qualitative phase of the research project was perhaps the most important to the
overall success and value of the project. Firstly, it was the qualitative data that answered the
first three research questions attached to the project which concerned the manner in which
participants described their emotional experiences and precisely what emotions they
described. Further, the qualitative interview data played an integral role in the development of
the LLEQ and also allowed for a meaningful integrated analysis of the data garnered by both
qualitative and quantitative means.
The current chapter will provide detailed analysis of the comments, observations, and
experiences of the participants with a strong focus on the individual emotions (6.3.2-6.3.6 /
6.4.2-6.4.5), but also on other aspects of English language teaching and learning, in particular
language learning motivation (6.5). In this sense, this chapter presents the themes and subthemes that were drawn from the interviews, and these represent the overall result of the
qualitative phase of the project (this analysis will lead into the analysis of the quantitative data
in Chapter 7, and then, finally and importantly, the integrated discussion of both the
qualitative and quantitative data in Chapter 8). Additionally, the chapter has divided the
emotions the participants described into the domains of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ emotions for
the purpose of clearer organization along with the fact that this organization flows through to
the quantitative data analysis, which will become clearer in chapter 7 and beyond. As
mentioned in section 5.13.2.4, the emotional experiences of the participating students will
also be considered in terms of being ‘Study-Related’ or ‘Life-Related’, as it was from these
two perspectives that the respondents spoke of their experiences.
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It is also important to mention that particular attention will be paid to connections or
associations between the students’ emotional experiences and their ideal L2 selves, which was
one part of the LLMQ and also makes up the final of the research questions of the project
(any associations discussed will then be looked at from a quantitative viewpoint in Chapter 7,
and then discussed in an integrated fashion in Chapter 8).
As mentioned above, the qualitative aspect of the study is the one that requires the
most discussion in relation to the research questions, and this is deserved due to the fact that
in order to truly get into what students, and people in general, are feeling and experiencing
and what their experiences mean to them, a qualitative approach – and particularly through
the method of interviewing – is the most appropriate.

6.2. Student emotional experiences
The following sections will analyse, discuss and reflect upon the comments made by
the student participants in the study in relation primarily to the emotions they have felt and
experienced during their English language studies. A by-product of the discussions held with
the participants is that whilst discussing their emotions, numerous other aspects of English
study and use were also drawn in, including language learner motivation, which will also be
included where relevant and where significant and illuminating insight is provided.

6.3. The so-called ‘positive’ emotions
As mentioned above, the discussion of the qualitative results will be divided into, first,
emotions that are positive in nature, followed by those with a more negative connotation. I
use the term ‘connotation’ as, in reality, who is to truly say whether an emotion is positive or
negative? Every person experiences them in different ways, and at different times. With this
in mind, the following section will focus on the emotions that are usually perceived as being
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positive in nature, although a degree of dimensionality within the emotions will be apparent at
times. In particular, the emotions targeted were enjoyment (6.3.2), hope (6.3.3), happiness
(6.3.4), pride (6.3.5), and excitement (6.3.6).

6.3.1. Setting the scene – Best language learning experiences
Although aspects of motivation and examples of the students’ emotional experiences
were discussed in all three interviews, it was the second interview that was the one in which
the emotions were focused on most heavily, and from which the richest and most useful data
came.
As mentioned in section 5.9.1, the participants were emailed a question regarding their
best and worst language experiences to aid in getting the discussion started in the second
interview. The responses to the question provided by the participants were varied, as one
would expect due to the differing cultural and educational backgrounds of each of the
participants. To begin with it might be best to begin with those responses that indicated the
best language learning experiences had occurred within the classroom or learning
environment. A case in point is that of Cathryn, who spoke of her recollection of one of her
English-based courses at university in China, which was called ‘English movies’ and how she
had enjoyed it. From her comments, she also made it clear that such a course was equally
appealing to a vast quantity of her fellow students as ‘every time too much students choose
that class and every class is always full.’ In terms of what she actually found enjoyable about
such a class, the following short extract shows what she felt:
I: … what was it about this kind of activity, what is the thing that makes you really
like and enjoy it?
C: It is relaxable.
I: Relaxing?
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C: Yes, relaxing, yes and you know because every class is really boring like the
language class is really boring. You have to always remember everything,
remember vocabulary, remember grammar, and it is really relaxing because we
watch movies at home when we have leisure time, but it is a class and it is not
boring and it goes so fast. (Cathryn/Interview 2/Turns 9-12)
Cathryn’s response here implies that there exists a certain rigidity and monotony to English
language study from her experience, and this is something that is reiterated by several other
respondents in their own comments. Being provided the opportunity to study and engage with
English in a different and novel manner such as through a film studies class was something
she embraced and allowed her to experience that sense of enjoyment we all seek. The fact
that, as Cathryn mentioned, every class is always full, acts as evidence that she is not alone in
seeking new and more interesting ways to learn English – her peers feel the same way and
seek the same opportunities.
In her reply to the same question regarding best language learning experience,
Penelope also revealed that her most enjoyable experience was one from within a learning or
study environment:
The best English experience is the tutorial class I had in, when I was a university
student. The tutorial class is not like the exam oriented classes … the teacher there
may not be professional teachers, they are just maybe just study in the foreign country
but maybe not have a degree or certificate of language but they are very funny people.
They can talk jokes, it makes the family atmosphere very funny. (Penelope/Interview
2/Turn 2)
From this comment, Penelope seems to be alluding to the fact that it is the atmosphere created
within the classroom by the teachers that established that enjoyment for her. The fact that she
mentioned ‘exam oriented classes’ was not a surprise, as this style of class is common in
China, and is mentioned – usually in a negative manner – by other participants during the
interviews as well. Penelope also liked the light-hearted nature of the teaching which was the
opposite of the very teacher-centred and ‘boring’ style of teaching she and other students
described as being the norm in Chinese English language education.
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The other responses garnered in response to this question about the participants’ best
language learning experience were not focused on what happened in the classroom or when
they were actually studying English, but rather occurred outside the classroom in their daily
lives in Australia or other English-speaking countries. These responses proved to be just the
beginning of a vast number of comments on emotional experiences related to English
language use from their everyday lives that certainly had powerful impacts on their degree to
which they desired to study and use English in the future.
When talking about his best experience of English, Antonio recalled an experience he
had had in Sydney during his time in Australia, and the following excerpt relays his
experience quite vividly:
A: Right. So for me the best experience I have ever had was once when I was in the
street and asking for information, you know, and then I found an old guy and I asked
him how to go to the museum and he went with me and we talked in English and I
could understand everything he said and he could understand everything I said and it
was cool, you know, to see that my English was good enough to get the information
and talk and have a fluent conversation.
I: And so did you also talk about a lot of other things like general life or …?
A: I asked a lot of information about the museum and he asked me about my country
and I asked him about the culture here in Australia. (Antonio/Interview 2/Turns 4-6)
As Antonio talked about his experience of using English to communicate in a ‘real-world’
situation it was easy to get the sense that it was in these kinds of situations that he truly used
to gauge any improvement in his English ability and usage. Antonio often talked about his
class experiences as being rather dull and even superficial, whereas when he talked about
experiences he had undergone beyond the classroom he got the most animated and excited.
Conversely, when experiences of using English did not turn out as well as this one in
everyday situations, the emotional impact was also more intense for him as opposed to any
class situations.
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Antonio was far from the only participant who recalled experiences from beyond the
classroom when discussing their best language learning experience. Alice was another of
these, although it is perhaps much more understandable in her case to focus on English
experiences in daily life due to the fact that her goals, and personal situation were very
different from the other participants. Alice is a mother and a wife whose husband works in
Australia and now her children also attend school in Australia. Although she is studying
English in an academic pathway course (a program that leads students into an award course at
the institution at which it is undertaken), her immediate goal was not further study, but merely
to improve her English language skills, in particular her oral communication skills to enable
her to talk with other mothers and new friends in Australia. So, test scores and class results
were not the most important thing to her as they were to others, but whether she could,
herself, see the improvement she was making in her English. Thus, it came as no surprise
when she talked about an experience with friends and her daughter on holiday in Australia as
opposed to any experience she had had in class. Her friends were Egyptian, but had been
living in Australia for more than twenty years:
I remember last year I took my holiday with my friends, Egyptian friends. They can’t
speak Mandarin Chinese, just English, and I only took my bigger daughter with me,
no other relatives and I mean not my husband and my parents, which pushed me to
have to speak English. We spent nearly two weeks on Gold Coast for that holiday.
During that period of time we just speak English. Even though I didn’t mean to learn
the language deliberately I feel I got rapid progress because every time when I want to
express what I need or what I want, I have to know, I have to think, not like speaking
my own first language. I have to think which word I should choose to help me to
understand easily and also it is helpful for me to understand and to improve.
(Alice/Interview 2/Turn 2)
This excerpt highlights the underlying motivation exhibited and described throughout the
entire series of interviews by Alice whereby she gauged the positive emotions she
experienced in her English learning and use usually, although not always, through the
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experiences she had beyond the classroom. She further highlighted this when she implies the
cultural and linguistic benefits such an experience provided her with:
So I learned a lot including many slang words and every time, honestly every time
when I didn’t understand them I asked them and because we’re friends they’re very
kind and have patience for me. They told me and explained a lot about the world
including various backgrounds to me and really it helped me a lot to learn much more
about the lifestyle and something else about Australia, about the language of English.
(Alice/Interview 2/Turn 2)
It is worthwhile noting here that although Alice mentioned her friends were Egyptian, she
also pointed out that they had been living in Australia for more than twenty years, and this is
obviously how their knowledge of the culture and implied competence in the language came
about.
It could be said that a feeling of the importance of the independent nature of learning
English comes through in Alice’s comments, and the same can be said for other of the
participants. When Ellen recalled what she considered to be her best English language
learning experience, it is first interesting to see that she, like Antonio and Alice, allowed her
memory to fall back on an experience external to the English class environment. Immediately
she launched, with enthusiasm, into telling me about her experience of joining a club at the
university and how the act of ‘using English in daily life’ is what is of most import to her:
I think for me the most, the best English language experience is now that I joined the
club and I try my best to join this by myself and I think the most meaningful thing is
that you learn something from the knowledge of the teacher and you can practice it in
your daily life. I think it’s so simple maybe it can make you have more, I don’t know
how to say, in China there is an old word that says you do half but you have double
reward. (Ellen/Interview 2/Turn 2)
I did probe Ellen a little more regarding what she meant exactly by this proverb, and she
elaborated that outside the classroom, she was not required to complete exercises or do
homework, but merely use the language, so in that sense she likened it to ‘doing less’. Then,
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the rewards she felt she received in her everyday life through using English independently and
without the safety net of the classroom were more strongly felt by her.
Two other participants who also described their best language learning experiences
with an emphasis on those positive feeling being created by a situation outside the classroom
environment were Rita and Yumiko, of Spanish and Japanese nationalities respectively. Rita,
throughout all the conversations we had together, emphasized just how much it was the
speaking aspect of her English she wanted to improve more than others. As a result, when she
spoke of her best language learning experience she didn’t put her finger on an experience that
occurred at just one moment in time, but rather an extended experience she had in England
when she spent a summer there learning English. She commented on the fact that it was the
feeling of cultural inclusion she experienced from staying with a local family in a homestay
accommodation arrangement. She mentioned how they were “very, very cosy and they tried
to force me to speak all the time and they forced me to have dinner with them every single
night and speak at the table and I think this was very, very good” (Rita/Interview 2/Turn 37).
Although the use of the term ‘forced’ could be misinterpreted as Rita being made to do
something against her will, it is certainly not the case here as she desired this kind of situation
whereby she was not afforded the luxury of falling back on her Spanish. Further to this, of
importance to Rita was the ability to develop her understanding of different cultures,
especially those of the English-speaking cultures she had lived in, and obviously a homestay
situation was conducive to that, so it is not difficult to see why she would nominate this
experience as her best English language experience.
Like Rita, Yumiko did not mention one particular experience as being her best, but
rather talked about being complimented on her use of English, whenever this kind of praise
may have been forthcoming to her. Before elaborating more on her specific comments, it
should be made clear that although Yumiko, understandably, appreciated compliments on her
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English usage in the classroom, it was in situations beyond the classroom that these
compliments were most meaningful to her:
My best English experience is sometimes people compliment my English so it makes
me happy and I think people think Japanese students are not good at English speaking
so my English is a little bit better than they thought so they compliment my English
but I know (laughs) people don’t compliment good speakers “your English is good”,
they don’t do that to a good speaker. They know that I am an English student so they
say to me. (Yumiko/Interview 2/Turn 6)
Yumiko’s comments here are interesting as they, first of all, make specific mention of the
emotion of happiness that she feels as a result of her being complimented on her use of
English, which in part helps to justify the decision made in the research process to prompt the
participants with this question regarding their best language learning experience, as it leads
into further discussion of the positive emotions experienced. The positive feelings she has as a
result of receiving praise also seem to be intensified as she couples this feeling with a
preconception in her mind that Japanese people are not generally good speakers of English.
Whether or not this is true is irrelevant, as to Yumiko when she receives a compliment it
seems to act in her mind firstly as the praise that it no doubt is intended to be, but also as a
kind of defiance of a cultural assumption regarding communicative ability in English that
exists in her mind.
This section has served to present the comments of participants regarding their ‘best
language learning experiences’ as a means of gradually moving into deeper and more focused
comments from the interviews concerning individual emotions. In particular, what has been
outlined is that the learners had experiences they considered great in both the classroom
environment and also beyond the classroom, but it seemed to be the world beyond the
classroom that created these experiences for learners more. The following section sees the
focus shift to the first of the individual emotions in ‘enjoyment’.
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6.3.2. Enjoyment
This section will focus on the emotion of ‘enjoyment’. A general definition of the
emotion can be taken from the Oxford English Dictionary, which defines enjoyment as ‘the
state or process of taking pleasure in something’ (“Enjoyment”, 2014). In addition to the
focus on enjoyment, it will also explore the comments of participants relating to the subthemes of class experiences (6.3.2.1), communication (6.3.2.2) and examples of English use
(6.3.2.3).
It would be almost pointless to argue against the fact that we all hope to experience a
sense of enjoyment in the activities we pursue in most aspects of life, and this, especially in
my own personal opinion and also most certainly for most others, is extremely applicable to
the case of study and learning. If a task is enjoyed, or some aspect of the subject or topic
being studied is enjoyed by the student, it is very likely that it will also feel rewarding to the
student, and inspire or encourage them to continue with that particular course of study with
the same effort and enthusiasm. This was one of the emotions targeted in the qualitative
interviews and whilst there were some responses that were not surprising, what was of
particular interest was the manner in which their sense of enjoyment when it came to their
learning was influenced by all the factors around them, whether they be tangible ones such as
the classroom environment, or factors that were more intangible such as the notion of
communication, or communicative ability.
The comments made regarding enjoyment followed a similar pattern to those
regarding the best language learning experiences in that they reflected the situation of the
students studying abroad within the context of the target language. The first thing that came
out in interviews was just how much more enjoyable and rewarding the English language
learning experience is for the participants in Australia in comparison to their home countries.
Australia, here, it should be noted, could have been substituted by any other English-speaking
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country, as at times the students did refer to their positive experiences in countries such as the
UK and the USA – the issue many seemed to have was that of the English education system
in their countries. Antonio drew attention to this when he was talking about exactly this – how
he enjoys learning and studying English in Australia more than in his own country. After he
had explicitly stated that he enjoyed the experience in Australia more and I had asked him to
elaborate on exactly why, he commented:
I think the problem is no-one to talk with. It’s only Brazilians and we started to talk
with each other but we have the same accent. I don’t see my English getting better or I
don’t see like if it, sometimes there are many words that are similar in Portuguese and
English so maybe when we are talking in English, me with other Brazilians, if we do a
mistake he can understand, you know? … I enjoy a lot more here. (Antonio/Interview
1/Turn 61)
It was not only Antonio who had such feelings. When Claudia spoke of her experience in
Chile, she echoed these feelings of dislike and, in a sense, disengagement. For this, she
seemed to partly lay the blame on her government for not focusing on English education more
when she said “… I think that it wasn’t good experience because I think in Chile the
government doesn’t have the English, no, doesn’t motivate to learn English in the school”
(Claudia/Interview 1/Turn 6). This tended to be a common complaint that the participants
had, that is that education systems in their countries, even if they did actually place a heavy
emphasis on the learning of English, were not delivering English in the manner they were
receiving it in Australia. The more traditional styles of learning that were adopted in their
countries did not appeal to them; as a result, they found it difficult to enjoy their English
learning. Kanako was yet another to convey this sentiment when she refers to the focus on
reading and doing tests, which gives some indication towards a way of learning that is not like
this:
I: What’s your opinion, or what’s your feeling about learning English in Japan? Did
you enjoy it or not enjoy it?
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K: Nooo. When I was a student I didn’t enjoy learning English. Yeah, so we didn’t
have any chance to use English in Japan at that time and so the only thing we did was
doing tests and reading some texts. Yeah, that’s all. It wasn’t fun. (Kanako/Interview
1/Turns 9-10)
It is interesting to note that these kinds of cultural differences in ways of learning are not
‘hidden’, but are in fact quite commonly known by the students from cultures of traditional
teacher-centred styles of learning, as is evidenced by the experiences and comments of the
participants in the current study. Mitchell, who is a Chinese student, was yet another to reveal
that the key differences between Australia and China in terms of learning English are the
“… interactions with teachers and students” (Mitchell/Interview 1/Turn 28). He went on to
point out, as Kanako did, that the students did not have much active participation, and this
lack of participation hinted at a strong correlation with not being able to enjoy the learning
experience – “You know in China, teachers just read the books on the desk and you just
listen” (Mitchell/Interview 1/Turn 28).
The following sub-sections, which represent sub-themes coming from the qualitative
data, help to provide more detailed and focused commentary on different aspect of the
participants language learning experiences. Although some of these may have already been
touched on above, a more specific focus will aid in demonstrating these sub-themes and how
they exist within the emotion of enjoyment.

6.3.2.1. Class experiences
When talking about their personal experiences of enjoyment in relation to their
language learning and usage experiences, it is of course not surprising that on many occasions
the experiences referred to were drawn from the immediate classroom environment.
Essentially, it is in the classroom that the English language first entered the lives of the
participants. It is also where, for many students, the majority of their use of English remains,
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even in situations where the student lives abroad and one might think that bountiful
opportunities exist outside the classroom – a situation that was confirmed by the comments of
many of the participants. Perhaps it is, for many students, the safety of the classroom in
comparison to the outside world that allows more enjoyment, or perhaps it is the feeling of
being in a room with many others in exactly the same position. The reasons are bound to be
different for all individuals, but the comments of the participants certainly conveyed the idea
that what happens in class in terms of activities and student interaction has a significant
influence on the ability of students to enjoy their learning. One aspect of enjoyment in the
classroom that several participants had in common was in relation to collaborative learning
and interactive class activities.
When Ellen spoke about what she enjoyed in class, she mentioned that she liked
speaking and the fact that classroom interaction was very important. She didn’t like reading
activities such as answering comprehension questions, which hints, again, at a leaning
towards the more student-centred and participatory style of teaching and learning she is now
engaging with, which is quite different to her country of China. That is not to say that students
in Australia are immune to having to complete reading comprehension activities, far from it,
but rather that the interactive element added to her enjoyment. These opinions expressed by
Ellen were supported by those given by Penelope, who mentioned how the style of learning
she has encountered here actually helped her to settle in, which adds another element of utility
rather than just the enjoyment of the task:
I enjoy the group task. I think it’s a very good way to build the relationship with other
students because we are just arrived here and we didn’t have friends. In this way the
teacher group us together and we can know we did the work every day and strengthen
our relations but in China it’s common to have people to work by himself so it’s very
hard to have a good relationship with others, so I really like the method here.
(Penelope/Interview 1/Turn 40)
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What Penelope has said here is of great relevance and import, as she hints at the added
benefits that a ‘group’ task can bring in terms of relationship-building. Not only can this
foster enjoyment of the learning process but can also prove to be of great personal value to
students as they feel a bit more warmth and comfort in the classroom. This would, in most
cases, have a flow-on effect to the learning of the students and would most certainly increase
the enjoyment experienced by students.
On a couple of occasions during the interviews, the participants alluded to their
enjoyment of learning about different cultures, Australian or those of their classmates, and
expressed this kind of activity was highly valued by them. The first to mention this was Rita,
who loved every opportunity she was given to speak and interact in class, but who also had a
deep interest in learning about the cultures of other countries. One of the classroom
experiences she gained the most enjoyment from was when the teacher delivered bits of
cultural information to the students:
I love when the teacher speaks some things about Australian culture or the other
students talk about their cultures because I really love to know new things about
different parts of the world because it’s amazing how we don’t know about the other
person who lives in the planet you know … it’s amazing! (Rita/Interview 1/Turn 32)
If this content material was able to be incorporated into the English lessons, Rita’s enjoyment
increased dramatically. This was also the case for Sepan, a participating student from
Kurdistan, who mentioned that he really enjoyed participating, in particular to “… listen and
speak and talk with different students about cultures, different kinds of activities in countries
…” (Sepan/Interview 1/Turn 31). These revelations are interesting as they let us know that the
enjoyment of students at this level is not purely driven by the desire to pass their tests in order
for them to progress to their university studies. Of course this is a priority for them, but it is
pleasing to see that students place a high value on the knowledge and insight they can gain
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from learning about the cultures of others. Using English to talk about these things will also
benefit them linguistically.
During their experience learning English, it is hoped that enjoyment is an emotion that
is regularly felt, not only as this feeling is something desired by most, but also as it can most
certainly prove to be a motivating factor for future learning. Adding to those remarks made
above, there were several other references to activities or instances from within the classroom
that demonstrated the enjoyment they had felt. Often, this was expressed as a comparison to
learning within the context of their own country, which was the case with Rita. Comparing
her experience in the classroom at university in Australia to her experiences in her native
Spain, she said:
… we do a lot of group activities [here] where we can talk about the topic and the
teacher picks up, and I don’t know because maybe it’s not so focused on the grammar,
maybe it’s more dynamic. The class is more dynamic. In Spanish the teacher explains
the past tense or present perfect or whatever. That’s it. (Rita/Interview 1/Turn 10)
This type of comparison was far from uncommon among the participants as the teaching
methods and styles really were a central concern for students and the environment in which
they found themselves in Australia really seemed to lend itself to a more active and
participatory learning process. The dynamism Rita speaks of indicates a sense of enjoyment
and even excitement in being in class, as opposed to an implied boredom with the situation
she alludes to in her home country.
When Sepan spoke on the same topic of the difference between the situation he finds
himself in in Australia with his language learning and the situation he knew and experienced
in Kurdistan, he conveyed quite similar feelings to Rita’s. The difference with Sepan was the
manner in which he expressed them, choosing not to focus on describing the positive aspects
he experienced in Australia, but rather talking about his experience at home in quite a
negative fashion:
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During the lecture when I was in Kurdistan I feel not good, not good because my
lecture was very boring, just we have my teachers focused on the grammar and they
didn’t have any activity in the class like thinking about something and talking and
listening, just grammar. I think it’s the bad effect. Also, I don’t know, I am thinking of
the last time when I was in Kurdistan and I am concerned because I felt I couldn’t
learn anything. (Sepan/Interview 2/Turn 12)
After talking with Sepan about this further it became clear that in Australia he was
experiencing the opposite of what he described here, so the similarities between the
experiences Rita spoke of are obvious. In addition, it is interesting to note the correlation
Sepan draws between a lack of enjoyment, or boredom, and actually learning. When the
learning experience and teaching style were as he described, the feeling of cognitive
development in his language use and ability was lacking.
Reference was made by some of the participants as well, Sepan among them, to
specific activities in class that they enjoyed as part of their learning experience. Specifically,
Sepan stated that he enjoyed “listening and speaking and talking with different students about
cultures” (Sepan/Interview 1/Turn 31), something that, as mentioned previously, was
frequently mentioned by the interviewees. He also made mention of his enjoyment of writing.
Penelope was another who drew attention to specific classroom activities that added to her
enjoyment of the English language learning experience in the classroom context, as can be
seen in the following excerpt from interview two:
P: I feel that I can meet a lot of friends and we work together and practice together and
it makes me very happy.
I: So you like group-work or cooperative work?
P: Yes, I feel I can have one or two friends who have the same goal and to reach the
same goals through the practice so I will practice, I think it’s great.
(Penelope/Interview 2/Turns 198-200)
From these examples drawn from the interviews it becomes clear that an integral part of the
language learning experience is being able to enjoy it in the confines of the class and learning
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environment. This, of course, is in addition to many other factors which will be put forward in
the following sections.

6.3.2.2. Communication
Of the many issues related to the experience of enjoyment, and also several of the
other emotions, was that of communication. This really lay at the core of the experiences of
students, as generally speaking most positive and negative emotion were intensified by being
able, or not being able to, communicate effectively through their use of English. In this sense,
we can perhaps view ‘communication’ not just as a sub-theme, but rather a super-theme
owing to its ubiquity through the comments of participants. At times these experiences
involving successful or failed communication occurred within the classroom, but perhaps
equally as common were experiences from beyond the classroom being described. Looking
first at those enjoyable experiences of students from within the classroom environment, when
discussing some of the activities she undertakes in class and how what she gets out of them,
Claudia conveyed very strongly just how she felt when she was able to make an argument in a
convincing fashion, something she was not able to do in English previously:
I: So when you can make that argument, how do you feel after that?
C: In English when I can, I feel so excited!
I: You feel excited that you can do it in another language?
C: Yeah it’s motivating when I can speak English and give an opinion and the
others understand me. (Claudia/Interview 1/Turns 25-28)
This kind of reaction is not surprising, and although the actual emotion, or feeling, that
Claudia mentioned specifically here is excitement (see section 6.3.6 for a focus on
‘excitement’), she also certainly conveyed the sense that it was these kinds of activities that
became immensely enjoyable for her when she was able to execute her English in the
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effective manner she mentions. It should also be noted that enjoyment was not the sole
positive emotion she felt with regard to the issue of communicating in English, and nor was it
only positive feelings she had – both she and other students often experienced negative
feelings as a result of failed communication, as would be expected, and these will be exposed
in following sections (6.4.3, 6.4.4.2, 6.4.5).
When asked to think about the same topic of class activities he enjoyed, Mitchell had
similar views to Claudia in that being able to engage in communicative exchange with
classmates was the most enjoyable and rewarding for him:
You need to talk to a student and exchange your ideas, so maybe it’s called the
brainstorm? Yeah, and you can exchange your ideas with each other so you will know
the ideas from the other people. So I think it’s quite interesting for me and I think
broaden my horizons, I think. (Mitchell/Interview 1/Turn 38)
Mitchell’s comments here are interesting as they stress the value that he places on the
communicative process and the exchanging of ideas to his overall development as a student
and as a person. The development he alludes to goes beyond any focus on only linguistic
competence and includes the learning and growth he can experience by engaging in dialogue
with others. This is something that most of us yearn for in terms of personal and academic
growth, it would be fair to say.
When Antonio spoke on the same topic he focused on the communicative aspect as
well – this was a constant when talking to Antonio as he most valued being able to
communicate effectively in real-world situations, although he had the following to add to the
topic of enjoyable classroom activities for him:
I: Now at the moment, well let’s say in the class environment, what kind of things
make you enjoy your learning? I mean what kind of activities or is it the teacher or is
it, what kind of thing is it that you enjoy when you are studying English?
A: Usually I like when I am talking, when I’m speaking and especially if I’m talking
with somebody Chinese or Spanish or anyone from different culture you know.
(Antonio/Interview 2/Turns 59-60)
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Clearly, communication is at the heart of what it is that Antonio enjoys in his classroom
activities, and this was shared by Sepan who, like Antonio mentioned the enjoyment he gets
from interacting with classmates. In particular, he also drew attention to culture being an
interesting and important part of the classroom interactions he took part in when he spoke of
activities like “talking about the culture with the different students with different cultural
backgrounds” (Sepan/Interview 2/Turn 20).
Whilst in the classroom the cultural exchange aspect was highly valued among
classmates, outside of the classroom there was a different focus, and perhaps Antonio is the
best example to begin with here as he drew the clearest distinction in comments between what
was enjoyable in-class compared to outside class in everyday life with regard to
communication. As mentioned above, when in class he embraced the opportunity to
communicate and to speak with his classmates in a form of cultural exchange as this is when
he felt as though his English was developing and improving the most. When outside of class,
the interest in speaking and communicating remained, as did his interest in cultural exchange,
but it was outside the class that Antonio really saw his opportunities to engage in
communication in English with native speakers, and it were these experiences outside of the
classroom that he spoke of the most in our conversations. In terms of those communicative
exchanges he enjoyed the most, generally it was those outside of class. However, as will be
seen in the comments of students with regard to negative emotions, communication also
proved the cause of a lot of these as well.
Claudia also found that having only her English to get her by in Australia was a
positive experience for her and one that helped her to not only improve her English, but to be
involved in communicative activities with others, whether they be Australians or of other
nationalities:
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I think it's a positive experience here. Maybe I, people in the streets, sometimes, there
are a lot of cultures here so people maybe don’t speak in English very much here but I
think I have to try to communicate so I try to speak in English and it’s improved my
fluency and my accent, my horrible accent! (Claudia/Interview 1/Turn 42)

It will be seen that these feelings related to communication, whilst here are related to the
emotion of enjoyment, also arose with the participants when discussing many of the other
emotions being targeted in the project.

6.3.2.3. Examples of English use
One of the key aspects that will be brought out of the results as much as possible
relates to the emotion-specific feelings the students experienced as a result of their actual
English use, in this case the emotion of enjoyment. This draws attention to the fact that it is
essentially the feelings the participants encounter or have encountered as a result of their use
of English that lies at the core of the study. At times they experience difficulties and then the
resultant negative emotions and at other times they have very positive feelings such as
enjoyment or excitement, which can in turn have other affirmative outcomes such as in the
area of motivation. While in the present section these examples will be discussed in this
subsection on their own, in subsequent sections examples of English use in relation to
subthemes will be incorporated into the general subtheme results.
When Michelle was asked about a really enjoyable activity in class, her response was
related to a productive task in the form of an oral presentation. She told me that when she
gave her presentation her teacher gave her a great deal of encouragement and indicated that
she really couldn’t believe it. Not only did her manner when relaying this experience to me
give of a very strong sense of enjoyment, she also alluded that that feeling was intensified by
the surprise she felt that her English came across better than expected. Her actual words of “it
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was all beyond my imagination because I thought I underperformed!” (Michelle/Interview
1/Turn 62) clearly showed her feeling and reaction to this experience of English use.
Also referring to an experience she had had with using her English, Ellen spoke about
an experience at the university Orientation Week activities where she really had a chance to
talk to others beyond the classroom. Experiences such as this were especially important and
meaningful to Ellen who often lamented just how difficult she found it to use English and to
find others to communicate with in English outside her classroom environment, which was
also not as useful for her as others due to the very high population of Chinese students joining
her in her class:
I joined the O-week and I talked to the people to know more about their club … and
during that time I can touch a lot of local people and I think that’s the way I found
right now apart from the class that I can touch more people.
(Ellen/Interview 2/Turn 6)
Obviously here Ellen was not referring to physically touching local people – such behaviour
may have produced an emotional response she was not exactly expecting! No, of course she
was referring to interpersonal contact and interaction. While Ellen found enjoyment in such
experiences when she was able to encounter them, she also realised that they were immensely
valuable to her in terms of developing her communicative ability and maximizing
opportunities for use beyond the classroom.
Ellen wasn’t alone among the participants who identified Orientation Week activities
as a fantastic opportunity to engage with domestic students, and Mitchell was another who
found this, and he described the opportunity in a similar way to Ellen noting that “it’s a good
way to practise your oral English because you need to talk with other people.” It sounds like
an obvious advantage that students would find in such activities, but it is still important to
note how enjoyable and rewarding such chances are.
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To conclude the presentation of the interview results relating to the emotion of
enjoyment, a return to the experience of Michelle would serve as a pleasant ending. Always
excitable and bubbly in conversation, especially when recollecting positive learning
experiences, Michelle spoke of another presentation she had given in class, and it is this kind
of enjoyment that we strive to see in our students and that we aim to create an environment
for in our classrooms as without question it can aid learning and linguistic competence and
development and fertilise motivation:
Three weeks ago I made a presentation to our class and I chose to introduce Chinese
culture and customs and my teacher was so excited and she couldn’t control herself
and she asked me so many questions and I felt so happy! (Michelle/Interview 2/Turn
111)

6.3.3. Hope
Another of the ‘positive’ emotions targeted in the project is that of hope. The Oxford
English Dictionary defines the emotion of hope as ‘a feeling of expectation and desire for a
particular thing to happen’ (“Hope”, 2014). This emotion is not quite as tangible as that of
enjoyment, as we know immediately when we enjoy something we are doing, whether it be an
activity in the classroom, watching a movie we like, or talking with friends. Hope is
something we can, of course, obviously feel, but it is tied up in thoughts of the future, and
projects towards other positive emotions we hope to feel at some time in the future.
This particular emotion is very relevant to the project due to it being almost
inextricably intertwined with the concept of motivation, and especially notions of the future
such as future selves and Ideal L2 Selves.
In general terms, the participants expressed feelings of hope similar to each other
when they talked about it, and what is interesting is the degree to which these feelings centred
around their desire to be more proficient users of English. Of course, at other times they did
speak of their hopeful feelings in relation to their impending university studies or other social
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aspects of their lives, but primarily they tended to focus on their hope of being proficient
speakers and communicators in English. The comments of Antonio were very much along
these lines, and further emphasise his desire to be a good speaker of the language:
I hope I will be able to speak English fluently when I come back to Brazil, but I think
if it’s not possible I won’t study English in Brazil because it’s really really worse than
studying abroad. I don’t think I will be able to improve my English studying in Brazil.
(Antonio/Interview 1/Turn 93)
First of all, Antonio’s comments point directly towards his focus on speaking and oral
communication. While that is his hope, his comments also drift into a sense of hopelessness
when he compares the quality of English study in his country to that of abroad. His
comments, while a little confusing due to the grammatical structure, suggest that studying in
his own country just cannot compare to a studying in an English-speaking country. It is a
shame to see that while holding strong feelings of hope about his English proficiency in the
future, he is unable to envisage his English improving at all once he gets home. This comment
allows us an insight into the dimensions that exist within different emotions, and also into the
notion that competing or opposing emotions such as hope and hopelessness can actually exist
together within in individual.
Another of the participants to express her feelings about being a good speaker of
English was Rita, and she emphasized that that desire was linked to both social settings and
her daily life as well as her professional life:
I hope to improve my speaking and I hope to, I hope I made the right decision to move
to England and hope to improve my level of English and trying to express myself not
only in a social environment … but I need to speak English in a professional
environment. (Rita/Interview 2/Turn 141)
Although usually in a very bubbly and talkative mood, Rita did get overcome by seriousness
and concern when she talked about what lay ahead for her when she returned to Spain. The
economic situation there at the time was, and still is, dire, and youth unemployment including
among university graduates, was and remains extremely high. As a result, Rita considered her
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English ability as one of the things that could potentially aid her in finding a job in such a
situation – thankfully, this ended up happening2. Social, political, and economic factors not in
Australia but in students’ home countries can, it can be seen, have a serious impact on the
hope of students, as well as on the other feelings they experience in their learning and in their
everyday lives.
Cathryn’s feelings mimicked those of Antonio and Rita when it came to hoping to be
an effective speaker. She stated explicitly that it was her hope to “speak very well” and to
“communicate with foreigners without any problems” (Cathryn/Interview 2/Turn 92). In
another comment she also drew the connection between her feelings of hope and her
prospective career in the area of finance – “I think I hope to work in the New York Wall
Street” (Cathryn/Interview 2/Turn 88). For such a goal to be realised, it is certainly important
for English proficiency to be of an adequate level and it was obvious she was aware of this
through the conversations we had.

Ideal L2 Selves
As mentioned above, the participants’ comments were for the most part related to their
feelings for the future, and generally not their immediate future even though the beginning of
their university courses was not far away. That is not to say that they harboured feelings of
hope that their English would be of a level adequate to achieve success in their studies, but in
general the overarching feeling conveyed was that in the future they had an intense hope that
they could be effective users of English, and in particular speakers of English.
Dörnyei’s (2005; 2009) ‘Ideal L2 Self’ concept is of extreme relevance here in terms
of the singular focus on the emotion of hope, and also within the broader context of the entire
project due to the desire to observe the relationship between different emotions and the Ideal
This was confirmed by Rita in her written responses to Interview 3. She had returned to Spain by the time the final
interview was conducted, thus she provided the responses by e-mail. It was pleasing to hear she had found a job, as
not being able to was among her greatest fears of returning to Spain.
2
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L2 Selves of the participants, as well as other motivational factors. For all of us, when there is
a crystalline image in our mind of what or who we wish to be or do, it acts as an incredibly
powerful motivator, and the conversations held with participants around the emotion of hope
helped give an insight into just what their Ideal L2 Selves were.
At one point in the interviews, the question was raised concerning the students’
thoughts on where they might find themselves five years into the future. This was not an
attempt at a loaded question, but was merely intended to prod the interviewees in the direction
of talking about hope and, in effect, aspects of their Ideal L2 Selves, and it must be said that it
produced the desired effect. The first to have the opportunity to respond to this question was
Alice. Her response in the following brief exchange was expressed with great emphasis and
excitement, perhaps as a mean of conveying just how important it truly is to her – or perhaps
even to admonish me for asking such a silly question! When looking at the following
exchange, consider the manner in which she both expresses this idea of her future self and ties
it in with her professional and career goals:
I: … if you look into the future maybe five years, what do you see about you? Do you
see yourself as a very strong English teacher?
A: Yes! I think so! In five years I should be a primary school teacher. (Alice/Interview
1/Turn 69)
So, her Ideal L2 Self can be broken down into two components here – her English ability, and
her desired career in Australia. In her mind, and in actual fact, her desired career as a primary
school teacher is not something that she could easily accomplish here without a very strong
command of English, so the two aspects of her ideal self can be seen to be inextricably linked.
It is worth remembering here that Alice’s situation is not the same as her fellow participants
in this research as she does not immediately aim to attend university and complete a degree. In
the future she hopes for this, but for now is solely focused on English improvement above any
requirement needed to be reached to enter university.
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Although Alice’s immediate goals were not to pursue her career ambitions, she was
joined by other participants in referencing their future career and their hopes for it, and the
role that English proficiency plays in realizing those hopes. Claudia also made strong mention
of the importance of English and whilst not explicitly referring to the future, she did so
implicitly by immediately talking about how English is linked to her career and the benefits
she will gain from improving her proficiency:
It is very important. Yeah, because when you work you use English in negotiation. I
have a lot of negotiation because I work like a project manager, but have to negotiate
with foreign people. In work we have to use English. It’s a good opportunity to
communicate with other people and in Chile a lot of foreigners are arriving. I think it’s
important. I think it’s a good opportunity to grow and for you to go in a company.
(Claudia/Interview 1/Turn 71)
Without directly mentioning her hopes for the future, it is possible to infer them from the
comments she made, and such inferences are proved to be valid through the comments of
other participants as well. One such example from another participants came from Penelope
who, like both Alice and Claudia, was drawn to mention the job prospects that English brings.
Again, here there are some inferences to be made as although she didn’t directly mention that
she sees herself in a particular job or having a pre-determined level of English proficiency, it
can be seen that the importance she describes English as having for an individual in China is
linked to job opportunities, and she seems to allude to the fact that she is not unlike most
others in wanting ‘a good job’:
English is very important. When I went to university I realised English is very
important. If you have good English skill you can really easily find a very good job in
China. One of my friends achieved a very bad score in school but her English is very
very well (good) and so she can find a very good job in China, so I think English is
very important in the future. (Penelope/Interview 1/Turn 86)
If one were to look at Penelope’s comments from a particular perspective, it might even be
possible to interpret them as meaning that stronger English proficiency means you don’t have
to worry about other subjects and a student can rest on their laurels and be lazy! From the
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conversations I had with Penelope, however, I am confident that this is not what she meant.
Rather, she has seen for herself (through the example her friend’s experience provided her)
the advantages English can bring in the job market. As a result, for her own future self of an
individual with a ‘good job’, her Ideal L2 Self also sees her being a competent user of
English.
To further reinforce the role that the notion of a ‘good job’ plays in the future selves in
learners, and in turn on their Ideal L2 Selves, the comments of Mitchell in response to a
question about his hopes for his future can be observed:
I: So can you think of any times that you have felt this (hope) about your future?
Related to English study and English use?
M: Yes well if I finish my study in [Institution X], when I go back to China I may get
a good job in the future and maybe my parents might be proud of me and think “Oh,
you finished your studies in Australia” and every relative will probably be like that.
(Mitchell/Interview 2/Turns 188-189)
These comments are revealing and of great interest due to the connection they make with
factors external to the self. First of all, in direct response to the question Mitchell immediately
spoke of getting a good job in China, obviously with his by that stage well-developed English
skills in mind. This is testament once again to the important role English plays for
international students once they return to their own countries. An extension of this is his
belief that returning to China after successfully completing his studies in Australia would be a
source of pride for his immediate and extended family was something that was obviously
important to him, and something he truly hoped to be able to experience. The mention of the
emotion of ‘pride’ is also interesting, as that emotion is something that we all hope to
experience in our lives as we have to work hard to be successful enough for it to emerge.
Thus, Mitchell’s comment has uncovered an important connection between the emotions of
hope and pride. Pride will be discussed specifically in section 6.3.5.
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The case of Rita is one, like Alice’s case, that differs from the others due to the fact
that she was in Australia to improve her general English ability with special emphasis placed
on her speaking, before returning to her native Spain. She too, as mentioned earlier, was
concerned about the employment opportunities in her country during a difficult economic
time and talked about the manner in which English can help, but she also explicitly referred to
her Ideal L2 Self when asked about how she saw herself as an English user in the future:
I am hopeful. I’m looking for the day that I can speak no problems. It’s what I am
looking for. (Rita/Interview 2/Turn 74)
This kind of hope for the future was most often referred to by the participants, and when
coupled with the power that future job prospects had over them, their Ideal L2 Self assumed a
very important role in order for the students to be able to attain their future ideal self – in
general life, and not only linguistically. In this sense, it can be said to take on board elements
of Gardner’s (2001) notion of instrumentality, whereby motivation can be drawn from the
potential for one to actually gain something practical from the learning of a language.

6.3.4. Happiness
When positive emotions are being discussed, the emotion of happiness could well be
one of the first that springs to mind for most people. Happiness is defined in the Oxford
English Dictionary online as ‘the feeling of pleasure or contentment’ (“Happiness”, 2014).
Like enjoyment, it is one of those feelings that adheres most strongly to the psychological
‘approach and avoid’ principle. With regard to the context of the current project and the
context established by the participants, happiness was at times spoken of in a very similar
manner to enjoyment, and these similarities show that there are some emotions that we do
find very difficult to distinguish (this difficulty in distinguishing between emotions at times is
extremely pertinent, as in the current project it actually pushed the quantitative analysis in a
slightly different direction than was originally intended [see Chapter 5 and Chapter 7]).
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Antonio, as has been mentioned in previous sections, gained the most enjoyment from
engaging in communicative encounters with native speakers. When he recalled examples
from his life, his body language (smiling, laughing, animated) reflected the happiness he felt
in a successful encounter, and when the outcome was the opposite, his body language and
comments reflected this too in facial expressions, and he appeared somewhat deflated. In
conversation he stated “I feel good when I start talking with someone on the street when I met
somebody who is a native-speaker. I feel really good when I feel I can speak English and I
can talk with them” (Antonio/Interview 1/Turn 27). In these kinds of situations it is
understandable that any student of English, or of another language whilst residing in the
respective country, would have such feelings.
Other students had very similar feelings to Antonio in terms of experiencing happiness
from interacting with native speakers in Australia. One of those who described their feelings
about this was Mitchell, who actually used the example of the conversation he was at that
moment engaged in with the researcher! The following excerpt highlights this:
I: In relation to the your English language learning what kind of things make you feel
happy when you are studying or using English in the past or now? Any specific
examples?
M: It’s just like when I talk to you. Maybe it’s the time because I can speak to nativespeakers. If you speak to them Chinese they won’t understand what I am talking
about. (Mitchell/Interview 2/Turns 145-146)
Without directly saying so, Mitchell seems to refer to the ‘safety-net’ of his L1 being
removed in such situations as the conversation he was engaged in with me, and whenever he
had the opportunity to speak with other native speakers.
On the other hand, recollections of happiness for some students came most easily
when thinking about situations in the classroom, or directly related to their learning
experience. One example of this can be seen in an exchange with Yumiko, who at first gave a
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puzzling response, but once this was clarified, it became clear that she drew on her class
experiences to experience feelings of happiness in her English language use:
I: So when you feel like you can understand it [something in class], how do you feel? I
mean does that feel exciting or do you feel happy about it or …?
Y: Not happy.
I: I mean, when you can.
Y: I become happy, really happy. I feel I enjoy the time, the conversation or lecture.
(Yumiko/Interview 1/Turns 56-59)
In the final turn of the above exchange, Yumiko uses the words ‘happy’ and ‘enjoy’ in the
same comment, and this is interesting as it once again draws attention to the fact that in the
minds of the participants, these two emotions are not mutually exclusive, and in fact are very
close in meaning indeed.
Cathryn was another student who talked of class experiences and improvement gains
as being a catalyst for the feeling of happiness. Her comments are really interesting, but it is
noteworthy that she places a degree of emphasis on results from tests and assessment. This is
not necessarily in the sense of high grades for the sake of high grades, but that when good
grades are achieved in class and in assessment, it indicates improvement in overall English
proficiency and competence:
I: What is a time that you have felt really happy about studying or about using
English?
C: You know when you are studying in the class, we didn’t know how much we have
been improved so we have to do the test. If we got the high mark then that means we
are really, that I did this unit really well. I completely understand this unit. Then, if it
is low it means I didn’t understand about the grammar in this unit, so this is happiness
when you, I think happiness is more related to the improvement.
I: Improvement?
C: Yeah. When you improve you are happy but when you don’t you will be upset.
(Cathryn/Interview 2/Turns 133-136)
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Again, this was another exemplification of the very close relationship between achievement in
the language and the feeling of happiness. A situation like that described by Cathryn might
bring to mind the emotion of pride, and indeed here it may be difficult for some to
differentiate between them, but she was certain that in that scenario she would feel happy, and
her comments later related to pride helped to separate them.
Michelle also spoke of the learning, or class environment, when talking about
happiness, and that she gained this feeling from communicative activities from inside the
classroom. Having talked briefly about speaking activities and that she enjoyed these the
most, she implied that these gave her confidence which she was then able to extrapolate to life
beyond the classroom:
I feel so happy because I feel I can communicate with the local people without
barriers. (Michelle/Interview 2/Turn 127)
Before moving on to look at happiness from some different perspectives discussed with the
participants, it is interesting to look at the comment made by Alice regarding her thoughts on
happiness, as her perspective, as mentioned earlier, differs from the other participants and also
very much from the classmates she studied with. She was responding to a question about what
makes her happy with her English language use:
Always when I have a chat. I mean, in the mothers group when I can join them I can
share the same topic with mothers talking about the kids and the kids’ foods and
habits. Yes, that’s the time I most enjoy. If I can’t do I can’t enjoy. (Alice/Interview
2/Turn 160)
Alice has not mentioned the word ‘happiness’ explicitly here, so one might wonder why I
have added this comment here rather than in the section concerned with ‘enjoyment’, which
she does directly mention. The reason for this is that during our discussion I could sense that
feeling of happiness myself, so added my own subjective interpretation of what she meant. To
me, it was beyond enjoyment. At times it is difficult to ignore what we truly feel to be fact.
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The following sections focus on the subthemes that arose when the emotion of
‘happiness’ was being targeted and discussed. These subthemes are communication (6.3.4.1)
and opportunities for use (6.3.4.2), and will be covered in the following two subsections.

6.3.4.1. Communication
Feelings of happiness were often expressed but were often quite close to other positive
emotions, in particular those of enjoyment and excitement. It should be noted here that, as in
the example at the end of the previous section, where the emotion in focus was not explicitly
mentioned but another was instead, the interpretation of what was truly being conveyed by the
participant in that case was interpreted by the researcher, who knew the participant through
previous discussions and conversations (both recorded and unrecorded) and also through the
intonation used as well as general animation exhibited in interaction. The primary goal of the
participants was of achieving successful communication, and as with discussion around other
emotions, students were drawn back to this in their discussion of happiness.
It was mentioned above in Cathryn’s example that the link made between progress and
the feeling of happiness is quite strong. This feeling can undoubtedly come from both within
and beyond the classroom, but it would be fair to say that perhaps in classroom situations it is
more quantifiable, whether it be through grades or comments from the teacher or something
similar. Of course to gauge progress in situations outside of the classroom requires outsiders
passing judgment or comment or a self-assessment that suggests some significant or small
progress has been made. However, correlating happiness with progress is not a requirement,
and as such not all language learners do it.
In response to a question about what exactly makes her happiest in her English
language or usage, Claudia made explicit reference to the environment outside of the
classroom:
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When I travel and use it of course so I travel and I learn English too, so this for me, I
feel really happy because I have to communicate. I need to communicate with other
people on my trip so this is, I feel very happy when I travel. (Claudia/Interview 2/Turn
194)
What is most interesting here is that Claudia’s comments in no way reflect any lack of interest
to her learning of English inside the classroom. What it does show, however, is the happiness
she finds in real-life situations. The rewards, in a sense, can be seen to be different. Having
spoken a lot with Claudia, I know she is well aware of the importance of the development of
her academic English ability alongside her overall proficiency. After all, the primary reason
for her being in Australia is to complete a Master’s degree. So, the importance of this is
certainly not lost on her. However, when those other considerations such as degree and career
are removed and the purpose of her English use is to communicate, a real sense of happiness
and personal reward was felt.
This kind of feeling was expressed by Mitchell as described in section 6.3.4, and what
is important to note in his comments is the reinforcement of the communicative focus of
English use. Mitchell was another of the participants who is incredibly serious and focused on
his future studies and the role that English plays in that stage of his life being achieved,
however when talking of what made him happy in his English study and use, his study itself
was not mentioned.

6.3.4.2. Opportunities for use
Almost all students I spoke to during the course of this research, and perhaps on
almost all occasions, mentioned in an implicit or explicit fashion the importance of having
opportunities to use English in their lives outside of the classroom and the fact that these
opportunities were not as forthcoming as one might think in an English-speaking country such
as Australia. This subtheme concerning opportunities for use beyond the classroom is of great
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relevance to the project as it relates back to the dual learning and communicative contexts that
Batstone (2002) mentioned. Batstone posited that it would be a challenge to argue that
language learners in the comfort of the classroom confront with the same regularity the
affective variables built in to social and interpersonal functions in the L2. This subtheme fits
into this focus on the emotion of ‘happiness’, as from the conversations held with the
participants, this was the emotion that was either triggered or missing as a result of
opportunities to use the L2. Without outright mentioning happiness, Michelle referred to the
importance of improvement again:
I think I have the courage to communicate with others and I have the opportunities to
practice my English and everyone can give me good advice and they can help me
because every local resident is better than me in English. (Michelle/Interview 1/Turn
56)

In expressing this Michelle was extremely animated, and this kind of reaction is
understandable when at other times when I spoke to her she was almost despondent about just
how difficult it is to find contact opportunities with local students or people. Antonio was
another who, as he frequently did, spoke in a very positive and exuberant manner about his
opportunities for using English. Antonio often attended church, and he found this an excellent
opportunity that not only allowed him to practice his English but also meant that he didn’t
need to work as hard to actually find the opportunity:
When I go to church people are nice to you and they try to get connected with you and
try to encourage you to come back so yeah it’s easier because they go to you. They
wanna talk to you, it’s not you pushing them to speak to you. (Antonio/Interview
2/Turn 147)
Finally, it was Rita who stated that it was outside the class that she felt the emotion of
happiness the most, and this was the result of the removal of an implied ‘safety net’ that exists
in the classroom:
Probably it’s in the social life because in class everybody’s the same level as you so
you try and you ask for help from the teacher and you know you are learning and you
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are in a safe environment but when you are in a social environment with people who
are speaking English all the time like here with my Aussie friends it’s very
complicated. (Rita/Interview 2/Turn 57)
Being able to find those opportunities and truly put her English ability, especially in respect to
everyday communication, was a source of enjoyment and happiness for Rita, and one that she
constantly looked for.

6.3.5. Pride
The next of the ‘positive’ emotions to be targeted was that of ‘pride’, which the
Oxford English Dictionary online defines as ‘a feeling of deep pleasure or satisfaction derived
from one’s own achievements’ (“Pride”, 2014). In discussing this emotion, several subthemes
emerged that will also be presented. These subthemes were class or learning-based
achievement (6.3.5.1), communication (6.3.5.2), pride of others (6.3.5.3), and ‘non-pride’
(6.5.3.4).
Due to the inherent and numerous difficulties associated with learning a second
language, it is understandable that when a student can feel their improvement in the language
– in this case English – and more easily and confidently accomplish tasks in that language, a
feeling of pride will often result. This was certainly the case with the participants in the
current study, and they provided some valuable insights into the differing situations under
which they feel pride, and even circumstances under which most would think pride would be
felt – but in fact it is not. These situations relate to both inside and outside the classroom
environment, as well as in terms of who actually feels it – the participants themselves or other
individuals in their lives such as family or friends.
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6.3.5.1. Class or learning-based achievement
One might immediately assume that the most common trigger of feelings of pride in
the context of English language learning might be class-based in terms of personal
achievement. Whilst this might not always be true, it certainly is in some instances. When
speaking to this, Alice stated:
I was so proud of myself the day before yesterday. I got the full mark for reading and
the teacher said who got full marks. Only me! (Alice/Interview 2/Turn 142)
In recalling this experience the feeling of pride she mentioned was palpable, and was quite
strongly coupled with a feeling of excitement. This is clearly a situation in which we might
expect a student to feel proud – when they have achieved a good score or result in a test or
assignment. This kind of achievement differs from a personal sense of achievement as it is
more quantifiable. The student is able to look at a feedback sheet or hear from the teacher’s
mouth that their score was very good and better than the scores of others, and this of course
represents one form of achievement.
Other reference was made to the feelings of pride inspired by grades received in class
activities or in exams by both Kanako and Cathryn. When Kanako thought back to when she
had encountered feelings of pride in her English language learning experience, she recalled
the time she received a high score for the Test of English for International Communication
(TOEIC) test. As with most people, the feeling that comes with scoring well on a form of
assessment or in an examination is a pleasant one, and is rewarding. In Japan, it is possible
that this was felt even more strongly as the TOEIC test is quite widely used for those looking
to gain employment in companies within Japan, so this may have amplified Kanako’s
feelings. Cathryn’s feeling were more related to experiences she had with activities in class
and the marks, and praise, she received as the result of her efforts, and she relayed an example
of one of these:
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The first time when I prepared my presentation and I did the presentation I didn’t get a
high mark because I didn’t prepare really, you know, perfectly, and I don’t know how
to present in English but the second time we did the North Korean nuclear programs
and we did very well and after that I got a high mark and our Saudi Arabian classmate
said it was really good and I was very proud. (Cathryn/Interview 2/Turn 118)
It must be said that hearing students describe experiences such as this and the profound effect
it has on them is both heartwarming and promising from both a personal and a professional
perspective. It is also inspiring as the more that language students are able to have experiences
and feelings such as those described by Cathryn, the level of their motivation will likely
increase and their desire to continue learning the language with it. It is also interesting to note
from this example that, in discussing the emotion of happiness, it was Cathryn who made a
strong connection between progress or improvement, praise, and experiencing feelings of
happiness. Here, she seems to hold true to her word and her beliefs in feeling pride as the
result of some obvious improvement in her work and performance.

6.3.5.2. Communication
Pride can be felt in many situations, and just as with the other emotions covered in the
study, the intensity with which it was felt by the participants, and whether it was felt at all,
was often strongly affected by how effectively the students used their English for
communication. As always, Antonio’s first response was focused on this very area, and he
first established that like other emotions, he felt pride when his attempts to communicate
ended in success, and then went on to tell of a specific example that came to him:
I feel proud every time I can, you know, when my communication works. I feel proud
about myself but a specific one maybe is when I was trying to, when I bought the
console and it was supposed to have two CDs inside but there was only one and then I
had to come back and argue with the salesperson until they give me back my CD and
then I feel proud like “Oh I got my CD! I could talk with them in English!”
(Antonio/Interview 2/Turn 132)
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With this example Antonio presented a situation that was at once humorous but at the same
time immensely relevant and interesting. The situation he described was not an ordinary
situation of buying a ticket or asking for directions, but was in fact one of arguing, or making
a case. The confidence this must have taken to carry out, as well as to emerge victorious from
the exchange, is something that one can fully understand in terms of the pride it evoked. This
link between pride and confidence is one of import, as it emerges later in the project during
the quantitative stage of the study (see section 7.5, pp. 223).
Ellen is another who drew attention to clear communication being a catalyst for the
feeling of pride. It is especially interesting that the context within which the example she
describes took place in was that of preparing for a test or exam. She spoke of practising or
preparing for an English exam with a friend of hers who is, in her words, a very fluent user of
English. Normally one would think her attention would be on the exam study she mentioned,
especially from within a culture such as her own Chinese culture where the emphasis placed
on exam performance is so strong, but Ellen proved an exception. In fact, in describing this
situation, it almost appeared as though she was not focused on the test preparations at all, but
was trying to work out how to improve enough to feel proficient in the company of her friend,
and once she earned her friend’s praise, pride was evoked, and confidence inevitably grew as
well:
He always speaks very fluently and I just pick up the words and can’t make the
sentence but when I practice and practice and he trust me and he said “Oh today you
speak well!” I think at that time I feel proud. (Ellen/Interview 2/Turn 179)

Finally, Sepan provided a warming description of the pride he feels in relation to his English
use in Australia. He is aware of how he has grown since his arrival in Australia and in this
particular case he seems to feel in equal parts pride in his own ability to communicate and
achieve what he set out to do, as well as a sense of warmth and gratitude to the nature of the
people in Australia that have helped him to settle in:
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One thing I want to tell you is I’m proud every day. When I came here I didn’t have
any information about things. When I asked some people they helped me a lot.
Someday I questioned someone who is Australian about accommodation and they
helped me a lot … I’m very proud about this and a lot of things. (Sepan/Interview
2/Turn 82)
In describing this, it was not merely a sense of pride in existing amongst such helpful people,
but also that he was able to use English himself to communicate with them.

6.3.5.3. Pride of others
When considering the feelings of pride that might be experienced by language
learners, it is perhaps most often a form of self-pride that is encountered – pride of oneself.
However, this is not always the case and the interviews confirmed that in fact the pride that
they were able to evoke in others from their activities and achievements were almost, if not
equally, as rewarding as those they felt for themselves. In one exchange, when she was only
encouraged to speak about her experiences of pride, Cathryn chose to talk about the following
example:
… when I was in China we didn’t speak English and we just heard it from others that
yeah English was useful, but we are in China and we don’t use it, but when I travelled
with my Mum to Hong Kong you know they speak Cantonese and our language is
Mandarin and we didn’t communicate very well so I had to speak to them in English
and then I found out “Oh, English is very useful”, then my Mum was very proud of
me. (Cathryn/Interview 2/Turn 114)
That Cathryn didn’t also say whether she felt proud of herself in this case, which I suspect she
did, was revealing as a real warmth seemed to be attached to her recollection as she described
it, and it became obvious that the influence of family, in particular parents, over students can
be a very powerful phenomenon. This phenomenon has been labelled as ‘milieu’ in the work
of Gardner (2001).
The same kind of power can be seen in an example described by Mitchell when he
was asked, as Cathryn was, if he had ever met the feeling of pride in his English language
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learning experience. The following exchange serves to reinforce the feelings of Cathryn and
also those of other participants that arose at different points:
I: Can you think of any other examples in your English language learning past or
present when you have felt this?
M: Well actually, my parents, they didn’t go to university so they just, after their study
of high school they didn’t know English and when I told them I studied a lot about
English they maybe feel proud of me because they can tell their friends their son can
speak English very well and their son passed the college English test band 6 and their
son just studied abroad in Australia. (Mitchell/Interview 2/Turns 83-84)
From this comment we can understand Mitchell’s belief that his parents would be proud of
him. Then, when they spoke of him they would be able to speak of what their son was up to,
and this involved having to mention his achievements. What is most necessary to reinforce
here, however, is that whilst the students on many occasions spoke of their own personal
pride in themselves for their achievements and improvement in English, pride also came from
external sources and could be equally as powerful.
One final example comes from Alice, and this particular example also leads in to the
next subsection. The difference with the external pride that Alice describes is that it is from
her and directed towards her daughter. She spoke of her daughter’s rapid English
development and, with great excitement and smiling, recalled her daughter’s use of English at
the dinner table one night which surprised Alice greatly, and evoked a very proud response
when she said, “I was very proud of her and gave her a big hug and kiss” (Alice/Interview
2/Turn 16).
This reaction on its own might not surprise, but Alice had trouble reconciling her
daughter’s rapid progress in the same activity (learning English) that she was finding so
challenging herself. It is this absence of pride where otherwise it might be assumed it would
be felt that will be the focus of the next subsection on pride.
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6.3.5.4. ‘Non-pride’
The responses produced by the participants during the interviews were always
revealing, but never more so than when the focus of the discussion of pride turned towards a
more negative view. Generally, the emotion of pride is perceived to be a positive one, but
some of the responses of the participants indicated that this is not always the case. In doing
so, the participants shed light on a dimensionality that can be said to exist within individual
emotions. Specifically, this dimension is from the feeling of pride to the absence of pride
where it otherwise would be assumed to be felt.
To begin with, the case of Alice should be continued here after being mentioned at the
conclusion of the previous sub-section. As outlined above, Alice felt an overwhelming sense
of pride in her daughter when her daughter was able to produce some English at home in a
effective and seemingly accurate manner. However, in the same turn Alice seemed to round
on herself and just seconds after spouting of her pride for her daughter this seemed to have
dissipated and she described what appeared to be an absence of pride towards herself, and
almost an admonishment of herself in a sense:
It’s difficult for her, yeah, but she can do it. What about me? Why can’t I?
(Alice/Interview 2/Turn 16)

This short remark, given its context, is interesting as it enables us to see that pride can take
many forms and is able to go in many directions. Other examples of this were evident in
student comments when talking of class experiences, and the fact that in the class learning
environment the experience of pride was either absent or negative, even in situations where
one might expect pride to be felt. Claudia was one of the participants who conveyed this
feeling when she compared a ‘good’ feeling to a feeling of ‘pride’ and had difficulty in
reconciling them. Whereas some students might feel that using English in the Englishspeaking environment they find themselves is a great achievement, and one that might
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engender pride, Claudia explained that she did not feel pride, mainly as a result of the having
to use English:
Yeah I feel good but I don’t know proud. I don’t feel pride … I don’t feel because I
think that I have to speak English so I feel well but I don’t know I feel proud.
(Claudia/Interview 2/Turn 118)
Claudia does not feel proud of herself here, as she says, because she is in a place where she
must. The nature of individual differences is worth considering here, as there are many
students who feel it quite strongly for this exact reason – being able to survive in a foreign
environment. For Claudia, though, this is not so, although from further discussions with her I
believe that if she had more confidence in her ability her feelings might well change. In a
sense, she felt as if she was merely ‘surviving’, but not exhibiting any great proficiency in her
use, which contributed to the absence of pride she described.
The other class-related feelings of ‘non-pride’ divulged by participants were related to
the fact that they often considered the classroom as not being worthy of the feeling of pride,
as it was a very safe environment, and they did not find themselves in a situation there where
the others in the class that they interacted with were of L1-standard proficiency. The result of
this was that students did not feel as challenged as they felt they should in order to warrant the
feeling of pride. One example of this was given by Mitchell when he spoke of not feeling this
when actually successfully participating in a lesson:
I: What about specifically related to your learning? For example, if you’re in a class
and you are doing a lesson and you feel like you can keep up with the material very
well, does that make you feel proud of your abilities?
M: Well actually, it’s not quite make me proud.
I: Oh ok.
M: Because everyone knows it very well, not only me, but also the other people.
(Mitchell/Interview 2/Turns 89-92)
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Mitchell’s comments here seem to imply that for him to feel pride he needs to be doing
something better than others, or at least doing something that might be a bit more challenging.
It could be said that he has misinterpreted the meaning here as he the discussion here was of a
feeling of pride towards oneself, which need not necessarily be governed by the abilities and
achievements of others. A more likely explanation is not that he misinterpreted, but that he
and I have different understandings and interpretations of the emotion. This is difficult to
avoid in discussion of such subjective concepts as emotions. That said, this is the feeling he
described, so it is important to accept his experience as he described it – that in such a
situation, pride is not something he feels.
Finally, on the same issue, Antonio made a rather poignant comment when he spoke
of the class environment as being an ‘un-real’ environment, and as a result he found it one in
which he rarely encountered the feeling of pride:
I feel like in class it’s not really real and then I don’t feel really proud. Even if I am
really good at something I don’t feel really proud because I know that’s not real and
street people [he refers to ‘ordinary people’] say slangs … (Antonio/Interview 2/Turn
137)
The people he was referring to were just ordinary people that he may see and potentially
encounter in his everyday activities. This is a powerful perspective to consider as it
specifically draws attention to the fact that an authentic experience is often, and most
certainly was in Antonio’s case, what students want to experience.

6.3.6. Excitement
The final of the so-called positive emotions focused on in the study was that of
excitement, defined in the Oxford English Dictionary online as ‘a feeling of great enthusiasm
or eagerness’ (“Excitement”, 2014). There was considerable overlap between the experiences
of learners between the emotions of enjoyment and also in their descriptions of their best
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language learning experiences. For the sake of avoiding repetition, only those comments that
referred specifically to the emotion of excitement will be drawn out here. Excitement was
generally felt among the participants in the act of communication but also during the activities
in which they partook and in which they felt some kind of progress being made. Ellen was
one participant who relayed her feelings on excitement in one particular exchange:
I: … what kinds of feelings do you have when you are doing something enjoyable? I
mean of course you maybe feel excitement or happiness, what other kinds of feelings
or emotions do you feel when you’re doing something enjoyable with the class?
E: I think exciting and feel adventurous. I like the adventure.
(Ellen/Interview 2/Turns 49-50)
This comment ‘fits’, coming from Ellen. She often spoke of how difficult she found it to
uncover opportunities to practise using English with native speakers, but she was always
extremely eager and any time she was able to find such an opportunity, enjoyment and
excitement were generally the result. In a sense, she seemed to find the sense of adventure and
challenge associated with using English in authentic contexts very attractive, and mostly due
to the size of the reward she felt after doing so.
Another of the participants who spoke of her feelings of excitement was Michelle, and
she seemingly drew her excitement from the fact that in Australia her English abilities were
there to be tested by Australians and native speakers of English. She appeared to infer that
this was something she was pleased about in comparison to the situation in her own country:
We want examples designed by the local people, by English speakers so I feel when I,
during my examinations I think it’s the progress to test the skills and my abilities. I
feel excited. (Michelle/Interview 2/Turn 89)
This excitement can be compared to the desires of most of the participants to test their
abilities, and in particular their communicative abilities, against local residents, as it is in this
situation they see their biggest challenge, but also the potential for the greatest reward.
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The current section (6.3) has focused specifically on the emotions that are usually
perceived as being ‘positive’ in nature. The emotions of enjoyment, hope, happiness, and
pride have been the primary focus along with the numerous sub-themes that emerged during
discussion of them. Further, other emotions such as ‘confidence’ emerged in the discussion of
particular emotions.
The following sections shift the focus to perceived negative emotions, and the way in
which they are presented will mirror the manner in which the current section has been
organized.

6.4. The so-called ‘negative’ emotions
The following sections will follow the same process as the previous ones, but here the
focus will be on those emotions usually seen to be negative. To begin with, the ‘worst’
language learning experiences of the participants (6.4.1) will be presented, followed by the
targeted emotions of fear (6.4.2), boredom (6.4.3), embarrassment (6.4.4) and frustration
(6.4.5).

6.4.1. Setting the scene – Worst language learning experiences
With regard to the ‘worst’ language learning experiences of the participants, the
overwhelming response to this question was that the worst language learning experiences for
the participants had occurred in their home countries. This was by no means due to any
negative feelings towards their own culture or the people of their countries, but was more
related to two different factors. The first of these factors is that the styles of teaching and
learning in many of the participants’ countries was not seen to be conducive to language
development, especially in relation to communicative competence and proficiency, as the
style of education was much more teacher-centred. One example was also given of studentteacher relations not being conducive to language improvement. Some of the participants also
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mentioned the education system itself being part of the problem, or the fact that proficiency
levels of students in classes were too uneven for any meaningful improvement to occur. The
second factor was related to the lack of, or almost total absence of, opportunities to practice
using English and communicating in English in an English-speaking environment. It is
interesting that many of the ‘best’ language learning experiences recounted by participants
previously revolved around the chance to use English in normal, everyday life and the new
international context they were now situated in. This connection seems to have carried
through to some of the comments made regarding ‘worst’ language learning experiences.
Claudia was one of the participants who conveyed some strong feelings when she
spoke of her worst language learning experience. Her particular experience was related to the
relationship she had with one teacher:
The worst experience was in Chile when I studied engineering and I was in English
classes and a teacher of mine always laughed at everything if I said a word wrong or I
didn’t pronounce the word and she laughed every time, so when I tried to speak it
scared me a lot so I couldn’t speak very well and became nervous, so yeah I think that
after this it was difficult for me to take English again because the teacher was, I hate
her now. (Claudia/Interview 2/Turn 24)
I didn’t ask if the teacher she had was a native speaker of English or was from her own
country, but in the end it is not of great import. What is important is that Claudia’s experience
points in a very forceful manner to the powerful influence the relationship teachers have with
their students can have over student learning and attitude, and the added power of feedback
and praise, or lack of it. The fact that she felt the urge to use the word ‘hate’ is worrying, and
one wonders whether Claudia would have had different feelings towards her previous English
language learning if she had experienced a more positive and encouraging relationship with
her teacher.
There was another example of the influence of the teacher given in the interviews
when Michelle described her worst language experience. In her case, she was upset by an
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incident she had experienced in Australia during her study in which the teacher had doubted
whether or not the student had submitted her own work for a particular task. Michelle
described the incident in the following excerpt:
M: I had to write a formal article, but my teacher thought I couldn’t make progress
rapidly so she thought I had copied someone else and she asked me, “All this is your
work?” and I said yes but she can’t understand so I think this is a terrible experience.
I: And when that happened how did you feel?
M: … I feel she did me so wrong, so I just had to communicate with her but I just
offered another opinion to prove I have the opportunity, I have the ability to finish or
achieve this article. (Michelle/Interview 2/Turns 10-11/14)
This experience was obviously very upsetting to Michelle, and one can understand why it
would be, as for anyone to have their honesty doubted would be an unpleasant experience. It
is important to note that this relationship was mended after this incident, but it is important to
take Michelle’s story on board as it is yet another example of the important role the teacher
plays not only in imparting knowledge and facilitating learning, but in inspiring confidence
and building a positive learning environment in the language classroom.
When Antonio talked about his worst language learning experience, he also spoke of
an experience in his own country of Brazil. For him, as has been touched upon in previous
sections, making noticeable gains in communicative competence in English is what spurs him
on. When this cannot happen, he feels stuck and the result is not one that he enjoys:
For me my worst experience was in Brazil in the English class that I went to and my
English, in my opinion my English was better than my classmates and I couldn’t talk
with them in English. When I tried to talk with them in English they started speaking
Portuguese with me and I was a little bit sad. I felt like I was losing my money and it
was a waste of time, you know. So that was a bad experience. (Antonio/Interview
2/Turn 20)
As with the majority of his comments, this one was focused on maximizing any chance
available to improve his English for communication. This opportunity was minimized in
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Brazil as classmates spoke with him in Portuguese, and when he described the experience
there were tones of disappointment, frustration, and even anger.
Other students pointed to the education systems, or method of delivery of language
instruction, in their countries as being the main problem. Alice was among the first to
specifically state that the focus on the grammar that occurred in her country was what
underpinned her worst language experience, combined with the lack of opportunities for
communicative practice:
I have to say that’s in China because I learn English just in class. Out of class we don’t
need it. We don’t use it so we forgot all of it. Just learn it for the test. Mostly focus on
the grammar. It’s really boring. (laughter)
(Alice/Interview 2/Turn 12)
What is of great relevance and import here is that Alice, like many other students, is no longer
interested in learning English in the traditional manner of grammar-translation and only to
prepare for the test. She is interested in improving as a communicator of the language. When
learning in the manner it is taught in China, she mentions she is bored, and this kind of feeling
is very commonly a factor in demotivation in students. So, here we are able to once again see
a link between the emotional experiences of learners and their motivation. Rita has a similar
complaint when she recounted her worst language learning experience. She also nominated
her home country as the location of this experience, and also focused on the issue of grammar
being central to the method of delivery of English education, and this proved unattractive and
unenjoyable to her:
I: And so what about one of the worst, or the worst experience you’ve had in your
language learning?
R: At school. In Spain. Because only focuses on grammar and at the end you only
know how to use present simple or how to use past perfect or, only the grammar but
you don’t have any confidence to listen and understand some English people.
(Rita/Interview 2/Turn 25)
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These responses imply the desire for communicative opportunities that is strongly felt by
students and shows the impact on their learning experience when they are not forthcoming.
A final example of one of the participant responses regarding their worst English
language learning experience comes from Yumiko and is not concerned with the education
system or the style of language teaching and learning, but more focused on the age-old
language learning phenomenon of anxiety and fear. To describe this, Yumiko used the
example of giving a presentation and how it had made her feel:
Y: The worst experience is presentation in the class.
I: Here as well?
Y: Yeah.
I: Ok. What made it so bad?
Y: (laughter) Because I don’t like speaking in front of the class and I had presentation
sometimes but I don’t like the speaking in front of people …
I: And why is that? Is that because you don’t have enough confidence about your
English?
Y: Yeah. I don’t have confidence and also I got nervous, really nervous.
(Yumiko/Interview 2/Turns 26-32)
What Yumiko reveals in this exchange, combined with what was revealed by the other
examples in the section, is that there are many different factors that can potentially impact
upon the experiences of language learners in serious ways. Gaining further understanding of
these is crucial, and the following subsections attempt to do this by focusing on specific
perceived negative emotions.

6.4.2. Fear
The emotion of fear, and even the word itself, is one that generally carries severe
negative connotations to most people. The Oxford English Dictionary online defines the
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emotion of fear as ‘a feeling of anxiety concerning the outcome of something or the safety of
someone’ (“Fear”, 2014). Language learners are among those who experience it very
regularly, and for reasons that might not seem surprising. As this dictionary definition
suggests, fear can be aligned with the feeling of anxiety, but not equated with due to the fact
that it seems to have a bit of a longer reach into the future than does anxiety. For many, these
emotions remain undistinguishable, but for a vast number of researchers the difference lies in
the nature of the ‘threat’. Steimer (2002) states that “anxiety is a generalized response to an
unknown threat or internal conflict, whereas fear is focused on known external danger” (p.
234). Language learners experience fear in a broad range of situations with potential ‘known’
threats, from everyday communication to class-based situations, and then in thoughts of their
future.
There were several subthemes to emerge from the interviews in relation to fear, and
these are communication (6.4.3.1), class-based fear (6.4.3.2), and fear of the future (6.4.3.3),
and these will be presented in the following subsections.

6.4.2.1. Communication
Participants aimed to develop their English ability in a manner that enabled them to be
effective and competent communicators in English. Communicating, or attempting to
communicate, in a foreign tongue is, however, a very confronting and challenging experience,
and as such it follows that students might experience fear in the act of communicating. This
was certainly the case with Alice, to begin with a rather extreme comment among those
produced by the students, as when she spoke of her feeling of fear, she spoke of it in a manner
that emphasized her desire to actually vanish from the potential communicative situations she
was in. In this particular case, she was speaking of her elderly neighbours, whom she later
befriended, and she spoke of their ‘kindness’:
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They are native speakers and before, every time I saw them I wanted to escape. I
wanted to run away! (Alice/Interview 2/Turn 42)
The situation Alice described regarding her neighbours implied a huge level of stress that was
experienced as a result of the incidences. Kanako also feels this kind of stress when she uses
English, and this is in all domains of life, whether in the classroom or beyond. During the
interviews she said that every time she uses English she feels pressure which, judging by the
descriptions she provided, built up and built up and evoked a sense of fear as a result. It is this
kind of feeling that it is important to develop an understanding and awareness of, as it can be
such a powerful prohibiting factor in the learning and the linguistic development of our
learners.
Sepan is another participant who felt fear at the prospect of communicating. When
asked if he had experienced this feeling during his time in Australia, he explained that he had
and how he felt this when he was on the verge of speaking or using English:
Yes yes yes, I have. For example, before I talk with someone like a native speaker,
before I talk I’m afraid about this because I’m thinking maybe he cannot understand
and maybe he laugh at me about this.
(Sepan/Interview 2/Turn 180)
This example supports the prohibitive element of the emotion of fear, as in a situation such as
this a student could go either way – they may choose to embrace the opportunity and put their
English out there to be judged (or not) and heard, or they may recoil and say nothing and
sacrifice the opportunity.
Finally, Cathryn provided an interesting example of how fear can manifest itself in
comparisons made between the manner in which they learn from their teacher in classroom
and how dissimilar this could potentially be from the English used outside the classroom:
Sometimes I want to speak to the foreigners but I know I am not brave enough
because I am not confident in my English so I have to think more about that. If he, you
know, the local people, speak really fast and they don’t speak like the teacher in my
classroom, my teacher speaks clearly and loudly and slowly but the local people speak
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really fast, really fast so I have to think about that and I’m not brave to speak to them.
(Cathryn/Interview 2/Turn 104)
Yet again, this provides an example of the battle that goes on inside the heads of language
learners when they are presented with opportunities for communication.

6.4.2.2. Class-based fear
Kanako also experienced fear in a significant manner within the confines of her
classroom learning. It is displeasing to hear someone speak of their fear and its intensity in the
way Kanako does, but she is testament to the fact that amongst our learners are more than
likely many who are terrified of using English, even though they find themselves in an
environment that is conducive to, and that requires it:
I’m afraid of using English every day. For example, today in class the teacher asked us
about something and I knew the answer but I didn’t answer because I was scared if I
made a mistake. (Kanako/Interview 2/Turn 58) – (see 6.4.4.1 for more on ‘mistakes’)
This seems an unusual situation, as when hearing this from Kanako, she did appear convinced
she knew the answer in the situation she was deciding, but she still felt the need to add in ‘if I
made a mistake’. Many of the participants encountered the feeling of fear most often beyond
the classroom, but Kanako was one student involved in the study who seemed to carry the
feeling with her wherever she went, or at least wherever she went that English was required.
Whilst fear was not always described by the participants in the same way as Kanako,
it was certainly felt by others in the class environment. Antonio is one of the participants who
experienced this in the class, but it was not necessarily directly linked to his English use, but
more related to the act of public speaking:
I fear to speak to people to have a speech or something like that. Not a speech but a
presentation because I am shy and I think everybody feels that. (Antonio/Interview
2/Turn 178)
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Antonio was one who is quite pro-active in seeking chances to use English with local
speakers beyond the classroom, and at times did not really find the classroom the most useful
place for his English development, but the fact that he experienced shyness in a situation like
he describes shows that even the students who appear the most confident are not exactly as
they seem.

6.4.2.3. Fear of the future
Fear can be something felt in the immediate present such as when something is about
to happen, or a confronting situation arises and needs to be dealt with. It can also be evoked
through contemplation of the future and what exactly that future holds for individuals.
Language students are far from immune to this.
Penelope gave an example of the fear she felt when she thought about her future
studies, and put it in a context I couldn’t at first make out, but once she clarified, it seemed a
totally plausible situation in which an international student might encounter fear:
I: So have you got any experience of having this feeling (fear) when you want to use
English or when you are studying English?
P: Fear. When I can’t understand what the TV program is saying I feel a little fear.
I: When you can’t understand the TV?
P: Yes, I feel I can’t understand at all. I can’t listen and can’t understand whole
sentences so I feel that I have learned English for so many years but I still can’t
understand so I could (pause), I will be afraid of, I can relate to my study because if I
can’t understand the TV I can’t have a very high score in listening and this makes me
feel worried about my studies.
(Penelope/Interview 2/Turns 111-114)
This relationship is an interesting one to consider, as it shows a very heavy leaning towards
demotivation due to having been doing something for a long period of time but not feeling
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any improvement, and this is to be avoided at all costs. More importantly, Penelope’s fear is
likely to have a very negative impact on her Ideal L2 Self.
Sepan also spoke of his fear of the future in his learning and confirmed that it is
indeed something that he regularly feels; however, he was able to put it in a more positive
light as he talked about ‘forgetting fear’, or overcoming it, and the manner in which he
proposed doing this was to challenge it and encourage himself, and, in essence, never give up.
This kind of perseverance is something that would certainly assist in the improvement of
language learners, and of people in society in general as determination (linked it its own way
with motivation) aids the majority in achieving their goals, be it in learning a language or in
any other area of life.
An interesting final comment from one of the participants, Ellen, served to highlight
that fear for these participants was not always confined to the Australian context. She actually
projected her ‘future fear’ forward to her return to China, which helped her to emphasise the
importance she places on her time in the Australian setting:
I just think if I don’t get a lot of experience during my overseas time and then I have
no result and then I go back to China I will feel fear. I will feel more fear and I have
no opportunity to change the result. (Ellen/Interview 2/Turn 72)
This fear, which Ellen does not feel now, at the very least finds its roots in the present as if
she does not see improvement in her English skills she foresees a lost opportunity. This kind
of situation is interesting, and one that language educators should at least be aware of, as it
most certainly has the potential to place a great deal of pressure on students.

6.4.3. Boredom
The emotion of boredom is another that the participants had commonly felt in their
language learning – and it is probably fair to say that at one time or another most people
would have experienced this in a learning environment of some kind. The Oxford English
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Dictionary online defines boredom as the feeling associated with ‘feeling weary and impatient
because one is unoccupied or lacks interest in one’s current activity’ (“Boredom”, 2014).
What made this emotion unique in the present study was that it was the only one that was only
mentioned in association with the learning, or class-based, environment. The participants
never felt bored when given the opportunity to use their English outside of the classroom in
their everyday lives – other emotions came to the forefront on those instances.
What their experiences did have in common with the other emotions, however, was
the underlying desire for communication, and to be able to communicate effectively. This first
came out when some of the participants talked about their experiences of studying English in
their own countries, and the response in this context was resoundingly similar among the
students – their English learning in the environment of their home countries was boring.
Sepan was one of the participants to mention this as he described the style of teaching in
Kurdistan:
During the lecture when I was in Kurdistan I felt not good, not good because my
lecture was very boring. Just we had my teachers focused on the grammar and they
didn’t have any activity in the class like thinking about something and talking and
listening, just grammar. I think that’s the bad effect. Also, I am thinking of the last
time when I was in Kurdistan and I am concerned because I feel I couldn’t learn
anything. (Sepan/Interview 2/Turn 12)
There is a clear yearning for communicative activity evident in this comment by Sepan, and
lying behind that yearning is a feeling of boredom he felt in his learning.
Another participant to talk about their experience in their country and nominate it as a
reason for their experience of boredom was Cathryn, who talked about her time in a an IELTS
test preparation class in her country, when the focus for the lessons was always on
memorization of vocabulary and grammar in order to be able to satisfy the requirements of
the test. This lack of ‘critical thinking’ practice, as she termed it, and the rote-learning style
was a great source of boredom for Cathryn, and a strong demotivating factor.
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Most other comments offered by the participants were based on the notion of
communication, and how if this desire is not met in class, boredom is often the result. Antonio
is one of the students who offered such comments, and he talked about how a boring lesson
for him was one in which students were not afforded communicative opportunities:
I think it’s boring when the teachers just do a lesson in, only he speaks and doesn’t let
the students speak. I think the most important thing in class, English class, is for us to
speak, not the teacher. We, it’s good to hear him, but we need to speak as well so I
think it’s really boring when it’s like a lecture, you know. (Antonio/Interview 1/Turn
35)
This is a useful example of the student descriptions of their experiences of boredom coming
from within the classroom environment, but remaining very closely linked with their core
motivation and desires. As has been mentioned, whether in or outside of the classroom,
Antonio was always very focused on communicative opportunities. The main difference is the
emotion he would feel as a result of not receiving those opportunities inside the classroom
compared to outside of the classroom.
Speaking from a similar perspective as Antonio was Ellen, and she spoke of what she
enjoyed and didn’t enjoy, emphasised in the context of a discussion about what she found
boring:
I: So, you like to talk about the answers with your classmates?
E: Yes, just free to talk. I don’t like to be selected to answer the question and the
teacher to pick you. You must answer the question and others keep silent. I don’t like
this. (Ellen/Interview 1/Turns 33-34)
Ellen indicates here that she can be counted among those students who most want to develop
communicative competencies and to develop fluency. It could also, however, be said that
under the surface here is the sign of fear and anxiety in not wanting to be nominated by the
teacher to answer a question. Does she prefer to speak with classmates as a means of
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developing her communicative abilities, or is it a way of hiding from being singled out in
front of the class? I suspect the former, but this is interesting to consider.
Finally, a comment made by Antonio forces me to return to him in this presentation of
the results concerning the emotion of boredom, as he loops back to his constant pursuit of
communicative experiences:
When I got here in my class and I had the same book and I couldn’t talk with some
people because their English was bad and so that was really boring. Every time I went
to class I thought like oh my god what am I doing here?! How many classes can I miss
(laughter)?! (Antonio/Interview 2/Turn 72)
What was most striking about this comment was the intensity with which he questioned just
what he was doing in that language classroom, and that his next thought was about how many
classes he thought he could get away with missing! This was verging on shocking to me due
to the fact that as an English language teacher, this is the last thing one would like to hear
their students are feeling, whether it be the result of the lesson content or delivery or due to
the lack of communicative opportunities students feel they receive in the classroom.

6.4.4. Embarrassment
The emotion of embarrassment is one that can be closely linked to other emotions
such as fear, and also language anxiety. It is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary online
as ‘a feeling of self-consciousness, shame and awkwardness’ (“Embarrassment”, 2014).
When one feels that the potential is there for a mistake to be made or something else to occur
that might result in a feeling of embarrassment, the emotion of fear or of anxiety may arise.
This is the manner in which a connection can be drawn between them.
The students were able, unsurprisingly, to recall instances in which they had felt
embarrassed, or in which they could imagine that they would feel embarrassed. What was also
pleasing, purely from the point of view of the project, was that they were willing to share
these moments that obviously made them uncomfortable in their lives at some point.
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The main subthemes that came out of discussion of this emotion with the participants
were those of ‘mistakes’ and ‘communication’, and these will be covered in subsections
6.4.4.1 and 6.4.4.2 respectively.

6.4.4.1. Mistakes
Making mistakes in an environment where one feels others might be watching or
judging is one of the contexts in which one might be most likely to encounter feelings of
embarrassment, and this was touched on in section 6.4.2.2. Even if the environment is one of
tremendous support and compassion and any mistakes made are unlikely to be criticized or
laughed at, one still feels uneasy if it is probable mistakes will occur. The language classroom
is a prime example of where this kind of situation might occur, and the participants in the
study were able to shed light on some of the experiences they had had in their language
learning.
When asked about her experiences of embarrassment, Cathryn revealed in the
following exchange the intensity of her embarrassment:
I: Have you had any experience with this in China or here?
C: Yeah maybe in the classes I speak some wrong words and then I will be
embarrassed. I will be ashamed.
(Cathryn/Interview 2/Turns 187-188)
In adding at the end of this remark that she feels ashamed, she intensified her description,
taking it to a new level as, in a sense, to be ashamed implies having really done something
wrong – not just made a mistake in a sentence, for example.
Kanako was in agreement with Cathryn, and she said that her feelings of
embarrassment came from within and beyond the classroom, but stated that:
Especially in classes teachers ask me to answer some questions but I can’t answer it. I
feel embarrassed very much. (Kanako/Interview 2/Turn 28)
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It is interesting to consider exactly at what point a language learner might be able to move
beyond having these feelings, or if they ever will. Some students certainly seem to be able to
avoid feelings of embarrassment, whereas others, like Kanako, have it permeate every aspect
of their learning and find it impossible to steer away from.
Another Japanese participant, Yumiko, also talked about feeling embarrassed as a
result of making mistakes, but whilst doing so made an interesting connection between the
emotions, or feelings, of embarrassment and of nervousness when she talked about having felt
them both, but that they were quite different for her:
Nervous usually before and during something. Embarrassment might be something
you feel after, like maybe you make a mistake and then your face goes red. This one is
easy to explain with red face. (Yumiko/Interview 2/Turn 82)
So, as might be expected, in the context of the (potential) making of mistakes, embarrassment
is an emotion the participants were quite familiar with.

6.4.4.2. Communication
The students were able to shed more light on their collective experiences of
embarrassment when they discussed them in the context of communication, as with several
other emotions. Alice hated being misunderstood, and this was brought to the fore in
instances when she was asked to repeat things she had said due to a miscommunication, or a
failed communication:
First I feel boring but if someone asked me to repeat again and again I feel upset and
maybe I feel embarrassed. (Alice/Interview 2/Turn 42)
At the beginning I felt a lack of confidence and every time when they ask me pardon
or something I feel no good. I feel embarrassed like ok, I don’t want to say it anymore.
(Alice/Interview 2/Turn 48)
Alice is an interesting example, as, from my conversations with her, I was able to deduce that
she was not overly shy or reluctant to initiate communicative exchanges, but from her
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comments here it seems she would encounter a feeling of embarrassment almost immediately
if these exchanges were unsuccessful and she needed to repeat herself.
Speaking with Rita about her feeling of embarrassment was at first quite a relief as she
answered in a resounding fashion that it was not something she associated with her language
use at all:
I: And what about embarrassment?
R: I don’t care about that!
(Rita/Interview 2/Turns 68-69)
This was heartening after hearing so many other students talk of when they had felt it, but
then Rita was able to recall an experience she had had on a holiday when she was on a boat in
the Mediterranean, and there were many other Europeans on board, including some
Scandinavians, about whose English she was very admiring, and almost intimidated. The
result for her on the trip was a negative feeling of embarrassment, and perhaps of linguistic
inadequacy in comparison to other Europeans:
And I felt embarrassed about my English there but and my, why don’t Spain people
speak like that? I don’t know. So maybe this situation was the most embarrassing for
me. (Rita/Interview 2/Turn 77)
One final example put forward by one of the students was by Ellen, and her example is
particularly interesting as she clearly distinguishes between the two domains of everyday life
and of inside the classroom. In one context she feels it intensely, and in the other, not at all:
Yes when I feel embarrassed I think that speaking in public or want to ask some
questions to the strangers I will feel embarrassed but when the teacher asks me a
question and then I can’t answer it or I have wrong answer usually I don’t feel
embarrassed. (Ellen/Interview 2/Turn 44)
For many students, embarrassment would be the result of both of these cases, but perhaps due
to the ‘safety net’ nature of the classroom that was alluded to by different participants at
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different times, in class Ellen felt as though she did not experience the feeling of
embarrassment.

6.4.5. Frustration
The final emotion targeted in this study is perhaps the one that came up most
frequently across all the interviews and conversations, whether it was mentioned directly or
just alluded to – and that is the emotion of frustration. In the Oxford English Dictionary
online, frustration is defined as ‘the feeling of being upset or annoyed as a result of being
unable to change or achieve something’ (“Frustration”, 2014). There were a great many
examples of frustration given by the students in the study, and all were different in their own
way, but underpinning them all was the sense that the frustration sprang from the students
having something in their head but not possessing the resources to be able to translate that
into communication. For this reason, this section will not be divided into sub-sections, but
will instead just present a range of the different experiences described by the participants in
relation to the frustration they have felt in their English language learning and use.
Ellen was one who felt, and feels, frustrated in her English learning quite regularly,
and also quite strongly. This was not only linked to oral communication but also to written
English, as she is a keen writer in Chinese. She spoke of how difficult the art of expression is
in English for her and the frustration it causes her:
E: I feel disappointed and I can’t find the way how I can write in English like I write
in Chinese and I think that’s because of different ways of thinking. We usually write
in Chinese and we know how to express in that way but don’t know how to express in
English.
I: So it’s frustrating?
E: Yes.
(Ellen/Interview 2/Turns 28-30)
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When another student, Yumiko, spoke of her frustration, she also gave off a strong sense of
confusion, in particular in relation to formality and her pursuit of higher proficiency in
academic English. She said that she didn’t “know which word was informal” or “how to be
formal”, and stressed just how difficult and challenging, as well as frustrating it was for her to
try and be academic in her English use.
Many of the other examples provided by the participants were along similar lines of
not being able to express exactly what it was they wished to express, but here were also
examples put forward that emphasized the frustration that comes from miscommunication, as
in the following example offered by Antonio:
A: Most of the experiences that I felt frustrated was in the different cultures, not in
Brazil, because there I can talk in Portuguese (laughter). I just am not sure, I have
many small examples like this Saturday I went to Bondi and I only tried to order a
meal but it was like I was with my friend and he was ordering a meal in the restaurant
to eat outside but I wanted to go to Burger King or Hungry Jack’s and then I asked the
salesperson, the waiter, if I could bring my Burger King and eat with my friend and I
didn’t understand anything she said to me (laughter). So I just said “is that ok or not?”
I: You had to use gesture?
A: And then she said ok but I felt oh my god she said like seven sentences and I didn’t
understand anything!
(Antonio/Interview 2/Turns 96-98)
This exchange demonstrates that even for those who are not as afraid as others of seeking out
opportunities to use English, as is the case of Antonio, frustration can arise just as easily as
for anyone else – even if other emotions that have been discussed such as fear or
embarrassment are not as common.
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As a final example of that difficulty students have with expression in English when
trying to get out what is in their head in their native tongue, Rita talks about her feelings:
Frustration maybe is when I think about, when I know how to express that but I can’t
now because it’s very hard to try and speak English when your brain is always in
Spanish no? But you keep trying all the time and sometimes it’s good and sometimes
it’s bad, but maybe when I’m thinking “Oh my god I’ve spent a lot of time and money
to improve my English but I can’t”, so every day I’m trying but I can’t so I feel very
upset about that and sometimes very angry, yeah. Because I’m thinking “It’s worth it?
All this effort?” because I can’t notice my improvement. (Rita/Interview 2/Turn 61)
This excerpt from Rita, in many ways, acts as a summary of the plight of the language learner.
You have something you wish to say, but you just can’t transfer it to the language you need.
You have some good moments, and some bad ones. It is difficult to notice improvements, and
the money being invested is significant, which can add other pressures altogether. All this can
lead, as it did with Rita, to questioning the effort one continues to make, and considering
giving up. Hopefully, with further research into the difficulties language learners experience,
especially emotional difficulties, and how teachers and educators can address them, it will be
possible to make these stresses less a feature of the existence of the language learner.

6.5. Motivation
The concept of language learner motivation, which was a focus of the study, albeit
secondary to the focus on emotions, also emerged from the comments and remarks of the
participants. Of the factors of motivation mentioned, it was the ideal L2 self concept (6.5.1)
that was of most interest, although there was also great insight given into the factors of goals
(6.5.2), effort (6.5.3), and the L2 learning experience (6.5.4).
One thing to note at first is that, again, the notion of communication and
communicative competence came to the fore as a motivating factor for the participants as
well, and this was shown in the comments of Claudia when talking about the emotion of
excitement. This drew out comments regarding motivation as well:
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I: You feel excited that you can do it in another language?
C: Yeah it motivates me when I can speak in English and give an opinion and the
others can understand me. (Claudia/Interview 1/Turns 27-28)
Mitchell was another of the participants who clearly showed a link between emotion and
motivation when he talked about his feelings of motivation. He made it quite clear that when
he experienced the emotion of ‘happiness’, his motivation to study English increased because
“… when you feel happy you want to study English more and you are eager to know and
what you’re going to study and this makes you feel happy” (Mitchell/Interview 2/Turn 165).
Although this link is clear, it will be discussed further in Chapter 8; for now, the focus moves
to aspects of motivation and how these were represented in the comments of the participants.

6.5.1. Ideal L2 Self
Visions of the future were referred to on numerous occasions by the participants, and
the majority of the time these comments could be interpreted as being aligned with the notion
of the Ideal L2 Self. Rita talked of her desire to just be a stronger user of English, and how for
her this hope was intertwined with the ability to get a good job. She explained this after being
asked if being a fluent and confident user was what she saw and hoped for herself:
R: Yeah for me now it’s the most important.
I: So is it more than just a personal hope that you, just for yourself, want to be a better
and stronger user of English?
R: Yeah definitely for me now it’s the most important to get a job and try to, because I
think it’s related. If I can speak very confidently and very, in a good way in a meeting
in a professional meeting or something like that my personal English learning is done.
(Rita/Interview 2/Turns 153-155)
These comments reflect the interconnected nature of instrumentality and the Ideal L2 Self.
Whilst I feel there is no doubt that Rita desires being a competent English user for intrinsic
reasons, she does not deny the existence of extrinsic factors as well.
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Cathryn confirmed an explicit link between the future and her motivation to study and
work hard in the immediate present in her language studies. When asked of her feelings
regarding the emotion of hope, she replied that it was a strong driving factor in her studies.
Desire to achieve what her hopes for the future are morphs into motivation. Cathryn also
spoke of her English learning and her studies in terms of the future for herself but also for
others. This clearly incorporates the Ideal L2 Self concept, but also that of the Ought-to Self:
I have to study because I think everyone wants to be a really good person not
only for themselves but for others. They wanna be proud from others and of course
proud from themselves. It will be motivation for them to study harder and
get more achievement. (Cathryn/Interview 2/Turn 128)
It must be said that throughout the interviews, it was the emotion of hope that was most
closely aligned with the Ideal L2 Self concept, primarily due to its leaning towards the future.
For many of the participants, the Ideal L2 Self was proficiency-based, and this could
not have been exemplified any more frankly than by Ellen when she was asked specifically
what her hopes regarding the English language were for the future, and her response was
simply “really fluent English speaking” (Ellen/Interview 2/Turn 124).
So, it can be seen in this subsection that the Ideal L2 Self exists in many forms for the
participants, ranging from proficiency-focused to future career related (also linking with
Ought-to Self), and then to connecting with specific emotions such as pride and hope. These
connections will be discussed further in Chapter 8, whilst the following subsections will
target other aspects of motivation.

6.5.2. Goals
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As outlined in section 2.2.3 of the literature review, goals are generally a strong source
of motivation, and the goals of the participants were discussed during the interviews, which
helped to contextualise their studies a little and to understand the reasons they were in
Australia to study.
For many of the students, the goals they mentioned were instrumental in nature; they
were job-related very often and this came through quite strongly. Mitchell, Rita, and Cathryn
were among those to specifically mention finding a ‘good job’ as one of the primary goals
they have, and this served to direct their learning to a large degree.
However, it was not always the case that the goals of the participants were related to
career prospects, as Ellen showed in the following comment:
E: My latest goal is to improve my speaking skills or writing skills and then I want
to be competent … I want to be strong and not weak.
I: Do you mean independent?
E: Yes, I think I can go abroad and I need to do everything by myself.
(Ellen/Interview 1/Turns 68-70)
This comment was interesting as it showed two quite different types of goals within the same
remark. Firstly, a clear goal here is related to linguistic proficiency, which was unsurprisingly
a goal that came through in the interviews with all of the participants. In addition, however,
Ellen shows a clear ‘life-related’ goal of gaining and developing an increased level of
independence in her life.
When Yumiko spoke of her goals, she spoke in terms of a future goal relating to the
area within which she wished to work, as well as proficiency. Yumiko hopes to work in the
area of ‘environment’, so this represents an important goal for her. It is interesting to note,
however, that this goal had ramifications in terms of where she studied as she was aware of
the importance of the issue of the environment for Australian society:
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One of the reasons is I want to study environment in Australia because in Australia the
environment issue is really important. I mean I know it is all over the world but it’s
really important for Australia.
(Yumiko/Interview 1/Turn 74)
It can be seen from the couple of brief examples provided in this subsection that goals do
indeed serve as a source of motivation for the participants in this study. Overall, the goals
spoken of were instrumental in nature more than not, but there were certainly examples of
goals being utilised in a different manner by the students.

6.5.3. Effort
The investment of effort into language learning was among the important factors of
motivation set out by Ryan (2008) in his questionnaire, and it was also the target of some
discussion in the current study. In fact, effort emerged in the quantitative phase as one of the
factors the students identified with through the questionnaire. The willingness to invest effort
into a task can be seen as an indicator of motivation, and this is reflected in the comments of
some of the participants.
Alice in particular spoke of the way she felt when she did well in a task, which
seemed to represent a feeling of self-satisfaction and perhaps even pride:
I feel I earned it because I paid effort, and then I got the harvest. (Alice/Interview
2/Turn 18)
For some students, Ellen being is a prime example here, effort invested in learning
represented a dogged determination to succeed and a ‘never-say-die’ attitude, and a belief that
investing effort was a means of avoiding or overcoming frustration and disappointment in
learning:
I don’t want to feel frustrated. I don’t want to have some negative attitude so I always
try my best to do this and then I will feel, “Yes, I do this no matter it works or not.”
(Ellen/Interview 2/Turn 32)
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The comments of other students echoed the feelings of Ellen as they spoke of their effort
being the key to progressing from their current situation in the English language courses
onwards to their university award courses.
As mentioned above, the relevance of effort as a motivational factor and the link it has
with emotions as well will be covered in Chapters 7 and 8, and its importance will become
more clear.

6.5.4. L2 Learning Experience
The L2 Learning Experience is the third component of Dörnyei’s Motivation theory,
and it has generally received significantly less focus than the components concerning the
Ideal L2 Self and the Ought-to Self. Considering this component deals with the direct and
situated learning environment, it should perhaps receive more attention as this environment is
that which learners are in contact with on a daily basis. This aspect includes class and learning
materials, and Antonio showed how his motivation was affected by the coursebook he was to
use in class when he said:
So, when I saw it oooh I hate this book! I hate this book! Why I study with this book
again?! (Antonio/Interview 1/Turn 17)
A comment such as this shows just how strongly the variables in the situated learning context
can affect the feelings and mood of students, and indeed motivation.
The other individuals in the class, including the teacher, also form part of the L2
Learning Experience. If the right ‘mix’ is not there, or the teacher is not to the liking of the
learners, this can have a significant impact on learners’ motivation – this is as unfortunate as
it is true. Emma testified to this in her comments:
E: In the class actually I can’t find some very enjoyable things.
I: Really?
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E: Yes because all of them are Chinese and the teacher just teaches something
from the book but we changed our teacher and this teacher I think is better than the
last, she is very interesting and I think she has a very strong personality. I like that
kind of personality.
(Ellen/Interview 2/Turns 106-108)
Finally, to support that sentiment expressed in the above two comments, Penelope talked of
the environment in which she found herself studying in Australia and once again it certainly
seemed to have an impact on her ‘happiness’, and the impact on motivation is obvious as
well:
The atmosphere is great. If you don’t have your happiness you feel very upset with
your classes and it’s very hard for you to achieve your destination let alone to higher
level. (Penelope/Interview 2/Turn 210)
Thus, as can be seen quite clearly, the L2 Learning Experience has an impact on learners in
numerous ways, and is an aspect that should receive greater attention.

6.6. Insights into emotions
It was essential to the overall success of the entire project that the qualitative
interviews produce rich data that was able to meet the primary research questions of
uncovering some of the different emotions that language learners feel and revealing the
manner in which language learners describe their experience of these emotion. Thankfully,
the data produced was incredibly rich, informative and relevant to the project, and to the
developing area of emotions in applied linguistics.
Key insights gained from the data relate to the domains within which the learners
experience these emotions, and then the domains that exist within individual emotions. Prior
to the interviews, dividing the emotions into different domains, as they eventually were for
the quantitative phase, was not something that was considered. However, as a result of the
many hours of conversations with the participants, it became more and more obvious that the
learners themselves often considered their emotional experiences within the domain of the
classroom and then the domain of beyond the classroom as quite separate. This was the case
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even when considering the same emotion. For example, for some participants, a feeling of
pride was not often encountered within the confines of the class environment due to it
providing a ‘safety net’ of sorts, and everyone within it being of the same level and in the
same situation. Outside the classroom in their everyday lives, the matter was quite different
for some participants. On the other hand, using the same example of the emotion of pride, the
reverse was true for some participants with them feeling proud of their class achievements
and more susceptible to other more negative emotions such as fear or embarrassment beyond
the classroom. These kinds of situations occurred among the participants in numerous
situations and permitted me to see some extremely revealing and informative experiences that
they had encountered and that are almost certainly experienced by the vast majority of
language learners in different ways.
The other key area that was revealed by the qualitative interviews in relation to
emotions was that the positive or negative connotations that are carried by particular emotions
do not always hold true. This means that some emotions can be felt in both a positive and
negative sense, regardless of whether they are generally perceived to be ‘positive’ or
‘negative’ in nature. This uncovered a kind of dimensionality that can be seen within different
emotions. Future in-depth research into specific emotions would be particularly beneficial.

6.7. Insights into motivation
The interview data also provided interesting and valuable insights into motivation,
although in comparison to the discussion of emotions, the focus on motivation was relatively
minor. In general, the primary insights gained were very closely linked with discussion of
emotion, and in fact cannot easily be separated from it. Many of the motivational factors such
as milieu, instrumentality, Ideal L2 Self and effort that have been previously identified in
other studies (see Ryan, 2008) were touched on, and what that helped to do was to confirm
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that emotions and motivation are indeed very closely linked. It was difficult, within the
context of the interviews, for participants to talk about motivation in language learning
without also talking about the emotions they experienced in association with that, whether
before or after it. With reference to the Ideal L2 Self concept – the aspect of motivation the
project was most concerned with in terms of its relationship with emotions – the most
insightful data came in relation to the emotion of hope due to the fact that they are both
‘future’ related. That being said, the idea of the future, a very prominent one now in
motivation research, often crept into the comments of the students in relation to other
emotions and how they were relating to motivation. These comments added great insight and
served to support MacIntyre, Mackinnon and Clément’s (2009) claim that “emotions are
fundamentally important motivators” (p. 47). This was of great relevance due to the fact that
this claim was one of the inspirations for the entire project. So, it can be said that from the
overall comments of the participants over three interviews, it was confirmed that emotions
have a close relationship with motivation, and this confirmation itself stands as an incredibly
important insight into an increasingly important area within which much more research is
needed.

6.8. Summary
The current chapter has presented the results of the qualitative phase of the present
study in a systematic manner. The emotions at the heart of the study were dealt with directly,
as were the factors of motivation that arose from the comments, and then attention was
directed towards the subthemes that emerged from the conversations. There can be no doubt
that the insights provided by the participants are truly valuable, and allow significant
understanding of the type and depth of emotions experienced by language learners as part of
their language learning experience.
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The chapter also laid the foundation for the presentation of the quantitative results to
occur, and they will be presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
RESULTS OF THE QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS
________________________________________________________
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the results of the interview data were presented. This chapter
moves on from this to report the results of the quantitative data analysis from initial analysis
of descriptive statistics through to structural models in the SEM approach that were arrived at
after the full process required in such an approach was progressed through in systematic
fashion.
The chapter will report descriptive statistics from the LLMQ and the LLEQ (sections
7.3 and 7.12) followed by a report on the transformation this data underwent after being
subjected to an EFA (see section 7.5). The EFA results were subjected to further verification
of single factor measurement models and CFA, in which the final measurement models were
specified for the study, and then finally into the SEM phase where relationships between
variables related to both emotion and motivation were able to be observed, a topic that will be
further discussed in subsequent chapters. Sections in which these occur are listed below as
goals.
The goals of the current chapter are to:













Revisit the sample for the quantitative stage of the project (7.2)
Presentation of preliminary data processing results (7.3)
Discuss internal consistency measures and values of proposed models (7.4)
Present and discuss the results of the EFA (7.5)
Discuss internal consistency measures and values of modified models (7.6)
Present single-factor models and assess model fit (7.7)
Present the development and results of the CFA models (7.8)
Examine reliability of the renamed factors (7.9)
Examine the validity of the constructs (7.10)
Review final validated questionnaire items (7.11)
Examine the descriptive statistics for the final models (7.12)
Present results of the structural models (7.13)
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7.2. The sample
For the quantitative phase of the project, the sample size was 235 participants. A
general overview of the sample demographics can be viewed in Table 7.1 below:
TABLE 7.1: QUAN sample – demographic information
Total participants

Universities

235

3

Gender
Male
Female
96
139

Mean Age
22.5

The 235 participants were drawn from three English language institutes housed within
three different Australian universities. The participants, as Table 7.1 above shows, represent a
mix of gender, which, although not equal, is enough to gain an insight into their views and
attitudes. The mean age of the participants was 22.5 years old, reflecting a young group,
which was in turn evident in the qualitative participants too. In addition, it should be noted
that the nationality mix was quite broad, with 24 nationalities represented. The nationality
with the greatest representation was Chinese, with 180 participants. The next four most highly
represented nationalities were Saudi Arabian (5), Brazilian (5), Thai (5), and Chilean (4).

7.3. Results of preliminary data processing
Following the collection of the data and its being entered into the SPSS database, data
distribution and the descriptive statistics were conducted for all 235 of the completed
questionnaires (see Appendices 8 and 9) of both the LLEQ and the LLMQ. When using
Standard Maximum Likelihood methods of estimation, it is generally considered necessary
that normally distributed data are used. In order to evaluate the skewness, a +2/-2 guideline
was adopted, whilst to evaluate the kurtosis in the data, a guideline of +5/-5 was adopted.
These views were based on the views of Kline (2005), who states that skewness values over 3
can very often indicate extreme skewness, while conservative estimates of kurtosis are often
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considered extreme if over the value of 8. Using these parameters, it can be seen that the data
all fit within them, with the exception of variable E_20, which was Item #20 (When I think
about my future, I am hopeful that I will be able to use English effectively). The skewness of
this item showed some degree of negative skew (-1.872) but which remained inside the stated
parameters. However, this item was also slightly kurtotic (5.204), and its value lay just
outside the stated parameters. Although the cube root method was available to try and
normalize this item, as neither the skewness nor kurtosis values were in what Kline (2005)
considered the ‘extreme’ range, this item was left alone and not adjusted.
As the researcher was aware that the quantitative data needed to progress through
several stages in the overall analysis, at this stage only the descriptive statistics for the whole
sample are presented. At this time they are not separated into constructs as these were subject
to change, and as will be seen in sections 7.6-7.8, they did in fact undergo significant change.
The descriptive statistics of most relevance to the overall quantitative analyses are presented
and reported in section 7.12.

7.4. Internal consistency and reliability measures for the proposed models
(LLEQ and LLMQ)
The proposed models here are specifically the LLEQ and the LLMQ – the
questionnaires used in the project. In order to gain an understanding of the internal
consistency measures of the scales of each of the questionnaires, the Cronbach’s alpha
reliability coefficient was used. These results are shown in Table 7.1 and 7.2 in the following
sections.
There is a substantial amount of literature on how Cronbach’s alpha results can be
interpreted, but for the current study the guidelines proposed by George and Mallory (2003)
were used. These guidelines state that a Cronbach’s alpha value of > .90 is excellent, > .80 is
good, > .70 is acceptable, > .60 is questionable, and > .50 is poor).
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In utilizing the Cronbach’s alpha reliability measure, it should be remembered that it
is not the be-all and end-all, but can give an indication of overall construct reliability. The
measure itself has come under scrutiny in recent times due to the fact that it can underestimate
construct reliabilities (Vehkalahti, 2006). It has also been stated that the Cronbach’s alpha is
not terribly useful whatsoever as a quantitative measure of a concept unless “computed from
items with equal covariances” (McDonald, 1981, p. 111).
The next sections will report on the Cronbach’s alpha for the scales used in both the
LLEQ and the LLMQ.

7.4.1. LLEQ – Cronbach’s alpha for scales in original LLEQ
The LLEQ consisted of 17 constructs, which were drawn from the two domains of
Life-Related Emotions (LRE) and Study-Related Emotions (SRE) (see Table 5.4, p. 95). As
previously mentioned, the only emotion that did not have a scale associated with it in both
domains was that of boredom, which did not have a scale in the LRE domain as during the
qualitative phase no participants spoke of boredom in this domain whatsoever.
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Presented below in Table 7.2 are the Cronbach’s alpha values for the LLEQ:
Table 7.2: Construct reliabilities of the 17 latent constructs (LLEQ) N=235 (in descending
order)

Latent Construct
Happiness
Embarrassment
Hope
Embarrassment
Fear
Pride
Excitement
Hope
Excitement
Fear
Frustration
Boredom
Enjoyment
Enjoyment
Pride
Frustration
Happiness

Indicators

Domain

Cronbach’s Alpha

Acceptability

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

LRE
LRE
LRE
SRE
SRE
LRE
SRE
SRE
LRE
LRE
LRE
SRE
SRE
LRE
SRE
SRE
SRE

.80
.75
.75
.74
.73
.71
.69
.67
.67
.67
.67
.63
.62
.61
.58
.55
.52

Good
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Questionable
Questionable
Questionable
Questionable
Questionable
Questionable
Questionable
Questionable
Poor
Poor
Poor

Although six of the scales were above the acceptable level, there were eleven below the
acceptable level, and this was enough to be a cause of some concern. What was shown was
that there was poor inter-item correlation among the constructs in the proposed models of the
LLEQ. As a result, an EFA was conducted in an attempt to identify the factor structure
produced by the data, rather than by the researcher. The results of the EFA will be discussed
in section 7.5 and its subsections.

7.4.2. LLMQ – Cronbach’s alpha for scales in original LLMQ
As with the LLEQ, the internal consistency of the constructs used in the LLMQ were
also tested. At first, it appeared that this process would be merely academic, due to the fact
that the items had all been validated by previous studies and had only undergone minor
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adjustments to suit the current project. However, as the Cronbach’s alpha values in Table 7.3
demonstrate, this was not the case.
Table 7.3: Construct reliabilities of the 10 latent constructs (LLMQ) N=235 (in descending
order)

Latent Construct
Intended Learning Effort
Attitudes to Learning English
English Anxiety
Ideal L2 Self
Instrumentality
L2 Self-Confidence
Cultural Interest
International Empathy
Attitudes to L2 Community
International Contact

Indicators
3
5
4
5
5
3
4
3
4
4

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.85
.71
.71
.70
.68
.61
.54
.46
.42
.37

Acceptability
Good
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Questionable
Questionable
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

It can be seen in Table 7.2 that six of the ten constructs achieved a Cronbach’s alpha
value of below the acceptable level, with four constructs being poor. This hinted at the fact
that although the items in the LLMQ constructs had been used previously in other studies and
were only very slightly changed to fit the current context of Australia, these changes might
have had some impact on the respondents and on the manner in which items were answered.
To combat this, and to identify any clear factor structure that existed, the data were
submitted to an EFA. The outcome of the EFA will be discussed in the following sections.

7.5. Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) – Results and modifications to
proposed models (LLEQ and LLMQ)
Once it was determined that the scales, or latent constructs, set out in the LLEQ and in
the LLMQ were not all reliable according to the Cronbach’s alpha values produced, it was
determined that an EFA needed to be conducted in order to identify what factor structures
were drawn from the data in comparison to what was postulated in the questionnaire scales.
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It was found from the EFA that there was no clearly defined factor structure, and
certainly it was not close to the scales allocated and presented in the questionnaires. What
occurred was that the participants were answering large quantities of the items in a similar
way, which was not helpful in beginning the quantitative analysis in earnest. There was a lack
of domain specification among items, which resulted in some items showing cross-loading
and weak loading.
From this situation, it became clear that observing relationships between individual
emotions might not be possible, or at least as simplistic, as first thought. Subsequently, the
quantitative phase of the project reached a pivotal moment that set the course for the rest of
the quantitative phase. Even though the factor structure produced by the EFAs was not
aligned with the proposed model in terms of individual emotions such as pride, being distinct
from happiness, being distinct from enjoyment, for example, what did occur was that the data
were grouped together into ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ emotions. This helped in the decision
that followed, which was to separate the LLEQ data into two separate models. One of these
models focused on the items of LRE, and the other focused on the items of SRE. These
domains were considered carefully in the item construction, and without separating them into
their own separate models at this point, it was felt that the importance and value attached to
each domain could potentially be lost. Furthermore, it helped to deliver a clearer factor
structure, which although still did not exactly match what was set out in the questionnaires
themselves, still made sense and was able to be worked with for the remainder of the
quantitative phase of the project.
The results of the EFA and the factors it produced for LRE and SRE from the LLEQ,
and also from the LLMQ are outlined in the following sections.
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7.5.1. EFA – Life-Related Emotions (LRE) – LLEQ
To begin the EFA process, the LRE model was entered into SPSS and the EFA
conducted. The final factor structure produced is outlined in Table 7.3 below. What should be
noted is that items making up the factors are those that loaded to a factor with a factor loading
of above 0.45, which was the established cut-off (Hair et al., 1998) in order to screen out
items that were weak indicators of the constructs. There were some items that showed crossloading, and these were removed from the analysis. The factors that were created were
renamed due to the fact that the indicator variables that the EFA allocated to these new factors
were a mixture of those that had previously been allocated to scales of individual emotions.
As mentioned earlier, the respondents tended to differentiate more between positive and
negative emotions than they did among the actual distinct, individual emotions. The new
factors that were created by the EFA procedure were created only by the statistical software,
with no alteration or adjustments made by the researcher at this point. As such, when
inspecting the items allocated to the different factors, there is a perceived ‘mismatch’ among
the items such as Item 20 in Factor 1 and Item 2 in Factor 4 – both these items seem to be
referring to the future and are based around the emotion of ‘hope’. At this point, any
perceived mismatch among item content was left unchanged since that this was the very first
step in the data analytical procedure that would culminate in ‘trimmed’ and modified models.
In line with this, the factors were not yet given specific names, as the factors were only
tentative and would undergo more changes in due course. The new unnamed factors and
respective indicator variables can now be seen below in Table 7.4. All of these were still
subject to further verification through single factor model testing and CFA in AMOS. It is
important to note that once the factors had undergone all necessary modifications and
confirmations they were named for use on the structural model testing stage (7.13).
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Table 7.4: Initial factor structure for the LRE model (drawn from LLEQ data) after EFA pretesting – subject to further modifications
Factor 1: LRE-1
Item #

Item wording

84
25
24
19
39
55
20
21
33
73
48

It makes me happy when people understand me speaking English.
Using English effectively for simple tasks in my daily life makes me feel proud.
When I have an enjoyable experience using English it makes me want to study harder.
When I express my opinions clearly I feel proud.
I am excited when people try to have a conversation with me in English.
When I feel excited, it makes me want to practice English more.
When I think about my future, I am hopeful that I will be able to use English effectively.
I feel very excited when I need to use English in everyday situations.
I am proud of myself using English in Australia or other foreign countries.
I hope to use English in my future job.
I hope my English keeps improving as it will help me to cope with my university studies.

Item #

Item wording

28
4
29
18
59
14
68
46
81
41
17
30
40
69

I’m embarrassed that I can’t express myself well in class.
Speaking to English speakers makes me feel afraid.
I feel scared every time I speak English.
I want to use English all the time, but I am afraid of making mistakes.
When I have to repeat myself to people, it is embarrassing.
If I make a mistake when using English in public I feel very embarrassed.
When I misunderstand someone’s meaning it can be embarrassing.
I don’t like using English outside class as people don’t understand me.
I rarely begin communication with people because I don’t want to make a mistake.
It’s frustrating when I can’t express what I am thinking.
I feel frustrated when I feel that my English study does not make me better at communicating in
daily life.
I get angry when I feel that my communication skills are not improving.
I am afraid that my English ability will stop me from reaching my goals.
Sometimes I am angry that people don’t try hard enough to understand me.

Item #

Item wording

49
50
51
62
60
31

Speaking with native-speakers makes me feel happy.
I really enjoy talking in English with people in daily life.
Using English in my daily life makes me feel happy.
I am happy living in an English-speaking country.
Using English outside of class is more enjoyable than in class.
Talking in English with other international students is enjoyable.

Item #

Item wording

2
3
12

One day I hope I will be a fluent English speaker.
Using English effectively in my daily life will make me feel happy.
I get excited when I can see my improvement in English in daily life.

Factor 2: LRE-2

Factor 3: LRE-3

Factor 4: LRE-4

7.5.2. EFA – Study-Related Emotions (SRE) - LLEQ
The data pertaining to the SRE model went through the same process as that of the
LRE model; that is, an EFA was conducted and items showing cross-loading or not loading to
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any factor were deleted, as were those not above the 0.45 factor loading value. The resulting
factor structure can be seen below in Table 7.5. As with the LRE model mentioned in 7.5.1,
these factors are unnamed as they are subject to further change.
Table 7.5: Initial factor structure for the SRE model (drawn from LLEQ data) after EFA pretesting - subject to further modifications
Factor 1: SRE-1
Item #

Item wording

78
44
82
15
16
80
71
56
57
5
13
26
79
27
58
70
72

Sometimes when I answer questions in class I feel that I look stupid.
I don’t answer questions in class because I am afraid of making a mistake.
I’m embarrassed that I can’t express myself well in class.
I feel scared to use English in class until I am sure it is correct.
It takes a lot of time to do things in English and that is frustrating.
I don’t want anyone to know when I haven’t understood something in English class.
I am afraid to communicate with classmates because I don’t want to make a mistake.
I am afraid of feeling embarrassed.
I avoid discussing any problems I have.
It’s usually difficult for me to focus in English class.
I feel ashamed because others make faster progress than me.
Because I get bored, I don’t concentrate on my English lessons.
I am afraid of disappointing my family by not improving my English.
Focusing my study to prepare for a test makes me frustrated.
I get very frustrated when I feel like I am not making any progress in my classes.
It’s most frustrating trying to speak with students of a different English level.
English study is always the same.

Factor 2: SRE-2
Item #

Item wording

35
22
53
52
63
9
34
32
47
7
38

I get excited when I can see my improvement in English class.
I am very hopeful that I can succeed in English class.
When I understand a new topic or some new grammar, I feel happy.
Getting good grades makes me feel proud.
I feel happy when my teacher and other students are interested in what I talk about.
I am hopeful that I can make good contributions in English class.
Contributing in class makes me feel happy.
My enjoyment of English class makes me want to participate.
I enjoy participating in English activities.
When I feel excited in class, it makes me want to work harder to improve.
I am hopeful that my English studies are preparing me well for future work and study.

Factor 3: SRE-3
Item #

Item wording

1
23
76
83

I get excited about going to English class.
I am motivated to go to English class because it is exciting.
I am happy when I am in English class.
Learning English is exciting.

Item #

Item wording

64
85
65
74

I am confident when I go to English class.
I am proud of myself.
I always get excited by using English with other students.
I feel confident that I can learn all the material effectively.

Factor 4: SRE-4
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7.5.3. EFA - LLMQ
The data pertaining to the LLMQ model went through the same process as that of the
LRE and SRE models; that is, an EFA was conducted and items not loading to any factor
were deleted, as were those not above the 0.45 factor loading value. The resulting factor
structure can be seen below in Table 7.6. It should be noted here that the factors have been
named already as the EFA created a clear factor structure that made sense. This could be put
down to the fact that the items had been validated in previous studies. Although these factors
would also undergo further modification, it was acceptable to name them at this stage in
comparison to the LRE and SRE models.
Table 7.6: Modified factor structure for the LLMQ model (drawn from LLMQ data)
Factor 1: Ideal L2 Self
Item #

Item wording

12
19
21
11
13
26
25

I think English will help my future career.
The things I do in the future require me to speak English.
It is extremely important for me to learn English.
Whenever I think of my future career, I imagine myself using English.
Learning English is one of the most important things in my life.
Studying English will help me to get a good job.
If my dreams come true, I will use English effectively in the future.

Factor 2: English Anxiety
Item #

Item wording

35
3
27
5
17
14
36

If I met and English speaker, I would feel nervous.
I worry that other students will laugh at me when I speak English.
I’m not very good at volunteering answers in English class.
I am worried that the other students will laugh at me when I speak English.
I always feel that my classmates speak better English than I do.
I feel uncomfortable speaking English with a native speaker.
Learning English is a difficult task for me.

Item #

Item wording

34
40
9

I am working hard at learning English.
I am the kind of person who makes great effort to learn English.
I can honestly say that I am really doing my best to learn English.

Item #

Item wording

22
15
23

I really enjoy learning English.
I like English.
I like to read English books.

Item #

Item wording

31
30
32

I like English language TV shows and films.
I like the music of English-speaking countries.
Studying English will help me to know English-speaking people.

Factor 3: Intended Learning Effort

Factor 4: Attitudes to Learning English

Factor 5: Cultural Interest
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7.6. Internal consistency and reliability for the modified models
As outlined in the previous sections of 7.5.1, 7.5.2, and 7.5.3, initial factors were
created from the EFA, and in order to assess the internal consistency of these new factors, the
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was once again calculated. The new, renamed, factors relevant
to each modified model appear and are discussed in the following sections of 7.6.1, 7.6.2, and
7.6.3. along with their Cronbach alpha values.
As can be seen, the Cronbach alpha values of the newly created factors are muchimproved.

7.6.1. Cronbach’s alpha – LRE
The revised Cronbach’s alpha values for the LRE model can be seen in Table 7.7
below.
Table 7.7: Revised Cronbach’s alpha values for the LRE latent constructs

Latent Construct

Indicators

Domain

LRE-1
LRE-2
LRE-3
LRE-4

11
14
6
4

LRE
LRE
LRE
LRE

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.87
.87
.84
.75

Acceptability
Good
Good
Good
Acceptable

As can be seen, the revised Cronbach’s alpha values are much-improved. It must be
noted, however, that the number of indicator variables allocated to each construct is large in
the case of the first three, and particularly ‘LRE-1’ and ‘LRE-2’. These were left unchanged
at this point as the researcher was aware that the constructs would go through further phases
of refinement in the subsequent stages of single-factor model testing, measurement model
development and testing, and then the final stage of testing the full structural models.
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7.6.2. Cronbach’s alpha – SRE
The revised Cronbach’s alpha values for the SRE model can be seen in Table 7.8.
Table 7.8: Revised Cronbach’s alpha values for the SRE latent constructs:

Latent Construct

Indicators

Domain

SRE-1
SRE-2
SRE-3
SRE-4

17
11
4
4

SRE
SRE
SRE
SRE

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.87
.87
.84
.75

Acceptability
Good
Good
Good
Acceptable

As with the LRE model, the number of indicator variables the EFA assigned to the
constructs of ‘fear/embarrassment/frustration’ and ‘happiness/enjoyment’ was too large, but
this was expected to reduce when going through the subsequent phases of the data analysis
under AMOS through verification of single factor models and CFA.

7.6.3. Cronbach’s alpha – LLMQ
The revised Cronbach’s alpha values for the LLMQ model can be seen in Table 7.9.
Table 7.9: Revised Cronbach’s alpha values for the LLMQ latent constructs

Latent Construct
Intended Learning Effort
Ideal L2 Self
English Anxiety
Attitudes to Learning English
Cultural Interest

Indicators
3
7
7
3
3

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.85
.82
.79
.76
.73

Acceptability
Good
Good
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable

The number of latent constructs identified by the EFA was reduced from the original
LLMQ, but most importantly was the fact that the Ideal L2 Self was among them, as well as
English Anxiety, which is very closely linked with emotions.
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It was decided that these were the latent constructs that would be worked with for the
remainder of the project. The next section will present the single factor models of the newly
derived factors.

7.7. Single factor models and model fit statistics
Following the determination of the Cronbach’s alpha values for the revised models,
the process of SEM began in earnest. In this stage, all constructs of the LRE, SRE and LLMQ
were tested individually in order to establish their degree of model fit. This was conducted in
the AMOS software package, which is part of SPSS. The reason this step was conducted prior
to further combined testing was that “it is good practice to assess the fit of each construct and
its items individually to determine whether there are any items that are particularly weak”
(Hooper, Coughlan and Mullen, 2008, p. 53). When considering the individual item loadings
onto the latent constructs, the guidelines of Tabachnick and Fidell (2011) were followed –
they state that a general rule of thumb is that a factor loading of (.32) represents a good
standard for the minimal loading. If the individual item loading was too low, it was deleted
from the factor. Furthermore, if any items exhibited a low multiple r-squared value (squared
correlation) (less than .20), they were excluded from the analysis as this indicated high levels
of error (Hooper, Coughlan and Mullen, 2008). Finally, modification indices (MI) were
consulted to determine if the fit of the models could be improved through correlations that
exist between indicator variables. If the suggested modification made an improvement to the
overall model fit, it was considered for inclusion, after consulting the items in question.
The single factor models are discussed in relation to their respective model fit in the
following sections (7.7.1, 7.7.2 and 7.7.3). Following this, the new factors are renamed and
the constructs to be used in the final stages of the quantitative analysis are confirmed (7.9).
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7.7.1. LRE – Single factor models
Within this section the findings from each latent construct of the LRE model are
presented individually and separately, including their model fit index values.
Life-Related Emotions – Factor 1 (LRE-1)
In Table 7.10 below, the initial findings of the single-factor findings for the factor of
‘LRE-1’ can be observed. The table shows the initial findings, as well as the final loadings. In
general, the items generally exhibited acceptable loadings with the exception of ‘E_48 – I
hope my English keeps improving as it will help me to cope with my university studies’, which
was quite low, with a loading of .52 – especially in comparison to the other items. In addition,
it was also concerned with the emotion of ‘hope’. This emotion was deemed to be more
linked to the future which in turn was more closely aligned with the theoretical framework of
the project in relation to the Ideal L2 Self concept. Further to this, ‘E_48’, along with ‘E_73 –
I hope to use English in my future job’, exhibited low r-squared values which further
supported their deletion. Further consideration was also given to another item focusing on
‘hope’ – ‘E_20 – When I think about my future, I am hopeful that I will be able to use English
effectively’ – as with ‘E_73’ and ‘E_48’ because these items were linked to the notion of the
future and of hope and theoretically did not belong in this factor. It should be reiterated here
that these decisions were made based on the theoretical underpinning of the items in the factor
and the researcher’s informed discretion in combination with statistical justifications.
Once the aforementioned items had been removed from the analysis, this factor was renamed
as ‘Positive Emotions – Use-related’, and it will be referred to as such from this point
onwards.
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Table 7.10: Summary of initial LRE findings – single factor model: Factor LRE-1
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Loadings

E_84
E_25
E_24
E_19
E_39
E_55
E_21
E_33
E_20
E_73
E_48

.73
.70
.68
.71
.58
.57
.63
.59
.63
.57
.52

Final
Standardised Loadings
.69
.74
.68
.70
.60
.59
.63
.60
-

C.R (t)
11.41
12.37
11.13
11.47
9.46
9.18
10.12
9.41
-

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
RMSEA
(x2/df)
100.93/44
.074
Initial
2.294
38.57/20
.063
Final
1.929
Composite Construct Reliability = 0.86

IFI

TLI

CFI

.935

.918

.934

.970

.958

.970

It can be seen that once the items were removed, the overall fit of the ‘Positive
Emotions – Use-related’ factor increased significantly.
Life-Related Emotions – Factor 2 (LRE-2)
The EFA process extracted this factor, which was renamed as ‘LRE-2’, and loaded 14
items to it. As previously mentioned, this number was too high, so it was hoped in this
process from single-factor modeling through to the development of the full CFA models that
the number could be lowered.
Firstly, on inspecting the r-squared values, those values for items ‘E_30 – I get angry
when I feel that my communication skills are not improving’, ‘E_40 – I am afraid that my
English ability will stop me from reaching my goals’ and ‘E_69 – Sometimes I get angry that
people don’t try hard enough to understand me’ were below the acceptable level of (.20), and
as a result were removed from the analysis. At this point the items in the factor were
examined, and the emphasis was heavily on the emotions of fear and embarrassment. The
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items ‘E_41 – It’s frustrating when I can’t express what I am thinking’, ‘and ‘E_17 – I feel
frustrated when I feel that my English study does not make me better at communicating in
daily life’ clearly focused on the emotion of frustration, which was a slightly different feeling,
so these were removed from the factor to allow a clearer focus on fear and embarrassment.
Next, the Modification Indices (MIs) were consulted, and error covariances were associated
with ‘E_46 – I don’t like using English outside class as people don’t understand me’ and
‘E_81 – I rarely begin communication with people because I don’t want to make a mistake’.
At first, the covariance (a two-headed arrow) was added to join these items. Model fit was
improved, but it was decided to also test the removal of ‘E_46’ and then test again followed
by a final re-test after removing ‘E_81’. Model fit saw the greatest improvement with item
‘E_81’ being retained, so this is what was kept. In Table 7.11 below, the initial findings of the
construct can be observed. The table shows the initial standardized estimates as well as the
final standardized estimates and model fit indices.
Once the aforementioned items had been removed from the analysis, this factor was
renamed as ‘Fear and Embarrassment’, and it will be referred to as such from this point
onwards.
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Table 7.11: Summary of initial LRE findings – single factor model: Factor LRE-2
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Estimates

E_28
E_4
E_29
E_18
E_59
E_14
E_68
E_81
E_17
E_46
E_41
E_30
E_40
E_69

.72
.70
.67
.64
.63
.61
.57
.52
.53
.54
.52
.50
.43
.39

Final
Standardised Estimates
.71
.72
.66
.68
.60
.66
.55
.51
-

C.R (t)
11.75
12.01
10.68
11.14
9.40
10.72
8.46
7.71
-

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
RMSEA
(x2/df)
245.191/77
.097
Initial
3.184
50.038/20
.080
Final
2.502
Composite Construct Reliability = 0.85

IFI

TLI

CFI

.836

.804

.834

.949

.928

.949

After deletion of the items mentioned, it can be seen that the model fit of the construct
was elevated in all areas, and as such proved that in its new form it was a more reliable and
enhanced model.

Life-Related Emotions – Factor 3 (LRE-3)
Another of the factors extracted by the EFA into the new factor structure is that of
‘LRE-3’. Table 7.12 displays the factor loadings for the indicator variables and the model fit
indices. As can be seen, the model fit indices are good; in addition, the r-squared statistic for
all items was above the required r-squared value of (.20). Therefore, no items needed to be
removed from the factor at this stage of the analysis.
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As the focus of the items assigned to the factor was clearly on the emotions of
happiness and enjoyment, the factor was renamed as ‘Happiness and Enjoyment’ and it will
be referred to as such from this point onwards.
Table 7.12: Summary of initial LRE findings – single factor model: Factor LRE-3
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Estimates

E_49
E_50
E_51
E_62
E_60
E_31

.85
.82
.83
.72
.48
.50

Final
Standardised Estimates
.85
.82
.83
.72
.48
.50

C.R (t)
15.44
14.59
15.09
12.28
7.34
7.67

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
RMSEA
(x2/df)
.569
.00
5.121/9
Composite Construct Reliability = 0.86

IFI

TLI

CFI

1.00

1.00

1.00

Life-Related Emotions – Factor 4 (LRE-4)
The final of the factors the EFA process extracted was that of ‘LRE-4’. Table 7.13
shows the initial standardised estimates, the final standardised estimates, and the associated
model fit indices. The CFA on this model shows that it is what can be called an ‘over-fit’
model, which occurs when there are only three indicator variables in the factor.
As the focus of the items assigned to the factor was on the notion of the future, the
factor was renamed as ‘Positive Emotions – Future-related’ and it will be referred to as
such from this point onwards.
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Table 7.13: Summary of initial LRE findings – single factor model: Factor LRE-4
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Estimates

E_2
E_3
E_12

.83
.72
.61

Final
Standardised Estimates
.83
.72
.61

C.R (t)
11.82
10.40
8.99

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
(x2/df)
-

RMSEA

IFI

TLI

CFI

.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Composite Construct Reliability = 0.76

7.7.2. SRE – Single factor models
Within this section the findings from each latent construct of the LRE model are
presented individually and separately, including their model fit index values.
Study-Related Emotions – Factor 1 (SRE-1)
The first of the factors extracted by the EFA procedure for the SRE model will be
known, for now, as ‘SRE-1’. Displayed in Table 7.14 below are the initial and final
standardised estimates for the individual factor loadings along with the model fit indices. It
can be seen that six items were deleted. These items were ‘E_26 – Because I get bored, I
don’t concentrate on my English lessons’, ‘E_79 – I am afraid of disappointing my family by
not improving my English’, ‘E_27 – Focusing my study to prepare for a test makes me
frustrated’, ‘E_58 - I get very frustrated when I feel like I am not making ant progress in my
classes’, ‘E_70 – It’s most frustrating trying to speak with students of a different English
level’ and ‘E_72 – English study is always the same’. The rationale behind these deletions
was that their multiple squared correlation values (r-squared) fell below the (0.2) threshold
level. Further to this, the majority of items in the factor with strong loading values focused on
the emotions of ‘fear’ and ‘embarrassment’. The majority of those removed from the analysis
had a focus on ‘frustration’ and ‘boredom’. In the light of this, further review of items found
that items ‘E-16 – It takes a lot of time to do things in English and that is frustrating’, ‘E_57 –
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I avoid discussing any problems that I have’ and ‘E_5 – It’s usually difficult for me to focus in
English class’ also had a focus on ‘frustration’ and ‘boredom’, so they were removed from
the factor. In addition, several of these items that were removed from the analysis had
exhibited strong cross-loading and this, when combined with the reasons given above,
rendered them unsuitable to continue with.
Once the aforementioned items had been removed from the analysis, this factor was
renamed as ‘Fear and Embarrassment’, and it will be referred to as such from this point
onwards.
Table 7.14: Summary of initial SRE findings – single factor model: Factor SRE-1
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Estimates

E_78
E_44
E_82
E_15
E_80
E_71
E_56
E_13
E_16
E_57
E_5
E_26
E_79
E_27
E_58
E_70
E_72

.63
.70
.67
.63
.58
.61
.58
.56
.58
.53
.54
.44
.44
.44
.42
.42
.40

Final
Standardised Estimates
.64
.70
.70
.63
.58
.62
.60
.54
-

C.R (t)
9.83
11.41
11.38
9.99
8.96
9.63
9.27
8.26
-

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
RMSEA
(x2/df)
240.277/119
.066
Initial
2.019
37.134/20
.061
Final
1.857
Composite Construct Reliability = 0.85

IFI

TLI

CFI

.886

.867

.884

.968

.954

.967

The fit statistics for the newly-labelled ‘Fear and Embarrassment’ factor are now in
the ideal range.
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Study-Related Emotions – Factor 2 (SRE-2)
It can be seen in this factor that even though the number of indicator variables remains
high, each item met the minimum factor loading requirement as well as exceeding the (.20) rsquared cut-off value. MIs also failed to suggest any adequate or necessary improvement.
However, on inspecting the item content, it could be seen that the dominant theme in the
factor was that of ‘happiness’ and ‘enjoyment’. Although some items mention the emotions
of ‘pride’ and ‘excitement’, these were not excluded from the analysis as during the
qualitative interviews it was shown that among the participants there was often very little
differentiation in the these emotions and those of ‘happiness’ and ‘enjoyment’. This is
something that will be elaborated on in detail in Chapter 8. The three items that did not carry
this same meaning, however, were those of ‘E_22 – I am very hopeful that I can succeed in
English class’, ‘E_9 – I am hopeful that I can make good contributions in English class’, and
‘E_38 – I am hopeful that my English studies are preparing me well for future work and
study’, and as a result they were removed from the analysis.
Once the aforementioned items had been removed from the analysis, this factor was
renamed as ‘Happiness and Enjoyment’, and it will be referred to as such from this point
onwards.
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Table 7.15: Summary of initial SRE findings (CFA): Factor SRE-2
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Estimates

E_35
E_53
E_52
E_63
E_34
E_32
E_47
E_7
E_22
E_9
E_38

.74
.66
.59
.60
.63
.54
.60
.54
.66
.66
.47

Final
Standardised Estimates
.72
.69
.62
.62
.61
.57
.58
.55
-

C.R (t)
11.79
11.01
9.69
9.69
9.50
8.68
8.70
8.32
-

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
RMSEA
(x2/df)
2.019
.064
Initial
86.752/44
2.018
.066
Final
40.350/20
Composite Construct Reliability = 0.82

IFI

TLI

CFI

.947

.932

.946

.960

.944

.960

Study-Related Emotions – Factor 3 (SRE-3)
The factor of ‘SRE-3’ did not require any deletion of items in order for the model fit
statistics to be satisfactory. However, as three of the items did indeed focus on the emotion of
‘excitement’, but one (‘E_76 – I am happy when I am in English class’) was not the right item
to specify the domain of the construct, it was decided to remove that particular item from the
analysis. The resulting fit statistics can be seen in Table 7.16 along with the standardized
regression weights and Critical Ratio values.
As the focus of the items assigned to the factor was clearly on the emotion of
excitement, the factor was renamed as ‘Excitement’ and it will be referred to as such from
this point onwards.
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Table 7.16: Summary of initial SRE findings – single factor model: Factor SRE-3
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Estimates

E_1
E_23
E_83

.84
.71
.54

Final
Standardised Estimates
.84
.71
.54

C.R (t)
13.77
11.28
8.12

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
RMSEA
(x2/df)
.00
Composite Construct Reliability = 0.75

IFI

TLI

CFI

1.000

1.000

1.000

Study-Related Emotions – Factor 4 (SRE-4)
As with the previous factor, the ‘SRE-4’ factor did not require any item deletions to
satisfy required fit statistics; however, an additional verification of the items revealed that
item ‘E_65 – I always get excited by using English with other students’ targeted ‘excitement’,
and this did not share the meaning of the other items allocated to the construct, and was thus
removed from the analysis. The resulting fit statistics can be seen in Table 7.17 along with the
standardized regression weights and Critical Ratio values.
As the focus of the items assigned to the factor was clearly on the emotions of pride
and confidence, the factor was renamed as ‘Pride and Confidence’, and it will be referred to
as such from this point onwards.
Table 7.17: Summary of initial SRE findings (CFA): Factor SRE-4
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Estimates

E_64
E_85
E_74

.65
.64
.57

Final
Standardised Estimates
.65
.64
.57

C.R (t)
7.78
7.67
7.15

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
(x2/df)
-

RMSEA

IFI

TLI

CFI

.00

1.000

1.000

1.000

Composite Construct Reliability = 0.65
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7.7.3. LLMQ – Single factor models
Ideal L2 Self
This factor was an important one for the project, and the items it comprises generally
reflect the ‘future’ nature of what the Ideal L2 Self focuses on so heavily. The items in this
factor are designed to measure the Ideal L2 Self concept of the participants through direct
reference to the future as well as to the notion of ‘self’. It was this aspect of motivation that
will be most focused on in terms of the relationship with emotions in the SEM phase (section
7.10).
The initial standardized estimates and model fit indices along with final estimates can
be seen below in Table 7.18. The only modification made was the deletion of item ‘M_26 –
Studying English will help me to get a good job’. This was on the basis that the model did not
achieve acceptable fit, and on further inspection of the items in the factor, this item was more
closely linked with the concept of ‘instrumentality’ than with the ‘ideal L2 self’, so the
decision was made to exclude it from the analysis. This elevated model achieved fit in all
areas to acceptable levels, although the RMSEA value was still in the reasonable, rather than
ideal range.
Table 7.18: Summary of initial LLMQ findings – single factor model: Ideal L2 Self
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Loadings

M_12
M_19
M_21
M_11
M_13
M_25
M_26

.69
.65
.67
.62
.64
.60
.59

Final
Standardised Loadings
.64
.66
.70
.65
.66
.59
-

C.R (t)
9.89
10.23
11.01
10.08
10.35
8.76
-

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
RMSEA
(x2/df)
4.030
.114
Initial
56.421/14
2.850
.089
Final
25.561/9
Composite Construct Reliability = 0.81
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IFI

TLI

CFI

.914

.869

.912

.957

.928

.957

English Anxiety
The factor of ‘English Anxiety’ is one that the EFA also drew out appropriate items
for. The items in the factor were designed to measure the feelings of worry, concern and
anxiety related to English language learning. The findings associated with this factor can be
observed in Table 7.19 below.
Although the initial findings were acceptable, with very good fit in the IFI, TLI and
CFI indices, the RMSEA was still slightly high, so the MIs were consulted and these
displayed error covariances for the item ‘M_5 – I am worried that the other students will
laugh at me when I speak English’ with three other items in the factor (M_12, M_21, M_11)
For this reason, it was removed from the analysis, which improved model fit to acceptable
levels.
Table 7.19: Summary of initial LLMQ findings – single factor model: English Anxiety
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Loadings

M_35
M_3
M_27
M_17
M_14
M_36
M_5

.73
.63
.59
.55
.53
.52
.58

Final
Standardised Loadings
.64
.66
.70
.65
.66
.59
-

C.R (t)
9.89
10.23
11.01
10.08
10.35
8.76
-

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
RMSEA
(x2/df)
2.668
.084
Initial
37.357/14
.668
.000
Final
6.015/9
Composite Construct Reliability = 0.77

IFI

TLI

CFI

.938

.905

.936

1.00

1.00

1.00

Intended Learning Effort
As with the ‘LRE-4’ factor, this factor, along with the subsequent two factors in the
LLMQ, do not need to be re-specified due to the fact that they have only three indicator
variables. The items in this factor are designed to reflect the ‘effort’ facet of motivation and
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the degree to which participants actually inject effort into their English language learning. The
findings can be viewed in Table 7.20 below.
Table 7.20: Summary of initial LLMQ findings – single factor model: Intended Learning
Effort
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Estimates

M_34
M_40
M_9

.86
.80
.76

Final
Standardised Estimates
.86
.80
.76

C.R (t)
14.72
13.50
12.76

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
(x2/df)
-

RMSEA

IFI

TLI

CFI

.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Composite Construct Reliability = 0.85

Attitudes to Learning English
Again, this factor did not need to be re-specified due to the fact that it has only three
indicator variables. The items in the factor are designed to measure the relationship between
the participant and the English language in terms of their feelings and beliefs towards aspects
of the language itself. The findings can be viewed in Table 7.21 below.
Table 7.21: Summary of initial LLMQ findings – single factor model: Attitudes to Learning
English
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Estimates

M_22
M_15
M_23

.97
.69
.54

Final
Standardised Estimates
.97
.69
.54

C.R (t)
13.43
10.08
8.00

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
(x2/df)
-

RMSEA

IFI

TLI

CFI

.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Composite Construct Reliability = 0.79
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Cultural Interest
This is another factor that did not need to be re-specified due to its low number of
indicator variables. The items in this factor were designed to determine the level of interest
held by participants in relation to aspects of English-language culture (represented by books
and music, and by an interest in getting to know people from within this culture). The
findings can be viewed in Table 7.22 below.
Table 7.22: Summary of initial LLMQ findings – single factor model: Cultural Interest
Quest. Items

Initial Standardised Estimates

M_22
M_15
M_23

.82
.73
.53

Final
Standardised Estimates
.82
.73
.53

C.R (t)
10.99
10.07
7.66

Achieved Fit Indices
CMIN/DF
(x2/df)
-

RMSEA

IFI

TLI

CFI

.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Composite Construct Reliability = 0.76

To this point, each factor produced by the EFA has been tested independently of each
other to determine how well they fit to the data, and this has been done for the two domains of
LRE and SRE, and then for the LLMQ as well. The next stage is to test the adequacy of the
measurement models through measurement model tests.

7.8. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) with model fit statistics
The testing of the full measurement models was done through the same process of
CFA as the single-factor model testing. Firstly, using the AMOS software package, the
measurement model for the LRE was determined, followed by the SRE, and then finally the
LLMQ. This was done by covarying all the constructs in each model. The final fit statistics
can be seen both before and after the deletions of items. Certain modification and ‘trimming’
procedures were undertaken for each of these (and these are outlined in sections 7.8.1, 7.8.2,
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and 7.8.3). Once the ‘final’ measurement model for each had been finalized and the model fit
statistics were deemed to be acceptable, the LRE model was combined with the LLMQ
model, and the same was done for the SRE model and the LLMQ. This merging of the models
was a significant step towards completing the ultimate goal of the quantitative phase as once
the merged measurement model was specified and deemed to be of acceptable fit, the final
process of testing the full structural model for relationships between emotion and motivation
variables could be tested.
The following sections will present the fit statistics for the initial and final CFA
models for the LRE domain, the SRE domain, the LLMQ, and then finally the combined
LRE-LLMQ model and the SRE-LLMQ model (five separate measurement models in total).
It is useful here to clarify once again that there are five separate models as the first three
(LRE; SRE; LLMQ) were to confirm each model individually, but the final two (LRELLMQ; SRE-LLMQ) were the most necessary as these two combinations were those that
would be carried through to the SEM analysis.

7.8.1. CFA for LRE
For the LRE domain, the EFA extracted 34 items into the four factors that have been
outlined in previous sections. During the single-factor model testing process, a total of nine
items were deleted, reducing the overall item total to 25.
As can be seen in Table 7.23, the initial fit to the data was poor, but improved
significantly after the item deletions.
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Table 7.23: Summary of overall (initial and final) CFA model for LRE
Fit Indices
X2(df)
CMIN
IFI
TLI
CFI
RMSEA

Overall Measurement Model (LRE)
Initial
Final
945.774 (521)
304.016 (203)
1.815
1.498
.863
.947
.851
.939
.861
.946
.059
.046

The fit statistics clearly justify the deletion of these items, but it should be noted that
in combined measurement testing, further deletion of items could occur. The visual
representation of the CFA for the LRE model created in AMOS can be seen in Appendix 10.

7.8.2. CFA for SRE
For the SRE domain, the EFA extracted 36 items into the four factors that have been
outlined in previous sections. During the single-factor model testing process, a total of 14
items were deleted, reducing the overall item total to 22.
During the testing of the CFA model, there was one more item removed from the
analysis, and that was item ‘E_47’ from the factor ‘Happiness and Enjoyment’ as it showed
error covariances with several other items in the model. This deletion improved fit
considerably.
As can be seen in Table 7.24, the initial fit to the data was poor, but improved
significantly after the item deletions. That being said, the fit of the data remained far from
ideal, so it was projected that further re-specification may be needed in the combined SRELLMQ measurement model.
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Table 7.24: Summary of overall (initial and final) CFA model for SRE
Fit Indices
X2(df)
CMIN
IFI
TLI
CFI
RMSEA

Overall Measurement Model (SRE)
Initial
Final
1033.067 (588)
322.955 (203)
1.757
1.591
.840
.921
.825
.909
.837
.920
.057
.050

As can be seen, the improvement in fit statistics justify the deletions made to this point. The
visual representation of the CFA for the SRE model created in AMOS can be seen in
Appendix 11.

7.8.3. CFA for LLMQ
For the LLMQ model, the EFA extracted five factors with a combined total of 23
items. Through the single-factor model testing phase, a total of two items were deleted from
these five factors. This improved considerably the model fit statistics, but it was also decided
that one of the factors – that of ‘Cultural Interest’ – isolated by the EFA was no longer
pertinent to the study. This decision was made based on the wording of the ‘Cultural Interest’
items themselves, which focused on the enjoyment of English language music and films. On
revisiting the interviews undertaken with the participants, it was the other factors that were
much more pertinent, and music and films were not mentioned. What was of primary
importance was that the ‘Ideal L2 Self’ factor was well represented, which would allow for
the final research question to be addressed. As a result, it was also decided to focus on just
four factors relating to motivation, and to omit the ‘Cultural Interest’ factor, which was served
by three indicator variables.
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Below, Table 7.25 displays the final fit statistics for this four-factor LLMQ model.
Table 7.25: Summary of overall (initial and final) CFA model for LLMQ
Fit Indices
X2(df)
CMIN
IFI
TLI
CFI
RMSEA

Overall Measurement Model (LLMQ)
Initial
Final
408.698 (220)
205.451 (129)
1.858
1.593
.896
.944
.878
.933
.894
.943
.061
.050

As can be seen, the final LLMQ measurement model fit statistics are much improved, and
well above and within acceptable threshold levels. The visual representation of the CFA for
the LLMQ model created in AMOS can be seen in Appendix 12.

7.8.4. CFA for LRE-LLMQ
The testing of the combined CFA model of LRE-LLMQ was the final step before the
full structural models could be established and tested, and basically saw the LRE CFA model
merged with the LLMQ CFA model to create the final version.
The initial model was tested, and whilst it showed reasonable fit, the fit statistics were
not quite at the desired levels. As a result, the MIs were consulted and these showed three
items that demonstrated high error covariances with other items in their respective factors.
These were the items of ‘E_39 – I am excited when people try to have a conversation with me
in English’, ‘E_24 – When I have an enjoyable experience using English it makes me want to
study harder’, and ‘E_4 – I feel scared every time I speak English’. These were removed from
the analysis, and the overall model fit was improved to acceptable level.
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The final fit statistics for the LRE-LLMQ model can be seen below in Table 7.26.
Table 7.26: Summary of overall (initial and final) CFA model for LRE-LLMQ
Fit Indices
X2(df)
CMIN
IFI
TLI
CFI
RMSEA

Overall Measurement Model (LRE-LLMQ)
(N=235)
962.902 (674)
1.429
.919
.910
.918
.043

The table shows that the overall measurement model for LRE-LLMQ achieved acceptable
model fit and thus confirmed the LRE-LLMQ CFA model to be used in the final SEM phase.
The visual representation of the CFA for the LRE-LLMQ model created in AMOS can be
seen in Appendix 13.

7.8.5. CFA for SRE-LLMQ
The testing of the combined CFA model of SRE-LLMQ was among the final steps
before the full structural models could be established and tested, and just as with the LRELLMQ model, the SRE CFA model was merged with the LLMQ CFA model to create the
final version.
Undergoing exactly the same process as the LRE-LLMQ, the SRE-LLMQ model was
tested initially, and a similar outcome was attained in that the model fit statistics were just
below the acceptable level. So, once again, the MIs were consulted and these showed three
items that demonstrated high error covariances with other items in their respective factors.
These were the items of ‘E_78 – Sometimes when I answer questions in class I feel that I look
stupid’, ‘E_83 – Learning English is exciting’, and ‘M_25 – If my dreams come true, I will
use English effectively in the future’ and were removed from the analysis. In addition, the
items ‘E_82’ and ‘E_80’ were joined using a covariance arrow, as the MIs suggested they
were similar and that the modification would improve overall model fit.
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The initial and final fit statistics for the SRE-LLMQ model can be seen below in Table 7.27.
Table 7.27: Summary of overall (initial and final) CFA model for SRE-LLMQ
Fit Indices
X2(df)
CMIN
IFI
TLI
CFI
RMSEA

Overall Measurement Model (SRE-LLMQ)
Initial (N=235)
677.994 (467)
1.452
.917
.904
.915
.044

In the case of the SRE-LLMQ model, the table demonstrates that a great deal of improvement
to model fit was achieved through the removal of the three additional items. This again
justified their respective removal and deletion, and confirmed the SRE-LLMQ measurement
model to be used in the final SEM phase. The visual representation of the CFA for the SRELLMQ model created in AMOS can be seen in Appendix 14.

7.9. Reliability of renamed factors
The factors extracted by the EFA, as mentioned in sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2, had not yet
been renamed due to the items allocated to each factor showing somewhat of a ‘mismatch’
and not sharing the same meaning or focus. As each of the individual factors of each of the
three separate models (LRE; SRE; LLMQ) had been through the process of modification and
re-specification, it became possible at this stage to rename them with more confidence in the
fact that the items within them were measuring the same thing.
The renamed factors, along with the items contained within them, can be seen in Table
7.28 below. In addition, the composite construct reliability scores are provided here. With the
exception of the ‘Pride and Confidence’ factor, all constructs were well above the acceptable
level suggested by Hair et al. (1998). In the case of ‘Pride and Confidence’, the composite
reliability score of 0.65 was still in the acceptable range. These values all demonstrate that the
items contained in the constructs are indeed considered reliable for their respective measures
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and also help to demonstrate convergent validity. It is important to remember here that all of
these constructs had also been subjected to the confirmation of CFA analysis.
Table 7.28: Finalised factors and composite reliability for LRE, SRE, and the LLMQ
Model

LRE

SRE

LLMQ

Renamed contruct measures

No. of items

Positive emotions – use
Positive emotions – future
Happiness and Enjoyment
Fear and Embarrassment
Happiness and Enjoyment
Excitement
Pride and Confidence
Fear and Embarrassment
Intended Learning Effort
Attitudes to Learning English
English Anxiety
Ideal L2 Self (IL2S)

6
3
6
5
6
2
3
5
3
3
6
5

Composite
Construct
Reliability
0.86
0.76
0.86
0.85
0.82
0.75
0.65
0.85
0.85
0.79
0.77
0.81

7.10. Validity of the constructs
When assessing the validity of quantitative research instruments, there are two
primary forms of validity that need to be assessed – content validity and construct validity.
Firstly, content validity refers to the subjective assessment of the measure associated with the
face validity for an informal evaluation of the scales or factors (Arino, 2003; Hardesty and
Bearden, 2004) – see section 5.7.2. In the current study, the content validity was addressed
through consultations with the thesis supervisory panel as well as through comparison with
other studies such as Ryan’s (2008) Motivational Factors Questionnaire and Pekrun et al.’s
(2005) Achievement Emotions Questionnaire. In addition, the qualitative data guided item
construction which added to content validity.
The next issue to address is that of convergent validity and of discriminant validity,
which are both parts of construct validity. This is an especially important step as it is
generally the case that “both convergent and discriminant coefficients are used to support or
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refute a claim of construct validity” (Zhu, 2000, p. 190). Before moving on to discuss these
validities in more detail with reference to the current project, it is first necessary to clearly
understand exactly what they are. Convergent validity refers to the “extent to which the scale
correlates positively with other measures of the same construct” whereas discriminant validity
refers to “the extent to which a measure does not correlate with other constructs from which it
is supposed to differ” (Malhotra, 2002, p. 294). In the current chapter, convergent validity
was dealt with in section 7.9 and in particular in Table 7.27 with the composite construct
reliability values. As can be seen, the composite reliability scores for the finalized constructs
that went on to be used in the SEM testing were found to be as low as .65 and as high as .86,
with only one construct being below .70. These indicate very satisfactory levels of validity,
and each model then went on to achieve a satisfactory level of model fit in the CFA process.
To determine the level of validity of both the LRE-LLMQ and the SRE-LLMQ, two
measures were undertaken. Firstly, the composite construct reliability scores of the factors in
each model were observed, and they demonstrated that convergent validity was supported
(see section 7.9). In order to determine if discriminant validity was supported, correlations
between construct measures were analysed using a correlation matrix – known as the implied
correlation matrix drawn from AMOS using the SEM technique. This helps in reporting
discriminant validity as it presents the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) from both
measurement models, and then allows us to compare the AVE for a measure with all other
corresponding construct correlations. For discriminant validity to be supported, the AVE
needs to be greater than all corresponding construct correlations (Campbell & Fiske, 1959).
As can be seen in Tables 7.29 and 7.30, this is what occurred in all but one case.
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Table 7.29. Implied Correlation Matrix – LRE-LLMQ
(Note: The boldface scores on the diagonal are Average Variance Extracted)
1
2
3
4
5
6
.827
Attitudes to English
.517
.875
Effort
-.179
-.061
.680
Anxiety
.472
.489
.175
.760
Ideal L2 Self
.323
.269
.167
.558
.821
Positive emotions – future
.504
.451
-.130
.409
.462
.803
Happiness/Enjoyment
-.014
-.066
.817
.186
.090
-.082
Fear/Embarrassment
.479
.369
.048
.507
.716
.687
Positive emotions - use

7

8

.726
.108

.727

Table 7.30. Implied Correlation Matrix – SRE-LLMQ
(Note: The boldface scores on the diagonal are Average Variance Extracted)

Attitudes to English
Effort
Anxiety
Ideal L2 Self
Pride/Confidence
Excitement
Happiness/Enjoyment
Fear/Embarrassment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

.827
.499
-.180
.468
.531
.598
.418
-.130

.875
-.064
.496
.572
.481
.335
-.157

.680
.156
-.257
.061
.018
.758

.760
.455
.350
.472
-.016

.767
.501
.579
-.450

.889
.553
-.004

.687
-.088

.712

7.11. The validated items in the LRE/SRE/LLMQ
After the EFA, single factor model testing, and the CFA procedures had been
completed as well as checking the convergent and discriminant validities of the constructs,
what remained were the final validated items from the original LLEQ and LLMQ that would
be used in the SEM phase.
As these items are one of the primary and most important contributions of the project
to the field and can now be used on their own or in conjunction with other items in future
studies, it is very worthwhile to present these validated items here. In Tables 7.31-7.33 below
the final items can be seen in their respective constructs:
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Table 7.31: Validated items in the final LRE model
Factor 1: Positive Emotions – Use-related
Item #

Item wording

84
25
19
55
21
33

It makes me happy when people understand me speaking English.
Using English effectively for simple tasks in my daily life makes me feel proud.
When I express my opinions clearly I feel proud.
When I feel excited, it makes me want to practice English more.
I feel very excited when I need to use English in everyday situations.
I am proud of myself using English in Australia or other foreign countries.

Factor 2: Fear and Embarrassment
Item #

Item wording

29
18
59
14
68

I feel scared every time I speak English.
I want to use English all the time, but I am afraid of making mistakes.
When I have to repeat myself to people, it is embarrassing.
If I make a mistake when using English in public I feel very embarrassed.
When I misunderstand someone’s meaning it can be embarrassing.

Factor 3: Happiness and Enjoyment
Item #

Item wording

49
50
51
62
60
31

Speaking with native-speakers makes me feel happy.
I really enjoy talking in English with people in daily life.
Using English in my daily life makes me feel happy.
I am happy living in an English-speaking country.
Using English outside of class is more enjoyable than in class.
Talking in English with other international students is enjoyable.

Item #

Factor 4: Positive Emotions – Future-related
Item wording

2
3
12

One day I hope I will be a fluent English speaker.
Using English effectively in my daily life will make me feel happy.
I get excited when I can see my improvement in English in daily life.
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Table 7.32: Validated items in the final SRE model
Factor 1: Fear and Embarrassment
Item #

Item wording

82
15
80
71
56

I’m embarrassed that I can’t express myself well in class.
I feel scared to use English in class until I am sure it is correct.
I don’t want anyone to know when I haven’t understood something in English class.
I am afraid to communicate with classmates because I don’t want to make a mistake.
I am afraid of feeling embarrassed.

Factor 2: Happiness and Enjoyment
Item #

Item wording

53
52
63
34
32
7

When I understand a new topic or some new grammar, I feel happy.
Getting good grades makes me feel proud.
I feel happy when my teacher and other students are interested in what I talk about.
Contributing in class makes me feel happy.
My enjoyment of English class makes me want to participate.
When I feel excited in class, it makes me want to work harder to improve.

Factor 3: Excitement
Item #

Item wording

1
23

I get excited about going to English class.
I am motivated to go to English class because it is exciting.

Factor 4: Pride and Confidence
Item #

Item wording

64
85
74

I am confident when I go to English class.
I am proud of myself.
I feel confident that I can learn all the material effectively.
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Table 7.33: Validated items in the final LLMQ model
Factor 1: Ideal L2 Self
Item #

Item wording

12
19
21
11
13

I think English will help my future career.
The things I do in the future require me to speak English.
It is extremely important for me to learn English.
Whenever I think of my future career, I imagine myself using English.
Learning English is one of the most important things in my life.

Factor 2: English Anxiety
Item #

Item wording

35
3
27
17
14
36

If I met an English speaker, I would feel nervous.
I worry that other students will laugh at me when I speak English.
I’m not very good at volunteering answers in English class.
I always feel that my classmates speak better English than I do.
I feel uncomfortable speaking English with a native speaker.
Learning English is a difficult task for me.

Factor 3: Intended Learning Effort
Item #

Item wording

34
40
9

I am working hard at learning English.
I am the kind of person who makes great effort to learn English.
I can honestly say that I am really doing my best to learn English.

Factor 4: Attitudes to Learning English
Item #

Item wording

22
15
23

I really enjoy learning English.
I like English.
I like to read English books.

It is certainly hoped that future studies can adopt and adapt these items in order to pursue a
deeper understanding of the emotions of language learners.

7.12. Descriptive statistics of the final models
It is here that the descriptive statistics for the modified models become particularly
relevant, more so than the descriptive statistics for the original questionnaires, which have
clearly been significantly modified for the reasons outlined in the previous and in the current
chapter. The descriptive statistics for each of the models can be observed in their entirety in
Appendix 15, but an overview of the descriptive statistics in presented here with average
means and Standard Deviation (SD) for each construct from each of the final models. These
figures can be observed in Table 7.34 below:
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Table 7.34: Average Means and SD for final constructs

Construct
Positive Emotions – Use-related
Positive Emotions – Future-related
Happiness and Enjoyment
Fear and Embarrassment
Construct
Happiness and Enjoyment
Excitement
Pride and Confidence
Fear and Embarrassment
Construct
Intended Learning Effort
Attitudes to Learning English
English Anxiety
Ideal L2 Self

LRE
Mean
5.00
5.40
4.73
3.48
SRE
Mean
5.08
4.17
4.65
3.24
LLMQ
Mean
4.25
4.33
3.44
5.00

Standard Deviation (SD)
0.95
0.80
1.01
1.32
Standard Deviation (SD)
0.87
1.09
1.06
1.37
Standard Deviation (SD)
1.10
1.14
1.39
1.01

It is the average mean values of each construct that are of interest when looking at the
descriptive statistics as these help to gain an understanding of the emotional and motivational
profiles of the participants. By looking at the average means of each construct, it was possible
to observe the strength with which the emotions targeted by the respective factor were
identified with by the participants. Firstly, in the LRE model, the three factors representing
‘positive’ emotions of ‘Positive Emotions – Use-related’ (5.00), ‘Positive Emotions – Futurerelated’ (5.40) and ‘Happiness and Enjoyment’ (4.73) all demonstrated relatively high
average mean values, with the individual item means hovering very close to that – the SD was
less than one in two cases, and only 1.01 in the case of ‘Happiness and Enjoyment’. It was
encouraging to see such high average means linked with the positive emotions items, as it
indicated that the participants agreed quite strongly with the individual items. The factor of
‘Fear and Embarrassment’, however, only produced an average mean value of 3.48, which
suggested participants were not as affected by, or did not relate to those particular items with
the same intensity as those of the positive emotions. A specific example of this is in the item
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of ‘E_29 – I feel scared every time I speak English’, which only produced a mean value of
2.66, probably indicating that students did not want to commit either way, perhaps because of
the ‘absolute’ nature of the item wording.
The SRE model, unsurprisingly, produced similar results. In this model, the ‘positive’
emotion factors of ‘Happiness and Enjoyment’ (5.08), ‘Excitement’ (4.17), and ‘Pride and
Confidence’ (4.65) all again produced relatively high average mean values. Also similar to
the LRE was the negative emotions factor of ‘Fear and Embarrassment’, which produced the
average mean of 3.24. Within this factor there were two items that stood out as having
particularly low means for reasons similar to in the LRE. These items were those of ‘E_80 – I
don’t want anyone to know when I haven’t understood something in English class’ (2.96) and
‘E_71 – I am afraid to communicate with classmates because I don’t want to make a mistake’
(2.54), and again these ‘neutral’ mean values indicate that the items were not identified by the
participants as being very evocative for them, as indicated by the fact that they did not
commit to either strong agreement or disagreement.
Finally, the LLMQ again followed a similar pattern, with the factor carrying a
negative connotation – ‘English Anxiety’ – again producing a non-committal outcome, with a
mean value of 3.44, once again indicating that participants neither agreed nor disagreed with
the items in the factor. The other factors of ‘Intended Learning Effort’ (4.25), ‘Attitudes to
Learning English’ (4.33) and ‘Ideal L2 Self’ (5.00) producing more encouraging results that
demonstrated the participants’ agreement with the items in the construct. In particular, the
items associated with the Ideal L2 Self produced a positive outcome, with a very high degree
of agreement among the participants. While these purely statistical results are revealing in
themselves, when put in the context of the broader literature and the qualitative results, they
are even more so. More detailed discussion of the emotional and motivational profiles of the
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participants in relation to these descriptive statistics is provided in section 8.3.3 and 8.3.4 as a
response to the research questions.

7.13. Structural model testing
The final step in the quantitative process was to test the full structural models (FSM).
The key difference here from the measurement model phase is that the focus was no longer on
the individual indicator variables and their relative factor loading weights, but on the latent
variables themselves.
In this section, the two full structural models are tested with model fit statistics
reported, along with subsequent modifications and adjustment procedures being presented.
The models will be presented visually so as all hypothesised causal relationships can be
observed, and these will be discussed in relation to the literature and implications in chapter 8
(sections 8.2.2.1 and 8.2.2.2). Each causal path will also be outlined and discussed as to
whether or not they are supported statistically.

7.13.1. LRE-LLMQ – Full Structural Model
The development of the full structural models for both the LRE-LLMQ and the SRELLMQ could not be carried out ‘a priori’, which is generally the case with a SEM approach.
The reason for this was that the original LLEQ had not been previously validated by earlier
studies, but was developed during the current study. As a result, the EFA process had to be
conducted and, as can be seen in section 7.5. Further to this, the LLMQ, whilst it had been
validated by previous studies (in MFQ form – see Ryan, 2008), had been adapted here for a
different context, and the result was that it, too, had to pass through the EFA process before
arriving at the new model.
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The development of the model was based around the research question concerning the
relationship between emotions and aspects of emotion, with a particular emphasis on the Ideal
L2 Self concept. Three of the four factors related to emotions that had been extracted by the
EFA and then further established in the single factor model testing and the CFA process
became the independent variables in the model, with the exception of the ‘Positive Emotions
– future-related’ factor. The dependent variables in the structural model were the factors
related to motivation with, again, a strong focus on the Ideal L2 Self. The three independent
variables were allowed to co-vary, which is common procedure in SEM. The hypothesized
relationships between the emotion latent variables and the motivation variables will be
discussed as to the rationale behind them as well as in relation to the limited available
literature in Chapter 8.
The full structural model for LRE-LLMQ can be seen below in Figure 7.1. Note that
the indicator variables have been omitted from this model for ease of reading and
interpretation, but the complete structural model can be seen in Appendix 16.
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Figure 7.1: Full Structural Model for LRE-LLMQ (with covariance and standardised
regression weights)

The model achieved good fit, and whilst not all paths outlined in the model were supported,
the majority of them were. The exact nature of each path and how they link with the theory,
both prior theory and leading into theory-forming, will be discussed in the subsequent
chapter. The statistical results of the full structural model test can be seen on the following
page in Table 7.35. As can be seen, however, the Critical Ratio values of above 1.96 and
significance levels of <.05 signify that the paths are supported.
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Table 7.35: SEM output for hypothesised path relationships in the LRE-LLMQ structural model
Hypotheses

Paths

Standardised (β)

1. Positive emotions experienced during use have a positive
PU  PFU
causal relationship with positive emotions felt regarding the
future.
2. Positive emotions regarding the future will have a positive
PFU  EFF
causal relationship with effort.
3. Positive emotions related to the future will have a positive
PFU  ATEL
causal relationship with attitudes to English learning.
4. The emotions of fear and embarrassment will have a positive FE  ANX
causal relationship with anxiety.
5. The emotions of happiness and enjoyment will have a
HE  EFF
positive causal relationship with effort.
6. The emotions of happiness and enjoyment will have a
HE  ATEL
positive causal relationship with attitudes to English learning.
7. Attitudes to English learning will have a significant
ATEL  IL2S
relationship with the Ideal L2 Self concept.
8. Effort will have a significant relationship with the Ideal L2
EFF  IL2S
Self concept.
9. Anxiety will have a negative causal relationship with the
ANX  IL2S
Ideal L2 Self concept.
10. Positive emotions related to the future will have a positive
PFU  IL2S
causal relationship with the Ideal L2 Self concept.
*Results supported at Significance Level: p≤.001, p≤.01, p≤.05, p≤.10

SEM Output
S.E.
C.R. (t)

P

Results*

***

Latent variable codes
PU = Positive Use
PFU = Positive Future Use
HE = Happiness / Enjoyment
FE = Fear / Embarrassment
EFF = Intended Learning Effort
ATEL = Attitudes to Learning English
ANX = Anxiety
IL2S = Ideal L2 Self
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.617

.079

7.766

Supported

.146

.153

.957

.339

Not Supported

.274

.165

1.660

.097

Not Supported

1.056

.140

7.568

***

Supported

.500

.101

4.975

***

Supported

.594

.107

5.552

***

Supported

.104

.034

3.057

.002

Supported

.156

.039

3.960

***

Supported

.075

.029

2.558

.011

Supported

.288

.076

3.794

***

Supported

The fit statistics for the model reached an acceptable level and can be seen below in Table
7.36.
Table 7.36: Fit statistics for the LRE-LLMQ Full Structural Model
X2 (df)
818.539(581)

CMIN
1.409

Achieved Fit Statistics
IFI
TLI
.926
.918

CFI
.925

RMSEA
.042

7.13.2. SRE-LLMQ – Full Structural Model
As mentioned in the previous section, no ‘a priori’ model could be undertaken for the
project, which has proved a limitation, but not one that could not be dealt with in these
sections. Once again, the focus was on the research question concerning the relationship
between emotions and aspects of emotion, with a particular emphasis on the Ideal L2 Self
concept – and the model was designed around that. The emotions factors became the
independent variables in the model while the dependent variables in the structural model were
the factors related to motivation with, again, a strong focus on the Ideal L2 Self.
The rationale behind the hypothesized relationships between the emotion latent
variables and the motivation variables will be discussed in chapter 8.
The full structural model for SRE-LLMQ can be seen below in Figure 7.2. Again, the
indicator variables have been omitted from this model for ease of reading and interpretation,
but the complete structural model can be seen in Appendix 17.
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Figure 7.2: Full Structural Model for SRE-LLMQ (with covariance and standardized
regression weights)

The output for the hypothesized path relationships can be observed on the following page in
Table 7.37, and they will be explored in detail in the subsequent discussion chapter. As can be
seen, however, the Critical Ratio values of above 1.96 and significance levels of <.05 signify
that the paths are supported.
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Table 7.37: SEM output for hypothesized path relationships in the SRE-LLMQ structural model
SEM Output
Standardised (β) S.E. C.R. (t)

Hypotheses

Paths

1. The emotions of fear and embarrassment will have a positive
causal relationship with English anxiety.
2. The feeling of excitement will have a positive causal
relationship with attitudes to learning English.
3. Feelings of pride and confidence will have a positive causal
relationship with attitudes to learning English.
4. The feeling of excitement will have a positive causal
relationship with intended learning effort.

FE  ANX

.809

.089

EXC  ATEL

.512

PC  ATEL

5. The feelings of pride and confidence will have a positive
causal relationship with intended learning effort.
6. Feelings of anxiety will have a negative causal relationship
with the Ideal L2 Self Concept.
7. Attitudes to English learning will have a positive causal
relationship with the Ideal L2 Self concept.
8. Effort will have a positive causal relationship with the Ideal
L2 Self concept.
9. Feelings of happiness and enjoyment will have a positive
causal relationship with the Ideal L2 Self concept.

P

Results*

9.125

***

Supported

.093

5.517

***

Supported

.413

.091

4.524

***

Supported

EXC  EFF

.295

.086

3.438

***

Supported

PC  EFF

.441

.087

5.095

***

Supported

ANX  IL2S
ATEL  IL2S

.084
.100

.031
.035

2.719
2.875

.007
.004

Supported
Supported

EFF  IL2S

.158

.042

3.737

***

Supported

HE  IL2S

.152

.043

3.571

***

Supported

*Results supported at Significance Level: p≤.001, p≤.01, p≤.05, p≤.10
Latent variable codes
PU = Positive Use
PFU = Positive Future Use
HE = Happiness / Enjoyment
FE = Fear / Embarrassment
EFF = Effort
ATEL = Attitudes to Learning English
ANX = Anxiety
IL2S = Ideal L2 Self
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In addition to the output related to the path hypotheses outlined above, the fit indices for the
testing of the SRE-LLMQ full structural model can be seen in Table 7.38.
Table 7.38: Fit indices for the SRE-LLMQ Full Structural Model
X2 (df)
652.524 (451)

CMIN
1.447

Achieved Fit Statistics
IFI
TLI
.915
.904

CFI
.913

RMSEA
.046

The fit indices indicate acceptable fit for the SRE-LLMQ full structural model.

7.14. Summary
While from beginning to end it cannot be said that the quantitative phase of the
research project went exactly as envisaged, the quantitative results still disclose interesting
relationships between the new emotion variables in the domains of LRE and SRE and the
latent variables pertaining to aspects of motivation. What is most important is that the
statistical modelling produced at the end of the process outlined and described in this chapter
suggested meaningful relationships between emotion variables and the Ideal L2 Self, which
put me on the right path to a valuable discussion around my final research question.
Most importantly, the statistical modeling and analyses conducted in this chapter have
served to produce an important contribution to the field of SLA research – the final LLEQ.
This is the first questionnaire within the applied linguistics field specifically targeting
emotions, and it is hoped that it is used as a first foothold in a growing body of emotion
research.
The following chapter will delve more deeply into the hypothesized relationships
presented in this chapter, as well as tie them together with the qualitative data and the limited
literature on emotions in the field of applied linguistics in addition to literature from within
the field of mainstream psychology.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
________________________________________________________
8.1. Introduction
This chapter provides a discussion of the most important findings to emerge from the
study. It consists of three primary sections. The first section (8.2) addresses the key
interpretations that can be drawn from both the qualitative (8.2.1) and the quantitative (8.2.2)
approaches, as well as discussion of how these results ‘fit together’ and serve the overall
project (8.2.3).
The second section of the chapter (8.3) discusses the findings from both phases of the
project that serve to answer the research questions of the project. As such, each of the
subsections focuses on a specific research question and attempts to reveal how the findings
illuminate the question and provide insights into the issue and future research directions.
Subsection 8.3.1 provides an overview of the different emotions that language learners
experience, as related by the participants in the qualitative phase of the project. In subsection
8.3.2 the discussion progresses to perhaps the most pertinent and important of the research
questions, where the participants describe the manner in which they actually experience the
targeted emotions, as well as emotions that were not explicitly targeted but arose during the
interview process. The subsections of 8.3.3 and 8.3.4 draw the descriptive statistics into the
discussion in relation to the emotional and motivational profiles of the participants,
respectively. The final of the key research questions was that relating to language learner
emotions and aspects of motivation, with a particular emphasis and focus on the Ideal L2 Self
concept (8.3.5).
The final of the three primary sections (8.4) into which the current chapter is divided
discusses the contribution of the current project to the field of applied linguistics and
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language education, and potential directions for future research. Combined with this is a
discussion of direct implications for English teaching and learning, in particular for the
situated environment of the language classroom, and from the perspectives of both language
learners and educators.
The current chapter will conclude with a brief reflection on the project (8.5) which
includes mention of some of the limitations inherent in the project, as it cannot be denied that
some of these limitations had a significant impact on certain areas, but, rather than weaken the
project, they act as indicators of where future research can make more rapid inroads and
experience fewer obstacles.

8.2. Interpretations of the findings
This section deals with interpretations drawn from both phases of the project and
considers how both the qualitative and the quantitative findings fit together overall. It is also
worth noting that subsection 8.2.2 is an important one in the current chapter as it established
continuity between the pure statistical results from the quantitative data presented in the
previous chapter, moving from the mere presentation of results to more detailed discussion of
what the structural models represented and what was shown through the hypothesised causal
relationships between emotions and motivation.

8.2.1. Qualitative data – Interpretations
Overall, the qualitative interviews proved to be the most revealing aspect of the entire
project – and it should be reiterated here that this was indeed what was envisaged in the
planning stages. The interviews answered the call of Spielmann and Radnofsky (2001) for
more qualitative inquiry into the holistic nature of the language learning experience by
providing valuable insights into the more introspective facet of the experiential aspect of
language use. For the study of emotions, the use of interviews as the key investigative tool for
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the study was most appropriate and fruitful, and can be argued to be among the most effective
and necessary methods of really getting ‘inside’ the experiences of the learners, and of people
in general. The benefit of interviews of this purpose has been espoused by several researchers
interested in emotions in recent times including Garrett and Young (2009), who strongly
endorsed the use of interviews as a means of discovering “an individual’s affective states and
the trajectory of change in those states throughout the language learning process” (p. 224).
In terms of a general, over-arching summary of what was gained from the qualitative,
interview-based phase of the project, it must be said that the learner comments confirmed that
cognition is indeed only one part of the language learning process, and is very closely linked
to the emotional experiences of learners. Whilst previous work on language learner
motivation (see Gardner, 2001; Dörnyei, 2005, 2009 in particular) and language learner
anxiety (e.g. Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986) served the field of applied linguists and the
teachers and researchers (and students, of course) within it extremely well by placing the
spotlight on affective factors in language learning, greater and more focused attention on
individual emotions and on the experiences those emotions manifest for students was, and
remains, needed.
The interviews revealed the vast range of emotions learners experience, and
contextualized them within the domains of their learning and of their daily lives. The
contextualization produced an important revelation as there was very often a clear
discrepancy between the manner in which emotions were experienced and felt within each –
with, overall, the most salient domain being that of the life-related domain beyond the
classroom where the students seemed to feel many emotions most strongly, but with equally
valuable comments being made in relation to the learning-based context.
Now, within the boundaries of the current project, where were we left exactly
following the completion of the interview process and subsequent analysis? Certainly, it has
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to be said that the qualitative data produced by the participants was extremely rich and
revealing and, as mentioned above, provided valuable insight into the emotional experiences
of learners within two domains and in relation to both positive and negative emotions. The
data also provided a good foundation for the development of the quantitative research
instrument, the LLEQ in terms of the structure and organization of items and the wording of
the items themselves.

8.2.2. Quantitative data – Interpretations
In this particular section, the primary aim was to provide some rationale for the path design in
the structural models and to discuss the statistical outcomes within the overall context of the
literature and the researcher’s own theoretical interpretation. To do this, individual paths will
be looked at and discussed and the relevance of the statistical results will be contextualized. It
should be noted that particular attention will be paid to the path relationships between
emotions and aspects of motivation, with a special focus on the ‘end-point’ of the models –
the Ideal L2 Self concept.
The LRE-LLMQ and the SRE-LLMQ will be discussed separately, even though there
are distinct similarities in path design and in statistical output. It should also be reiterated that
the independent variables in the models are those relating to the emotions. This is not to say
that aspects of motivation cannot have a causal antecedent relationship with emotions, rather
that the scope of the current study required a specific focus, which was on uni-directional
causal relationships between emotions and motivation.

8.2.2.1. LRE-LLMQ Structural Model
Within the model (Figure 7.1, p. 244), the paths represented indicators of aspects of
emotion with varying degrees of strength and significance. In general, all paths showed that
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they were significant positive indicators of differing aspects of motivation, with the exception
of two (see Figure 7.1, p. 244/Table 7.35, p. 245).
What was of interest, but not of surprise, was that the emotions tied up in the factor of
‘Positive Emotions – Use-related’ acted as an antecedent (.72) to ‘Positive Emotions –
Future-related’. This, in turn, fed through to the ‘Ideal L2 Self’ factor (.33). The reason
behind this indication could stem from several places, but the comments of participants
concerning the emotion of hope in particular, as well as excitement for the future and
potential future happiness linked to improved language proficiency and communicative
ability, attach them very closely with the Ideal L2 Self concept. Being able to experience
positive emotions in the present along the path of this journey serves to bolster feelings of
self-efficacy, which only serves to fuel the desire and motivation to achieve their vision of
their future self (López & Aguilar, 2013). These causal relationships are supported
statistically with significant positive indicator values, and were significant at the p≤.001 level
in addition to possessing more than acceptable critical ratio values.
The factor of ‘Happiness and Enjoyment’ was found to have positive and significant
causal relationships with the motivational aspects of ‘Effort’ (.43) and ‘Attitudes to Learning
English’ (.45). Essentially, the greater the feeling of happiness or enjoyment was experienced
by participants, the more effort they were likely to invest in their studies, and the more
positive their attitudes to learning English were likely to be. This was supported by comments
made throughout the qualitative phase, and further supported by the statistical significance
demonstrated in the final model. Closely linked with this is the idea of confidence. Students
appreciate feeling positive emotions such as happiness and enjoyment, and this helps to peel
away layers of insecurity and builds confidence, which has a generally lasting effect on effort
and on attitude, provided that goals remain in place. Goals, of course, have a strong
connection with an Ideal L2 Self as well. To reiterate what Locke and Latham (1992) posited,
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goals that remain at the forefront of one’s consciousness affect the actions an individual
carries out, as well as on ways of thinking, or on attitudes. This was especially the case with
the participants in the current study, who were very steadfast in their determination to
complete their English studies and continue their academic paths at university in Australia.
As could have been expected, the factor of ‘Fear and Embarrassment’ was a very
strong positive indicator of language anxiety (.81). Throughout the qualitative phase, and into
the quantitative phase of the study, the participants showed that they differentiated very little
between the notions of fear, embarrassment and anxiety. This was further reflected in the very
similar overall mean scores of the items within these factors (see Appendix 15). Whilst this
positive indicator could quite easily have been predicted based on the comments of
participants and on the descriptive statistics, it is the subsequent path from ‘Anxiety’ to ‘Ideal
L2 Self’ that warrants further discussion. Although ‘Anxiety’, following on from ‘Fear and
Embarrassment’, did emerge as a positive indicator of the ‘Ideal L2 Self’, it was a weak
indicator, and whilst it did prove statistically significant, this was only at the p≤0.1 level. This
is possibly due to feelings of anxiety, and of fear and embarrassment, acting as a dismantler of
the vision of the ideal self for many (Papi, 2010). By necessity, and at its core, the Ideal L2
Self concept is surrounded by positive imagery, but if ‘negative’ emotions are encountered,
the imagery can become blurry and feelings of insecurity and a lack of accomplishment arise,
which are severe roadblocks to attaining a future self. In effect the discrepancy between the
actual self and the ideal self (Higgins, 1987) can widen once again.
Another pair of interesting paths were those of the emotion factor ‘Positive Emotions
– Future-related’ as a positive indicator of ‘Effort’ (.08) and ‘Attitudes to Learning English’
(.14). As can be seen, whilst remaining positive indicators, the strength of these relationships
was very weak. In the LRE-LLMQ structural model, these were the two paths that were not
supported statistically (see Table 7.35, p. 245) The path of ‘Positive Emotions – Future-
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related (PFU)Effort (EFF)’ was clearly not supported, with a critical ratio value of .957
being far too low in conjunction with an unacceptable level of significance at p=.339. A
possible explanation for this is that in the minds of the participants, there was a disconnect
with emotions located in the more ‘distant’ future. For example, students may have perceived
their upcoming English exams as something worthy of effort, but when talking about an
indefinite time in the future, it was too abstract to relate to the need for increased effort. Or,
even more likely within the context of the current model is that the notion of ‘effort’ was
associated more strongly in the participants’ minds with the learning-related domain. To place
this explanation in the context of the literature, it is useful to return to Weiner’s attribution
theory, which states that the reasons an individual perceives as being the cause of success or
failure will be the primary determinants of future behavior (Weiner, 1985). In the current
study, the participants were not yet able to attribute their ‘success’ to anything, as they had
not achieved what they wanted and needed to. This is because they were quite new to their
lives as international students learning English in Australia, and they became aware very
quickly of the fact that actions and behaviour that may have resulted in success for them in
the contexts of their native countries were not something they could automatically transfer to
a new context. So, whilst they did appear to have a relatively clear vision of a future, Ideal L2
Self, the fact that the participants were heading towards a university program at their
respective universities is important in that this was another step in their educational journey,
but not totally linked to ‘English study’ in their minds. That is to say, their ideal future self
was gradually becoming more linked to their academic and career path than their ‘linguistic’
path. As such, it is perhaps understandable why this link between positive future emotions
and effort was not particularly strong.
The other path with a significant but relatively weak causal relationship was that of
PFUAttitudes to Learning English (ATL) (.14 – see Figure 7.1, p. 245). The reasons for this
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potentially lie in the fact that this particular model focused on the emotional participants of
learners in the domain beyond the classroom. Whilst that is certainly not to say that the
participants did not class their English use for communication beyond the classroom as
‘learning’, it is understandable that emotions they saw in the future as users of the language in
this domain external to the classroom were not a strong positive indicator towards English
language learning attitudes.
From the LRE-LLMQ, these are the paths that bear most significance to the study and
the research questions, and further details of the statistical output can be seen in Table 7.35 (p.
246). Overall, it can be said that the quantitative, structural model of LRE-LLMQ provided
some interesting results, and did indeed show some positive causal relationships between
emotions and the Ideal L2 Self.

8.2.2.2. SRE-LLMQ Structural Model
The structural model focusing on the learning, or study-related domain was the SRELLMQ (see Figure 7.2, p. 247). For this model, as has previously been described, the four
latent variables (Happiness and Enjoyment/Excitement/Pride and Confidence/Fear and
Embarrassment) drawn from the original LLMQ were the same as in the LRE-LLMQ. There
were also four latent constructs, acting as the independent variables in the model, drawn from
the original LLEQ. These differed slightly from the LRE-LLMQ, but there were also some
similar path relationships theorized and tested.
To begin with, it was shown that the ‘Fear and Embarrassment’ construct was a very
strong positive indicator of ‘English Anxiety’ (.78). Following on from this was the path from
‘English Anxiety’ to ‘Ideal L2 Self’, and while this was positive (.18), it was not particularly
strong. A similarity can be drawn here between the same path sequence in the LRE-LLMQ
and the SRE-LLMQ. As mentioned in the previous section, feelings of fear and of
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embarrassment were perceived as being very similar to feelings of anxiety by the participants
and learners in general, and this was reflected in the loading value attached to this path along
with an average mean of 3.24 (see Section 7.12, p. 239, Table 7.34, p. 240). As with the LRELLMQ, the relatively low-strength (but statistically supported) positive relationship with the
Ideal L2 Self is likely the result of the negative effect that so-called ‘negative emotions’ such
as anxiety, fear and embarrassment have on the vision of a future self. This relationship
makes sense statistically, as well as theoretically and in reality.
The path of ‘Happiness and Enjoyment’ in this model was speculated as having a
direct causal relationship with ‘Ideal L2 Self’, which is a differentiation from the previous
model. The rationale for this was that, perhaps of all the emotions, these are the ones that
adhere most to the ‘approach’ aspect of the psychological tendency to approach positive
feelings and avoid negative ones. The work of Schumann (1997) supports this in his idea of
‘pleasantness’ being a critical appraisal dimension, meaning that when any activity can be
appraised and assessed by the learner as being ‘pleasant’ – or produce feelings of happiness or
enjoyment in this case – it bodes well for future achievement and personal motivation. In
addition, as the relationship between the same factor in the LRE-LLMQ had proven to be a
positive indicator of both ‘Effort’ and ‘Attitudes to Learning English’, in this instance it was
decided to test a different relationship. The result proved that the emotions of happiness and
enjoyment did indeed have a positive causal relationship with the Ideal L2 Self. This was
proven both statistically (significant to the p≤.001 level / Critical Ratio [4.826]) and in the
qualitative interviews.
The ‘Pride and Confidence’ construct was speculated to have positive causal
relationships with both ‘Effort’ and ‘Attitudes to Learning English’. This was statistically
proven to be the case with loadings of (.46) and (.36) respectively. While at present there is
not a great deal of literature in these areas, and in particular the area of the relationship
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between learner feelings of pride and increased confidence and their learning effort, it is an
area within which more research in the future would be of great benefit. This became even
more evident in the current project where the existence of a positive link between them can be
seen.
The ‘Excitement’ latent construct proved to be a particularly strong positive indicator
of both ‘Effort’ and ‘Attitudes to Learning English’ with loadings of (.31) and (.45)
respectively. Whilst not necessarily a surprise, these results are interesting as the emotion of
‘excitement’ is a little more open to interpretation than others. Generally, it carries with it a
positive connotation, and this was also the case through the interview phase of the current
project; however, within this emotion there is a dimensionality that needs to be considered.
For example, one might feel a sense of ‘nervous’ excitement before sitting an exam, and
whether this is considered to be positive or negative will differ on a person-by-person basis.
Again, there is little research focusing on this area, but what the results of the structural model
testing shows is that the links between excitement and the motivational factors of effort and
attitudes to learning English respectively are positive and strong, so for the benefits of our
learners, future empirical investigation appears to be more than warranted. In following
sections, similar relationships will be discussed with regard to the qualitative interview data
collected.
Perhaps the final path of significance to discuss here is that of ‘Effort’ to the ‘Ideal L2
Self’ as the results of the structural model testing proved that the path loading of (.31)
suggested a positive and moderately strong relationship, and the hypothesised path was
statistically supported, with the significance level at p≤.0001, and a critical ratio value of
3.737, which is above the acceptable level of 1.96. The reason that this path is supported in
the model is clear. In order to attain an ideal self, it is fair to make the assumption that there
will be a significant amount of effort involved – provided, of course, one does in actual fact
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have a clear image of an ideal self. In addition, Dörnyei (2010) and Papi (2010) both suggest
a relationship between intended effort to learn the language and the Ideal L2 Self, albeit in the
reverse order – with the Ideal L2 Self concept as being the antecedent of effort. It is possible
that this direction is more likely, and perhaps this is what produced the result in the structural
model, but further testing is needed to see if this is the case. That being said, the SEM testing
indicates that there is indeed a positive causal relationship between effort and the Ideal L2
Self of learners.
As can be seen from the current and preceding section, the structural models tested in
the current study have provided some interesting results, some that can be supported by and
linked to the literature, and some that will benefit from more focused quantitative
investigation in the future. Many of the relationships proposed find their origins in the
comments made by participants, and these will be discussed in more detail in subsequent
sections in this chapter.

8.2.3. Interpretations of the combined data: How do the quantitative
findings support and expand on the qualitative findings?
The combined data produced by the qualitative and the quantitative stages of the
project proved to be confirmation of a number of things, which will be discussed in the
following subsections relating to the individual research questions. However, before
launching into that discussion, it is useful to give an indication of exactly where the project
was situated when the analysis of both sets of qualitative and quantitative data had been
analysed. To begin with, the quantitative data confirmed that the emotions focused on in the
interviews were in fact those that resonated most strongly with the participants of both phases.
This is evident in the fact that the emotions that were targeted for the interviews were able to
be expanded on by the participants in great detail, and that they appeared to be able to relate
the most experiences to. Whilst other emotions did come through in the conversations, the
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experiences revolved around the specific targeted emotions. As such, it was clear that the
specific emotions selected for the study were chosen effectively.
At the conclusion of the quantitative analysis, a couple of things were evident, and
both are of interest to not only the current project, but also future research that may be carried
out in the area of language learner emotions. The quantitative analysis proved just how
different the quantitative and qualitative approaches to research of the concept of emotions
are. That is to say, the use of interviews – and in particular more than one with each
participant – to delve into emotions allows for repeating of questions, explaining, re-visiting,
clarifying, and narrating experiences. The qualitative analysis allowed the researcher to
isolate the specific emotions effectively with the participants and to then home in on them for
deeper observation. On the other hand, the quantitative approach does not accommodate this,
and what can eventuate is that emotions that were clearly distinguished in the qualitative
phase, are not anywhere near as distinct to participants in the quantitative phase, and the
distinction blurs to the much more general positive and negative emotions – this is what
happened to some degree in the current project. Whilst this of course still holds a lot of value
in the research, some of the intensity of insight begun in the qualitative phase can drop off.
That being said, after progressing through the entire analysis of the EFA, single factor
models, CFA, and then the final structural model testing, the quantitative data did support the
qualitative data in many respects. Firstly, the structural models demonstrate clear,
uni-directional links between groups of emotions and aspects of motivation, ultimately
impacting upon the Ideal L2 Self concept. The qualitative interviews provided numerous
examples of the participants linking their emotional experiences in a similar manner to that
suggested by the structural models. For example, when Antonio spoke of his ‘enjoyment’ of
learning English in Australia as compared with in his home country of Brazil (see 6.3.2), he
provided a clear link between that emotion of enjoyment, and the motivational aspects of
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‘effort’ and ‘attitudes to learning English’. This is an example of a link that was supported by
the quantitative results. This developing ability to use English more naturally, and being
‘forced’ to use it in Australia, was also connected with Antonio’s Ideal L2 Self concept. The
quantitative results showed that he is certainly not alone in making these connections.
Another example that provides clear evidence of the qualitative data being supported
by the quantitative data was in the case of Rita, and her discussions around the emotion of
‘hope’. She mentioned how powerful her feelings of hope were in relation to improving her
English and expressing herself in a social environment as well as a professional one (see
section 6.3.3). As can be seen, in this instance the feelings Rita expressed were clearly
oriented towards the future, and were also situated within the ‘life-related emotions’ domain.
This example, among many others, validates both the use of the two domains for the study of
language learner emotions adopted in the study as well as confirming the direct connection
between positive future emotions and the ideal L2 self concept as specified in the LRELLMQ structural model.
The same kind of support was provided by the quantitative data with the negative
emotions, and a further two examples will be provided here. Firstly, Cathryn, like Rita in the
previous example, made the distinction between the ‘life-related’ and ‘study-related’ domains
clear in her discussion of the emotion of ‘fear’ (see section 6.4.2.1). In one particular
comment, she spoke of having to think more about using English in ‘real-world’ scenarios,
and of not possessing the bravery she deemed necessary to do so. This suggested a strong link
between ‘fear’ (which was coupled with ‘embarrassment’ in the structural model factors) and
with anxiety, which in turn would have an effect on the strength and tenacity of the ideal L2
self concept. This again, was supported by the quantitative data statistically.
A final example to be drawn from the qualitative data that can be shown to be
supported by the quantitative is regarding the emotion of ‘embarrassment’. In her interviews,
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Kanako spoke very bluntly and honestly about her feelings of embarrassment (see section
6.4.4.1), and for her they were primarily related to her classroom environment, or ‘studyrelated emotions’ as she explained that she feels so embarrassed when asked to answer
something in class but she feels that she cannot. Again, here, the division of the quantitative
models into two domains was justified by the qualitative data. In addition, the link can be
seen between the feeling of classroom-based learner anxiety, and then as a flow-on, a
diminished vision of an Ideal L2 Self. It should also be added here that Kanako also spoke of
her fear and embarrassment in her world beyond the classroom, but that she was able to avoid
situations in that context whereas in the classroom she could not and as a result the feeling
was intensified for her.
As can be seen in this section with the support of examples drawn from and reference
to both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the research, the combined data from the
project work well together, and whilst the qualitative without question provided the more indepth insight into learner emotions, some of the comments of learners were confirmed
through the quantitative phase. This showed that there was a clear resonance between the
comments and experiences of the qualitative interview participants and the language learners
who participated in the quantitative phase.

8.3. Addressing the research questions
This section aims to directly link the findings of the project to the research questions
as well as providing support through the literature related to emotions and motivation from
within the applied linguistics field and also from the broader perspectives of educational
psychology and mainstream psychology. The research questions dealt with in subsections
8.3.1 and 8.3.2 are informed by the data gathered from the qualitative interviews, whilst the
questions focused on in subsections 8.3.3-8.3.5 are answered through the quantitative phase
and subsequent SEM analyses. The primary focus of the project was the extraction of
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information based on the emotional experiences of the learners, so it is fair to say that the first
two research questions were the most critical overall.

8.3.1. What emotions do English language learners experience?
As mentioned in the previous two chapters, the choice of emotions targeted in the
project was guided initially by a suggested list put forward by Dörnyei (2009b), and this was
reinforced by the emotions focused on in Pekrun et al.’s (2005) Achievement Emotions
Questionnaire. In order to gain a comprehensive answer and insight to this question, a
qualitative approach was necessary, and it did indeed provide this insight in the study. The
initial ‘targeted’ emotions acted as a foundation from which further exploration could be
launched. This is exactly what occurred when discussions began on these emotions and then
ventured into different sub-themes such as those mentioned throughout chapter six.
The vast range of emotions encountered and described by the participants were
outlined in the qualitative results chapter, and here it will be useful to briefly summarise
exactly what they were. Before focusing on the specific emotions, it is necessary to reiterate
that for the purposes of this project, a distinction was made between state and trait emotions
(Lazarus, 1991). This distinction was necessary as the project was interested in emotions that
arose from the language learning experience, be it in the learning context or in the context of
life beyond the language-learning classroom.
What did become interesting in the analysis of the qualitative data was that this
distinction between state and trait emotions is not always as clear-cut as it would appear. An
example of this can be found in the emotion of fear, which was discussed at length with the
participants in relation to both the domains of study-related and life-related. ‘Fear’ was an
emotion mentioned by learners in relation to the future – fear of failure, fear of not achieving
their academic goals in Australia, fear of not getting a good job. This kind of emotional
experience comes under the definition of a ‘state’ emotion. However, for some participants,
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and this was reflected in the quantitative results too, ‘fear’ can potentially metamorphose into
a ‘trait’ emotion associated with English language learning and use. For example, if the
emotional experiences of a student are continuously more negative than positive, then the
emotion of ‘fear’ can become inextricably linked to experiences associated with English. In
such a case, it becomes more of a ‘trait’ emotion than a ‘state’ emotion.
As outlined in previous chapters, the emotions forming the primary target of the study
included the so-called ‘positive’ emotions of enjoyment, hope, happiness, pride, excitement,
and then on the negative side the emotions of fear, boredom, embarrassment, and frustration
were the target. Each of these emotions was spoken of by the participants, and in the majority
of cases, the participants confirmed that the emotions had played a part in their English
language learning experiences. The degrees to which, and the context in which, the emotions
were experienced differed between participants, as would be expected, and further discussion
of these differences will be dealt with in the following subsection.
In addition to targeted discussion of the above emotions, the interviews brought a vast
range of other emotions to the surface from both the positive and negative side, but
particularly from the negative. From the positive side, apart from those mentioned above, the
participants spoke of ‘interest’ in terms of being a feeling or emotion (6.5), and of course this
has a very close link with motivation in the sense that the stronger the interest in English, the
greater the general motivation. To be more specific, it can be said that when interest in the
subject of their studies is combined with a future direction, or future self, along with all
aspects of the complex identity of the learner themselves, the learner’s investment in the target
language is greater, which Norton Peirce (1995) introduced as a more expansive view of
motivation in relatively recent times. From the negative side, in addition to the emotions
specifically targeted by the study and mentioned previously, the participants touched on many
others that were, for the purpose of the current project, grouped with those emotions outlined
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in Chapter Six. These included nervousness (which has clear links with fear (6.4.2),
embarrassment (6.4.4), and anxiety), dislike (which could be substituted with ‘uninterest’ in
many cases, to directly oppose ‘interest’ as just discussed), anger (closely linked with
‘frustration’ in 6.4.5), hopelessness, guilt, confusion, sadness, and disappointment. These
emotions were subject to the interpretation of the researcher and were thus grouped together
with the targeted emotions as they often arose during explanation of the same emotional
experience, thus confirming that emotions can often be very similar as well as very different.
As can be seen, this is quite an extensive list, and on their own each of these emotions
warrants further investigation as the effects they might have on the educational or social
development and achievement of each student could be quite disparate, from inconsequential
to very telling. The literature from the realm of mainstream psychology supports the notion
that emotions such as these are distinct from each other and thus are capable of motivating
behaviour in different ways (Tangney, Miller, Flicker & Barlow, 1996), and the comments of
participants provided some support to this end; however, a specific focus on these emotions
was not followed in the current study. That said, the field of language teaching and learning
could certainly benefit from further studies that isolate these emotions.
The far greater range of ‘negative’ emotions raised by participants is in keeping with
Dörnyei’s (2009) assertion that the literature in applied linguistics demonstrates a significant
lack of research into emotions in general, but especially on the role positive emotions can
play. Although overall discussion of positive and negative emotions was relatively well
balanced, the range of emotions brought up and touched on in varying degrees of detail lies
much more heavily on the negative side. As can be seen in this subsection, the actual number
of emotions addressed and discussed by the participants in the qualitative interviews was
significant, as was the depth into which they went with describing the experiences they linked
to each emotion, and this will be probed in more depth in the following subsection.
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8.3.2. How do the learners describe their emotional experiences?
The comprehensive details of the participants’ emotional experiences were outlined in
chapter six – the qualitative result chapter; however, a summary of the manner in which they
were described will be provided here.
The emotions targeted during the interviews and in the project in general are referred
to in the psychological literature as ‘basic emotions’ (Izard, 2011 – see section 4.2). These are
described as being fundamental to human nature, and include frustration, anger, fear, joy, and
happiness among others. As can be seen, this short list of examples includes some from the
emotions targeted in the study (fear, happiness, frustration) and others that were not isolated
for the study originally, but that did emerge at different points in the interview process.
Basic emotions are different from other types of emotion that fall under the term of
‘emotion schemas’ in their lower degree of complexity – although that is not to say at all they
are of less value. Examples of complex emotion schema include emotions such as jealousy
and envy, which can include a number of interacting emotions (Izard, 2*011).
The literature from within mainstream psychology draws a clear distinction between
these types of emotions, and the same line was drawn in the study when deciding which
emotions to focus on. In responding to the research question, however, it was interesting to
observe that whilst the participants did of course speak at length about the targeted emotions,
they also spoke about a wide range of other emotions during the conversations. On analyzing
the emotions they mentioned, it becomes clearer that the learners tended to, apparently
unconsciously, draw the same line of distinction. For example, emotions like interest,
excitement, disappointment, and embarrassment were among those emotions discussed, and
these are all considered to be basic, or first-order emotions. The learners did not venture into
discussion of emotion schemas, and the reason for this could be that they were actually less
familiar with those emotions in their L2, or that they were just more difficult to discuss.
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Added to that was the fact that none of the interview prompts were related to emotion
schemas, but it is still of interest that through all the hours of conversation, these more
complex emotions were rarely raised. As a result, there appears to be a very good opportunity
emerging for further investigation of emotions beyond the ‘basic emotions’.
Another aspect that needs to be considered when discussing the manner in which the
participants described their emotional experiences concerns just how closely they linked the
emotions with a wide range of areas of their lives. For example, within just the emotion of
‘enjoyment’, the participants talked about it in relation their classroom experiences,
communication (both within and beyond the classroom), and examples of their actual use of
the language and the impact different situations or scenarios had on them. This, in turn, often
had a flow-on effect, spawning other emotions in the participants and also added to
motivation and to a sharpened vision of an Ideal L2 Self. The negative emotions affected an
equally large number of areas of the participants’ lives and were spoken of in just as much
detail. This observation of the participant descriptions of their emotional experiences serves to
confirm the assertion that emotions are everywhere in our lives, and can spread their web over
all areas of life, and do exactly that in most instances.
During the interviews, there is no question that there was a quite deliberate stronger
focus on emotions, but discussion of motivation was also encouraged, but was not taken up to
the same extent by the participants as it was with emotions. However, even though motivation
was not so frequently discussed, it never appeared as though the image of an ideal future, L2
self was lost. What this presents is a situation that supports MacIntyre’s (2002) contention
that attitudes are not enough in themselves to support motivation. It appears that the element
that had not been considered could well be the most critical – the learner’s emotional system.
That is to say, the learners described their emotional experiences in terms of being critical to
their current and future success as both a learner and an individual.
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To sum up, the whole interview process and the entirety of the interviews with
participants support the notion that there is an inseparability that exists between emotion and
motivation, and also emotion and cognition (Swain, 2013). Learning cannot take place
without the support of the network of emotions available to us as humans. Likewise, without
feeling emotions, actually living a normal life would in itself become an impossible task.
What needs to occur now is for the thread that ties cognition, motivation, and emotion
together to become the focus, and for it to be strengthened for the benefit of our learners and
of teachers, and for the wider audience of all involved in language education.

8.3.3. What are the emotional profiles of the learners based on the LLEQ?
The emotional profile of learners is an overall picture of the sample in terms of how
they, as a group, responded to the questions in the LLEQ – the quantitative research
instrument dealing with emotion. By looking at the descriptive statistics, and in particular the
mean values associated with each factor, it becomes possible to ‘paint a picture’ of the
learners relative to how they answered the questions.
What was most interesting when looking at the descriptive statistics associated with
these models (see section 7.12) were the areas of similarities and difference, and once again
the distinction can be seen very clearly between the positive and negative emotions. In
general, the factors pertaining to positive emotions in both the LRE and the SRE models were
answered more assuredly than were the negative factors. That is to say that the mean values
indicated that in almost all cases in those positive factors were above 4.50. This suggests that
there was a strong level of agreement with the items in those factors. These are the kinds of
responses that were desired as they give an indication of where the respondents actually stand
in relation to those targeted emotions.
On the other hand, the factors pertaining to negative emotions (namely ‘fear and
embarrassment’), the mean values were in the 2.50-4.0 range. This indicates that the
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participants did not wholly commit to either agreeing or disagreeing with the items in the
factors. So, by looking only at the manner in which the participants responded to the items in
in terms of the descriptive statistics, it appears that the participants found more in the
‘positive’ questionnaire items to agree with, or that something was evoked in their minds
more powerfully when those emotions were being targeted than was the case with the
‘negative’ emotions.
There could be many explanations for this, and chief among them could be the manner
in which the items were worded. This could well have been the reason they were answered in
a more committed fashion. However, it is difficult to fully believe that, with the number of
items that were in the questionnaire, it was only the negative ones that were not written
effectively or with the capacity to elicit a ‘meaningful’ response. A more likely explanation is
that the questionnaire items dealing with positive emotions did actually evoke a kind of
interest, or an image of positivity in relation to language learning in general that they were
then able to make a personal connection to their own language learning experience. For
example, the participant may have read the item, considered it, and in doing so positive
images entered their minds. The opposite could be said for the negative emotions – that when
reading the items, a sense of uninterest in thinking about negative experiences influenced their
responses. This makes even more sense when considered in light of the psychological concept
of human tendency to approach anything positive in nature and to avoid anything exhibiting
or resulting in negativity.
Such considerations remain somewhat hypothetical here, but what should be reiterated
is that there was a clear tendency among the participants to answer the ‘positive’ items more
strongly than the ‘negative’ ones. This is something that most certainly lends itself to further
investigation in the future. By gaining a clearer picture of the emotional profiles of our
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learners and understanding the reasoning behind it, both teachers and students will inevitably
benefit.

8.3.4. What are the motivational profiles of learners based on the LLMQ?
The motivational profile of learners, as with the emotional profile, refers to a general
picture of the participants based on the descriptive statistics that emerged from their responses
to the LLMQ - the quantitative research instrument dealing with motivation.
The descriptive statistics (see section 7.12) revealed a similarity with the emotional
profiles in that the factor of ‘anxiety’, dealing with an affective and negative aspect of
motivation, attracted similar responses to those in the ‘fear and embarrassment’ factors in the
LRE and SRE models. The mean statistics in the ‘anxiety’ factor hovered in the range of
3.10-3.80, which suggests that the participants were unable to really ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ with
the questionnaire items. Again, this could be the participants demonstrating a degree of
indifference in their response to the more negative-oriented items. What is interesting is the
parallel it draws with the responses with the ‘fear and embarrassment’ factor in the emotion
models. It shows that regardless of whether the focus is on emotions or motivation, the
students were not entirely sure as to whether they felt these negative feelings, so remained in
a kind of ‘neutral zone’ in their responses. This is a valuable insight as it seems to contradict
the previous research into both affect and motivation which has had a very heavy bias towards
the investigation of anxiety.
Another similarity between the motivational profiles drawn from the LLMQ and the
emotional profiles from the LLEQ is the fact that the other factors elicited much more
decisive and meaningful responses. The mean values for the ‘Attitudes to Learning English’
factor ranged from 3.91-4.59, whereas those for the factor of ‘Intended Learning Effort’
ranged from 4.14-4.38. This indicates that the learners in the study were more receptive to
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items regarding their ‘positive’ attitudes towards their language learning and their dedicated
efforts in their studies, as the items were all worded in a positive way.
The final factor was that of ‘Ideal L2 Self’. Fittingly, in keeping with Dörnyei’s
(2005; 2009) own view that student motivation is guided heavily by a vivid image of a future
self, the mean values in the descriptive statistics ranged from 4.83-5.53 for the items in the
factor. This indicates that the participants were able, to a very significant degree, agree with
the items which in turn reflected the fact that they possessed a future self, and an Ideal L2 Self
themselves, which adheres to the principles initiated within mainstream psychology with
theories of possibles selves (Markus and Nurius, 1986) and in relation to self-discrepancy
(Higgins, 1987).
To link back to the term ‘motivational profile’, what we can say now after looking at
the descriptive statistics is that the negative aspect of motivation that is ‘anxiety’ did not seem
to play a significant role in the formation of the motivational profile of the participants.
Certainly, considering the weight of research into anxiety over the years (see Horwitz,
Horwitz & Cope, 1986) and the heavy attention is has received, it was feasible to expect that
items related to this would have had more of influence and been more prominent in the
participants’ motivational profiles. However, this did not occur, and instead the results
showed that the participants’ motivational profiles were headed by a strong vision of an Ideal
L2 Self, which is an outcome that has many implications for language teachers and learners
due to the fact there seems to be change in the weight given to ‘negative’ factors relative to
‘positive’ ones. It is indeed encouraging to see that learners themselves are not controlled by
their anxiety and fear, but rather seem to be driven by positive thoughts of the future. At the
same time, however, the variety of negative emotions demands more understanding.
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8.3.5. What relationship exists between learner emotions and aspects of
motivation (Ideal L2 Self focus)?
As has been shown already in the combined analysis of the qualitative and quantitative
data (8.2.3), a relationship most certainly exists between language learner emotions and
motivation. This has been expressed in the comments of the participants during the qualitative
interviews, and also in the SEM quantitative analysis. However, it would be useful to try and
explain the connections that emerged during the study by placing discussion of the emotions
within the context of previous motivation research. This will make the connection clearer as
well as giving an indication of where future research will be beneficial. It was particularly in
relation to attribution theory, self-discrepancy theory, and self-efficacy beliefs that the beliefs
and experiences of learners came to the fore, and these are the theoretical areas that will be
focused on here.
Attribution Theory
During the qualitative phase of the project, there were numerous occasions when the
participants discussed their emotions in a manner that was in line with Weiner’s (1985)
‘cognitive-emotion process’ (2.2.1). This was obvious when the participants were speaking of
emotional experiences grounded more in the present, rather than being future-oriented. For
example, when Rita spoke of her frustration at having a very clear idea in her head of what
she wanted to say but having a lack of proficiency in English to produce that idea, she was in
fact talking of the cognitive appraisal of her ‘failure’ to be able to do this. Following such an
appraisal, Rita found that she was looking for ways to prevent this happening again, whether
it be through talking more with people outside of class, or doing what she could to increase
opportunities to use her English with different people inside the classroom environment as
well. For Rita, and others among the participants as well, this was quite common. What
provides the clear link between the emotions and motivation in cases like this is that the
negative or positive emotional experience, whichever it may be, was appraised in light of how
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it could be avoided or maintained respectively, all with the end goal of the ideal L2 self image
being attained.
Self-efficacy
The idea of Bandura’s (1977) ‘self-efficacy’ (2.2.2) was also evident in the data
collected from the participants, and also provided evidence of the relationship between
emotion and motivation. The learners talked often of their experiences in the past, both
positive and negative, and made it clear that for the most part they had gained something from
them. In particular, they had gained an awareness of actions they had taken to perform a task
effectively or not effectively. Alice, for example, spoke of her lack of confidence in herself to
speak in English and be understood, to communicate effectively. Obviously, in such an
example, her feelings of self-efficacy were low, and the emotion evoked was the negative one
of embarrassment. However, over time, her confidence grew and as a result her
embarrassment decreased, and she became closer to attaining her Ideal L2 Self.
Whilst it is true that having negative emotional experiences can have a detrimental
effect on motivational intensity and momentum, in most cases among the current participants,
in general when emotions were encountered they seemed to emerge on the other side as a
form of positive motivation on many more occasions than they produced demotivation. As
such, the researcher would have to agree with the thoughts of Bandura (1977) that beliefs of
self-efficacy, albeit to differing degrees, are indeed determinants of motivation and affect.
Self-discrepancy theory / Ideal L2 Self
The data drawn from the project perhaps finds its greatest ally in terms of aiming to
identify a relationship between emotion and motivation in Higgins’s (1987) self-discrepancy
theory (SDT), which had been built upon the foundation provided by Markus and Nurius’s
(1986) concept of ‘possible selves’ (2.2.5). Following on from these theories, but more
specific to the field of applied linguistics and language education, is of course Dörnyei’s L2
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motivational self system and in particular the Ideal L2 Self concept (see chapter 3), which was
so central to this research.
For SDT to work there must be a clear image of a ‘future self’, or the self one hopes to
present in the future. In all cases among the participants, this was true, ranging from Alice,
who wanted to be able to participate with other mothers like herself in Australia, to Rita, who
wanted to have a good job in her home country but in which she would need English to
succeed and progress, to others who only looked as far ahead as their impending MA degrees
and the future self they required to complete those successfully. As would be expected, the
future selves of the participants were all of a positive nature. The idea of SDT comes into play
when considering the gap, or ‘discrepancy’ that exists between the ‘actual’ self, and the
desired future self. There is obviously strong connection here between Higgins’s ‘ideal self’
and Dörnyei’s ‘Ideal L2 Self’, as the current project targets learners of English and their
language learning motivation. As a result, from this point they can be considered one and the
same in the current context, whereas they would clearly not be the same in a different context
wherein Higgins’s notion can still exist, but Dörnyei’s may not be of any relevance to an ideal
future self.
In the interviews the participants spoke of their emotional experiences in great depth,
and related them to their future selves on numerous occasions, so the link between emotion
and motivation became obvious immediately. However, something to emerge from the
research that was of great interest was that for some participants the motivational intensity
produced by the different emotional experiences seemed to differ depending on the relative
weight each individual gave to the domains of LRE and SRE as well as on the differing
versions of the Ideal L2 Selves the learners have. For example, the picture that Antonio
painted of his Ideal L2 Self was strongly influenced by his desire to progress as an English
language speaker in the ‘life-related’ domain, whereas the influence of the ‘study-related
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domain’ was minimal. He really saw language as a vehicle to intercultural understanding and
development, and whilst he knew that certain academic skills he studied in class were
necessary, mostly he focused on improving his communication in his life beyond the
classroom. The link between emotion and motivation, and particularly with the Ideal L2 Self
concept, can be seen in Antonio’s case as the emotions he felt were always most powerful
when in ‘real life’ situations outside of the class environment, and this is in turn because he
was motivated to become an effective English user in this domain.
Finally, in this case the link between emotion and motivation is visible when we
consider that Antonio’s emotional experiences were stronger in the life-related domain as his
Ideal L2 Self also existed in that domain. His emotional experiences also spurred him on in
his quest to reduce the discrepancy between his actual self and his future, Ideal L2 Self.

8.4. Implications for language education and research
A research project such as this would not be complete without some discussion around
what implications exist for language teaching and learning have emerged from it, and how
these might be addressed. Emotions possess significant power, and as humans we cannot
avoid them, and this obviously extends to learners of a language. As a result, pedagogical
implications arise. The project has brought several issues to the surface that need to be
considered by language educators as well as researchers for future investigation.
The first implication concerns the need to assist learners to become more aware of
their emotions, and their emotional triggers (Gregersen, Meza & MacIntyre, 2014). This first
involves commitment and engagement on the part of the teacher in order to be able to first
identify these, and then to be able to bring these to the awareness of the learners. This could
be done in several ways such as by encouraging reflection by learners, as reflection requires
an individual to take the time to process emotions. The ability to do this is commonly
recognized as Emotional Intelligence (EI), which Salovey and Mayer (1990) define as the
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“ability to monitor one’s own and other’s feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them,
and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and action” (p. 189). Putting measures in
place that ensure the learners are exposed to the concepts of emotions is the first step, and this
can be done through materials at first, and then incorporated into class activities. Another
advantage that comes with combining encouragement for students to reflect on their learning
and on their emotional experiences with attempting to increase EI is that it discourages
complacency associated with the experience of positive emotions. An example of such
complacency can be seen in the study conducted by López and Aguilar (2013), in which one
of the participants talked of being spurred to action by negative emotions, but when reflecting
on a good result they felt there was nothing to reflect on or analyse as they were already
happy.
It should also be remembered that it is not only students who may not be aware of the
important role emotions play – this can be true, and probably is in many cases, of teachers
too. As a result, it becomes important for teachers to be educated about the extremely high
value of emotional competencies. Once awareness of this is raised, it becomes possible for the
teachers to shift the focus to their learners in attempting to raise their emotional competencies,
which will inevitable have a flow-on effect to their language learning motivation
(Pishghadam, 2009).
In terms of practical classroom-based suggestions, activities that enable learners to
utilise their emotional intelligence would be most beneficial. To this end, recommended
activities would be those that encourage individual or group reflection on tasks and feelings.
Collaborative learning approaches also hold a great deal of potential benefit as these types of
tasks encourage both cognitive abilities as well as a great deal of emotional participation and
engagement (Imai, 2010).
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If pedagogical approaches such as these are pursued and are successful, the learners
will become aware of another resource they have at their disposal in learning – their
emotional system. With awareness will come the ability to harness the emotions and use them
to reinforce motivation, and to ultimately aid the students in their pursuit of their Ideal L2
Self.

8.5. Reflection on the project
Over the course of the project, several limitations were encountered. Some of these
were predicted prior to beginning any aspect of the data collection, while others arose during
the project in earnest.
One of the primary limitations related to logistical difficulties associated with data
collection and the unpredictable sample size for the quantitative phase. The nature of the
logistical difficulties was that the participants came from different institution in two cities
different from that where the researcher studies and resides. Organising the qualitative
interviews in three waves, at different institutions, and most importantly, at times when the
participants themselves were willing and available to participate was a great challenge. This
particular difficulty was successfully dealt with, but there was a flow-on effect to the
quantitative phase, which resulted in one of the more significant limitations of the study – the
lack of time to carry out statistical analyses of the pilot study. So, essentially the interviews
were completed and then the LLEQ was developed, but there was only enough time to
conduct a brief pilot study of the questionnaire with the aim of repairing any unclear and
difficult to understand items.
Almost immediately after troublesome questions were rewritten, the questionnaire had
to be administered at the respective institutions. Had it been delayed to carry out the statistical
analyses, the chance to access the sample would have passed. In retrospect, the benefit that
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would have been gained from being able to undertake these statistical analyses is that earlier
in the project the realization would have been made that the constructs related to different
emotions that were part of the LLEQ were not easy for participants to differentiate between in
terms of the manner in which they responded to the items. That is to say that where the
researcher saw clear differences between, for example, the emotions of pride and happiness,
the difference was not always as clearly identified by the questionnaire responses. They were
essentially seen as both being positive emotions. The key differentiation that was made was
between emotions such as pride and embarrassment, with one being seen as positive and one
as negative. Thus, if timing had not been such a pressing and restrictive variable, overall
questionnaire design could potentially have been more effective, and this would in turn have
reduced the level of difficulty and number of issues encountered in the analyses of the
quantitative data using SEM.
Another limitation of the project was again related to the actual sample size the
quantitative aspect of the project resulted in. From initial communication with different
institutions and their representatives, an initial estimate of around 700 or 800 participants was
made, and early preparations worked off this assumption. As outlined in the Methodology
chapter, during the course of the project, different institutions dropped out for a variety of
reasons, and the number of participants within the institutions that remained in the project
also decreased. This made the quantitative analyses more difficult as Structural Equation
Modeling works most effectively with larger sample sizes, even though the minimum
recommended sample size of 200 was still met.
A final limitation is one that is also tied together with one of the overall aims of the
project. A lack of literature in the area of emotions and applied linguistics and language
education added to the methodological challenges associated with the project. This was
especially the case in the need to develop the primary research instrument specifically for the
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project due to the absence of an earlier one with the same focus on emotional experiences,
while working in the L2 of the participants. This was a significant gap in the research
literature that both the LLEQ and the qualitative interviews have gone some way towards
filling and that also emphasises the contribution the current study has made to the field. The
wealth of qualitative interview data has created a wider opening in the doorway to the feelings
of language learners.
The research instrument developed for the project – the LLEQ – is also a contribution
to the research field that should not now be ignored. Whilst it will certainly benefit from
being put through further refinement processes in the future, it actually exists now with items
that have been through a rigorous validation process. The results is an instrument that the
researcher, and hopefully other researchers, will utilise and benefit from in the near future.

8.6. Summary
Overall, the data gathered and analysed during the project in the qualitative interviews
and also in the SEM quantitative analysis achieved the goal that it originally set out to. First
and foremost, the participants opened up to me in a manner that allowed me to gain a
powerful and true insight into the experiences of the learners and the emotional impact these
experiences had upon them. It was perhaps this aspect of the project that was rewarding, as,
after wading through the literature, the insights provided in the comments of the participants
are few and far between in the applied linguistics literature. Certainly, the project has laid the
foundation for far greater exploration in this area.
It must also be said that although the quantitative phase of the project did not go
entirely according to plan, it has added something significant to the field by demonstrating
that there is a very real relationship between emotions and motivation, and especially with the
ideal L2 self. Further to this, the LLEQ is an instrument that was developed by the researcher,
and although there some issues with it, the potential to continue refining it remains, and as a
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result so does its power to be used in the future as a significant research instrument in the
investigation into language learner emotions.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSION
________________________________________________________
9.1 Introduction
The purpose of this brief chapter is to conclude the study. Section 9.2 will provide a
final summary of the purpose of the study and the methodological approaches adopted.
Further to this, in section 9.3 the key findings will once again be summarized followed by
recommendations for future research in section 9.4.

9.2 Summary of the purpose and methodology of the study
There were four primary aims of the current study. The first of these was to explore
language learner emotions by way of a mixed methods research project. This most certainly
occurred with a large degree of success. The qualitative phase of the study came first, and was
the most critical aspect of the study. This phase involved a series of three semi-structured
interviews with tertiary English language learners at Australian universities. The participants
were students of ‘Academic English’ and on a pathway program into Australian university
award programs. The interview data was analysed using the NVivo software following the
‘meaning condensation’ approach (Kvale, 1996). The quantitative phase of the project was
carried out with the use of two research instruments. The LLEQ was used to collect the
quantitative data pertaining to learner emotions, and LLMQ was used to collect the
quantitative data for motivation. The sample size was 235 learners from the same context as
in the qualitative phase. The data was put through a process of analysis culminating in an
SEM approach of two final models – the LRE-LLMQ and the SRE-LLMQ – which allowed
the researcher to observe causal relationships between emotion and motivation variables. The
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descriptive statistics from these models were used to help develop an overall picture of the
emotional and motivational profiles of the learners.
The second aim of the project was to observe the motivational and emotional profiles
of learners through a combination of qualitative and quantitative research. As mentioned
above, the dual research approaches were adopted, and it was the descriptive statistics
associated with the quantitative stage of the project that allowed for an overall picture of the
learners’ profiles to emerge. By observing the mean values of the participants’ responses, the
strength of the responses to individual items in the LLEQ and LLMQ were observed (8.3.3
and 8.3.4).
The third, and most important of the aims was to identify specific emotions
experienced by language learners as described in interviews and observed through the
administration of research questionnaires. The qualitative interviews proved to be extremely
revealing in this regard, and produced commentary on a broad range of emotion, both
including and going beyond the original starting list as suggested by Dörnyei (2009b) – (see
chapter 6). In the end, the questionnaires proved not to identify specific emotions as such, but
to allow for close observation of the relationship emotions had with motivation. In this sense,
this particular aim was the most critical and revealing of the entire study.
Finally, the project aimed to identify features of the relationship between emotion and
motivation and foreign language learning, and this was carried out effectively, as is discussed
in 8.2.2 and 8.4. This particular process was conducted through observing similarities
between the paths of the SEM models and their respective loadings, and the qualitative
comments of the participants produces in the interviews.
Overall, the project served to gain an insight into the nature and variety of emotions
experienced by language learners. It is a fact that this area has been largely neglected up to
this point, and a large part of the focus of the research was to contribute to a greater
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understanding of affect in language learning and the critical role it plays. The second main
focus was to observe the interactions that the emotional experiences of the participants had
with their motivation to study English in relation to specific motivational factors, chief among
these being the Ideal L2 Self concept.

9.3 Summary of the key findings
The key findings were discussed in detail in Chapter 8, but will be again briefly
summarized here. Firstly, the qualitative interviews uncovered a broad range of emotions and
related experiences that the learners experienced in their study in Australia and also that they
had experienced in the past in their home countries. Perhaps the most useful finding to
consider is that what we normally perceive as being ‘positive’ emotions such as pride and
hope, for example, are not always necessarily so. Likewise, there can be positive elements
found in emotions generally perceived to be ‘negative’ such as fear and frustration. The
comments of the participants confirmed this on numerous occasions, and examples of the
manner in which they did so can be found in Chapter 6.
The qualitative phase led into the quantitative phase, and the key finding of the SEM
analysis in light of the continued focus on the role emotions play in the Ideal L2 Selves of
learners was that those emotions do indeed have a significant impact on the Ideal L2 Selves of
learners of English. The key issue is whether that impact will be positive or negative in
nature, and this aspect is among those that strengthen the call and confirm the need for further
research in the area of emotions and motivation in applied linguistics and second language
acquisition.
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9.4 Recommendations for future research
Finally, it must be reiterated that whilst the current study does shed light on the types
of emotions language learners experience and how these manifest into a vast range of
different learning and social experiences involving their language use, it is only the very tip of
the iceberg. More work needs to occur in understanding the range and intensity of ‘negative’
emotions at the same time as providing some focus on the ‘positive’ emotions and the effect
they can have on learning. Positive emotions, in particular, have suffered from a lack of
research in the past. The ‘positive’ vs. ‘negative’ aspect of emotions in the study yielded some
of the most interesting and surprising results of the study. Whilst the emotions encountered by
the participants were not surprising, what was of great interest was the manner in which they
experienced them. It was at this point in the study that the dimensionality of different
emotions came into focus, and exemplified just how complex the emotions of learners, and
indeed humans, can be. To recap, ‘dimensionality’ refers to instances where learners describe
the absence of a positive or negative emotion where it would normally be expected to be
present.
Another of the important findings was the great relevance of context to the emotions
experienced by the participants. The situated classroom environment tended to produce
different emotional responses than the lived ‘real-world’ experiences of the participants. This
was an extremely interesting outcome of the research, and one worthy of further investigation.
Revelations such as the above have now exposed several new questions in the area of
language learner emotions such as the following:


In what instances can ‘positive’ emotions have a negative impact on the learning
experiences of language learners?



In what instances can ‘negative’ emotions aid in the learning experience of
language learners?
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How do the emotional experiences of learners differ when encountered outside of
the classroom? For example, how are emotions described when at ‘high-stakes’ vs.
‘low-stakes’ periods of their educational lives?



What impact does the culture of the learner have on the manner in which they
experience emotions?

Such questions are merely a starting point, but undoubtedly there are many more questions
that warrant investigation in this relatively new area of research.
Greater research will not only help academics understand the phenomenon of
emotions more, but will also provide an avenue towards the learners themselves becoming
more aware of their emotions and how they can be managed and regulated to benefit their
learning. Implications here for future research are in the area of syllabus design and class
activities that can incorporate emotion awareness-raising in students. This should extend to
the teachers in the classroom, as an awareness of the emotions of learners will aid in lesson
and material preparation and selection and help in improving the overall L2 learning
experience, so there are most certainly implications her for teacher education and training.
A study such as this needs to lead to future studies in the area to highlight areas of
interest and importance that have come to light in the study, but also to elaborate on areas that
have been ‘missed’ or only covered lightly here. Potential future studies include a closer look
at the differences in emotional experiences across cultures (a study that has already been
started by the researcher and a colleague), further investigation of the ‘positive’ vs. ‘negative’
emotions dichotomy, a focused study on the dimensionality of emotions, and also
pedagogical-based studies from within the situated classroom environment.
It is so important to remember that emotions are at the very core of our existence, and
can never be separated from cognition, which is of course critical to learning, but will never
survive on its own.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Promotional flyer for the research project

Research Study
University of Canberra
Discipline of Applied Linguistics and Languages
Are you interested in participating in a study on your emotions and
motivation in your English language study? Here is your chance!
What will you be asked to do?
 Participate in 3 interviews over the first 6 months of 2013 in
a convenient location
What benefit will you get from participating?
 A chance to talk about your English language learning
experiences in English in a social setting like a café
 A summary of the research project

If you are interested or have any questions, please contact
Andrew Ross at the following e-mail address:

E-mail: andrew.ross@canberra.edu.au
This research study has been reviewed by, and received ethics approval from the Human
Research Ethics Committee, University of Canberra
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Appendix 2: Student interest slip
My name is ________________________________ and I come from ______________. I am a student at
____________ University and I would like to participate in the interviews for Andrew Ross’s
Emotion and Motivation research study.
Here is my e-mail address __________________________ I am happy for Andrew to contact me
to arrange an interview time.
Please give this paper to your teacher.
THANK YOU 
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Appendix 3 – Interview plans

PLAN FOR INITIAL INTERVIEW
Introduction of Interviewer (it is assumed the interviewer and participants have met briefly and the participants have
been told a little about the researcher’s interests)
Hi, as you know my name is Andrew Ross, and I am here to interview about your language learning experiences.
During this interview, I would like to talk about the following topics: your English study in your home country, your English study in Australia
thus far, positive experiences / feelings you have had learning English, negative experiences you have had learning English, and goals for the
future.
Are you happy to talk about these topics with me?
With these topics in mind …

Student name: _________________________________________
Nationality: ____________________________________________
University: _____________________________________________
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English learning background / English study in Australia
Main questions
 Can you tell me a little about yourself to
begin?
 Can you tell me about your English
language learning in the past?



Can you tell me about your English study
in Australia?

Additional questions

Clarifying questions



When did you start?



Could you talk a bit more about that?



How many hours per week?



Can you tell me anything else?



Describe your classes – size/length etc.





Can you give me an example / some
examples?

Were your teachers native speakers of
English?



How did you feel about learning English in
your home country?


How is it different to your English
study in your home country?



Which do you prefer? Why?



What have you enjoyed? What have
you not enjoyed so much? Why?
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As above

Emotional experiences in language learning
Now, I’d like to know about some of your specific experiences in your language learning …
Main questions






Can you tell me about some of your best
experiences in English class like a favourite
lesson / teacher / activity / skill? Why did
you like them?
What about some classes that you didn’t
like? Or activities?

Additional questions



How do the positive experiences make
you feel about your English learning?



How do the negative experiences make
you feel about your English learning?



Did you take any actions to prevent
the negative experience you
described?

What did/didn’t you like about them?
Can you describe how you felt as a result of
these experiences?

Are these feelings different between
your home country and in Australia?

Additionals:
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Clarifying questions


Could you talk a bit more about that?



Can you tell me anything else?



Can you give me an example / some
examples?

Language learning motivation
Main questions

Additional questions



Why did you study English in your
country?



When you look into the future, what
do you see for yourself?



Why are you now in Australia studying
English?



What about for English? Is English
important in your future? How?



What are your goals for the future?
How does English affect them?

Additionals:
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Clarifying questions


Could you talk a bit more about that?



Can you tell me anything else?

Can you give me an example / some
examples?

Plan for 2nd interview
Last time we talked about your language learning history in your country and
also your language learning in Australia so far.
Today I’d like to talk a bit more about your learning and some of your feelings
about your experiences, especially related to my research interests specifically.
In particular I’d like to talk about your experiences of English learning related to
your in-class experiences and learning-related experiences in relation to
emotions.
First, I’d like to ask you the two questions I asked you to think about in the e-mail I sent you:
So, firstly, what is the BEST English language experience you have had?




What made this experience so good for you?
Did it have any consequences on your learning / study after that? What?
Since that time, have you had any similar experiences?
o What were they?
o If not, does that bother you? How?

And next, what is the WORST English language learning experience you have had?




What made this experience so bad?
Did it have any consequences for your learning / study after that? What?
Have you had any similar experiences since?
o Can you tell me about them?

ENJOYMENT
Now, I would like to talk about the emotion, or feeling, of enjoyment and how it relates to
your English language learning. When you hear this word ‘ENJOYMENT’, is there anything that
you think of in your English language learning in the past or now?
In your past, have you generally enjoyed going to class? What did you enjoy / not enjoy about
it?
What about here in Australia … do you enjoy going to class? What is it that makes you enjoy /
not enjoy it?
When you enjoy something, does it make you more keen to participate?
Do you usually look forward to the next class you will have?
 Can you explain why? What is it you do / don’t look forward to?
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Do you look forward to studying and learning new material? Examples of times you have
really enjoyed learning something new?
After you learn something, do you think about what you have just learned?
 Does this help you enjoy the experience more?
Do you enjoy studying at home to continue improving?
 Why / why not?
When your studies are progressing well, what kind of feeling does it give you?
 Does it give you any strong kind of physical feeling in your body?

HOPE
What about the emotion of ‘hope’? What does the word ‘hope’ mean to you? Have you ever
experienced it in your language learning in the past or now? Examples?
First, let’s talk about confidence, as it is related to hope.
When you’re learning in class, how would you describe your level of confidence?
 Can you explain why you feel that way?
Are you usually confident, and have you been confident in the past, that you will be able to
keep up with the lessons?
Are you hopeful you will be able to contribute in class when you go there?
What about in general life … when you have had an opportunity to use English, have you been
hopeful of using it correctly?
Does your hope for the future of your English abilities make you put a lot of effort into your
study?
 Can you talk a bit more about this?
When you feel you are achieving your learning goals, does it give you more hope for the
future?
 Can you explain a bit more?

PRIDE
The emotion of ‘pride’ is an important one in learning. Have you got anything you would like
to say about from your language learning experience in the past up to now?
Let’s start with your classes. Can you describe how you feel when you can keep up with the
learning material, or lesson material well?
 Example?
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When you contribute something in class in a discussion or other activity, what effect does it
have on you? How do you feel?
 Example?
What about outside of class? Have you ever felt proud of yourself about the way you used
English in a social situation?
 Example?
In the past and now, when you do something well in class or if you achieve something at home
when you are studying (like understand a difficult reading or something), do you tell your
parents or friends about it?
 Why / why not?
If you have experienced pride in your language learning, have you done so more in your
country in the past or here in Australia?
 Explain
Pride is a good emotion and most people like to feel it. Are you motivated to achieve things so
you can experience this feeling?
 Explain
Are you proud of your English learning so far in your life? Can you talk about why?

HAPPINESS
Can you remember when you first started to learn things in English? Did it make you happy to
be learning things in a new language? Why / why not?
Did you experience any other happiness or similar feelings during your study in your home
country in the past? Can you tell me more about them?
Since you arrived in Australia, have you felt happy about learning English here? Why / why
not? Can you give some reasons / examples?
Do you feel happy about your English level at the moment? What would make you feel happy
about your learning?
When you are in class do you ever feel happy? Can you tell me about it?
When you feel happy about your learning, what is the effect it has on you?
 Do you work harder?
 Do you want to study English more and practice it more?

Now we’re going to talk about some negative emotions and when you might have
experienced them before.
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ANGER
All people experience anger or frustration at some time in their life, especially students.
 Can you relate to this emotion?
 Is it something you have felt in your learning?
 Can you talk about it a little?
Do you often feel frustrated during English class?
 Can you give an example?
What about outside of class when you are using English? Or studying English at home?
 Can you give an example of these?
What effect does this feeling have on you? Does it make you work harder?
When you have a lot of homework, do you start right away? Or does it make you feel like not
even starting?
When you can’t answer questions correctly, or communicate effectively, does it make you feel
angry or frustrated?
 Example?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
SURPRISE
Has anything in your learning in the past been a surprise to you?
What about since you came to Australia? Have you ever felt surprised about anything in your
learning?
What have the results of that been? / What happened after that?

EMBARRASSMENT
Do you understand what I mean by ‘embarrassment’ or ‘shame’? Are these emotions that you
have experienced in your learning?
 If yes, examples?
Have you ever felt embarrassed in class?
 Can you tell me about it?
If you thought your classmates knew you didn’t understand the lesson or the activity, what
kind of feelings would you have?
 What if others understand and you can’t?
Did you ever feel these feelings in your country? Is the feeling different for you here and in
your country?
When you can’t express your ideas clearly do you feel embarrassed?
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Do you ask for help, or keep it to yourself?

Sometimes do you feel your level of English is not high enough?
 How does this make you feel?

HOPELESSNESS
This emotion can be related to the feeling of ‘giving up’. How do you feel about this in your
learning experience?
Do you ever feel like ‘giving up’ on any of your study or classwork?
 What made you feel like this? Examples.
Do you ever feel like you’ll never understand everything clearly?
 What effect does this have on you?
Have you ever quit anything in your English study? What was it?
Are you ever worried that your abilities will not match up with what is required in your future
studies?
 What effect does this have on your language learning motivation?

BOREDOM
You mentioned last time that grammar study is boring for you … are there other experiences
of learning you have had that you think are boring?
When you feel bored, what happens to you?
Do you delay doing your study if it is very boring?
When you are bored do you feel like you have no motivation to study hard at home or in class?
Is this the same in your country and Australia?

FEAR
When you were studying English in the past, was there ever anything that made you feel
afraid?
When you think about your future English goals and the difficulty and hard work involved in
reaching them, do you feel any fear about the future?
When you study in Australia, do you feel any fear about interacting with other students or
teachers?
 Does it stop you from trying to use some of the English you have learned sometimes?
If yes, how do you overcome it?
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SADNESS
When you were learning English growing up, was there anything that ever made you feel sad?
Aside from scores?
 Tell me about it
Did you ever show your sadness to people? Or did you mainly keep it inside?
What about in Australia? Have you felt sad here at all about anything to do with your
learning?
 Tell me about it
Do you feel sad when you can’t find opportunities to practice English? Does this make you feel
sadder than if you get a bad test score at home?

GUILT
What is your understanding of the emotion ‘guilt’? In English it means a bad feeling when you
do something wrong, OR if you don’t do something well or do something you should have. Is it
the same in your country?
In the past, did you ever feel guilty about anything in your English study?
 Tell me about it
 For example, if you didn’t receive a good test score, would you feel guilty?
Usually, if you feel guilty, is it because of any people in particular, or do you just feel it for
yourself?
Have you felt guilty about anything related to your English study here in Australia?
 Can you explain a bit about it?
Do guilty feelings ever motivate you to work harder in your English study?

Well, that’s about it for today! Thanks so much again for meeting with me, and I look forward
to our final meeting!
Before we finish is there anything else you would like to talk about or mention?
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Plan for Final interview (Interview 3)
Hi! Thanks for joining me one more time for this final interview. This interview
will be quite short – only about 20 minutes or so – and will give you the chance
to talk a little bit more about some of the things we have talked about before,
and then also to talk in a bit more detail about some of your motivation.
1. First of all, you have talked before about how you would like to improve your
English a lot to become more fluent. Do you think that it is only language ability
that you want to change? Or do you want to actually become similar to the
people of English-speaking countries in other ways too (culture etc.)?
2. You have said before how English is very important to your future career, but
in what other ways do you think English will help you as a person?
3. Has English learning made you more interested to learn other languages?
Which ones? Has your attitude to language learning changed as a result of your
English learning?
4. Do you think there is a problem with teaching culture together with language?
I mean … if you study English here, do you think it is possible to forget the
importance of some aspects of your own culture?
5. Tell me about some of the travel experiences you have had in your life. How
has English helped you in your travel in the past?
6. Is it important that your friends are also learning English? Why / why not?
Would it make your English language learning easier / better if they were not
and were English speakers instead? Can you explain a little about this?
7. Obviously your parents know you are here studying, but can you tell me about
how they helped you start learning English and how they support your English
learning now?
8. Would the ability to speak English fluently change your life? How? Please
explain a little.
9. Overall, do you think that your confidence in learning and using English is
growing? Can you give any examples of when you felt more confident than you
did in the past?
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10. How well do you think you make the most of opportunities to use and
practice English? What do you feel when you are in a store or some other place
and you need to use English with a stranger? Explain.
11. What is your plan to continue your English language development after
finishing your English classes? I know you will have classes in English, but do
you think you will take any other steps to make sure your English skills continue
to improve?
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Appendix 4: Emotion flash-card prompts (sample)

Enjoyment

Hope
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Appendix 5: Language Learner Emotions Questionnaire (LLEQ)

Language Learner Emotions Questionnaire
SECTION 1:
In this section please select to what extent you either agree or disagree with the following
statements by circling a number between 1 and 6.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

Example: If you strongly agree with the following statement,
circle number 6:

1 2 3 4 5 6

I like playing tennis very much.

1.

I get excited about going to English class.

1 2 3 4 5 6

2.

One day I hope I will be a fluent English speaker.

1 2 3 4 5 6

3.

Using English effectively in my daily life makes me feel happy.

1 2 3 4 5 6

4.

Speaking to English speakers makes me feel afraid.

1 2 3 4 5 6

5.

It’s usually difficult for me to focus in English class.

1 2 3 4 5 6

6.

I think I can be proud of my achievements in English study.

1 2 3 4 5 6

7.

When I feel excited in class, it makes me want to work harder to
improve.
My hope for my future motivates me to find opportunities to practise
using English.
I am hopeful that I can make good contributions in English class.

1 2 3 4 5 6

10.

I enjoy the challenge of learning new English skills.

1 2 3 4 5 6

11.

1 2 3 4 5 6

12.

It’s very enjoyable to watch TV in English and understand the main
ideas.
I get excited when I can see my improvement in English in daily life.

13.

I feel ashamed because others make faster progress than me.

1 2 3 4 5 6

14.

1 2 3 4 5 6

15.

If I make a mistake when using English in public I feel very
embarrassed.
I feel scared to use English in class until I am sure it is correct.

16.

It takes a lot of time to do things in English and that is frustrating.

1 2 3 4 5 6

17.

I feel frustrated when I feel that my English study does not make me
better at communicating in daily life.
I want to use English all the time, but I am afraid of making mistakes.

1 2 3 4 5 6

8.
9.

18.
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1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

19.

When I express my opinions clearly I feel proud.

1 2 3 4 5 6

20.

1 2 3 4 5 6

21.

When I think about my future, I am hopeful that I will be able to use
English effectively.
I feel very excited when I need to use English in everyday situations.

22.

I am very hopeful that I can succeed in English class.

1 2 3 4 5 6

23.

I am motivated to go to English class because it is exciting.

1 2 3 4 5 6

24.

1 2 3 4 5 6

26.

When I have an enjoyable experience using English it makes me want
to study harder.
Using English effectively for simple tasks in daily life makes me feel
proud.
Because I get bored I don’t concentrate on my English lessons.

27.

Focusing my study to prepare for a test makes me frustrated.

1 2 3 4 5 6

28.

I’m embarrassed that I can’t express myself well outside class.

1 2 3 4 5 6

29.

I feel scared every time I speak English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

30.

I get angry when I feel that my communication skills are not improving.

1 2 3 4 5 6

31.

Talking in English with other international students is enjoyable.

1 2 3 4 5 6

32.

My enjoyment of English classes makes me want to participate.

1 2 3 4 5 6

33.

1 2 3 4 5 6

34.

I am proud of myself using English in Australia or other foreign
countries.
Contributing in class makes me feel happy.

35.

I get excited when I can see my improvement in English class.

1 2 3 4 5 6

36.

When I first used English I was very excited.

1 2 3 4 5 6

37.

My happiness in my study depends on my scores.

1 2 3 4 5 6

38.

1 2 3 4 5 6

40.

I am hopeful that my English studies are preparing me well for future
work and study.
I am excited when people try to have a conversation with me in
English.
I am afraid that my English ability will stop me from reaching my goals.

41.

It’s frustrating when I can’t express what I am thinking.

1 2 3 4 5 6

42.

I was more frustrated in my English classes in my own country than in
Australia.
Because I’m bored I don’t want to study English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

25.

39.

43.
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1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

44.

1 2 3 4 5 6

46.

I don’t answer questions in class because I am afraid of making a
mistake.
I prefer to speak in my language with people from my country because
I feel more comfortable.
I don’t like using English outside class as people don’t understand me.

47.

I enjoy participating in English activities.

1 2 3 4 5 6

48.

1 2 3 4 5 6

49.

I hope my English keeps improving as it will help me to cope in my
university studies.
Speaking with native-speakers makes me feel happy.

50.

I really enjoy talking in English with people in daily life.

1 2 3 4 5 6

51.

Using English in my daily life makes me happy.

1 2 3 4 5 6

52.

Getting good grades makes me feel proud.

1 2 3 4 5 6

53.

When I understand a new topic or some new grammar, I feel happy.

1 2 3 4 5 6

54.

1 2 3 4 5 6

55.

I want to be proud of my English ability, so I am motivated to study
hard.
When I feel excited, it makes me want to practise English more.

56.

I am afraid of feeling embarrassed.

1 2 3 4 5 6

57.

I avoid discussing any study problems that I have.

1 2 3 4 5 6

58.

1 2 3 4 5 6

59.

I get very frustrated when I feel like I am not making any progress in
my classes.
When I have to repeat myself to people it is embarrassing.

60.

Using English outside of class is more enjoyable than in class.

1 2 3 4 5 6

61.

I am proud of my English language achievements in my life so far.

1 2 3 4 5 6

62.

I am happy living in an English-speaking country.

1 2 3 4 5 6

63.

1 2 3 4 5 6

64.

I feel happy when my teacher and other students are interested in
what I talk about.
I am confident when I go to English class.

65.

I always get excited by using English with other students.

1 2 3 4 5 6

66.

When I have a good experience using English I can’t wait to tell people
about it.
Learning English is more enjoyable here because there are fewer
people from my country.
When I misunderstand someone’s meaning it can be embarrassing.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Sometimes I am angry that people don’t try hard enough to understand
me.

1 2 3 4 5 6

45.

67.
68.
69.
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1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

70.

1 2 3 4 5 6

72.

It’s most frustrating trying to speak with students of a different English
level.
I am afraid to communicate with classmates because I don’t want to
make a mistake.
English study is always the same.

73.

I hope to use English in my future job.

1 2 3 4 5 6

74.

I feel confident that I can learn all the material effectively.

1 2 3 4 5 6

75.

If I do well in class, I like to tell my friends and family.

1 2 3 4 5 6

76.

I am happy when I am in English class.

1 2 3 4 5 6

77.

I find English classes are often boring.

1 2 3 4 5 6

78.

Sometimes when I answer questions in class I feel that I look stupid.

1 2 3 4 5 6

79.

I am afraid of disappointing my family by not improving in English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

80.

1 2 3 4 5 6

82.

I don’t want anyone to know when I haven’t understood something in
English class.
I rarely begin communication with people because I don’t want to
make a mistake.
I’m embarrassed that I can’t express myself well in class.

83.

Learning English is exciting.

1 2 3 4 5 6

84.

It makes me happy when people understand me speaking English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

85.

I am proud of myself.

1 2 3 4 5 6

71.

81.

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

SECTION 2:
This section concerns demographic information about you (not including your name). Please
provide the following information by circling the appropriate answer or writing your answer
in the space provided. Please answer all items.

Gender:

Male

Female

Nationality:

_______________________________

Age:

18

19

20

23

24

25+
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21

22

Appendix 6: Language Learner Motivation Questionnaire (LLMQ)

Language Learner Motivation Questionnaire
SECTION 1:
In this section please select to what extent you either agree or disagree with the following
statements by circling a number between 1 and 6.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

Example: If you strongly agree with the following statement,
circle the number six:

1 2 3 4 5 6

I like playing tennis very much.

1.

When I think about my future, it is important that I use English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

2.

I would like to become similar to the people of English-speaking
countries.
I worry that the other students will laugh at me when I speak English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Studying English is important to me because I would like to become
close to other English speakers.
I am worried that speakers of English will find my English strange.

1 2 3 4 5 6

I think it is important to learn English in order to learn more about the
culture and art of its speakers.
I think that English helps me meet more people.

1 2 3 4 5 6

If I could speak English well, I could get to know more people from
other countries.
I can honestly say that I am really doing my best to learn English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

10.

Even though I am in Australia, meeting local people is not easy.

1 2 3 4 5 6

11.

Whenever I think of my future career, I imagine myself using English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

12.

I think English will help my future career.

1 2 3 4 5 6

13.

Learning English is one of the most important things in my life.

1 2 3 4 5 6

14.

I feel uncomfortable speaking English with a native-speaker.

1 2 3 4 5 6

15.

I like English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

16.

English has helped me a lot in my life.

1 2 3 4 5 6

17.

I always feel that my classmates speak English better than I do.

1 2 3 4 5 6

18.

I like the people of Australia.

1 2 3 4 5 6

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

19.

The things I will do in the future require me to speak English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

20.

English is important in the world these days.

1 2 3 4 5 6

21.

It is extremely important for me to learn English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

22.

I really enjoy learning English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

23.

I like to read English books.

1 2 3 4 5 6

24.

I like meeting people from English-speaking countries.

1 2 3 4 5 6

25.

If my dreams come true, I will use English effectively in the future.

1 2 3 4 5 6

26.

Studying English will help me to get a good job.

1 2 3 4 5 6

27.

I’m not very good at volunteering answers in my English class.

1 2 3 4 5 6

28.

1 2 3 4 5 6

29.

Studying English will help me understand people from all over the
world, not just English-speaking countries.
Learning English is necessary because it is an international language.

30.

I like the music of English-speaking countries.

1 2 3 4 5 6

31.

I like English language TV shows and films.

1 2 3 4 5 6

32.

Studying English will help me to know English-speaking people.

1 2 3 4 5 6

33.

1 2 3 4 5 6

34.

I often imagine myself as someone who is able to speak English
fluently.
I am working hard at learning English.

35.

If I met an English speaker, I would feel nervous.

1 2 3 4 5 6

36.

Learning English is a difficult task for me.

1 2 3 4 5 6

37.

I would like to be able to use English to communicate better with
people from other countries.
I always look forward to my English classes.

1 2 3 4 5 6

I think that English-speaking countries (not USA) have an important
role in the world.
I am the kind of person who makes great effort to learn English.

1 2 3 4 5 6

38.
39.
40.
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1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

Appendix 7: Sample transcription
Iv/Antonio/English language student/20-3-2013
Total length of interview: 00:37:24
Interviewer: Andrew
Location: ______________ Cafeteria - __________ University
______________________________________________________________
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20

I
Hi Antonio well it's nice to see you again. I think we'll start by talking about
those two questions that I sent you and then we'll go on from there.
A
Ok.
I
Ok so we'll start with for you in all of your language learning history what is
the best experience you've had of learning or using English?
A
Right. So for me the best experience I have ever had was once when I was in
the street and asking information you know and then I found an old guy and I asked
him how to go to Museum and he went with me and we talked in English and I could
understand everything he said and he could understand everything I said and it was
cool you know to see that my English was good enough to get the information and
talk and have a fluent conversation.
I
And so did you talk about a lot of other things like general life or ...
A
I asked a lot of information about the museum and he asked me about my
country and I asked him about the culture here in Australia.
I
And so since that day have you had, do you find that you are having more of
those kind of experiences the longer that you stay in Australia?
A
Yeah yeah yeah I have some others but this one particular one was better
because I could talk with him for a long way and he was really nice with me because
we were really far away from the museum and he went all the way along with me.
I
Which museum were you going to? Can you remember?
A
No no (laughter).
I
Alright and did that have any, what about in a class environment?
A
In class?
I
Can you think of any experience that really stands out as a memorable one
for you?
A
At class I think the best points at class is to know people from everywhere
and maybe my best experience at class was at London because we, most of them are
from China so in London I had friends from France Italy and everywhere.
I
Yeah I've interviewed you and maybe four others from __________
University who are not Chinese and they all ...
A
And how many did you interview?
I
Well actually I chose three Chinese and three non-Chinese that I'm
interviewing but the non-Chinese are a Chilean, a Spanish and you and they all say
every class seems to be the same with the large number of Chinese.
A
It is (laughter).
I
And what about on the other side of the coin and one of the worst
experiences you've had?
A
For me my worst experience was in Brazil in the English class that I went to
and my English in my opinion my English was better than my classmates and I
couldn't talk with them in English. When I tried to talk with them in English they
started speaking Portuguese with me and I was a little bit sad I felt like I was losing
my money and it was a waste of time you know so that was a bad experience.
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50

I
And so did that experience have any consequences for your learning in the
future? I mean did it motivate you to try and learn in a different way or?
A
Actually it was opposite of motivation.
I
Opposite of motivation?
A
Yeah.
I
Demotivation.
A
Demotivation. Yeah.
I
Right so it kind of made you lose interest in English?
A
Yeah lose interest because before I was really excited because I was going to
class going to English class again and I've just come back from London and it was a
really good experience and the oh my god I'm gonna study English again and the I
reach this class the first day I was like oooh that's not so good. The second day I was
like oh my god how long it's gonna be like this you know?
I
So it felt like it went forever?
A
Yeah.
I
And so at the moment here how are your English classes going?
A
Now it's getting better yeah.
I
I remember last time you told me it was the same book you had studied
before.
A
Yeah yeah yeah so at first it was really really bad because I saw the same
book and most people are Chinese and I don't know if they are shy or what but you
know our culture is really really different and I couldn't talk a lot with them and
when I tried they didn't answer me really properly.
I
But now it's getting better?
A
Yeah now their English is getting better and I got a new teacher and they are
better than the other ones that I had before.
I
And are you finding that your classmates are more willing to have
discussions with you?
A
Yeah yeah they are.
I
That's good that's good. Is it only you who is not Chinese in the class?
A
Oh there are there is one guy from Iran and one from Saudi Arabia.
I
And are all the others Chinese?
A
Yeah.
I
So your teacher changed but your class didn't change is that right?
A
Yes yes that's it.
I
Alright so what I wanted to do next was talk about a few different specific
emotions and just see if you have any experience with them that you wanna share
from your English learning in Brazil or here or in London as well. Some of them
positive and some of them are negative of course. So the first one is 'enjoyment'. So
let's start first of all with all the three places you've studied English, it's only three
right? England and Brazil and here?
A
Yes.
I
Which one did you enjoy the most and what was it, I think you already said a
little bit maybe it's London ...
A
Yes so far it's London.
I
Because of the culture mix?
A
Yeah many different people from different countries and also I don't know
why but actually I prefer London than Sydney sorry! (laughter).
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Appendix 8: Descriptive statistics for the original LLEQ (N=235)
N

Range

Min.

Max.

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

E_1

235

5

1

6

4.17

.981

-.156

.159

.426

.316

E_2

235

3

3

6

5.60

.681

-1.762

.159

2.799

.316

E_3

235

4

2

6

5.23

.882

-1.117

.159

.790

.316

E_4

235

5

1

6

3.16

1.348

.175

.159

-.753

.316

E_5

235

5

1

6

2.86

1.235

.704

.159

-.141

.316

E_6

235

5

1

6

4.40

1.079

-.408

.159

-.047

.316

E_7

235

4

2

6

5.18

.868

-.908

.159

.542

.316

E_8

235

4

2

6

5.04

.931

-1.039

.159

1.117

.316

E_9

235

3

3

6

4.91

.822

-.352

.159

-.455

.316

E_10

235

4

2

6

4.69

1.026

-.544

.159

-.274

.316

E_11

235

4

2

6

4.86

1.093

-.697

.159

-.369

.316

E_12

235

4

2

6

5.36

.822

-1.456

.159

2.564

.316

E_13

235

5

1

6

3.52

1.412

-.057

.159

-.996

.316

E_14

235

5

1

6

3.74

1.326

-.046

.159

-.730

.316

E_15

235

5

1

6

3.41

1.416

-.040

.159

-.884

.316

E_16

235

5

1

6

3.57

1.287

-.008

.159

-.793

.316

E_17

235

5

1

6

3.98

1.296

-.424

.159

-.535

.316

E_18

235

5

1

6

3.60

1.456

.051

.159

-.899

.316

E_19

235

4

2

6

5.24

.880

-1.178

.159

1.341

.316

E_20

235

5

1

6

5.42

.815

-1.872

.159

5.204

.316

E_21

235

5

1

6

4.70

1.112

-.575

.159

-.295

.316

E_22

235

3

3

6

5.30

.794

-.906

.159

.108

.316

E_23

235

5

1

6

4.17

1.198

-.416

.159

-.073

.316

E_24

235

5

1

6

5.15

.926

-1.386

.159

2.898

.316

E_25

235

4

2

6

4.96

.980

-.775

.159

.125

.316

E_26

235

5

1

6

3.26

1.401

.018

.159

-.838

.316

E_27

235

5

1

6

3.66

1.397

-.275

.159

-.650

.316

E_28

235

5

1

6

3.69

1.462

-.143

.159

-1.007

.316

E_29

235

5

1

6

2.66

1.356

.712

.159

-.276

.316

E_30

235

5

1

6

3.77

1.428

-.298

.159

-.730

.316

E_31

235

5

1

6

4.83

1.008

-.905

.159

1.048

.316

E_32

235

5

1

6

4.74

.994

-.961

.159

1.423

.316

E_33

235

5

1

6

4.87

.980

-.967

.159

1.450

.316

E_34

235

5

1

6

4.90

.917

-.744

.159

.928

.316

E_35

235

4

2

6

5.26

.823

-1.107

.159

1.132

.316

E_36

235

5

1

6

4.45

1.261

-.788

.159

.033

.316

E_37

235

5

1

6

4.19

1.250

-.479

.159

-.212

.316

E_38

235

5

1

6

5.31

.791

-1.398

.159

3.480

.316

E_39

235

4

2

6

4.79

.917

-.647

.159

.152

.316

322

E_40

235

5

1

6

3.90

1.498

-.278

.159

-1.027

.316

E_41

235

5

1

6

4.62

1.146

-.885

.159

.682

.316

E_42

235

5

1

6

3.59

1.543

-.144

.159

-1.025

.316

E_43

235

5

1

6

2.60

1.453

.857

.159

-.154

.316

E_44

235

5

1

6

2.49

1.322

.770

.159

-.159

.316

E_45

235

5

1

6

3.71

1.567

-.264

.159

-1.060

.316

E_46

235

5

1

6

2.57

1.355

.786

.159

-.119

.316

E_47

235

5

1

6

4.80

.951

-.733

.159

.719

.316

E_48

235

4

2

6

5.43

.749

-1.310

.159

1.813

.316

E_49

235

5

1

6

4.88

.919

-.720

.159

.873

.316

E_50

235

5

1

6

4.89

.922

-.602

.159

.345

.316

E_51

235

4

2

6

4.86

.932

-.475

.159

-.461

.316

E_52

235

5

1

6

5.32

.803

-1.440

.159

3.415

.316

E_53

235

4

2

6

5.11

.837

-.705

.159

.125

.316

E_54

235

4

2

6

4.94

.974

-.907

.159

.642

.316

E_55

235

4

2

6

5.03

.901

-.935

.159

.967

.316

E_56

235

5

1

6

3.79

1.489

-.272

.159

-.863

.316

E_57

235

5

1

6

2.60

1.411

.903

.159

.085

.316

E_58

235

5

1

6

4.05

1.277

-.345

.159

-.500

.316

E_59

235

5

1

6

3.43

1.323

.151

.159

-.677

.316

E_60

235

4

2

6

4.18

1.193

-.130

.159

-.886

.316

E_61

235

5

1

6

4.37

1.056

-.412

.159

.141

.316

E_62

235

5

1

6

4.72

1.100

-.794

.159

.397

.316

E_63

235

4

2

6

5.19

.795

-.967

.159

1.106

.316

E_64

235

5

1

6

4.46

1.026

-.380

.159

.428

.316

E_65

235

5

1

6

4.49

1.039

-.386

.159

-.101

.316

E_66

235

5

1

6

4.09

1.254

-.323

.159

-.510

.316

E_67

235

5

1

6

3.76

1.662

-.297

.159

-1.148

.316

E_68

235

5

1

6

3.99

1.138

-.203

.159

-.216

.316

E_69

235

5

1

6

3.16

1.408

.145

.159

-.883

.316

E_70

235

5

1

6

3.43

1.304

-.006

.159

-.687

.316

E_71

235

5

1

6

2.54

1.206

.644

.159

-.190

.316

E_72

235

5

1

6

2.99

1.351

.317

.159

-.758

.316

E_73

235

5

1

6

5.13

1.134

-1.645

.159

2.856

.316

E_74

235

5

1

6

4.63

1.152

-.625

.159

-.249

.316

E_75

235

5

1

6

4.63

1.235

-.831

.159

.148

.316

E_76

235

5

1

6

4.51

1.010

-.620

.159

.956

.316

E_77

235

5

1

6

3.09

1.251

.284

.159

-.413

.316

E_78

235

5

1

6

2.72

1.367

.663

.159

-.289

.316

E_79

235

5

1

6

4.03

1.575

-.433

.159

-.971

.316

E_80

235

5

1

6

2.96

1.339

.326

.159

-.810

.316

E_81

235

5

1

6

2.77

1.380

.577

.159

-.640

.316

E_82

235

5

1

6

3.51

1.421

-.053

.159

-.878

.316

E_83

235

5

1

6

4.45

1.017

-.567

.159

.636

.316

E_84

235

4

2

6

5.18

.830

-1.033

.159

1.257

.316

323

E_85

235

Valid N

235

5

1

6

4.86

(listwise)

324

1.014

-1.006

.159

1.681

.316

Appendix 9: Descriptive statistics for the original LLMQ (N=235)
N

Range

Min

Min

Mean

S.D

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Skewness
Statistic

Kurtosis
Std.

Statistic

Std. Error

Error
M_1

235

5

1

6

5.35

.960

-2.104

.159

5.972

.316

M_2

235

5

1

6

4.81

1.271

-1.043

.159

.546

.316

M_3

235

5

1

6

3.14

1.355

.062

.159

-.908

.316

M_4

235

5

1

6

5.03

1.060

-1.211

.159

1.221

.316

M_5

235

5

1

6

3.80

1.461

-.295

.159

-.913

.316

M_6

235

4

2

6

4.94

1.082

-.954

.159

.314

.316

M_7

235

4

2

6

5.30

.845

-1.125

.159

1.059

.316

M_8

235

4

2

6

5.47

.818

-1.635

.159

2.328

.316

M_9

235

5

1

6

4.14

1.188

-.367

.159

-.311

.316

M_10

235

5

1

6

4.72

1.312

-.998

.159

.372

.316

M_11

235

5

1

6

4.83

1.141

-.959

.159

.547

.316

M_12

235

4

2

6

5.53

.724

-1.614

.159

2.720

.316

M_13

235

5

1

6

4.45

1.237

-.665

.159

.072

.316

M_14

235

5

1

6

3.16

1.481

.292

.159

-.957

.316

M_15

235

5

1

6

4.59

1.185

-.717

.159

.078

.316

M_16

235

5

1

6

4.66

.985

-.508

.159

.232

.316

M_17

235

5

1

6

3.59

1.299

.015

.159

-.640

.316

M_18

235

5

1

6

4.92

.912

-.870

.159

1.361

.316

M_19

235

5

1

6

4.88

1.020

-.896

.159

.980

.316

M_20

235

5

1

6

5.37

.833

-1.757

.159

4.564

.316

M_21

235

4

2

6

5.09

.943

-.910

.159

.532

.316

M_22

235

5

1

6

4.50

1.072

-.278

.159

-.449

.316

M_23

235

5

1

6

3.91

1.160

-.089

.159

-.306

.316

M_24

235

4

2

6

4.94

.956

-.788

.159

.299

.316

M_25

235

4

2

6

5.25

.887

-1.108

.159

.674

.316

M_26

235

4

2

6

5.30

.865

-1.336

.159

1.876

.316

M_27

235

5

1

6

3.46

1.488

-.054

.159

-1.045

.316

M_28

235

5

1

6

4.98

1.070

-1.190

.159

1.310

.316

M_29

235

4

2

6

5.31

.802

-1.123

.159

1.152

.316

M_30

235

5

1

6

4.82

1.220

-.991

.159

.405

.316

M_31

235

5

1

6

5.10

1.024

-1.169

.159

1.228

.316

M_32

235

3

3

6

5.16

.777

-.557

.159

-.340

.316

M_33

235

5

1

6

5.22

.956

-1.453

.159

2.437

.316

M_34

235

5

1

6

4.38

1.053

-.352

.159

-.121

.316

M_35

235

5

1

6

3.52

1.409

-.062

.159

-.744

.316

M_36

235

5

1

6

3.76

1.319

-.040

.159

-.861

.316

M_37

235

4

2

6

5.20

.856

-1.056

.159

.862

.316

M_38

235

5

1

6

4.30

1.053

-.276

.159

-.347

.316

M_39

235

5

1

6

4.43

1.183

-.713

.159

.404

.316

M_40

235

5

1

6

4.24

1.044

-.227

.159

.045

.316

325

Valid N

235

(listwise)
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Appendix 10: LRE – final measurement model (CFA)
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Appendix 11: SRE – final measurement model (CFA)
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Appendix 12: LLMQ – final measurement model (CFA)
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Appendix 13: LRE-LLMQ – final measurement model (CFA)
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Appendix 14: SRE-LLMQ – final measurement model (CFA)
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Appendix 15: Descriptive statistics for the modified models
LRE
Positive Emotions – Use-related – descriptive statistics (LRE)
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

E_19

235

4

2

6

5.24

.880

-1.178

.159

1.341

.316

E_21

235

5

1

6

4.70

1.112

-.575

.159

-.295

.316

E_25

235

4

2

6

4.96

.980

-.775

.159

.125

.316

E_33

235

5

1

6

4.87

.980

-.967

.159

1.450

.316

E_55

235

4

2

6

5.03

.901

-.935

.159

.967

.316

E_84

235

4

2

6

5.18

.830

-1.033

.159

1.257

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)

Positive Emotions – Future-related - descriptive statistics (LRE)
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

E_2

235

3

3

6

5.60

.681

-1.762

.159

2.799

.316

E_3

235

4

2

6

5.23

.882

-1.117

.159

.790

.316

E_12

235

4

2

6

5.36

.822

-1.456

.159

2.564

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)
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Happiness/Enjoyment - descriptive statistics (LRE)
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

E_31

235

5

1

6

4.83

1.008

-.905

.159

1.048

.316

E_49

235

5

1

6

4.88

.919

-.720

.159

.873

.316

E_50

235

5

1

6

4.89

.922

-.602

.159

.345

.316

E_51

235

4

2

6

4.86

.932

-.475

.159

-.461

.316

E_60

235

4

2

6

4.18

1.193

-.130

.159

-.886

.316

E_62

235

5

1

6

4.72

1.100

-.794

.159

.397

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)

Fear/Embarrassment – descriptive statistics (LRE)
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

E_14

235

5

1

6

3.74

1.326

-.046

.159

-.730

.316

E_18

235

5

1

6

3.60

1.456

.051

.159

-.899

.316

E_29

235

5

1

6

2.66

1.356

.712

.159

-.276

.316

E_59

235

5

1

6

3.43

1.323

.151

.159

-.677

.316

E_68

235

5

1

6

3.99

1.138

-.203

.159

-.216

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)
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SRE
Happiness/Enjoyment - descriptive statistics (SRE)
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

E_53

235

4

2

6

5.11

.837

-.705

.159

.125

.316

E_63

235

4

2

6

5.19

.795

-.967

.159

1.106

.316

E_34

235

5

1

6

4.90

.917

-.744

.159

.928

.316

E_32

235

5

1

6

4.74

.994

-.961

.159

1.423

.316

E_7

235

4

2

6

5.18

.868

-.908

.159

.542

.316

E_52

235

5

1

6

5.32

.803

-1.440

.159

3.415

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)

Excitement - descriptive statistics (SRE)
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

E_1

235

5

1

6

4.17

.981

-.156

.159

.426

.316

E_23

235

5

1

6

4.17

1.198

-.416

.159

-.073

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)

Pride/Confidence - descriptive statistics (SRE)
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

E_64

235

5

1

6

4.46

1.026

-.380

.159

.428

.316

E_85

235

5

1

6

4.86

1.014

-1.006

.159

1.681

.316

E_74

235

5

1

6

4.63

1.152

-.625

.159

-.249

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)
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Fear/Embarrassment - descriptive statistics (SRE)
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

E_82

235

5

1

6

3.51

1.421

-.053

.159

-.878

.316

E_15

235

5

1

6

3.41

1.416

-.040

.159

-.884

.316

E_80

235

5

1

6

2.96

1.339

.326

.159

-.810

.316

E_71

235

5

1

6

2.54

1.206

.644

.159

-.190

.316

E_56

235

5

1

6

3.79

1.489

-.272

.159

-.863

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)

LLMQ
Intended Learning Effort - descriptive statistics
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

M_9

235

5

1

6

4.14

1.188

-.367

.159

-.311

.316

M_34

235

5

1

6

4.38

1.053

-.352

.159

-.121

.316

M_40

235

5

1

6

4.24

1.044

-.227

.159

.045

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)

Attitudes to Learning English - descriptive statistics
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

M_15

235

5

1

6

4.59

1.185

-.717

.159

.078

.316

M_22

235

5

1

6

4.50

1.072

-.278

.159

-.449

.316

M_23

235

5

1

6

3.91

1.160

-.089

.159

-.306

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)
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English Anxiety - descriptive statistics
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

M_3

235

5

1

6

3.14

1.355

.062

.159

-.908

.316

M_14

235

5

1

6

3.16

1.481

.292

.159

-.957

.316

M_17

235

5

1

6

3.59

1.299

.015

.159

-.640

.316

M_27

235

5

1

6

3.46

1.488

-.054

.159

-1.045

.316

M_35

235

5

1

6

3.52

1.409

-.062

.159

-.744

.316

M_36

235

5

1

6

3.76

1.319

-.040

.159

-.861

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)

Ideal L2 Self - descriptive statistics
N

Range

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std.

Skewness

Kurtosis

Deviation
Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

M_11

235

5

1

6

4.83

1.141

-.959

.159

.547

.316

M_12

235

4

2

6

5.53

.724

-1.614

.159

2.720

.316

M_13

235

5

1

6

4.45

1.237

-.665

.159

.072

.316

M_19

235

5

1

6

4.88

1.020

-.896

.159

.980

.316

M_21

235

4

2

6

5.09

.943

-.910

.159

.532

.316

Valid N

235

(listwise)
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Appendix 16: LRE-LLMQ – Full structural model including indicator items
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Appendix 17: SRE-LLMQ – Full structural model including indicator items
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